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Trilateral retinoblastoma screening: is diffusion weighted magnetic resonance imaging helpful?
Author(s):
Ira Dunkel (Presenter)
Jasmine Francis
Brian Marr
David Abramson
Sofia Haque
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Trilateral retinoblastoma is a life-threatening condition when patients are diagnosed due to signs and/
or symptoms and/or the tumor is large or metastatic. Better survival has been associated with small tumors being
detected pre-clinically on surveillance MRI scans. However, treatment for trilateral retinoblastoma involves very
intensive chemotherapy and often surgery, so it is very important not to mistakenly consider prominent pineal
glands or cysts to be manifestations of trilateral disease. Diffusion Weighted MRI (DW-MRI) is usually abnormal
in tightly packed PNET tumors and so we hypothesized that it might be useful in assessing equivocal lesions
detected during trilateral retinoblastoma screening. Methods: Retrospective review of brain MRI scans that
included DW-MRI images from patients with trilateral retinoblastoma seen at our center. Results: Suitable brain
MRI scans including DW-MRI were available from 8 patients with trilateral retinoblastoma diagnosed from 2002
to 2015. Tumors that were large (≥ 15 mm) and/or producing signs and/or symptoms were always diffusion
restricted. Smaller lesions in 2 asymptomatic patients were originally considered equivocal, but subsequently
developed diffusion restriction during follow-up examinations. The patients were taken to surgery that confirmed
trilateral retinoblastoma. Conclusion: Clinically apparent and pathologically proven trilateral retinoblastoma is
consistently diffusion restricted on brain DW-MRI. However, early lesions of uncertain significance that ultimately
are determined to be trilateral retinoblastoma may not initially demonstrate diffusion restriction apparent to
the naked eye. Quantification of the diffusion restriction is being evaluated using the metric apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) and with optimized technique it may help distinguish prominent benign pineal glands from
trilateral disease.

Notes:
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Trilateral retinoblastoma: a systemic review and meta-analysis of incidence and survival.
Author(s):
Annette Moll (Presenter)
Marcus de Jong
Tero Kivela
Jonas Castelijns
Machteld Bosscha
Pim De Graaf
Arenne Kors
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
PURPOSE: We aimed to provide a systematic overview of trilateral retinoblastoma survival and incidence.
METHODS: We undertook this study in accordance with the PRISMA statement. We searched Medline and Embase
between 1966, and 2014. Authors of included articles were contacted for additional data (e.g., updated followup information). We undertook a meta-analysis of survival with the Kaplan-Meier method and Cox proportional
hazards regression. We used a random-effects model to calculate summary estimates of incidence. RESULTS:
We included 90 studies, with 174 patients with trilateral retinoblastoma. Five-year survival after pineal trilateral
retinoblastoma increased from 6% (95% CI 2-15) in patients diagnosed before 1995, to 44% (26-61; p<0.0001) in
those diagnosed from 1995 onwards. Before 1995 no non-pineal trilateral retinoblastoma patient survived, but
after 1995 five-year survival increased to 57% (95% CI 30–77; P=0.035). Hazard ratios (HR) adjusted for the presence
of leptomeningeal metastases and trilateral retinoblastoma location, suggested that both conventional (HR
0.059, 95% CI 0.016–0.226) and high-dose chemotherapy with stem-cell rescue (HR 0.013, 95% CI 0.002–0.064)
most strongly contributed to this improvement. Absence of symptoms (HR 2.26) and absence of leptomeningeal
metastases (HR 2.13) also improved survival. Non-pineal trilateral retinoblastoma were larger than pineal (median
30 versus 22 mm) but both had similar outcomes since 1995. Pineal trilateral retinoblastoma were diagnosed
earlier and was smaller than before 1995 (17.5 versus 30 mm). In uni- or bilateral retinoblastoma the incidence
of any trilateral retinoblastoma was 1.76% (1.33–2.25; data from 12 studies), whereas the incidence of pineal
trilateral retinoblastoma was 1.40% (1.04–1.81; 13 studies). Among bilateral retinoblastoma the incidences
were 3.42% (2.06–5.10; 9 studies) and 2.82% (1.71–4.18; 9 studies), respectively for any and pineal trilateral
retinoblastoma. CONCLUSION: Our results suggest that improvements in overall survival are attributable to
improved chemotherapy regimens and early detection of pineal trilateral retinoblastoma. We therefore believe
that successful trilateral retinoblastoma treatment should include screening at least at the time of retinoblastoma
diagnosis and chemotherapy, preferably a high dose regimen with autologous stem-cell rescue. We have also
provided summary estimates of trilateral retinoblastoma incidence, all well below five percent. - Survival paper:
Lancet Oncol. 2014;15(10):1157-67. - Incidence paper: to be submitted.

Notes:
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Secondary neoplasms after retinoblastoma treatment.
Author(s):
Shigenobu Suzuki (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose To analyze the incidence of secondary neoplasms after the treatment of retinoblastoma. Methods
Retrospective cohort study of retinoblastoma patients treated in our hospital from 1964 to 2010. Results Thirtythree patients developed 38 secondary neoplasms. 3 patients developed two secondary neoplasms, and one
developed three neoplasms. 4 were sporadic, and 29 were hereditary retinoblastoma. 30 had received external
radiotherapy, and 9 had received systemic chemotherapy for treatment of retinoblastoma. The youngest patient
was 3 years old with rhabdomyosarcoma. Pathological diagnosis of secondary neoplasms was osteosarcoma
(n=9), rhabdomyosarcoma (n=8), other sarcomas (n=6), meningioma (n=4), sebaceous carcinoma (n=2),
acute myeloid leukemia (n=1), acute lymphoblastic leukemia (n=1), other malignant tumors (n=5), and other
benign tumors (n=2). The cumulative incidence rates of secondary neoplasms were 2.4% at 10 years and 7.2%
at 20 years after diagnosis. Ten patients died due to the secondary neoplasms. Conclusion Osteosarcoma and
rhabdomyosarcoma were the most common secondary neoplasms. We should pay attention to develop the
sebaceous carcinoma in Asian population.

Notes:
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Incidence of second primary cancer in heritable and non-heritable retinoblastoma:
Results from a Danish population based study with more than 70 years follow-up.
Author(s):
Pernille Axél Gregersen (Presenter)
Jan Alsner
Jens Overgaard
Mikkel Funding
Steen Fiil Urbak
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose To determine the incidence of second primary cancer in the 292 retinoblastoma survivors diagnosed
with retinoblastoma in Denmark from 1943-2013. Methods Data was retrieved from the Danish Retinoblastoma
Database, a national populations database complete since 1943. Heritable retinoblastoma is defined by bilateral
or multifocal disease, familial presentation, and/or identification of an RB1 mutation. Data on second primary
cancers in retinoblastoma survivors was extracted from the Danish Cancer Registry. The Danish Cancer Registry is
population based and contains systematically collected data on the incidence of cancer in the Danish population
since 1943. All types of cancer but non-melanoma skin cancer are included. Results 324 retinoblastoma patients
have been diagnosed since 1943. In a total of 292 retinoblastoma survivors, data on secondary primary cancers
was divided in heritable retinoblastoma (117 patients, 40%) and non-heritable retinoblastoma (175 patients,
60%). 25 of 117 patients (21%) with heritable retinoblastoma were diagnosed with a second primary cancer. This
number is significant higher than in the group with non-heritable retinoblastoma, in which 17 out of 175 patients
(10%) was diagnosed with a second primary cancer (p=0.005). In heritable retinoblastoma, 52% was diagnosed
with sarcoma, 24% with malignant melanoma, 12% with carcinoma, and 12% was diagnosed with other types of
cancer. In the non-heritable group, carcinoma (24%) and malignant melanoma (24%) were the most common
second primary cancers, 16% was diagnosed with sarcoma, and 35% with other types of cancers. The median
age at diagnosis of second primary cancer (34 years) did not differ in the two groups. Conclusion The incidence
of second primary cancer is significantly higher in survivors with heritable retinoblastoma versus survivors with nonheritable retinoblastoma. The types of cancer differ in the two groups, sarcoma being the most common type in
heritable retinoblastoma. Unique for this study are the completeness of our nationwide collected data and the
extent of long-term follow-up.

Notes:
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Elevated risk of developing sarcoma and leukemia in children and
adolescence after retinoblastoma treatment.
Author(s):
Petra Temming (Presenter)
Anja Viehmann
Marina Arendt
Lewin Eisele
Claudia Spix
Norbert Bornfeld
Wolfgang Sauerwein
Karl-Heinz Jöckel
Dietmar Lohmann
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: The risk to develop second primary malignancies is increased for adults after retinoblastoma treatment.
In this study, we characterize second primary malignancies with onset during childhood and adolescence in
children treated for retinoblastoma. Method: All national patients treated for retinoblastoma at the German
referral center with a current age of 6-27 years were invited to participate in a study to characterize late effects.
Results: Ten of 488 patients participating in the follow-up study after retinoblastoma treatment developed a
second primary malignancy before the age of 18 years. For children heterozygous for oncogenic variants of
RB1 in germline, the cumulative incidence to develop a second malignancy at the age of 10 years was 5.2
+/-1.8%. This resulted in an elevated risk for sarcoma (SIR 147.98; 95% confidence interval 39.81; 378.87) and
leukemia (SIR 41.38; 95% confidence interval 11.13; 105.95). Treatment modality influenced incidence, latency
and type of malignancy. Previous radiotherapy increased the risk for second primary malignancies and 3 of
91 children developed acute leukemia after treatment with chemotherapy. Nonetheless, 2 children with
heterozygous RB1 germline mutation developed a second primary malignancy without previous chemotherapy
or external beam radiotherapy. Conclusion: Children and adolescence with RB1 germline mutation need regular
oncological follow-up to screen for second primary malignancy. For children with unilateral retinoblastoma,
genetic information on RB1 status may influence treatment decisions and allow tailoring of follow-up schedules.
The Deutsche Kinderkrebsstiftung financed this study.

Notes:
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Cranio-facial second primary tumors in hereditary retinoblastoma patients
previously treated with external beam radiotherapy.
Author(s):
Irene Jiménez (Presenter)
Marick Laé
Alexia Savignoni
Laurence Desjardins
François Doz
Hervé Brisse
Isabelle Aerts
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose : About half of children diagnosed with retinoblastoma (Rb) are carriers of a constitutional alteration
of the Rb1 gene. The prognosis of Rb is excellent, but carriers of this mutation have higher risk than general
population to develop further malignancies particularly in irradiation field if they have been treated by external
beam radiotherapy (EBRT). These cranio-facial second primary tumors (SPTs) in irradiation field have a very poor
prognosis. Methods : This retrospective monocentric study includes 219 patients diagnosed with hereditary Rb and
treated by EBRT between 1968 and 2011 in the Institut Curie. Clinical, therapeutical, radiological and histological
data were recorded. Radiological and histological centralized reviews were performed. Cranio-facial SPTs
rate was estimated using the Kaplan-Meier method. Results : Median follow-up was 241 months [5.3 - 461.2].
During the follow-up, 52 patients developed a cranio-facial SPT and a third tumor was diagnosed in 4 patients.
Among the 52 SPTs, 46 were malignant (88%) and 6 benign (12%). Histologically, the most frequent subtypes were
undifferentiated sarcomas in 22 patients (42%) and osteosarcomas in 17 patients (33%). Predilection sites were:
facial bones (38%), orbit (33%) and ethmoid sinus (12%). At 10, 15 and 20 years after EBRT, the SPT rate was equal
to 6.7% CI95% [3.3% – 10.0%], 12% CI95% [7.5% – 16.5%] and 24% CI95% [17.5% – 30.0%] respectively. At 1, 2 and 5
years after STP diagnosis the overall survival was estimated to 81.6% CI95% [71.5% - 93.2%], 75.0% CI95% [63.5% 88.3%] and 52.3% CI95% [39.1% - 69.8%], respectively. Conclusion : Undifferentiated sarcomas and osteosarcomas
are the most common cranio-facial SPTs in irradiated hereditary Rb, which develop in specific locations. Their
poor prognosis explains why current protocols avoid using EBRT –actually its indication has become exceptional–
and justifies the efforts in early detection to try to improve their outcome.

Notes:
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Long-Term Outcomes of Group B Eyes in Retinoblastoma Patients Treated with Short-Course
Chemoreduction: The Children’s Hospital Los Angeles Experience.
Author(s):
Jesse Berry (Presenter)
Thomas Lee
Rima Jubran
A. Linn Murphree
Jonathan Kim
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: At most centers, chemoreduction (CRD) protocols for Group B retinoblastoma consist of 6 monthly cycles
of multi-agent systemic chemotherapy. Herein we present outcomes of a short-course 3-cycle CRD regimen for
Group B eyes. The objective of this study is to compare long-term outcomes between a short-course 3-cycle
CRD versus a 6-cycle CRD regimen for Group B retinoblastoma. Methods: A non-randomized, comparative
retrospective review from a single retinoblastoma center in the United States. Participants included all unilateral
and bilateral retinoblastoma patients diagnosed with Group B disease in at least one eye from 1991-2011. The
main outcome measure is globe salvage. Secondary measures include need for external beam radiation.
Systemic complications of CRD therapy were also evaluated. Results: A total of 72 Group B eyes of 63 patients
were included in the review: 46 patients (55 eyes) received the short course 3-cycle protocol and 17 patients
(17 B eyes) received a 6-cycle protocol. The mean follow-up period was 82 months (range 3-272 months). In the
short-course group, 37 of 55 eyes (67%) were preserved with 3 cycles of chemotherapy, and 12 additional eyes
were rescued with 3 additional cycles of chemotherapy, for a total salvage rate of 89% with CRD (49/55 eyes).
In the 6-cycle group, 16 of 17 eyes (94%) did not require radiation or enucleation. Conclusion: The initial CRD
success rate for the 3 cycle group was slightly lower than the 6 cycle group (p=0.028). However, patients failing
the 3-cycle regimen can be successfully rescued with 3 additional cycles, which translates into a similar overall
event-free survival for both groups (p=0.485). Therefore, in our cohort the 3 cycle regimen spared 63% (29 / 46) of
patients an additional 3 cycles of systemic chemotherapy.

Notes:
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Risk profiles for postlaminar optic nerve invasion and massive choroidal invasion
of retinoblastoma based on intraocular tumor size.
Author(s):
Marcus de Jong(Presenter)
Fenna van der Meer
Sophia Goericke
Hervé Brisse
Paolo Galluzzi
Philippe Maeder
Selma Sirin,
Sonia De Francesco
Xavier Sastre-Garau
Klaus Metz
Alfonso Cerase
Daan Noij
Paul van der Valk
Annette Moll
Jonas Castelijns
Pim de Graaf
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose The purpose of this study was to assess the association between retinoblastoma tumour size (volume and
maximum axial diameter) and metastatic risk factors (postlaminar optic nerve and massive choroidal tumour
invasion) determined by histopathologic analysis. Methods This study was performed according to the STARD
(standards for reporting of diagnostic accuracy) statement. This retrospective multicentre (Amsterdam, Essen,
Paris and Siena) study included 370 consecutive retinoblastoma patients (375 eyes) who underwent baseline
MRI followed by primary enucleation. Tumour sizes (maximum diameter and gross volume) were measured
independently by two observers, who were blinded for clinical and pathological data. Receiver operator curve
(ROC) and logistic regression analysis were used to analyse the data and to evaluate potential confounders.
Results For postlaminar optic nerve invasion (n=375), ROC analysis yielded areas under the curve (AUC) of 0.77
(95% CI 0.70–0.85) vs. 0.78 (0.71–0.85), respectively for volume and diameter. Massive choroidal tumour invasion
(n=219) showed AUCs of 0.67 (0.57–0.77) and 0.70 (0.59–0.80). Logistic regression analysis showed that tumour size
was the main predictor of these metastatic risk factors. The risk of postlaminar optic nerve invasion was minimal
(<1%) below 0.88 cm3 or 14 mm, whereas the risk was substantial (>25%) above 1.8 cm3 or 17.2 mm. Across the
different tumour sizes the risk of massive choroidal invasion was more evenly distributed, as reflected by the lower
AUC; with higher risks for small tumours, but similar risks for large tumours compared to postlaminar optic nerve
invasion. Conclusion Tumour size is a good predictor of postlaminar optic nerve tumour invasion and to a lesser
extent also of massive choroidal tumour invasion. Across the tumour size categories the risk of massive choroidal
invasion is more evenly distributed. Tumour diameter and volume both performed similarly, but volume can be
obtained more reliably.

Notes:
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Histopathologic Grading of Anaplasia in Retinoblastoma.
Author(s):
Grossniklaus Hans (Presenter)
Pia Mendoza
Charles Specht
Michael Lynn
Qing Zhang
Jun Kong
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To determine whether the degree of tumor anaplasia has prognostic value by evaluating its correlation
with high-risk histopathologic features and clinical outcomes in a series of retinoblastoma patients. Methods: The
clinical and pathologic findings in 266 patients who underwent primary enucleation for retinoblastoma were
reviewed. The histologic degree of anaplasia was graded as retinocytoma, mild, moderate, or severe as defined
by increasing cellular pleomorphism, number of mitoses, nuclear size, and nuclear hyperchromatism. Nuclear
morphometric characteristics were measured. The clinical and pathologic data of 125 patients were compared
using Kaplan-Meier estimates of survival. Fisher’s exact test and multivariate regression were used to analyze the
association between anaplasia grade and high-risk histologic features. Results: Increasing grade of anaplasia was
associated with decreased overall survival (p=0.03) and increased risk of metastasis (p=0.0007). Histopathologic
features that were associated with anaplasia included optic nerve invasion (p<0.0001), choroidal invasion
(p=<0.0001), and anterior segment invasion (p=0.04). Multivariate analysis considering high-risk histopathology
and anaplasia grading as predictors of distant metastasis and death showed that high-risk histopathology was
statistically significant as an independent predictor (p=0.01 for metastasis, p=0.03 for death) but anaplasia was
not (p=0.63 for metastasis, p=0.30 for death). In the absence of high-risk features, however, severe anaplasia
identified an additional risk for metastasis (p=0.0004) and death (p=0.01). Conclusion: Grading of anaplasia may
be a useful adjunct to standard histopathologic criteria in identifying retinoblastoma patients who do not have
high-risk histologic features but still have an increased risk of metastasis and may need adjuvant therapy.

Notes:
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Prognostic significance of minimal dissemination detection in retinoblastoma.
Author(s):
Ana Torbidoni (Presenter)
Viviana Laurent
Claudia Sampor
Daniela Ottaviani
Valeria Vazquez
Mariano Gabri
María de Davila
Marco Ramirez
Cristina Alonso
Daniel Alonso
Jorge Rossi
Guillermo Chantada
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Disseminated retinoblastoma is still a cause of death from this tumor, and identification of small
amounts (minimal dissemination, MD) of tumor cells in extraocular sites, might be a tool for tailoring treatment.
Our purpose is to test CRX (cone-rod homeobox transcription factor) as a lineage-specific molecular marker for
metastatic retinoblastoma and for evaluation of MD. Methods: We evaluated MD through CRX mRNA detection
by retrotranscription followed by real-time PCR (RT-qPCR) and/or by immunocitology for GD2, in prospectively
collected samples from bone marrow (BM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in seventeen patients with metastatic
retinoblastoma (9 at diagnosis, 8 at relapse) and 106 patients with intraocular retinoblastoma. We analyzed
the prognostic significance to predict the extraocular relapse of pathological features of the enucleated eye
and of the presence of MD. Results: The BM samples of all the children with metastasis at the diagnosis showed
expression of CRX mRNA. In the CSF of children with a metastatic relapse; CRX mRNA was positive in 2 patients
with inconclusive results reached by routine techniques. MD in the CSF heralded a clinical relapse in two cases.
No concomitant MD was evident in the BM in any case. Seventy patients with intraocular retinoblastoma showed
high risk pathology features in the histology of the primary enucleated eye and 7 (10%) of them had MD in the BM
and/or in the CSF. None of the patients with low risk pathology features had MD (n=36). Massive choroidal invasion,
invasion to the sclera and invasion to the resection margin of the optic nerve were all correlated significantly with
the presence of MD in univariate analysis (p<0.05). However, only invasion to the resection margin of the optic
nerve independently correlated with the presence of MD (p= 0.001) by multivariate analysis. Patients with high risk
features that had MD had an event free survival of 0.78 and those negative for MD of 0.98 (p=0.02). MD was the
only factor that independently correlated with extraocular relapse by multivariate analysis (p: 0.01). Conclusions:
CRX mRNA is a novel marker for retinoblastoma. The BM of metastatic cases, have a complete and sustained
molecular response after induction chemotherapy. CSF relapse occurs independently from the BM suggesting a
sanctuary site. Presence of MD is an independent prognostic marker for extraocular relapse in patients with high
risk pathology features.

Notes:
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Comparison of Clinical Classification Systems of Retinoblastoma with Histopathology
Of Primarily Enucleated Eyes.
Author(s):
Payal Shah (Presenter)
Roshmi Gupta
Ashwin Mallipatna
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Various systems of classification of retinoblastoma (RB) exist in literature, with little evidence of how they
correlate with pathological severity of the enucleated eye. This study intends to compare various classification
systems of RB in predicting the histopathological risk in primarily enucleated eyes. Methods: We retrospectively
studied 66 eyes of 62 patients who underwent enucleation. Out of the 66 eyes, 21 eyes were excluded as
they had received pre-enucleated chemotherapy and/or focal therapy that could alter pathology, while 2
were excluded due to orbital disease at presentation. Of the 43 eyes included in the study, classification at
presentation was determined using the CHLA system, the CHOP classification and TNM classification. Postenucleation histopathology was assessed according to risk using the COG criteria for high-risk pathology. Results:
Of the 43 eyes included in the study, 21 showed high-risk pathology. Using the IIRC System: of the 8 group D eyes,
1 had high-risk pathology; of the 35 group E eyes, 20 had high-risk pathology. Using the Shield’s Classification: of
the 3 group D eyes, none had high-risk pathology; of the 40 group E eyes, 21 had high-risk pathology; Using the
TNM classification: of the 3 eyes with T2b disease none of them showed high-risk pathology, of the 5 eyes with T3a
disease, 1 eye showed high-risk pathology, of the 33 eyes with T3b disease, 18 eyes showed high risk pathology
and 2 out of 2 eyes with T4a disease had high risk pathology. Conclusion: The prevalence of high-risk pathology
segregates well across the TNM classification system. Group E eyes according to the CHOP classification had
52.5% with high-risk pathology, and according to the CHLA system 57.1% had high-risk pathology. This study shows
that using different systems of classifications of RB can predict different proportions of high-risk pathology.

Notes:
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The role of chromosomal “shattering” (chromothripsis) in retinoblastoma tumorigenesis.
Author(s):
Rachel Brenna (Presenter)
Justina McEvoy
Armita Bahrami
Elizabeth Stewart
Matthew W. Wilson
Michael Dyer
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Retinoblastoma tumorigenesis is initiated by mutation of the RB1 tumor suppressor gene, MYCN
amplification without RB1 mutation, or deletion of the long arm of chromosome 13 (13q-). Further characterization
of the relationship between MYCN amplification and RB1 gene inactivation provided additional insights regarding
tumorigenesis in this population. Methods: Retinoblastoma patients with sufficient tumor and germline DNA
for analysis were identified. RB1 gene status in tumor and germline samples was analyzed by custom-capture
technology and Illumina sequencing. Tumors with no identifiable RB1 mutation were further characterized by
IHC and FISH analysis. RB1 immunohistochemistry (IHC) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) using probes
spanning the RB1 locus and specific to MYCN were performed on all tumor samples. Results: Ten of 94 (11%) of
retinoblastomas had no identifiable RB1 mutations. A chromosomal, regional and focal CNVs and LOH analysis
identified a higher rate of chromosomal, regional and focal lesions in tumors with wild-type RB1 than those with
RB1 mutations. An acute genomic event, chromosomal “shattering” (called chromothripsis), was identified in
30% of these samples, suggesting this mechanism may initiate retinoblastoma by inactivating the RB1 gene
in these tumors. Conclusions: Recognizing chromothripsis as the initiating event in retinoblastoma is important
for patients, since the lesion is missed by conventional RB1 mutational analysis. Further characterization of the
relationship between regional chromothripsis, MYCN amplification and RB1 gene inactivation in a larger sample
of retinoblastoma tumors will provide a standard approach to identifying the mechanism of tumorigenesis in
our patient population, improve the information we provide during genetic counseling, and possibly impact
stratification of patients for targeted therapy in future trials.

Notes:
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Global Genetics: A novel approach to development and delivery of
retinoblastoma genetic services.
Author(s):
Helen Dimaras (Presenter)
Tim Corson
Junyang Zhao
Lucy Njambi
Jessica Hill
Li Qun He
Trillilum Chang
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose The intersection of genetics and global health is a new and “disruptive” idea, with little existing theory
to inform practice. With genomic approaches leading the way for individualized medicine, it is important to
study how well the medical community and public is equipped to understand the essential genetic concepts
that facilitate informed consent, care and follow-up, and the approaches will vary worldwide. Retinoblastoma,
the prototypic genetic cancer, with the majority of its patient population residing in countries without availability
of genetic services, represents an excellent system for developing and testing new approaches in global
genetics. Here we present a novel approach to the design, implementation and testing of innovative, patientoriented and culturally appropriate genetic services for retinoblastoma in varying global contexts. Methods An
integrated knowledge translation approach was used to design and undertake key studies in Canada, Kenya
and China. Informing the process were retinoblastoma clinicians and scientists (delivery of genetic services)
and survivors and parents of children with retinoblastoma (end-users of genetic services). Results In Kenya,
a model for a comprehensive genetic service was developed, resting on three pillars: 1) Patient and Family
Counseling, 2) Community Involvement, and 3) Medical Education. Focus groups will determine the knowledge,
experiences and attitudes of cancer survivors and their families (informing Pillars 1 and 2). A novel curriculum
combining molecular science with role-play increased knowledge and confidence among retinoblastoma
clinicians regarding genetic concepts and counseling approaches (Pillar 3). In Canada and China, parents of
retinoblastoma patients were surveyed to determine factors that aid or detract from coping at the onset of their
child’s diagnosis, revealing a need to strengthen the delivery of genetic information. A test of genetics knowledge
among Canadian retinoblastoma survivors also found a need to strengthen delivery of information about second
cancer risks and available reproductive options for predisposed individuals. Furthermore, survivors who received
limited or no clinical follow-up after the active treatment performed below average on the knowledge test.
Conclusion Effective genetic counseling can support families to access timely care, make informed lifestyle and
family planning choices, and cope with the diagnosis of a familial cancer syndrome like retinoblastoma. Our
study of retinoblastoma genetic services in the global context indicates there is a there is a health service gap to
be filled in this area. The integrated knowledge translation approach can address unique sociocultural elements
related to counseling, and develop genetic services that address psychosocial care of retinoblastoma patients
and families.52.5% with high-risk pathology, and according to the CHLA system 57.1% had high-risk pathology.
This study shows that using different systems of classifications of RB can predict different proportions of high-risk
pathology.

Notes:
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What difference does next generation sequencing make to retinoblastoma genetic testing?
Author(s):
Hilary Racher (Presenter)
Sharlene Koroscil
Crystal D’Silva
Xue Wu
Chao Zhang
Xiaofang Huang
Franny Jewett
Yang Shao
Brenda Gallie
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Next generation sequencing (NGS) is being employed in a large number of molecular genetic laboratories
around the world. At high volumes of patient samples and genes studied, NGS is a cost-effective and efficient
tool for deeper interrogation of sequencing-detectable variants. For RB1, focus has been on the NGS potential for
discovery of low-level mosaic variants. We report the increased sensitivity of NGS on our retinoblastoma genetic
test and more broadly, its impact on cost effectiveness of clinical genetic testing. Cost-effectiveness of genetic
testing in retinoblastoma is well known (Noorani et al 1996 PMID: 8755916). Methods: DNA from bilateral probands
with no RB1 mutation found at Impact Genetics was targeted using custom designed biotinylated probes for
hybridization based capture of the RB1 gene coding sequence, flanking intronic regions and the core promoter.
NGS was performed using the Illumina MiSeq. The cost-effectiveness of NGS and conventional technologies
were compared for retinoblastoma genetic testing by decision analytic modelling using Canadian standard of
care and costs. Results: All bilateral retinoblastoma cases are expected to carry a germline mutation in the RB1
gene. However, extensive genetic analysis reveals no RB1 mutation in DNA of 3.4% of bilateral retinoblastoma
patient blood samples tested in our laboratory. Others have reported 1% increases in test sensitivity after very
deep (>400x) NGS sequencing (Chen et al 2013 PMID: 24282159). A total of 757 bilateral probands were tested
by conventional methods (Sanger sequencing, copy number detection and allele-specific PCR for 11 recurrent
mutations); no mutation was identified in 32 patients. Preliminary data from NGS studies of these 32 patients
identified a moderate increase in mutations found. To address the cost effectiveness of NGS, we summarized assay
cost, overall test sensitivity and cost per mutation found of various approaches, including NGS only (becoming
more common around the world), Sanger sequencing and copy number only (most common in North American
labs), and our lab’s methods with and without NGS. Sensitivity analysis was performed to address uncertainties
in the model and demonstrated that the incremental cost effectiveness ratio (ICER) was most influenced by test
sensitivity followed by number of relatives and cost of testing. Our analysis demonstrates that NGS is cost saving.
Conclusion: NGS is a cost-effective approach that can moderately increase the RB1 mutation detection rate in
bilateral patients.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The mitotic kinesin KIF14 is a molecular motor that plays a pivotal role in the final stages of cytokinesis. In
most retinoblastoma tumors the KIF14 locus at 1q32.1 is gained as an important event after mutation of the RB1
gene. Moreover, KIF14 is highly overexpressed in retinoblastoma and other cancers, strongly suggesting its role as an
oncogene. Despite this, KIF14’s effects on retinoblastoma in vivo have not previously been analyzed. Using a novel
Kif14 overexpressing, SV40 large T-antigen retinoblastoma (TAg-RB) double transgenic mouse model we aimed
to determine Kif14’s role in promoting retinal tumor formation. Understanding the effects of Kif14 overexpression
in vivo will allow for a greater understanding of the biology of post RB1 loss events and how they contribute to
retinoblastoma progression. Methods: By crossing transgenic mice constitutively overexpressing Kif14 into the TAgRB model, we generated Kif14; TAg-RB double transgenic mice. The Micron III rodent imaging system was used
to obtain fundus photographs as well as optical coherence tomography images. Double transgenics and TAgRB littermates were imaged in both eyes over a time-course to document tumor development, and histological
analysis of tumor burden was performed at various ages. Results: Compared to the TAg-RB single transgenic
mice, the Kif14; TAg-RB double transgenic mice showed accelerated formation of tumor-like clusters of hyperreflective cells in the inner nuclear layer of the retina from as early as two weeks of age. In the double transgenic
mice, these clusters filled the inner nuclear layer, while the clusters remained isolated in the single transgenics. This
difference was maintained through development. Tumor burden was significantly greater in Kif14; TAg-RB than in
TAg-RB eyes (13.6% vs. 5.0% of retinal area, Mann-Whitney P=0.02) by histology at 8 weeks. Conclusion: The overexpression of the Kif14 oncogene in the TAg-RB model of retinoblastoma leads to accelerated onset of tumor
formation and total tumor burden, providing strong evidence that Kif14 can promote retinoblastoma formation
in susceptible cells in vivo.
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Inhibition of MMP-2 and MMP-9 Decreases Cellular Proliferation,
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Abstract:
Purpose: Retinoblastoma (Rb) can metastasize via invasion of the uvea, sclera and optic nerve or more broadly
via the ocular vasculature. We wished to determine if specific cellular pathways involved in Rb metastasis can be
identified and assessed as potential anti-metastatic drug targets. Two such targets are matrix metalloproteinases-2
and -9 (MMP-2, -9), which degrade extracellular matrix as a prerequisite for cellular invasion and have been
shown to be involved in other types of cancer metastasis. The role of MMP-2, -9 in Rb metastasis has not been
established. Methods: For our study, we compared two well-studied Rb cell lines: Y79, which exhibits high
metastatic potential and Weri-1, which has low metastatic potential. The effects of inhibitors of MMP-2 (ARP100)
and MMP-9 (AG-L-66085) on proliferation, angiogenesis, migration and production of immunomodulatory
cytokines were determined in both cell lines using qPCR, ELISA, and flow cytometry. Invasion and migration
potential was evaluated by the classic scratch wound assay. Results: Our results showed that selective inhibition
of MMP-2 by ARP100 reduced cellular proliferation in both cell lines, significantly reduced secretion of angiogenic
factors, VEGF and Angiopoietin-2, in Weri-1 and furthermore, significantly reduced secreted TGF-1 in culture
supernatants. The non-selective MMP-9 inhibitor AG-L-66085 reduced VEGF secretion in Weri-1 but not in Y79
Rb cells. Conclusion: Both inhibitors significantly reduced migration of the Y-79 cell line. Collectively, our data
indicates MMP-2 and MMP-9 are potential candidates for targeted anti-metastatic therapy for Rb.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Retinoblastoma (Rb) can metastasize via invasion of the uvea, sclera and optic nerve or more broadly
via the ocular vasculature. We wished to determine if specific cellular pathways involved in Rb metastasis can be
identified and assessed as potential anti-metastatic drug targets. Two such targets are matrix metalloproteinases-2
and -9 (MMP-2, -9), which degrade extracellular matrix as a prerequisite for cellular invasion and have been
shown to be involved in other types of cancer metastasis. The role of MMP-2, -9 in Rb metastasis has not been
established. Methods: For our study, we compared two well-studied Rb cell lines: Y79, which exhibits high
metastatic potential and Weri-1, which has low metastatic potential. The effects of inhibitors of MMP-2 (ARP100)
and MMP-9 (AG-L-66085) on proliferation, angiogenesis, migration and production of immunomodulatory
cytokines were determined in both cell lines using qPCR, ELISA, and flow cytometry. Invasion and migration
potential was evaluated by the classic scratch wound assay. Results: Our results showed that selective inhibition
of MMP-2 by ARP100 reduced cellular proliferation in both cell lines, significantly reduced secretion of angiogenic
factors, VEGF and Angiopoietin-2, in Weri-1 and furthermore, significantly reduced secreted TGF-1 in culture
supernatants. The non-selective MMP-9 inhibitor AG-L-66085 reduced VEGF secretion in Weri-1 but not in Y79
Rb cells. Conclusion: Both inhibitors significantly reduced migration of the Y-79 cell line. Collectively, our data
indicates MMP-2 and MMP-9 are potential candidates for targeted anti-metastatic therapy for Rb.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Gene expression and metabolite profiling of different clinical and histopathological stages of
retinoblastoma. Method: Approval of the Institutional Ethics Committee was obtained prior to sample collection.
Nine fresh frozen tumor samples were subjected to microarray analysis to define gene expression pattern. The
patient’s aqueous humor, vitreous and tears were subjected to LC/QTOF-MS and GC/QTOF-MS analysis to
determine the metabolomic signature. Multi-omics analysis was performed with differentially regulated gene entity
and metabolite lists and the overlapping pathways were identified and compared to the clinical classification
at presentation, and histopathological stage after enucleation. Result: 108 unique deregulated transcripts
were identified in Group E eyes with high-risk pathology compared to 473 for the Group D eyes without highrisk pathology. Pathway analysis revealed several predominant pathways including EGFR signaling, androgen
receptor signaling, proteasome degradation and electron transport chain to be significantly deregulated in
the Group E eyes with high-risk pathology. Amongst the most highly deregulated genes, the E2F family, SYK,
CD86 and CDC20 were expressed at significantly higher levels in the Group E eyes, while RDH12 was most down
regulated. LC/MS and GC/MS analysis of different fluid samples resulted in the identification of approximately
1000 and 200 differential compounds respectively. These compounds belonged to different classes such as lipids,
tri peptides, carbohydrates and amino acids. Multi-omic analysis performed with the differential metabolite
and gene expression list revealed transcripts and metabolites pertaining to common pathways such as ABC
transporter pathway, oxidative phosphorylation, fatty acid biosynthesis and glutathione metabolism pathways
among others, in Rb patients. A significant difference in the levels of corresponding transcripts and metabolites
in these pathways were also observed among Group D and E patients. Conclusion: A gene expression and
metabolomic signature for differential risk groups amongst retinoblastoma patients was discovered. The data
illustrate a molecular pattern that correlates with clinical high risk in Rb patients and may provide some potential
clues for diagnosis and management.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To demonstrate effectiveness of an international cooperative approach to RB1 gene testing Methods:
We retrospectively studied genetic reports and clinical information of Chinese retinoblastoma patients from
April to December, 2014. Geneseeq Technology Inc. performed the RB1 genetic testing by a 3-step process:
(1) Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) analysis of the core promoter region and exons 1 to 27 of the RB1 gene,
including nearby flanking intronic splice regions; (2) Sanger sequencing for validating variants identified and for
areas of low coverage in NGS; (3) Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) for validating copy number
changes identified by NGS. Impact Genetics consults on interpretation of the data, generated genetic reports
and send to the author; the author explain to the patient. Results: Among 114 cases tested, 87 cases were
unilateral probands, 16 were bilateral probands and 11 were retinoblastoma families (probands deceased). 10
(11%) unilateral probands were found hereditary mutation: 5 point mutation and 5 copy number mutation. All of
16 (100%) bilateral probands were found hereditary mutation: 14 point mutation and 2 copy number mutation. 3
retinoblastoma families were found hereditary point mutation. Based on clinical information collected, 18 cases
were also found other cancer family history. Conclusion: 11% of unilateral retinoblastoma probands had germline
mutation; copy number mutation takes an important role (50%) in unilateral retinoblastoma; RB1 genetic test
is very important for unilateral probands and their related family members. All the bilateral retinoblastoma
probands were found hereditary mutation at blood, 88% (14/16) of mutations were point mutation and 12%
(2/16) of mutations were copy number mutation. 16% (18/114) retinoblastoma families were also found other
cancer family history and RB1 may take role in other cancer’s rises.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To study the incidence and characteristics of extramedullary hematopoiesis (EMH) in eyes with
retinoblastoma (Rb) and its association with specific tumor and patient findings. Published series of ocular EMH
show that most are present in children under 5 months of age, most are in Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) or
extreme prematurity. Single case reports are in ocular trauma or hemorrhage in association with hematopoiesis in
osseous metaplasia but not directly in the choroid. Methods: Retrospective review of 5 years of enucleated eyes
for retinoblastoma under approved institutional review board protocol was performed in the Retinoblastoma
Center of Houston. Eyes with Rb and EMH were selected and histopathologic and patient characteristics were
studied. Results: A total of 121 enucleated eyes for Rb were reviewed. Seventeen eyes had concomitant EMH
(17/121). The average age of enucleation was 11 months (range 2-36months/median 7months) and 7/17 were
over 12 months of age; 8 were females and 9 males; 13/17 without histopathologic high risk features (HRF) and
4/17 with HRF; 10/17 exophytic , 3/17 extensively necrotic tumor and intraocular structures, 2/17 endophytic ,
2/17 combined endo/exophytic tumor growth patterns; 15/17 primary enucleations, 2/17 after 1 and 2 cycles
of chemotherapy respectively (both extensively necrotic tumors presenting with chemosis). Conclusions:
Approximately 15% of cases with retinoblastoma show extramedullary hematopoiesis in the choroid, thus,
pathologists should be alert to avoid misinterpretation of choroidal invasion by Rb instead of EMH. Most of these
eyes have never received treatment, show an exophytic tumor growth pattern and do not show histopathologic
high risk features. The age in children with Rb and EMH is older than in the previously reported series. These unique
features suggest specific inciting factors in retinoblastoma containing eyes that may be responsible for induction
of extramedullary hematopoiesis.
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Abstract:
Purpose To describe the five year experience of intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) in London, UK Methods
During a 5 year period December 2008 - December 2014, 86 eyes with retinoblastoma in 79 patients were
treated with intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC). Indications for treatment were relapse of primary tumour post
standard intravenous (IV) chemotherapy (69 eyes), primary refractory disease (6 eyes), toxicity/intolerance of
IV chemotherapy (6 eyes), relapse of new tumours or vitreous relapse developing post chemotherapy (3 eyes)
and primary treatment (2 eyes). 74 eyes were treated with single agent Melphalan and since April 2014, 12 eyes
have been treated with a combination of Melphalan and Topotecan. Results: The median age of the children
at time of IAC was 27 months (range 6 – 148 months) and the median number of treatments per eye was three
(range 1-6). The median time from diagnosis to first relapse of a primary tumour post standard IV chemotherapy
was nine months (range 3 – 53 months). Significant physiological reactions, which occurred after flushing the
catheter in the region of the cavernous sinus (prior to administration of the chemotherapy) and characterised by
significant hypotension, in addition to a fall in tidal volume, necessitating administration of adrenaline occurred
in 40/76 patients (53%) during their second catheterisation procedure and in 7/49 patients (14%) during their third
catheterisation procedure. No child required adrenaline during their first catheterisation procedure. 35/86 of
treated eyes (40%) have required subsequent enucleation. The median time from diagnosis to first relapse in this
group was also nine months. Conclusion IA chemotherapy is a safe and effective salvage treatment for relapsed
or refractory RB but requires an experienced anaesthetist to recognise and treat severe physiological reactions
which particularly occur during the second catheterisation procedure. Unlike other solid tumours, we did not see
a greater failure of salvage therapy with IAC in terms of enucleation in children who relapsed early.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Our initial studies demonstrated that 42% of children with healthy foveolae develop visual loss and 40%
of children develop 3rd nerve palsies following intra-arterial melphalan for retinoblastoma. We have identified risk
factors for visual loss namely high doses of Melphalan, catheterisation complications and previous radiotherapy.
We were keen to know if changes to known risk factors could reduce complications. Methods: Assessment of
patients from a recent cohort (2013-2014) with refractory retinoblastoma, that had previously undergone systemic
chemotherapy, and were treated with IAC (Melphalan+/-Topotecan). Eyes of patients with a healthy foveola
and potential for good vision following treatment were included. Attempts were made to insert the catheter
into the ophthalmic artery rather than the ostium in all cases and an age appropriate dose of Melphalan
+/- Topotecan given. The main outcome measures included visual, macular (including Pattern Visual Evoked
Potentials (PVEPs)), retinal (Electroretinograms (ERG) and ocular motility functions. Results: Seven eyes in seven
patients were included in the study. Three eyes were given both age adjusted doses of topotecan in addition
to age appropriate dose of melphalan and four eyes had Melphalan only. None were treated with previous
radiotherapy. Severe physiological reactions requiring adrenaline were seen in three patients on their second
catheterisation procedure. Difficulty was documented in accessing the ophthalmic artery in six eyes out of a total
of 21 catheterisations. Three eyes received the IAC via the accessory ophthalmic artery on at least one course.
The median / mean number of courses of chemotherapy was three. No child has lost vision as assessed by age
appropriate tests after IAC treatment (median follow-up 4 months range 1 – 10 months) or developed choroidal
ischaemia. No child developed a third nerve palsy, but 2 developed a mild ptosis. One of five post-IAC pVEPs
was noted to have generalised macular dysfunction. Two of five post-IAC ERGs demonstrated deterioration.
Conclusion: Visual and ocular motility complications may be averted by providing age dependent doses of intraarterial chemotherapy. Attempts and success in positioning the catheter into the ophthalmic artery rather than
the ostium was not associated with visual loss. However, Melphalan and Topotecan can still cause macular and
retinal toxicity to eyes.
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Abstract:
Objectives To determine the effectiveness and safety of injections of Melphalan via the ophthalmic artery (SOAC),
or into the vitreous cavity (IVC), or of periocular Topotecan (POT), as salvage therapies for recurrent/progressive
retinoblastoma (Rb) according to the site of recurrence/progression. To evaluate response after 3 courses of
SOAC, 3 courses of IVC, 2 courses of POT and eye preservation rate on follow-up (FU). Methods National single
arm phase II prospective study including patients (pts) with recurrent/progressive Rb between 6 months and 15
years of age after failure of prior treatment. Each patient was enrolled and evaluated for one treatment arm.
Response was evaluated after each treatment course and final study-related response 3 weeks after the last
course. Treatment was stopped and changed at any time in case of progression, toxicity or parental refusal.
Results Among 27 patients with relapsing/progressive disease, 14 were eligible (EL) for protocol treatment and
13 were non eligible (NEL), but were treated accordingly as only treatment option for their unique eye. Prior
treatment consisted of chemoreduction in 93% of EL and 75% of NEL pts, of thermochemotherapy in 69% EL and
16.7% of NEL pts, in addition to plaque, POT and EBR in the latter. Nine of 14 EL pts received SOAC, 5 IVC and none
POT. Study-related response was favorable in 3/9 SOAC (33.3%) and 5/5 IVC (100%); no eye was enucleated or
irradiated; 12/14 (85%) needed other treatments . On further FU, 5/14 pts (35.7%) developed ocular complications
(neovascular proliferation in 2, pigmented retinopathy in 3). At a mean FU of 13.5 +/- 5.5 mo, ocular survival rate
was 92.3% (1 eye enucleated for new relapse). Six of 13 NEL pts received SOAC (46.2%), 12 IVC (92.3%) and 3 POT
(23%). Five out of 13 pts (38.5%) developed treatment related complications (neovascular proliferation in 4, phtisis
bulbi in 1). At a mean FU of 13.5+/- 6.1 months ocular survival was 69%. Four eyes were enucleated, 3 for treatment
related complications and 1 for progressive disease. Conclusions In heavily pretreated Rb patients SOAC and IVC
are efficient in treating recurrent/progressive disease and avoiding enucleation and/or radiotherapy. However,
the majority of eyes needed further treatment for disease control resulting in a higher risk of complications.
Careful combination of the various treatments based on site of disease recurrence needs to be evaluated in
future studies in order to save eyes with less toxicity.
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Abstract:
Introduction: Intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) is rapidly emerging as a treatment for both unilateral and bilateral
intraocular retinoblastoma. However, the risks and benefits of IAC compared to other standard therapies are not
fully known. We conducted a systematic review and attempted a meta-analysis to summarize the reported
outcomes of IAC. Methods: We performed comprehensive searches in Medline, Embase, Cochrane, and Web
of Science from inception until January 2015. We included any peer-reviewed English-language publication that
described outcomes or toxicities of IAC used as either primary or secondary therapy in at least four patients.
Results: From a total of 190 identified records, 73 were screened in full-text, 28 met inclusion criteria of which
12 contained discernable non-duplicative information. These 12 reported 655 patients, 757 eyes, and 2348
catheterizations. There were no controlled trials. All were single-arm case series, and most were retrospective.
The median of the median follow-up times was 14 months (range 7-74 months). Across all studies, globe salvage
was achieved for 502 (66%) of all eyes. Most common reported toxicities were chorioretinal atrophy and vascular
occlusions. There were at least 13 children with metastases. Across studies, there were four different staging
systems and multiple different definitions for outcomes. No studies reported on burden of treatment or effect on
quality of life. Calculation of relative risks and meta-analyses were not possible as no study had a comparative
group. Assessment of risk of bias was not possible as no validity tool for single-arm case series was available.
Conclusions: IAC is a promising technology with high reported rates of globe salvage. However, the literature is
limited by the predominance of retrospective case series, absence of comparison groups, short median follow-up,
heterogeneous staging systems and outcome definitions, and high volume of duplicate reporting. Retrospective
case series are at risk of selection bias and under-detection of adverse outcomes. Several cases of metastases
have been observed, and long-term follow-up is needed. Until the results of controlled, prospective studies are
available, IAC is best offered to patients and families only within the context of informed consent for clinical trials.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To identify the socioeconomic and psycho-social impacts of clinical treatment decisions for families
of advanced unilateral intraocular retinoblastoma children. Methods: a Retrospective record review of 66
unilateral retinoblastoma cases treated from May 2005 to May 2013 at Alexandria Main University Hospital.
Sixty cases were eligible (International Intraocular Retinoblastoma Classification [IIRC] Group C, D or E).Two
treatment groups were compared: Enucleation vs. Salvage Treatment. Salvage Treatment eyes were
further subdivided based on IIRC Group. Six socioeconomic parameters (financial burden, financial impact,
psychological, social, medical and tumor impacts) were scored. Parameter scores ranged from 0 to 3, for
overall score range 0 (no adverse impact) to 18 (severe adverse impact). the main Outcome Measure was the
derived socioeconomic scores that were correlated with treatment and outcomes. Results: The Enucleation
group (28 eyes) had a median overall socioeconomic score of 4/18, significantly lower than the Salvage
Treatment group (32 eyes), median score 11/18 (p<0.01). Socioeconomic score varied with IIRC Group.
Attempted eye salvage failed in 25 children, due to uncontrolled tumor (44%) and socioeconomic impact of
cumulative therapies (56%). Treatment duration and socioeconomic score were higher for the 5 children in the
Salvage Treatment group who developed metastatic disease compared to those without metastasis (p<0.01).
Also, the score was significantly higher in cases of metastasis regardless of the treatment group (p<0.01). A
positive correlation between the duration of follow up (months) and the total socioeconomic impact score
regardless of the study group was found(r=0.69, p <0.01). Conclusions: The psycho-social and economic
impacts of attempted ocular salvage for unilateral intraocular retinoblastoma are more severe, in comparison
to primary enucleation. Primary enucleation is a good treatment for unilateral retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Patients and method: All consecutive patients with unilateral retinoblastoma seen at institut Curie from january
2011 to december2013 were retrospectively evaluated .Selected eyes were treated conservatively. Initial
clinical characteristics, treatments and results were registered in our database Results: 103 unilateral RB were
referred to our institution; 67% of them were treated by primary enucleation (100% of group E (28 eyes) and 68%
of group D(40 eyes)). All group B and C were treated conservatively Among conservatively treated patients,
15 eyes group D were treated by IA melphalan + local treatments and 7 were salvaged (47%). In 2013 more
patients received additional intravitreal melphalan with increased ocular conservation as a result 3 group D
eyes were treated by IV chemotherapy + local treatments and were all enucleated (100%) 15 eyes group
B and C were treated conservatively (6 IA melphalan + local treatments and 9 IV chemotherapy + local
treatments) and 13 (87%) were salvaged. All Children are alive and well Discussion: Conservative management
of D eyes often requires multiple procedures with general anaesthesia. Side effects of drugs, repeated general
anaesthesia and decreased quality of life during prolonged therapy need to be considered. Furthermore,
tumor scars and repeated procedures can lead to total loss of vision in many of those eyes. The benefit/risk
ratio of prolonged and complex conservative procedures with a high failure rate must be compared with the
benefit/risk ratio of primary enucleation using contemporary techniques and high quality prosthesis. Information
to the parents must be transparent on these respective benefit/risk ratios. Clear and factual information often
allows parents to accept a primary enucleation. Conclusion We believe that patients with advanced unilateral
retinoblastoma (all group E and Group D eyes with massive tumors, total retinal detachment or massive vitreous
seeding) should be treated by primary enucleation regarding the benefit/risk ration of conservative therapy.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to report our first 3-year experience with intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) for
retinoblastoma as primary (i.e. treatment-naïve) or secondary (i.e. after failed systemic chemotherapy and/or
focal techniques) therapy. This study was a retrospective, interventional case series of 34 patients (37 eyes) who
were found eligible for IAC therapy. Seven patients with unilateral involvement were excluded from analysis due
to short (<6 months) follow-up period after IAC (n=5) and failure of ophthalmic artery cannulation (n=2). Thus,
30 eyes of 27 patients treated successfully with IAC from December 2011 to March 2015 were enrolled in this
study. Overall, 17 newly diagnosed eyes were managed primarily with IAC and 13 eyes were treated secondarily
with IAC. Ophthalmic artery chemotherapy infusion included melphalan (4,5, or 7.5 mg) in every case, with
topotecan (1 mg) and/or carboplatin (30 mg) as necessary. The mean patient age at IAC was 18 months and 20
months in the primary and secondary group, respectively. The primary therapy eyes were classified according to
the International Classification of Retinoblastoma (ICRB) as group A (n=0), B (n=0), C (n=0), D (n=12), or E (n=5).
The mean follow-up was 30 months (range, 19-40 months) for the patients in the primary group and 25 months
(range, 9-38 months) for the patients in the secondary group. A total of 85 (primary group, 55; secondary group,
30) procedures were undertaken. Each eye received a mean of 3 IAC sessions per eye (median, 3; range, 2-5
sessions) in the primary group and the mean number of IAC sessions was 2 (median 2; range, 1-5) in the secondary
group. After IAC with a mean follow-up of 32 months, globe salvage was achieved in 65% (11/17 eyes) of primarytreated cases and in 54% (7/13 eyes) of secondary-treated cases. Primary therapy showed globe salvage for
group D (67%), group E (60%). There was no significant difference in ocular survival rates between the two groups
(Yates’ chi-squared test; p=0.82). There was no patient with stroke, seizure, neurologic impairment, metastasis, or
death. Our preliminary results showed that IAC is safe and effective in the primary and secondary management
of advanced intraocular retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report the toxicities of systemic chemotherapy from three prospective clinical trials involving patients
with intraocular retinoblastoma; ARET 0331 for group B disease, ARET 0231 for groups C and D disease, and
ARET 0332 for patients with unilateral disease with high-risk histopathologic features after enucleation Methods:
Toxicities were graded according to the latest CTCAE criteria. Grades 3 or higher toxicities were prospectively
collected. Results: A total of 136 patients received chemotherapy. All received carboplatin and vincristine and
115 received etoposide also. There were 779 infusions of carboplatin and vincristine and 653 cycles with all three
agents. Carboplatin was used at a dose of 18.6 mg/kg or its equivalent according to age in 647 cycles and at
28 mg/kg, age adjusted, in 132 cycles. Of 43 patients with group B-D disease, 18 were less than 6 months of age.
Of 653 cycles with the three agents 12 (1.8%) resulted in febrile neutropenia, and 11/779 (1.4%) were associated
with infection. Of the 136 patients only 2 developed grade 3 hearing loss (1.5%). There were no deaths related
to chemotherapy. There were 5 patients who developed an allergic reaction to carboplatin but only one was
taken off protocol therapy for this toxicity. Grade 3 thrombocytopenia was associated with 7 of 779 cycles (0.9%).
Conclusion: Systemic chemotherapy with carboplatin, vincristine and etoposide at conventional or higher doses
of carboplatin per cycle resulted in low incidence of toxicities. A reason often stated for development of more
invasive methods of local delivery of chemotherapy is the systemic toxicity associated with systemic delivery.
Given the low rate of toxicities in the above prospective trials, judicious combination of systemic and local
deliveries may need to be considered in patients with retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Our aim was to evaluate visual outcome after patching in children with retinoblastoma (RB) and
analyze predictive success factors using OCT and/or retcam imaging. Methods: This is a retrospective study
of consecutive RB patients presenting at the Jules-Gonin Eye Hospital with minimum age 4 years at last visit,
available visual acuity (VA) measurements, readable OCT and/or retcam data and sufficient follow-up. The
analysis comprised 3 groups: 1) bilateral RB with one eye enucleated or non-functional, the other with macular
alterations, these patients considered to be undergoing permanent occlusion; 2) unilateral RB and patching; 3)
no patching in unilateral RB or bilateral RB with macular involvement in 1 eye and only peripheral involvement
with normal vision in the fellow eye. Posterior pole OCT and/or retcam or Optos digital images were analyzed.
Macular abnormalities were characterized according to degree of foveal involvement. Amblyopia treatment was
initiated after chemotherapy, with full correction of any ametropia. The patching regimen was correlated to age
and the maximum tolerated. Distance VA was measured at the last visit and converted to logmar values. Results:
Forty-five patients were included in group 1, 39 with one eye enucleated and 6 non-functional; mean logmar
final best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was 0.56. In group 2, 38 patients with unilateral RB underwent patching,
mean final BCVA was 0.87. Group 3 comprised 28 patients (19 unilateral RB, 9 bilateral disease and macular
involvement in 1 eye) with mean BCVA of 1.74. There was a significant difference in BCVA between the 3 groups
(p=0.001). Post-hoc analysis revealed that final BCVA was significantly different between both groups 1 and 3 (p=
0.001) and 2 and 3 (p=0.001). No difference was found between groups 1 and 2 (p=0.12). Macular abnormalities
included: atrophy, edema or scar, actinic retinopathy, choroidal vasculopathy and retinal detachment. VA was
worst in cases of total tumoral involvement of the macula, but this was not a predictive factor for response to
patching. Conclusions: Our results show that systematic patching provides a significant improvement in visual
outcome even with severe macular abnormalities. With increasing success in survival and globe salvage, VA has
become a major criterion in the final outcome, with predictive factors such as retinal detachment, choroidal
ischemia, macular scar and diffuse seeding. Few studies have investigated visual outcome and our results
underline the importance of systematic amblyopia treatment whenever possible.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Ophthalmic Artery Chemosurgery (OAC) delivers high concentrations of chemotherapy to the eye
and tumor, but exposes the body to lower doses than would be required if given intravenously. While OAC
results in less clinically significant hematopoietic toxicity, its effect on immune function is unknown. The purpose
of this retrospective review was to determine whether patients treated with OAC developed immunosuppression
warranting the need for pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) prophylaxis. Methods: IRB approval was obtained for
a single center retrospective study of retinoblastoma patients who received OAC and had immune function
studies performed at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center (NY). Available medical records were reviewed for
each patient and a de-identified database was created. Results: Twenty-seven patients (median age 12 months,
range 4-94 months) had immune function testing (absolute CD4 count and T-cell response to PHA mitogen)
performed within 2 months of completing OAC. Patients received a median of 3 cycles of OAC (range of 2-7).
Twenty-three patients received ≥ 3 cycles of OAC and were considered evaluable. All 23 received melphalan
(median cumulative dose 12 mg, range 6-33mg). Nineteen patients received topotecan (median cumulative
dose 3 mg, range 0.4-10mg). Twenty patients received carboplatin (median cumulative dose 140 mg, range
50-450mg). Immune function testing was performed at a median of 34 days post-completion of therapy (range
15-63 days). 17/23 had normal immune function testing. 4/23 had normal absolute CD4 counts, but slightly low
PHA values felt to be clinically insignificant (2 had received IV chemotherapy prior to OAC). One patient had
a low absolute CD4 count of 189 (nl 359-1570) with a low PHA level of 74678 (nl 109576-256486) two and a half
months after 2 cycles of IV carboplatin and 28 days after their third dose of OAC. This patient was found to have
co-existing hypogammaglobulinemia. Repeat testing was normal 42 days after their fourth cycle of OAC. One
patient had a profoundly low PHA level of 7272 with a normal absolute CD4 count, three and a half months
after 9 cycles of IV chemotherapy and 15 days after 4 cycles of IAC. Conclusion: Clinically significant immune
suppression appears rare following OAC alone, but patients previously treated with IV chemotherapy may be
immunosuppressed and may benefit from PCP prophylaxis.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the vitreous seed response, visual outcome and complications of 4 eyes treated with intravitreal
chemotherapy (IViC) for vitreous seeding from retinoblastoma. Methods: Non-comparative retrospective analysis
of a case series from a UK national retinoblastoma referral centre. Four eyes of 4 patients with viable persistent or
recurrent retinoblastoma vitreous seeds received IViC injections of 30 micrograms melphalan. Main outcomes and
measures: response of vitreous seeds (Munier classification, OpthalmicGenetics 2014), retinal toxicity of therapy,
and visual outcome measured by visual acuity, macular and retinal functions where possible. Results: Four eyes
were treated with IViC, two classified as D, one B, and one E according to ICRB categorisation. Mean patient
age at IViC injection was 60 months (range 12 - 129 months). All eyes received intravenous chemotherapy (IVC).
Three eyes received subsequent intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC), one also receiving plaque radiotherapy then
second line IVC. A fourth did not receive IAC due to technical failure, and received external beam radiotherapy
then second line IVC concurrent with IViC . All patients developed recurrent vitreous seeds involving 2 (n=1), 3
(n=1) or 4 (n=2) quadrants. Total of 17 injections produced complete response in 3 of 4 eyes [regression type 0
(n=1), type 1a (n=1) and type II (n=1)]. No vitreous seed recurrence occurred in any case after mean follow-up of
9 months (range 2-14 months). Globe salvage attained in 3 of 4 cases. One eye developed non-axial lens opacity
from needle/lens touch, one developed grade 1 retinopathy, and one showed progression of vitreous seeds after
one injection, with subtotal retinal detachment (RD) that precluded further intravitreal therapy, necessitating
enucleation. Healthy foveolae prior to IViC seen in three eyes. No eyes showed a change in motility post IViC.
Two eyes showed no change in visual acuity. Visual loss due to RD in one eye. Macular and retinal function in
one eye showed no change in the normal VEP response, but reduced generalised inner retinal function after
IViC. The eye in which macular disease was already present showed stable visual acuity. Conclusions: IViC can
control vitreous seeding after the failure of IVC, IAC and radiotherapy. A prolonged number of injections may
be required. Vision was generally preserved but we report RD unrelated to technique. We found inner retinal
changes on electrodiagnostic testing previously unreported. Retinal toxicity and visual outcome following IViC
requires continued evaluation to inform the individual risk/benefit assessment of this therapy.
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Purpose To assess the relapse rate and evolution of cavitary retinoblastoma tumours on systemic chemotherapy.
Design Retrospective, non-comparative, interventional case series. Participants Fifteen patients with retinoblastomas
having ophthalmoscopically visible cavities treated between Jan 2004 and Dec 2014 at one centre. Methods
Patient demographics, eye and tumour characteristics, heritability and response to treatment were recorded.
Main Outcome Measures Relapse from cavitary tumour and percentage of tumours that demonstrated collapse
of cyst(s). Results The mean patient age at diagnosis was 13-months. Unilateral retinoblastoma was present in 4
patients and 11 patients had bilateral retinoblastoma. Cavitary tumours were demonstrated in 16 eyes. Germline
mutations were detected in 11 patients (73%) of whom, three demonstrated mosaicism (27%). The mean (median,
range) number of retinoblastoma tumours per eye was 2 (2; 1–6) and number of cavitary retinoblastomas per
eye was 1 (1; 1-2). The number of cavities per tumour was 2 (2, 1–5). Associated features were subretinal fluid in 2
eyes (12%), vitreous seeds were present in 1 eye (6%) and subretinal seeds in 2 eyes (12%). Intratumoural cavities
were characteristically present in the superficial portion of the tumour in 9 eyes (56%). The patients were treated
with four to six courses of chemotherapy (Vincristine, Etoposide and Carboplatin).The cysts became visible
ophthalmoscopically in 7 eyes (43%) after an average 2 cycles of systemic chemotherapy. Cavitary tumours
were treated with laser in 3 eyes before evidence of relapse (19%) while in 13 eyes cavitary tumours remained in
remission without further treatment (81%). Other non-cavitary retinoblastoma tumours relapsed in 9 eyes (56%),
requiring adjuvant treatments (transpupillary thermotherapy, cryotherapy, intra-arterial Melphalan, intravitreal
Melphalan, brachytherapy, external beam radiotherapy). Systemic chemotherapy alone was given in 6 patients
(40%). Cavities collapsed on ophthalmoscopy in 8 eyes (50%) after follow up of 18 (9, 2-48) months. Enucleation
was required in 2 eyes due to relapse in other tumours. Relapse in an eye with a solitary cavitary tumour was seen
(6%) but the relapse was due to reactivation of vitreous seeds following systemic chemotherapy. The follow-up
period was 40(35, 6–120) months. Conclusion Cavitary retinoblastoma is an unusual phenotype and evolves on
systemic chemotherapy with cavities collapsing in half of eyes. Tumours remain stable after chemotherapy and
our results suggest that they do not require consolidation laser treatment as they rarely relapse.
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Abstract:
Background. Approximately 300 children in the United States receive a diagnosis of retinoblastoma each year. Of
these cases, 63% occur in children younger than 2 years, and 95% occur in those younger than 5 years. Because
the disease typically arises at a very young age, children with retinoblastoma are particularly vulnerable to
vision impairment, associated developmental delays, and functional limitations. Limited information is available
describing developmental delay and participation restrictions in this population, necessitating supportive services
including rehabilitation. Procedure. The aims of this study were to evaluate the feasibility of an occupational
therapy program that identifies children with newly diagnosed retinoblastoma in need of rehabilitation services
and describe the impact of the program on referral and treatment patterns for rehabilitation services. We also
identify indications for referral to rehabilitation services among children with newly diagnosed retinoblastoma
and enumerate the likelihood of these children receiving the recommended services. Twenty-two children
participated in longitudinal occupational therapy assessments during the first year after diagnosis. Results. We
recommended one or more types of rehabilitation services (i.e., occupational therapy, speech therapy, physical
therapy) for 16 of 22 (72.7%) participants. Six participants were referred at the initial evaluation, 10 were referred
at the 1-year follow-up. Twelve of 16 (75%) received services. Conclusions. The results of this pilot study indicate
that implementation of a prospective occupational therapy screening program is feasible and does result in
identification and initiation of therapy services in some children with retinoblastoma. Developmental screenings
and follow-up of children with retinoblastoma is strongly recommended.
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Purpose: To review our experience monitoring retinal function outcomes following ophthalmic artery
chemosurgery (OAC) at our center for retinoblastoma in eyes with very poor retinal function prior to treatment.
Methods: ERG recordings were obtained at baseline (prior to OAC treatment) and in follow-up in 70 eyes of
children with retinoblastoma. ERGs were recorded using ERG-jet contact lens electrodes and a Diagnosys
Espion-3 electrodiagnostic system, with a hand-held ColorBurst ganzfeld stimulator. We report the amplitudes
of 30-Hz flicker ERGs, which in this context are highly representative of the full ISCEV standard protocol. Inclusion
criteria for this study were baseline ERGs with responses indistinguishable from noise (“unrecordable,” amplitude
“0”), or falling in our “poor” category – flicker ERG amplitudes no greater than 25 µV, approximately 25% of the
normal value under these conditions. We report ERG outcomes 3 months after the initial OAC treatment, and
after the most recent follow-up visit, up to two years following the final OAC treatment. Results: Of 15 eyes with
extinguished ERG at baseline, 9 had detectable ERG responses at the 3 month follow-up visit, with amplitudes as
great as 40 µV. Of 55 eyes with poor, but detectable, ERGs at baseline, only 8 were extinguished at 3 months, and
19 exceeded 25 µV. Three eyes fell into our “very good” category, with responses greater than 75 µV. Correlation
between baseline and 3 mo ERG amplitudes was poor (R2 = 0.127). At 1 year, of 11 eyes with extinguished
ERG at baseline, 4 had ERGs exceeding 25 µV; of 29 eyes with poor, but detectable, ERGs at baseline, 3 were
extinguished; 13 eyes exceeded 25 µV. Correlation between ERGs at baseline and 1 year was poor (R2 = 0.108).
In eyes with 2-year follow-up, of 6 eyes with extinguished ERG at baseline, one had recordable amplitudes at 2
years; of 18 eyes with poor, but detectable, ERGs at baseline, 6 were extinguished at 2 years; 10 exceeded 25
µV. Correlation between baseline and final ERG amplitudes was again poor, R2 = 0.153. Conclusion: Poor, even
extinguished, ERGs at baseline do not preclude significant recovery of retinal function after OAC. Correlation
between baseline ERGs and final ERG outcomes in this cohort is very weak.
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Peripheral Intravenous Access is Safe and Sufficient for Delivery of Systemic Chemotherapy for Retinoblastoma
Ann Leahey, MD , Concetta DiDomenico, MSN Purpose Systemic chemoreduction with carboplatin, etoposide
and vincristine (CEV) is a strategy that has been employed for over twenty years as therapy for intraocular
retinoblastoma (RB). Objections to this route of chemotherapy delivery include the purported need for a central
line. At the Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), we have endeavored to delivered systemic chemotherapy
through peripheral intravenous (PIV) lines. We report the feasibility and safety of this practice. Methods From July
2008 onward, the vascular access team at CHOP has kept a separate prospective database of all peripheral
intravenous infiltrates. We cross referenced this database with the CHOP tumor registry to determine the incidence
of chemotherapy infiltrates as well as to determine the percentage of patients who received their chemotherapy
via PIV only. Results Sixty-five patients received a total of 270 evaluable cycles of intravenous chemotherapy via
PIV. The median age at diagnosis was nine months. The median weight at diagnosis was 13 kilograms (range 5 - 43
kg). The incidence of vincristine infiltration was 0% (95% confidence interval 0 - 0.16%) and the incidence of other
non-vesicant chemotherapy infiltration was 0.7% (95% confidence interval 0.1 - 2.6%). Both infiltrates were grade
II according to the Common Terminology for Criteria Adverse Events (Version 4.0). Twelve percent of patients
required central lines due to inability to obtain peripheral access. Conclusion Delivering chemotherapy via PIV
to young patients with RB is safe. This practice enhances the timely delivery of the first cycle of chemotherapy.
It decreases the cost of therapy. It also has the potential to prevent central line associated complications such
as clots and catheter associated blood stream infections (CLABSI). Systemic chemotherapy delivery does not
necessarily require the placement of a central line.
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Ruth A. Kleinerman, Lindsay M. Morton, Jeannette R. Wong, Margaret A. Tucker, Division of Cancer Epidemiology
and Genetics, National Cancer Institute, Bethesda, MD, USA Purpose: Cutaneous melanoma is the third most
common malignant neoplasm diagnosed in hereditary retinoblastoma (RB) survivors. Identification of risk factors
will help to recognize those survivors at highest risk. Methods: We evaluated the risk of 31 subsequent melanomas
in a cohort of 906 5-year hereditary RB survivors using standardized incidence rates compared to the general
population, cumulative incidence and multi-variable Cox proportional hazards regression models. In addition,
five survivors with melanoma were examined clinically. Results: Of the 31 melanomas, 9 (29%) occurred in the
radiation field, 17 (55%) outside the field and 5 (16 %) had unknown location. Melanoma risk following radiotherapy
alone (n=19; SIR=32.3, 95%CI 20-50) versus radiotherapy with alkylating agents (n=12; SIR=23.8, 95%CI 12-42)
indicated no significant differences due to type of treatment (p=0.42). The cumulative incidence of melanoma
at 40 years after RB was similar after radiotherapy alone (4%) and radiotherapy with alkylating agents (3.3%).
The excess absolute risk for melanoma was much higher among survivors 25 years and older compared to less
than 25 years for both treatment groups. Five of the individuals with melanoma have been examined clinically.
All had dysplastic nevi; they tended to have fair pigmentation and a history of extensive sun exposure. One
individual with melanoma had a parent with both melanoma and retinoblastoma. Conclusion: Increased risks
of melanoma observed in hereditary survivors did not differ by treatment, which indicate the involvement of
genetic factors independent of treatment. Major susceptibility genes for melanoma include CDKN2A and CDK4
that are both upstream from the RB1 gene and could be related to an increased risk. Based on limited data, the
examined patients resemble melanoma-prone family members with well-characterized melanoma risk factors.
It is likely that the recommendations for melanoma-prone families that may reduce melanoma risk would also
apply to these high-risk individuals.
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Purpose: To investigate current practice of enucleation for retinoblastoma at international level Method: A digital
survey was sent to retinoblastoma treating ophthalmologists worldwide. Results: Fifty-eight surgeons from 32
country’s shared their enucleation techniques. A primary artificial implant is routinely inserted following enucleation
by 42 (72.4%) surgeons. Ten (17.2%) surgeons leave the socket empty, three (5.2%) decide per individual case.
Other surgeons insert a dermis fat graft as a standard primary procedure (n=1), or fill the socket in a standard
secondary procedure (n=2; one uses a dermis fat graft and one inserts secondary an artificial implant). The choice
for porous implants was dominant over non porous implants, 27 (58.7%) and 15 (32.6%) respectively. Both porous
and non-porous implant types are used by 4 (8.7%) surgeons. Twenty-five surgeons (54.3%) insert bare implants,
11 (23.9%) use separate wrappings, eight (17.4%) use implants with prefab wrapping and two insert implants with
and without wrapping depending on type of implant. Wrapping materials include donor sclera, vicryl mesh,
autologous dermis fat and gore-tex. Attachment of the muscles to the wrapping or implant (at various locations)
is done by 31 (53.4%) surgeons. Conclusion: no (worldwide) consensus consists when it comes to use of material
and techniques for enucleation for the treatment of retinoblastoma. Registered reasons and considerations for
the use of different techniques are being discussed.
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Purpose: To study the incidence and prevalence of retinoblastoma (Rb) in various regions of Uzbekistan. Material.
We have treated 295 patients with Rb in the age from 1 month to 11 y.o. from 2001 to 2010. There were 157 boys
(53.2%) and 138 (46.8%) girls. To identify the frequency of Rb per one year we have divided the number of births
per year on the number of cases of Rb in children during this period in this area. We have also calculated the
frequency for 10 years in every region and all country. To study the prevalence of Rb we divided all patients
by the living place and by admission time to our clinic (by years). Results: The study showed that the number of
patients with Rb annually addressed to our clinic each area varies from 0 to 6. We also identified that we have not
received any patients with Rb from some regions during one or two years. Therefore, the annual incidence of Rb
in each area during 10 years also varies in a rather wide range. For example, in Bukhara region from 1 Rb for 5870
infants up to 1:32584 newborns. Average range for 10 years was in the range of 1:14537 newborns. The highest
frequency of Rb found in 10 years among administrative units of the Republic is as follows: Bukhara and Andijan
region (1:14643 newborns). Lowest frequency was in Jizzakh region 1:26670. The average level of frequency of Rb
in Uzbekistan for 10 years was 1:19335 newborns. When we have divided patients by region, the analysis showed
that the greatest number of patients -30% came from the regions of Ferghana Valley. The following by number
of patients were southern regions - 22.3%. The proportion of patients in the Aral Sea region (Karakalpakstan and
Khorezm) was 13%. The patients from prairie areas (Jizzakh, Navoiy, Syrdarya) amounted to only 7.8% in total.
Conclusion. The study of the prevalence of Rb is important in planning of the screening researches in these
regions.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To extend opportunity to organ-preserving treatment, adding local melphalan chemotherapy (LCT)
without RT because there is a category of patients with intraocular retinoblastoma (IRB), in which using of systemic
chemotherapy (CT), radiotherapy (RT) and methods of local destruction of tumors (LDT) does not provide longterm control of tumor growth. Methods: From May 2012 to December 2014 33 patients (37 eyes) with primary
IRB of groups C and D were observed. All the children were scheduled 6 cycles CT (vincristine, etoposide and
carboplatin). 28 patients (32 eyes) connected LCT (intravitreal chemotherapy (IVCT) and/or selective intra-arterial
chemotherapy in the ophthalmic artery (SIAC)) on average before 3 course CT. 59 SIAC were successful in 28
eyes and 54 IVCT – in 24 eyes, an average of two procedures for eye. LDT of one species or their combinations
(brachy-, cryo – and thermotherapy) were performed in 22 of 37 eyes. Results: 8 children (8 eyes) had treatment
failure (6 enucleations and two eyes were irradiated). 7 children have not completed treatment. Thanks to the
LCT, it was possible to rescue 13 of the 18 eyes in group C and 16 of 19 eyes in group D without RT. All patients are
alive with a median period of follow-up of 14 months. Conclusions: LCT has shown high effectiveness in combined
organ-saving treatment of IRB. The continuation of research is needed for a reliable assessment of treatment
outcomes.
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Abstract:
Purpose: In order to avoid side effects from cancer treatments to the patients, the selectivity of treatments has
become of strategic importance. In the case of PhotoDynamic Therapy (PDT), two-photon absorption combined
with active targeting of tumors could allow both spatial and chemical selectivity. The vital prognosis related to RB
itself is excellent, with cure rates greater than 95% in industrialized countries. However, due to the risk of secondary
malignant neoplasms occurring years after treatment, long-term survival in patients with the RB1 gene mutation
is reduced, which represent the leading cause of death in patients with hereditary RB.In this context, more new
efficient treatments allowing to decrease the dosage of the anticancer drug and to deliver it at the tumor site to
avoid side-effects are of importance. Furthermore, an approach which would combine drug delivery with another
therapy such as photodynamic therapy (PDT) (which is non mutagenic), would further improve the treatment
of RB. Methods:In this context, we will describe the conception and the structure of new glycoconjugated
porphyrin dimers linked by alkyne, targeting membrane lectins, for Two Photons Dynamic Therapy (2PA-PDT)
applications. Indeed 2PA-PDT offers new perspectives due to the unique properties it provides such as 3D spatial
resolution and increased penetration depth. Furthermore, mannose or galactose-functionalized porphyrins
have been demonstrated to be efficient for OPE-PDT in vitro and in vivo, probably due to an active endocytosis
involving lectins at the surface of retinoblastoma tumor cells. results:We have realized the synthesis of compounds
[P(PhODegOMan)-Y-P(PhOTeg), P(PhODegOMan)-Y-P(Ph), P(PhOTeg)-Y-P(Ph)] inspired by the previous studies[1]
favoring the introduction of hydrophilic substituants on 3 positions of the porphyrin. Three compounds have been
synthesized bearing triethylene glycol (TEG) chains or diethylene glycol mannosyl moietie. Porphyrins bearing 3
α-mannose moieties were designed to target lectins over-expressed by retinoblastoma cancer cell, a rare eye
disease of the young child.[2] Evaluation of solubility, capacity of 2PA, efficiency of ROS generation and in vitro
phototoxicity are in progress and will be discussed. These compounds possess strong 1PA and high quantum yields
of ROS formation. They were designed to interact with membrane mannose-specific receptors. In vitro studies
were undertaken to estimate their 1PA and 2PA photocytotoxicity. Conclusion:These Ps can be considered as
promising Ps for targeted 2PA-PDT.
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Abstract:
Introduction: The management of vitreous recurrence after primary conservative therapy for intraocular
retinoblastoma remains one of the most challenging aspects of retinoblastoma care. Although techniques such as
selective ophthalmic artery delivery of chemotherapy and more recently intra-vitreal injection of chemotherapy
(IVC), offer the potential to salvage heavily pre-treated eyes, there is still a subset of children whose disease will
progress despite these approaches. We describe two such cases to highlight short term success using a two
drug intra-vitreal combination where monotherapy IVC had failed. Clinical cases presentation Case 1 is a 13
month old girl diagnosed with bilateral (D/E) retinoblastoma. She was treated with primary enucleation to her
more advanced E eye and underwent 6 cycles of CEV chemotherapy (carboplatin, etoposide, vincristine) to her
remaining eye. Vitreous seeds persisted on completion of chemotherapy and she went on to receive 5 doses of
intra-vitreal melphalan. Four months later she had a further extensive vitreal relapse with seeds in 3 quadrants.
She then received 3 injections of combined melphalan and topotecan at 7 to 10 day intervals with a marked
and sustained response to date (follow up 4 months). Case 2 is a 23 month old girl with global developmental
delay, found to have 13q deletion and subsequently diagnosed with bilateral (E/D) retinoblastoma. She was
treated with primary enucleation of the grade E eye and 6 cycles of CEV chemotherapy. On completion, she
had rapid progression within the primary tumour and of retinal and vitreous seeds. She received both intra-arterial
melphalan (x1) and intra-vitreal melphalan (x5) injections which failed to control her disease and she went on to
receive proton beam radiotherapy (PBT) (45Gy in 1.5Gy daily fractions). Within 3 months of PBT she had further
evidence of new vitreous seeding and received 3 injections of combined intravitreal melphalan and topotecan
with good and sustained response (4 months). Discussion We created a series of practical measures to allow the
safe, simultaneous administration of 2 intravitreal drugs which have been successful in salvage situations where
single agent melphalan intravitreally had failed and radiotherapy and/or enucleation were the only remaining
options. The combination of melphalan and topotecan appears to be superior in the setting of multiply relapsed
intraocular retinoblastoma and should be considered in these circumstances. The toxicity profile of combined
treatment intra-vitreally was comparable to that seen with single agent melphalan and the individual toxicity
profiles will be presented.
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Purpose: To evaluate the retinal damage after the intra-arterial and intra-vitreous chemotherapy for
retinoblastoma. Methods Bilateral retinoblastoma boy who received systemic chemotherapy and following
two sessions of intra-arterial and intra-vitreous chemotherapy only for his right eye was evaluated by optical
coherence tomography (OCT). His left eye had not suffered local chemotherapy. There was no macular tumor.
Our intra-arterial chemotherapy was balloon catheter method, and the drug was melphalan. Intra-vitreous
chemotherapy was employed just after the intra-arterial chemotherapy, with 8 microgram of melphalan. Results
After 12 years from the last eye treatment, he kept good visual acuity of 1.2 for his right eye and 0.8 for his left eye.
By OCT study of macular area, we could not detect obvious retinal change between both eyes. Conclusion This
is only one case presentation, but the retinal damage after intra-arterial and intra-vitreous chemotherapy was
minimum and acceptable.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To consider the hypothesis that sympathetic ophthalmia in the contralateral eye can be a sign of high-risk
pathology in unilateral retinoblastoma. Methods: Case study of a child with unilateral retinoblastoma presenting
with pan-uveitis of the contralateral eye. Results: A 3-year-old girl presented with a three-day history of pain and
redness in her right eye. Vision was recorded as no light perception in right eye and 20/63 (Teller’s Cards) in left
eye. On examination, right eye showed iris neovascularisation, a fixed dilated pupil, shallow anterior chamber
and a detached retina with subretinal hemorrhage. Intraocular pressures were 65 mmHg in the right. Her left eye
was normal. Ultrasonography of right eye showed hyperechoic shadows of variable intensity filling the vitreous
cavity with a mass anterior to the optic nerve head, showing few high-reflective spots with shadowing suggestive
of calcification. An MRI showed no extraocular or intracranial involvement. With a suspicion of retinoblastoma,
an enucleation was suggested, but rejected by the parents. Six months later, the child presented with a painful
blind and congested right eye with a total cataract and no view of the fundus. The left eye had mutton fat
keratic precipitates, cells in anterior chamber and posterior synechiae, a hyperemic disc with congested retinal
vessels. Fundus fluorescein angiography showed disc leakage. A CT scan showed an enlarged globe with hyperdense intraocular opacities and calcific spots. The presence of fat stranding suggested orbital cellulitis. No
extraocular extension was evident in the scan. The parents consented for enucleation of her right eye and child
was treated with systemic and topical steroids prior to surgery. Histopathology of the enucleated eye revealed
an intraocular retinoblastoma with massive choroidal and retrolaminar optic nerve involvement without the
involvement of the cut end. Bone marrow and CSF examination revealed no metastasis. Patient was treated with
six cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy (high doses of vincristine, etoposide and cyclophosphamide). The left eye
uveitis subsided subsequently, with many tiny residual white scars in the retinal periphery and pupillary posterior
synechiae. Till date, one year after enucleation, the child has no recurrences of uveitis in the left eye, with a vision
of 20/30. Targeted RB1 mutation detection strategies have shown no evidence of germline predisposition of the
tumor, and recurrent bone marrow and CSF examinations have shown no evidence of metastasis. Conclusion:
Sympathetic ophthalmia of the contralateral eye may be a sign of high-risk pathology in some children with
advanced unilateral retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To present a rare case of seconadry cancer in Reinoblastoma survivor after fourteen years. Methods:
Retrospective clinical and management review of this case. Result: A sixteen year old bilateral retinoblastoma
patient who underwent enucleation and radiation therapy at the age of 2 yrs of age, developed intracranial
second tumour after 14 yrs. Imaging revealed a well defined, enhancing, nonaxial, middle cranial fossa mass
lesion in the parasellar area. He underwent tumor removal through pterional craniotomy approach without
any postop neurological sequelae. Histopathology reported it as meningioma. He remains event free till date.
Conclusion: Retinoblastoma patients treated with radiation are at a higher risk of developing second cancers
and therefore need follow up life long.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Initiation of tumor formation via MYCN amplification in patients with normal expression of RB1
(RB+/+MYCNA) has been described in unilateral patients with excellent outcomes. We present a RB+/+MYCNA
patient with locally aggressive, asynchronous bilateral retinoblastoma requiring extensive therapy for disease
control. Methods: An 11 month-old Hispanic female was referred for management of advanced right intraocular
retinoblastoma, International Classification Group E. Examination of the left eye was within normal limits. The
patient underwent primary enucleation of the right eye. Results: Histopathology demonstrated an undifferentiated,
tumor with no rosettes, brisk mitotic activity, and marked apoptosis. Pre-laminar optic nerve involvement was
present, as well as massive choroidal and scleral invasion and extra-scleral extension of tumor along an emissary
vessel. Spinal fluid and bone marrow showed no metastatic tumor. Germline genetic testing via sequencing,
multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA), and methylation PCR analysis was negative for RB1
mutation. The patient received alternating cycles of vincristine/cyclophosphamide/doxorubicin and vincristine/
carboplatin/etoposide while planning for radiation therapy. Prior to cycle 4 of therapy, the patient developed
right periorbital swelling and proptosis. Examination and MRI of the orbit confirmed a mass in the right inferior
orbit subjacent to the orbital implant. The patient underwent orbitotomy with removal of the orbital implant
and excision of the orbital mass, which was confirmed as recurrent retinoblastoma. Surgical margins and repeat
metastatic workup were negative. Within 28 days, the patient had an aggressive local tumor recurrence in the
orbit requiring exenteration. The patient received adjuvant external beam radiation therapy and six courses of
systemic cyclophosphamide and topotecan. Fluorescence in situ hybridization of primary and recurrent tumor
tissue demonstrated normal RB1 and amplification of MYCN. During adjuvant therapy, two lesions consistent
with retinoblastoma were identified in the left eye and treated with focal laser therapy. Twelve months following
exenteration and six months after completion of therapy, the patient has no evidence of disease. Conclusion:
This is the first report of RB+/+MYCNA in a patient with bilateral retinoblastoma. In contrast with previous reports,
our patient required extensive surgery, radiation and systemic chemotherapy. Patients with MYCN amplification
and extra-orbital extension at diagnosis may require more aggressive therapy to achieve disease control.
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Purpose: To describe the development of new posteriorly located retinoblastoma tumors in the absence of
seeding in two infants who had been treated previously for a Group B macular tumor. Methods: case series Results:
Two young children were diagnosed with bilateral retinoblastoma and treated with systemic chemotherapy for a
Group B eye. Focal laser consolidation was given to treat the macular tumor in both eyes. Several months after
establishing control over the macular tumor a non-contiguous nodule was noted adjacent the optic nerve. This
nodule was seen in the absence of seeding or new subretinal fluid. Both nodules exhibited growth and were
thus treated successfully with focal modalities. Conclusion: A commonly held doctrine in retinal differentiation
is the development from the fovea peripherally. This correlates clinically with retinoblastoma tumors developing
centrally in younger patients and peripherally in older children. This case reports described two children who
developed a new multifocal tumor adjacent the optic nerve in the absence of significant subretinal fluid or
seeding.
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Abstract:
Purpose Allele-specific PCR for known point mutations has previously been successfully used as a high-sensitivity
method to monitor for minimal residual disease (MRD) in metastatic retinoblastoma. However, this approach is
difficult to apply to large RB1 gene deletions. We describe a novel route to develop a high sensitivity molecular
assay for MRD monitoring for such a deletion. Methods The patient was a 2-year-old male with unilateral disease,
treated by enucleation revealing no high risk features. In his tumor only one RB1 mutant allele (deletion promoter
to exon 11) was identified; this was not detectable in blood. One year later, he presented with extensive small,
round, blue cell bone marrow metastasis and a rib mass. The quantitative multiplex (QM)-PCR “signature” of
retinoblastoma was evident in both ocular and rib tumors. To obtain a high sensitivity marker for surveillance for
MRD, array comparative hybridization (CGH) was used to map the boundaries of the tumor RB1 deletion. Inverse
PCR was then applied to capture the unique deletion breakpoint, and allele-specific primers were optimized for
high sensitivity surveillance for MRD. Results Full RB1 gene testing revealed no mutation in blood of this patient. Using
QM-PCR, we found one RB1 mutation in the retinoblastoma (deletion of promoter to exon 11). CGH confirmed
a hemizygous deletion at 13q14.2, spanning at least 238 kbp extending centromeric from RB1. Wide spacing
of CGH probes in this region precluded fine mapping of the breakpoint. Thus, we used inverse PCR to amplify
from the known two-copy flanking sequence to identify a PCR product in tumor DNA that was absent from the
patient’s blood DNA. The sequence of this fragment confirmed a breakpoint within HNRNPA1L2, normally located
approximately 4 Mbp telomeric of RB1, suggesting an unbalanced inversion. Allele-specific primers based on the
breakpoint sequence detected a tumor-specific PCR product with a sensitivity of 1 in 400 cells. The blood was
negative, indicating that the child was not mosaic for this mutation. The original bone marrow prior to therapy
was strongly positive, but all subsequent bone marrow, CSF, and cells harvested for stem cell transplant have
been negative for the tumor-specific marker. Conclusion CGH followed by inverse PCR provides a cost- and
time-effective way to map QM-PCR detected RB1 breakpoints for high sensitivity molecular surveillance for MRD.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the natural history of subretinal fluid (SRF) resolution in eyes with Group D retinoblastoma
treated with chemoreduction. Methods: 53 Group D eyes were evaluated for the presence of SRF at diagnosis.
They were subsequently treated with 3 agent systemic chemotherapy (carboplatin, etoposide, vincristine).
Duration of SRF during chemoreduction was evaluated. Globe survival analysis was used to evaluate whether
persistence of SRF was associated with tumor activity and a worse overall outcome (i.e. enucleation). Logistic
regression analysis was used to assess the association between duration of SRF and enucleation. Results: 42
Group D eyes exhibited SRF at diagnosis. After the first cycle of chemotherapy, 25 eyes showed SRF (60%); 9
eyes demonstrated SRF after 3 cycles of chemotherapy (21%), and only 2 eyes had SRF after 6 cycles (5%).
For every additional quadrant of tumor seeding, there was a 17.4% increase in the duration of SRF (p=0.374).
Ten eyes ultimately required enucleation (10/53 or 18.9%). Only one of the 10 enucleated eyes demonstrated
persistent SRF at the time of enucleation, and 8 of 10 eyes contained histologic evidence of viable tumor cells.
There was no statistically significant association between the duration of SRF and risk of enucleation. Conclusions:
This retrospective analysis of the natural history of SRF in Group D eyes undergoing chemotherapy suggests that
the majority of eyes with SRF reattach after 3 cycles. There was a trend suggesting an association between
additional quadants of tumor seeding and longer duration of SRF resolution. Presence or persistence of SRF during
chemotherapy was not a risk factor for enucleation in Group D retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the clinical and histopathologic characteristics of patients who develop proliferative
vitreoretinopathy after retinoblastoma treatment. Methods: The authors evaluated three consecutive cases of
proliferative vitreoretinopathy (PVR) that developed after successful treatment of retinoblastoma by the Ocular
Oncology Service of Emory Eye Center from 2003 to 2015. A review of the literature to date regarding PVR
after treatment of retinoblastoma was also performed. Results: Three patients developed severe fibrovascular
proliferation and rhegmatogenous retinal detachement after treatment of retinoblastoma. The mean
age at presentation was 7 months of age (6-9 months) and all presented with bilateral disease. Mean time
to development of proliferative tissue was 14 months (9-20 months) and all patients underwent enucleation.
None of the patients developed recurrence of retinoblastoma or systemic metastasis. Conclusion: Fibrovascular
proliferation uncommonly develops after successful treatment of retinoblastoma. Enucleation may be a good
option for proliferative vitreoretinopathy that precludes adequate monitoring of tumor recurrence.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the efficacy of intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) for control of persistent or recurrent
subretinal seeds in retinoblastoma. Methods: In this retrospective non-comparative interventional case series,
there were thirty eyes in 29 patients with retinoblastoma who have failed previous treatment with systemic
chemotherapy, plaque radiation, or focal therapy and persistent or recurrent subretinal seeds. Superselective
ophthalmic artery chemotherapy infusion under fluoroscopic guidance with melphalan (3, 5, or 7.5 mg) and
additional topotecan (1 mg) and/or carboplatin (30 mg) was administered as necessary. The main outcome
measures were tumor control and globe salvage. Results: The mean patient age was 19 months. Secondary IAC
was given to patients with recurrent or persistent subretinal seeds who failed previous treatment regimens (n=30
eyes). Each eye received a mean of 3 IAC per eye (median, 2; range, 1-7). After IAC with a mean follow-up of 14
months, 27 of the 30 eyes (90%) had subretinal seed regression after completion of IAC cycles. Long-term control
with global salvage was maintained in 19 eyes (63%), with enucleation being required for recurrent subretinal
seeds in 3 eyes (27%) and for recurrent subretinal and vitreous seeds in 3 eyes (27%). Conclusions: IAC is effective
as a secondary agent in the management of subretinal seeds in retinoblastoma achieving complete regression
of subretinal seeds in 90% of eyes.
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Purpose: To investigate the incidence of secondary glaucoma (SG) on retinoblastoma (Rb). Material and
methods: Under our observation in ocular oncology department there were 73 patients with retinoblastoma from
2012 to 2014 years including 35 (42%) girls and 38 (58%) boys. Age of the patients varied from 1 month to 6 years. All
patients underwent a comprehensive clinical examination, including CT and ultrasound. Results and discussion.
According to the gained results increase of IOP was found in 51 patients (70%). Tonometry was unable to perform
due to the small age of children. SG was identified by indirect signs pointing to increased IOP. The tonus(T) was
determined by palpation: T+1 - in 21 patients (42%), T+2 - in 30 (58%), increase of the anterior - posterior size (APS)
of the eye by ultrasound from18 to 30 mm in 45 patients (62% ), increase of the size of cornea at keratometry from 11 to 15 mm in 48 patients (66%). In the eyeball cavity of 34 patients (46%) the tumor size was in the range
of 10 to 20 mm, the APS of the eyes in this category was increased by 4 - 6 mm, compared with age norm, and
in 11 patients (15%) tumor size was more than 20 mm, increased from 7 to 9 mm compared with the age norm.
The large size of intraocular tumors has led to an increase in IOP and thus increase of the parameters of the eye.
Clinical signs of SG were mydriasis (29%), rubeosis (2%) and the heterochromia of the iris (13%), swelling of the
eyelids (2%) and corneal edema (4%), redness of the eye (28). Enucleation was performed to all the patients with
elevated IOP. Conclusion. Thus, secondary glaucoma occurs in patients at developed stages of retinoblastoma
(T3-4) that is a direct indication for enucleation of the eye because the vessels of eyeball layers dilates at SG and
this creates the possibility for tumor to spread beyond the eye.
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Abstract:
Purpose Transgenic mouse models are popular for testing new therapeutics as well as studying the pathophysiology
of retinoblastoma. The T-antigen retinoblastoma (TAg-RB) model has close molecular and histological resemblance
to human retinoblastoma tumors; these mice inactivate pRB by retinal-specific expression of the Simian Virus
40 T-antigens. Here, we evaluated whether optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging could be used to
document and quantify tumor growth in the TAg-RB model from the earliest stages of tumor development.
Methods The Micron III rodent imaging system was used to obtain fundus photographs and OCT images of both
eyes of TAg-RB mice regularly from 2 to 20 weeks of age to document tumor development. Tumor morphology was
confirmed by histological analysis, and ellipsoidal volumetric measurements from OCT images were correlated
to a published sampling-based histological method of tumor area determination. Results Prior to being visible
on funduscopy, hyperreflective masses arising in the inner nuclear layer were evident at 2 weeks of age by
OCT imaging. After disappearance of most of these hyperreflective cell clusters around 4 weeks of age, as
previously observed by immunofluorescence, the first tumors became visible by OCT and funduscopy by 6 weeks.
The masses grew into discrete, discoid tumors, preferentially in the periphery, that developed more irregular
morphology over time, eventually merging and displacing the inner retinal layers into the vitreous. Tumor volume
determined by OCT correlated with histological tumor burden measurements. Conclusion OCT is a non-invasive
imaging modality for tracking and quantifying early TAg-RB tumor growth in vivo. Using OCT, we were able to
characterize TAg-positive cells as early as 2 weeks, corresponding to the earliest stages at which tumors are
histologically evident, and well before they are evident by funduscopy. Moreover, OCT allowed tumor burden
quantification by a simple method, useful for longitudinal studies. Tracking tumor growth from its very earliest
stages will allow better analysis of the efficacy of novel therapeutics and genetic factors tested in this powerful
mouse model.
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Abstract:
Purpose : to describe the results of retinoblastoma treatment from 1995-2009 in a single institution Methods:
retrospective review of the charts of patients referred for retinoblastoma and treated. Clinical characteristics at
diagnosis, treatments and outcomes in terms of survival and ocular preservation are described. Results : during the
study period 826 children were referred for retinoblastoma of whom 730 were managed and treated exclusively in
our institution. 411 children presented with unilateral retinoblastoma and 319 with bilateral retinoblastoma. Median
follow-up is of 93 months. Global survival is 98.5% of children, 10 children presented with second tumours, 11 children
died (6 children of tumour-related causes). Of the 411 children with unilateral retinoblastoma enucleation was
needed at diagnosis for 324 (78.8%). Conservative treatments were attempted for 87 patients (21.2%) and ocular
preservation was obtained at the end of follow-up for 65 patients (74% of treated eyes). 319 patients presented
with bilateral retinoblastoma. 310 could be treated conservatively for at least one eye, 9 needed bilateral
enucleation. Initial intravenous chemotherapy was necessary for 75% of the children. Ocular preservation without
external beam radiation was possible for 221 patients (70%). The use of EBR decreased significantly after 2004
(9.1% of eyes vs 25.1% : p< 0.001). Overall systemic toxicity was low Discussion: Management of retinoblastoma
is complex and treatment requires the association of several techniques in order to try to preserve life, eye and
vision. Survival is good except for children with very advanced disease at diagnosis. Enucleation is still required
for extensive ocular disease, especially for unilateral patients. Conservative treatments have evolved over the
years from a nearly exclusive EBR treatment to an association of chemotherapy and ocular adjuvant therapies.
Intravenous chemotherapy allows good tumour control and eye preservation and decreases the need of EBR.
The use of f intra arterial and intravitreal chemotherapy, are already modifying the therapeutic approaches of
retinoblastoma. Conclusions: retinoblastoma treatment with intravenous chemotherapy and ocular adjuvant
therapies is very effective on the local tumour control and eye preservation.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze the flow pattern of retrobulbar vessels by color Doppler imaging (CDI) in retinoblastoma
before enucleation. Method: Prospective evaluation of monocular retinoblastoma treated with enucleation
between 2010 and 2014. The examination consisted of fundoscopy, MRI, US and CDI. Peak blood velocities
were assessed in the central retinal artery (CRA) and central retinal vein (CRV) of eyes with tumor (tuCRAv
and tuCRVv) and compared with normal eyes (nlCRAv and nlCRVv). The velocities tuCRAv and tuCRVv were
correlated with proptosis, glaucoma, buphthalmos and pathological findings: optic nerve (ONi), prelaminar
optic nerve, postlaminar optic nerve, surgical margin (SMi), anterior uvea (AUi), choroid (CHi), massive (mCHi),
scleral (SCi), and extrascleral invasion, as well as iris neovascularization and goniosynechiae. The largest tumor
diameters on a pathological section (Pathm), MRI (MRIm) and US (USm) were compared. Tumor dimensions
were correlated with tuCRAv and tuCRVv. In eyes with retinoblastoma, the resistivity index in the CRA (RIa) and
the pulse index in the CRV (PIv) were studied in relation to all variables. Results: There were 18 patients (14 male;
77.78%). Nine of these patients (50%) were in stage D. The mean MRIm was 18.35 mm; USm, 19.25 mm; and Pathm,
17.94 mm. CHi was observed in 14 eyes, mCHi in six eyes, AUi in one eye, ONi (with no SMi) in 11 eyes, and SCi in
five eyes (27.78%). Iris neovascularization was present in 17 eyes and goniosynechiae in 15. The comparison of
blood velocities between normal and tumorous eyes showed higher levels in the tuCRAv and tuCRVv than in the
nlCRAv and nlCRVv (P<0.001 for both), with a greater effect in the CRA than in the CRV (P=0.024). The clinical and
pathological findings did not modify these data. MRIm and USm were reliable compared with Pathm (P=0.675
and P=0.375, respectively). There was a positive relationship between tuCRAv and tumor volume (P=0.027).
Concerning tumorous eyes, PIv was lower in male patients than in female patients (P=0.017), and ONi was
associated with a smaller PIv (P=0.0088). RIa had no correlation with any variable. If these findings are confirmed
in future studies, we would like to propose the term “USP sign” to indicate the ultrasound pulse sign for optic nerve
invasion in retinoblastoma. Conclusions: Blood velocities in the CRA and CRV are higher in tumorous eyes than
in normal eyes. USm and MRIm are reliable. Tumor volume is correlated with a higher tuCRAv. A reduced PIv is
correlated
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Abstract:
Purpose: Management of retinoblastoma is complex and involves a balance between preservation of the
patient’s life, eye, and visual potential, while minimizing secondary effects of treatment. In recent years,
chemotherapy delivered via alternative routes such as intra-arterial, periocular, and intravitreal have emerged
as promising options for managing advanced or refractory retinoblastoma. Methods: Studies written in English
on chemotherapy treatment of retinoblastoma were identified via PubMed (2006-present). Search keywords
included the following: retinoblastoma, chemotherapy, intravenous, intra-arterial, intravitreal, chemosurgery.
Clinical outcome following intravenous, intra-arterial, and intravitreal chemotherapy regimens, stratified according
to disease prognosis and severity based on the International Classification of Intraocular Retinoblastoma (ICRB),
was compared. Results: Current data provide solid preliminary evidence for selecting appropriate retinoblastoma
treatment modalities based on disease stage. Our analyses reveal that intra-arterial chemotherapy is equivalent
to intravenous chemotherapy for intraocular retinoblastoma in Groups B – C eyes and superior to intravenous
chemotherapy in Groups D – E eyes. While more extensive studies need to be conducted, three-drug intraarterial chemotherapy may provide an effective, eye preserving treatment modality for Group E eyes that
would otherwise undergo enucleation. Intravitreal chemotherapy with melphalan shows excellent response as
a salvage or second-line therapy for retinoblastomas with recurrent or persistent vitreous seeding, in conjunction
with appropriate treatment of the retinal tumor. Studies have demonstrated the safety of this technique with
regard to low risk of extraocular spread. Furthermore, two-drug intravitreal chemotherapy with melphalan and
topotecan may shorten the course of treatment. Conclusions: Current data on systemic, intra-arterial, and
intravitreal chemotherapy has provided solid preliminary evidence for selecting appropriate retinoblastoma
treatment modalities based on ICRB classification. Prospective clinical trials designed with this basis in mind will
be instrumental for the establishment of an ICRB-stratified retinoblastoma treatment algorithm.
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Purpose: General anesthesia without intravenous (IV) access for relatively minor procedures (e.g. myringotomies,
dental extractions, and ophthalmologic examinations) has been demonstrated as safe. No doubt, eliminating IV
access is more efficient for the anesthesiologist and ophthalmologist especially in a high volume practice; however
this could be questionable in the pediatric population where securing IV access rapidly may be challenging
and iv medications can be indicated in case of emergency. Ophthalmologic examinations under anesthesia
(EUA) for Retinoblastoma with and without treatment are performed repeatedly to evaluate the progression of
tumor. Methods: We retrospectively reviewed anesthesia records from the ophthalmologic oncology service
at MSKCC from January 2004 to January 2014, to identify the frequency of elective IV placement. The length
of the procedure, frequency of supraglottic airway device (LMA) placement and frequency and severity of
complications were also recorded. Results: 5216 anesthesia encounters were reviewed. The average age and
weight were 2.7± 1.99 years and 14.4 ± 6.55 Kg respectively. 298 iv were placed (6%) and 1687 (32%) anesthetics
were given with the use of an LMA, of which 1389 (82%) did not have iv access. 1521 encounters were EUA with
cryotherapy, laser, intravitreal injection or periocular injection of chemotherapy, 177 of which had elective iv
placement. There were no deaths and no unplanned admissions. There were 8 total complications: 5 cases
were difficult ventilation, 2 required intubation, 1 required IV succinylcholine, in 1 laryngospasm was broken with
positive pressure ventilation and 1 was resolved by replacing the LMA. Three other complications were related
to excessive secretions and resolved with iv Glycopyrrolate. Conclusion: Our retrospective study shows that it is
safe to perform EUA, as well as procedures for the diagnosis and treatment of retinoblastoma without securing IV
access. All emergency post-complication IV placements were successful. At our institution we have a specialized
care team that maintains good communication with the Ophthalmology team and patients family. This and the
volume of cases performed make our approach successful.
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PURPOSE: To evaluate the family awareness for retinoblastoma (RB), its progression and inheritance in cases of
familial retinoblastoma and their subsequent action regarding the next susceptible family member. Methods:
Retrospective chart review of all familial RB cases that presented to Alexandria Main University Hospital from 12-2005
till 12-2014 were performed. Data collected included the probands, ages at first screening and at presentation,
presenting group, final outcome. The main outcome measures are parental knowledge (disease, heritability),
prenatal visit, time lapse from birth to first screening, presenting symptom and group. RESULTS: Twenty four eyes of
13 familial cases were included. 3 patients (23 %) were males and 10 (77%) were bilateral at presentation and one
unilateral child showed late bilateralization. The probands were a parent in 9 (69%) cases and an older sibling in
4 (31%) cases. All of the families knew about RB diagnosis of the probands except one (7.6%) while another four
(38%) didn’t know about its heritability all of which have a paternal probands. five families (39%) had at least one
prenatal visit. The mean time lapse till first screening was 11.4 months (range: 1-29 months). The main presentation
was leucocorea in 6 children (46%) followed by accidental discover during screening in 4 children (31%). The
main presenting groups were 17.4% group A, 43.5% group B, 8.7% group C, 21.7 group D and 8.7 % group E. 54%
of patients avoided enucleation, 46% had 1 eye removed. None underwent bilateral enucleation. There were
no cases of metastatic disease. CONCLUSIONS: In developing countries, Retinoblastoma knowledge regarding
heritability is deficient. Familial Patients were diagnosed late and with more advanced intraocular disease that
led to increased risk of enucleation. Social context remains to play a role in delayed diagnosis in such cases.
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Abstract:
Purpose/Objective: To describe treatment choices to optimize outcomes for identical triplets affected by
retinoblastoma. Materials/Methods: A digital image of the tear-drop shaped pupil in one eye of 2 monthold triplet boys revealed leukocoria. Examination under anaesthesia revealed that five of the six eyes had
retinoblastoma tumors. All eyes had varying degrees of minor iris coloboma. Results: Treatment for each child
and eye depended on size and location of tumors, and degree of involvement of the other eye. Triplet 1 had
one eye International Intraocular Retinoblastoma Classification Group 0 (no tumor). The other eye was Group
C (macular tumor with adjacent vitreous seeds, one peripheral tumor), treated with focal therapy (laser and
cryotherapy) and subtenon’s Topotecan and intravitreal melphalan. Triplet 2 had Group A and B eyes, with no
threat to vision. Five of ten tumors were invisible, detected by optical coherence tomography (OCT). Eight tumors
were treated with laser, confirmed correct by OCT for the invisible tumors; peripheral tumors were treated with
cryotherapy. Triplet 3 had Group A and D eyes. The Group D eye had macular large tumor overhanging the optic
nerve, inferior retinal detachment and subretinal seeding. Extensive discussion with parents and family evaluated
the child’s interests: salvage of the right eye would require invasive treatments, repeated and monitored for at
least 3 years under anaesthetic, with ongoing risks; simple enucleation of the Group D eye would avoid invasive
extended interventions. Enucleation was performed with immediate placement of a temporary prosthetic eye.
After one year of follow up,Triplet 3 with primary enucleation had fewer examinations and interventions than
the other 2 triplets with delayed enucleations. Conclusions: All three children avoided initial systemic therapy.
All children have excellent visual prognosis. OCT up to one year of age revealed no new invisible tumors. Earlier
enucleation may reduce treatment burden for children and families.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Intravitreal melphalan is effective in treating vitreous seeds, but has also been associated with retinal
toxicity. There is thus interest in identifying alternative agents for intravitreal injection such as topotecan.
However, there is little data on the toxicity of intravitreal topotecan in the treatment of human eyes. In this
study, electroretinography is used as a measure of retinal toxicity following intravitreal topotecan in eyes with
retinoblastoma. Methods: Eight eyes of eight patients were studied via an IRB approved, retrospective analysis
at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. 29 intravitreal topotecan injections (20mcg) were administered to
8 eyes, over the course of Dec 2014 through March 2015. 20 intravitreal topotecan injections in 7 patients were
deemed evaluable. Injections were excluded from the analysis in instances when a concomitant intravitreal
melphalan injection was administered (8 instances), and in one instance when ERG measurements were
compromised by inadequate pupillary dilation. ERG measurements were obtained before each injection and
approximately one week following each injection. ERG amplitudes in response to 30-Hz photopic flicker stimulation
were measured, and comparisons made between ERG studies before and after intravitreal topotecan. An ERG
increment or decrement of 25 µV or more was considered clinically significant. Results: None of the ERG changes
after topotecan injection exceeded 25 µV. ERG changes following each intravitreal topotecan injection ranged
between an increase of 13.8µV and a decrease of 20.4µV. The mean change in ERG response following an
intravitreal topotecan injection was -2.67µV. Conclusion: Intravitreal injections of topotecan result in a minimal
decrement in ERG responses, which is well within the test-retest variability of ERG measurements (19.4 µV), and
is likely clinically insignficant. A larger cohort of patients, analysis of serial injections and longer follow up will be
required to confirm these findings.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The intraarterial chemotherapy (IAC) is the technique of choice for chemoreduction of retinoblastoma.
We present the results and management protocol in the pioneering center in Spain. Method: Retrospective study
including all patients diagnosed with retinoblastoma and treated in our centre by QTiA with a minimum 6 months
follow-up. Evaluation of results, complications and additional treatments. Results: 34 eyes from 29 patients were
included, 110 procedures were performed and in 97% of the cases, the procedure could be completed. 1 to 3
chemotherapy drugs were administered (melphalan, carboplatin, topotecan). 14 eyes received IAC as primary
treatment: In the eyes with stage C, the rate of eyeball preservation is 100%., stage D is 75% and stage E 20%. 20
eyes received IAC as a rescue therapy after failure of other treatments. The rate of ocular preservation in patients
with retinoblastoma in which QTiA used as rescue therapy is 70% We have detected a serious systemic event:
hemiparesis due to toxicity to contrast resolution without sequelae. No other patient suffered complications
requiring treatment or hospitalization. 3 patients experienced an eye vascular occlusive phenomena (retinal
or choriocapilar occlusion). Most of these events happened with the first cases. Conclusions: IAC is a safe and
highly effective tool in the management of retinoblastoma. The results in our centre are similar to those published
in larger centres.
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Abstract:
Background: There are no standardized diagnostic or treatment guidelines for patients with advanced unilateral
retinoblastoma. Methods: Patients with advanced unilateral retinoblastoma were prospectively treated after
enucleation using a risk-based protocol. Patients were assigned to low-risk (LR), intermediate-risk (IR), or high-risk
(HR) based on pathology. LR patients underwent observation. IR patients received four courses of chemotherapy
with vincristine, doxorubicin, and cyclophosphamide (VDC). In the HR group, patients received three courses
of VDC alternating with three courses of vincristine, carboplatin, and etoposide (VCE) and irradiation when
indicated. Results: Fifty patients with advanced unilateral retinoblastoma were treated (LR n=36; IR n=7; HR
n=7). All eyes were Reese-Ellsworth group V. All bone scans (n=81), lumbar punctures (n=16), and bone marrow
aspirates (n=16) were negative. Chemotherapy was well tolerated. Grades 3/4 hematologic toxicities were seen
in all patients; grades 3/4 non-hematologic toxicities were seen in half the patients. Only one patient in the
HR group received radiation therapy. All patients were alive at the time of analysis with no signs of disease
recurrence. Median follow-up was 3.4 years (range, 0.8-6.4 years). Conclusions: Patients with non-metastatic
unilateral retinoblastoma undergoing primary enucleation can be cured with a graduated-intensity approach
based on pathology.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Retinoblastoma (RB) is the most common childhood intraocular tumor with an incidence of 11.8 cases/
million population. The average age at diagnosis is 12 months and 24 months in bilateral and unilateral RB
respectively. According to previous literatures, 80% of patients are diagnosed at <3 years of age. There are isolated
case reports of adult onset retinoblastoma as well. It remains a challenge in the diagnosis and management
of RB in older patients due to atypical presentation, masquerades, advanced disease. Hence the prognosis
is poor in terms of vision, eye and life salvage. Our aim was to study the clinical presentation and outcome of
Rb in the older age group. Methods: Comparative non-randomized case series. Patients were divided into two
groups, Group A (age ≥36 months) and Group B (age < 36 months). We compared the clinical presentation and
outcome Results: Of 1000 consecutive patients with Rb, 320 patients (435 eyes) aged ≥36 (range 36-340, median
49)m were compared with 680 patients (820 eyes) aged <36m at presentation. Older patients with Rb more often
presented with masquerades/misdiagnosis (30% Vs 11%), advanced tumor - group D/E (66% Vs 34%), showed
poor response to chemoreduction (55% Vs 24%), needed enucleation (72% Vs 30%), had high-risk features on
histopathology (54% Vs 12%) requiring adjuvant treatment, and had metastasis (9% Vs 3%). The differences were
all statistically significant (p<0.05). Conclusion: Rb in older age group is often misdiagnosed, presents with more
advanced disease, and has relatively poor prognosis for eye and life salvage.
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Purpose: Risk factors for non-familial retinoblastoma are poorly understood. The incidence of retinoblastoma
is higher in developing countries. Few reports have described human papilloma virus (HPV) in retinoblastoma
tumor tissue. Aim was to investigate the prevalence of HPV in retinoblastoma tumor tissue and compare with
controls. Methods: In the prospective-study, eyes enucleated for retinoblastoma were enrolled as cases. Controls
included donor eyes from the eye-bank. Normal retinal tissue from donor-eyes and tumor tissue from eyes with
retinoblastoma was subjected to DNA isolation using commercially available kit. Quantity of DNA was estimated
by spectrophotometer and quality checked by performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for housekeeping
gene beta-actin. PCR for HPV was performed by HPV Genotyping Array kit (Hybribio Ltd., Hong Kong). It utilizes
L1 consensus primers to simultaneously amplify 21-HPV genotypes. High-risk HPV types: 16,18,31,33,35,39,45,51
,52,56,58,59 and 68; probable high-risk types: 53 and 66; low-risk types: 6,11,42,43,44 and 81. Results: The study
enrolled 42 retinoblastoma and 42 normal retinal tissues. Disease was bilateral in 14 (33%). Three (7%) patients had
a family history of retinoblastoma. 10 (23.8%) tumor tissues were infected with HPV. HPV-16 was the only subtype
isolated. None of the control eyes or the familial cases were HPV positive. Conclusions: HPV-16 was isolated from
10 (25.6%) of the 39 eyes with non-familial retinoblastoma. None of the control or familial cases were HPV positive.
A greater number (though not significant) of HPV positive cases, had a vaginal delivery and belonged to a low
socio-economic background. The link of HPV with retinoblastoma can be explored for preventive strategies in
developing countries.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the predictive value of the 7th edition American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC/UICC)
TNM classification, the International Classification (ICRB), and Reese-Ellsworth (RE) Staging for Retinoblastoma (RB)
for the likelihood of High Risk Pathologic features (HRF). Methods: A retrospective study of 50 primarily enucleated
eyes from 49 RB patients. Main outcome measures included: demographics, TNM stage, ICRB group, RE stage,
choroid, optic nerve, and anterior chamber invasion. Results: The median age at enucleation was 30 months.
HRF mandating adjuvant chemotherapy were seen in 5(22%) of T2 eyes, and in 15(56%) of T3 eyes (p= 0.021), and
in 1(13%) of ICRB group C eyes, 8(33%) of group D eyes, and 11(61%) of group E eyes (p=0.035). HRF were 4.61
and 3.68 times more likely to be diagnosed at a more advanced T stage and ICRB group consecutively, while
0.133 time less likely to be diagnosed at a more advanced RE stage. At median follow up of 40 months, no single
case had metastasis or was dead. Conclusion: The higher tumor clinical TNM stage and the more advanced
ICRB group at presentation are associated with higher frequency of HRF, and may predict which patients should
receive adjuvant chemotherapy.
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Abstract:
Purpose Retinoblastoma (childhood eye cancer) is curable, but outcomes remain poor in low-and-middle-income
countries. Global research collaboration has been identified as key to addressing this survival disparity. In 2009, the
first retinoblastoma clinical practice guidelines were published in Canada. Optimal resources and expertise for
retinoblastoma management were outlined, and serves as a guide to inform health policy, at national, regional
and institutional levels. Subsequently these guidelines were adopted by the Kenyan National Retinoblastoma
Strategy group. In both countries, a situational analysis of key treatment centers has informed systems of patient
referral, educational capacity initiatives, and is predicted to result in enhanced patient care. We now apply
this approach on a global scale, with an online virtual retinoblastoma clinic. Methods We conducted a survey
of Global Retinoblastoma Treatment Centers to identify and document expertise and resources available for
the care of children with retinoblastoma worldwide. An online platform was developed to disseminate this
information in an interactive and data-rich format (www.1rbw.org). Results The virtual clinic connects patient
families to caregivers, and documents data on 132 centers in 54 countries. Survey functionality allows further
data collection and updates. Knowledge of where and how retinoblastoma children are managed worldwide
provides an efficient and rapid path for parents to access urgent care. The website indicates the closest expert
center and all the contacts. Paths of referral and multicenter co-management aim to keep the children close
to home while optimizing access to advanced therapies when needed. Estimated incidence vs location and
capabilities of treatment centres reveals opportunities to increase capacity, collaboration and coverage in
various regions. Conclusions The One Retinoblastoma World Virtual Clinic connects stakeholders and strengthens
capacity to care for the global retinoblastoma population. This first-of its-kind collaboration promotes global
standards of care, setting the stage for multicenter clinical trials and other research, thereby accelerating the
translation of results from lab to clinic.
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Abstract:
Aim: To describe the treatment outcomes and complications of selective intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) for
Retinoblastoma (RB) in Indian subjects. Methods: This was a single centre, retrospective interventional case series.
Eight eyes underwent 22 cycles of IAC between December 2013 and February 2015. Four eyes were excluded
because of lack of any follow-up (n=2) or follow-up less than 6 months (n=2). Four of 8 eyes who underwent
IAC using Melphalan (7.5 mg) plus Topotecan (1 mg) (n=3) or Melphalan (7.5 mg) alone (n=1) and a minimum
follow-up of 6 months were included. In these patients, thirteen IAC procedures were performed using selective
ophthalmic artery cannulation technique. Patients were followed-up at monthly intervals. Treatment outcomes
were evaluated in terms of tumor control, vitreous and sub-retinal seeds control and globe salvage rates. Treatment
complications were noted. Results: IAC was employed as primary (n=1) or secondary (n=3) modality of treatment.
The average age at treatment was 26 months (Median: 32, Range: 12-45 months). The condition was bilateral in
all 4 cases. Eyes with retinoblastoma were classified according to the International Classification of RB as Group
B (n=1), C (n=1) and D (n=2). The mean tumor base was 11.8 mm (Median: 11, Range 6 – 18 mm) and the mean
tumor thickness was 6.9 mm (Median: 5, Range: 2.6 – 14mm). Mean number of IAC procedures performed were
3 (median: 3, range 3-4). Following IAC, complete regression of the main tumor was seen in 3 cases (75%), partial
regression was seen in 1 (25%). Of 3 eyes with subretinal seeds, 2 (67%) eye had complete regression while 1 (33%)
eyes had partial regression. Of 4 eyes with vitreous seeds, 3 (75%) eyes had complete regression while 1 (25%)
eye had a partial response. Globe salvage was achieved in 3 of 4 eyes (75 %) at mean follow up of 12.3 months
(median: 13 months, range: 9-14 months). Vitreous hemorrhage and diffuse choroidal atrophy were observed in 1
(25 %) eye, each. Relative neutropenia was found in 3 patients while relative thrombocytopenia was observed in
2 patients. No patients required any treatment for the complications. No cerebro-vascular events were observed.
Conclusion: Intra-arterial chemotherapy is an effective therapy for globe preservation in eyes with RB. Larger
studies with longer follow-up are required to understand the long-term effects.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate visual outcomes following systemic chemoreduction with topotecan for advanced
intraocular retinoblastoma. Methods: Twenty-seven newly diagnosed bilateral retinoblastoma patients (14 males,
median age 7.9 months), worse eye Reese- Ellsworth (RE) group IV-V, received 11 cycles of chemotherapy:
topotecan and vincristine (TV) x 2 followed by three alternating courses of carboplatin and vincristine x 2 and
TV x 1. Intensive focal therapy was applied after the first 2 cycles. Best visual acuity was recorded following
therapy. Results: Of 54 eyes, 42 were RE IV-V and 37 were International Classification (IC) C-E. Twenty-four patients
(89%) completed all prescribed chemotherapy; one was removed due to persistent viral infection and two had
progressive disease requiring EBRT. All eyes received focal therapy, seven patients received subconjunctival
carboplatin, and six patients received plaque brachytherapy. Eleven eyes were enucleated: one at diagnosis,
nine with progressive disease including three eyes treated with EBRT, and one which developed neovascular
glaucoma. At 8 years, cumulative incidence of EBRT was 2.4% (SE±2.4), EFS for patients was 66.7% (SE± 38.5) and
ocular survival for IC group C-E eyes was 70% (SE+ 27.0). Vision testing at a median of 7 years of age (range 5-10
years, mean 7.1 years) was documented in 25 evaluable patients. Visual acuity of at least 20/70 was documented
in one eye of 23 patients, with 19/25 (76%) achieving at least 20/40 vision in one eye. All patients are alive with
median follow up of 7.4 years. Conclusions: Topotecan combined with vincristine, carboplatin and aggressive
focal therapies is an effective regimen for the treatment of advanced intraocular retinoblastoma that avoids
radiation and results in globe salvage with measurable vision.
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Purpose: To study the cytopathologic findings in anterior chamber (AC) taps performed immediately before an
intraocular injection of Melphalan for vitreous seeds of retinoblastoma (Rb) to lower intraocular pressure (IOP)
and to describe findings in the conjunctival washings obtained during freezing/thawing at time and after needle
retrieval from pars plana Methods: Retrospective study, under approved institutional review board protocol, of
11 months (4/2014 – 3/2015) of cytologic specimens obtained at time of intraocular chemotherapy injections
for vitreous seeding performed at the Retinoblastoma Center of Houston in children with retinoblastoma. AC
samples were processed by fluid based cytology (ThinPrep). Syringes containing the conjunctival washings
were pulled to obtain a cell block, levels 1, 5 and 10 were reviewed, and other levels were left unstained for
possible immunostains. Enucleated eyes were especially accessed at the needle tracts in cornea and pars
plana. Results: A total of 39 intravitreous injections of Melphalan were performed in 6 patients. An average of
6.5 injections per patient was performed (range 2-10). ACtaps were acellular or had rare endothelial cell in the
first injection. Subsequent AC taps showed rare lymphocytes and rare macrophages and rare endothelial cells.
Conjunctival washings showed varying amounts of conjunctival epithelial cells and lymphocytes. 4 samples in 3
patients necessitated synaptophysin and cytokeratin immunohistochemistry to prove absence of retinoblastoma
cells. These were goblet and epithelial cells with crush artifact that simulated atypical cells in these 4 samples.
None of the samples had retinoblastoma cells. 2/6 patients underwent enucleation after 10 and 9 injections
respectively. None of these eyes had tumor at site of injection (pars plana) or in the cornea or anterior chamber.
Conclusions: Aqueous humor fluid obtained before the first intravitreous injection is usually acellular or contains
a rare endothelial cell. Subsequent AC tap fluid contains small amounts of lymphocytes and macrophages and
rare endothelial cells. Conjunctival washings from the freezing/thawing at site of needle retrieval from the pars
plana have varying amounts of epithelial cells and rare lymphocytes. Some goblet and epithelial cells may
appear atypical and synaptophysin and cytokeratin immunostains proved helpful in demonstrating the absence
of Rb cells. None of the samples contain Rb cells.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To determine the systemic toxicity of periocular topotecan in the treatment of retinoblastoma by analyzing
complete blood counts (CBC). Methods: Retrospective Institutional Review Board (IRB) approved analysis of
86 periocular topotecan injections (1mg in 1cc) delivered to 24 patients (25 total eyes) with retinoblastoma
at MSKCC (N.Y.) between February 2014 and January 2015. CBCs were collected and toxicity graded by the
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE 4.0). Results: 24 patients (25 eyes) had 86 injections of
topotecan, 5 patients were excluded because their CBC’s were not within the 7-21 day window from treatment,
leaving 19 patients with 48 CBC’s in the cohort. 12 patients/13 eyes received periocular topotecan concurrently
with Ophthalmic Artery Chemosurgery and had 22 evaluable CBCs. 4 of these patients (33%)/12 CBC’s (55%)
had no Grade III or IV neutropenia. 5 patients (42%)/6 CBC’s (27%) had Grade III neutropenia; 3 patients (25%)/4
CBC’s (18%) had grade IV neutropenia. In all Grade IV cases the OAC melphalan dose was greater than or
equal to 0.38mg/kg. 3 of the 5 patients with Grade III neutropenia had received 0.36mg-0.4mg/kg of melphalan.
The two patients with the lower doses of melphalan (respectively 0.31mg/kg and 0.22 mg/kg) had a history of
extensive chemotherapy (up to 6 cycles of systemic chemotherapy or previous OAC). 7 patients/7 eyes received
periocular topotecan only with 14 CBCs deemed evaluable. In patients who received topotecan only, Grade III
neutropenia was found in 3 patients (42%)/ 3 CBC’s (21%). 2 of the 3 patients had previously received extensive
chemotherapy. 1 patient had an underlying neutropenia of unknown etiology. There were no instances of Grade
IV neutropenia when topotecan only was given. No patient receiving topotecan developed Grade III or IV
thrombocytopenia or anemia. In all cases neutropenia was transient. Conclusion: Periocular topotecan alone
(1mg/1cc) for the treatment of retinoblastoma was associated with Grade III but not Grade IV neutropenia in
42% of patients. No patients suffered Grade III or Grade IV thrombocytopenia or anemia. The majority (2 of the 3)
of cases with neutropenia were in patients previously treated with chemotherapy. One patient had preexisting
idiopathic neutropenia. In cases when periocular topotecan was given concurrently with OAC, neutropenia was
equally common and unlike topotecan alone, Grade IV also developed. In this group melphalan doses were
similar to known hematopoietic toxic levels (all exceeded 0.38 mg/kg). In all cases neutropenia resolved quickly
without need for transfusion.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Focal laser therapy is an essential aspect of treatment of intraocular retinoblastoma, with the utilization of
multiple types of lasers and methods of delivery. The effect of the 810nm laser and 532nm laser are different, and
simultaneous use of both lasers on a single tumor in the same treatment session is not common. This study describes
the results of using this combination of lasers on tumor response. We describe our rationale and experience in
utilizing the effects of a combination of both lasers in an attempt to achieve a more rapid reduction in tumor
size. Methods: We retrospectively analyzed the simultaneous use of the 810 and 532nm lasers delivered through
an indirect ophthalmoscope in 14 children with intraocular retinoblastoma. Results: A total of 32 tumors were
individually analyzed in 18 eyes of 14 children with intraocular retinoblastoma. An initial gentle application of
810nm laser rendered the tumor opaque, without affecting the tumor vasculature. Once the tumor vasculature
was clearly visible, application of the 532nm laser was able to photocoagulate this tumor vasculature. With
this technique, we were able to demonstrate rapid reduction in tumor size in specific instances, along with
documentation of the effect of each laser with ocular coherence tomography. None of the cases experienced
laser related complications after the combination of lasers. Twenty-eight tumors went on to be inactive. Three
eyes required enucleation for persistent tumor activity. Conclusion: A combination of 810nm and 532nm lasers
used in the same session might help augment the effect of focal laser therapy. We would suggest this technique
be used in certain situations to help a rapid reduction in tumor size. Caution must be exercised to ensure that we
do not over apply laser, leading to laser related complications.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Long-term survivors of hereditary retinoblastoma (Rb) are at an increased risk of developing and dying
from a subsequent non-ocular cancer. Among these late occurring secondary tumors, we observed rare cases
of small blue round cells tumor (SBRCTs), raising the issue of late metastatic relapse versus secondary tumors.
Methods: from 1981 to 2014, we identified 8 children carrying a RB1 constitutional mutation and/or bilateral
and/or familial Rb who developed a secondary extra-CNS (Central Nervous System) tumor, labeled as SBRCT.
7/8 SBRCTs were localized; 7 developed in bones and one in the ovary. Clinical, pathological, radiological and
genetic features of these 8 SBRCTs were centrally reviewed. Results: The median age at SBRCT diagnosis was 12.8
years (y) [5.8-25.6] ; the median time between last Rb treatment and SBRCT diagnosis was 11.5y [3.1-20.3]. The
analysis of pathological and radiological features could not discriminate between true secondary SRBCT and
late Rb metastatic relapse. The comparison between RB1 mutations in Rb and matched SBRCT in 3/8 patients
showed that i) the normal RB1 allele was constantly lost, confirming that SBRCT development was due to the
predisposition context, and ii) the second RB1 hit in SBRCT and matched Rb were different, thus proving that the
former tumor was not derivative from the latter. Similarly, when available (in 2/8 cases), the comparison of aCGH
profiles from Rb and matched SBRCT were strikingly different. Conclusion: Our results argue in favour of SBRCT not
being late Rb metastases, but rather secondary undescribed tumors, linked to the RB predisposition syndrome.
Further analyses, such as transcriptome profilings and exome sequencings are ongoing to better characterize this
emerging type of SBRCTs.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Chemotherapy associated with focal treatments for intraocular retinoblastoma, has allowed to achieve
a higher rate of eye preservation without the use of External Beam Radiotherapy (EBRT). In order to decrease
the possible long term sequels of laser scars for macular-paramacular tumors, a protocol of laser reduction was
initiated. Methods: Children affected by intraocular bilateral macular-paramacular retinoblastoma (defined by
a distance to macula of 3mm of less), on both eyes or on the only saved eye, were included in a prospective,
nonrandomized, phase II trial, conducted at the Institute Curie. The protocol combined 6 cycles of 3 drugs
(vincristine, carboplatin and etoposide), with thermotherapy macula-sparing associated from the third cycle.
Results: Nineteen patients (26 eyes) were included from July 2004 to November 2009. Median age at diagnosis
was 6 months. According to Reese-Ellsworth Classification, 13 eyes were group I-IV and 13 group V (Vb for 5
eyes). According to International Retinoblastoma Classification, 16 eyes were group B-C and 10 group D.
Macular-paramacular tumours were treated with chemotherapy alone in 9 eyes, chemotherapy associated to
thermotherapy macula-sparing from the third cycle in 17 eyes. Four eyes experienced macular relapse during
the first year from the end of treatment. At a median follow-up of 77 months, 23 eyes (88.5%) were salvaged
without EBRT or enucleation (2 eyes needed enucleation and 1 EBRT). The median visual acuity (VA) of the 24
eyes preserved was 20/50 at a median age of 7.2 years. Nine eyes presented VA ≥ 20/40, 9 between 20/40 and
20/200, and 6 eyes had VA < 20/200. No severe treatment side effect was observed. Conclusion: Six cycles of 3
drugs chemotherapy associated with macula-sparing thermotherapy achieves good local control, improving
the rate of eye preservation without EBRT, and moreover, decreases macular damage allowing to often obtain
satisfactory visual results.
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Abstract:
Background: Retinoblastoma (RB) is the most frequent ocular tumor diagnosed in children. Purpose: characterize
RB patients treated in a public university hospital in Southern Brazil. Methods: a retrospective cohort study of
children diagnosed with RB from 1983 through 2012, in a tertiary pediatric oncology center (Hospital de Clínicas
de Porto Alegre)in Southern Brazil. Results: a total of 165 cases had been registered during this period, and 140
were included in this study. Disease was unilateral, bilateral and trilateral in 65.0%, 32.9% and 2.1%, respectively.
The mean age at first sign/symptom was 18.1 months, and 35.7% of these children were diagnosed during their first
year of life. Leukocoria was the first sign in 73.6% of the cases. The time from first sign to diagnosis was 5.4 months
and the mean age at diagnosis was 23.5 months. In patients with features of hereditary RB, age at first sign and
diagnosis was lower than in patients without these features (12.3 versus 21.6 months; P=0,001 and 15.9 versus
28 months; P<0.001, respectively). At diagnosis,76.5% of the cases were classified as Reese-Ellsworth V, 78.1%
as D/E of ABC International Classification, and about 35% of the patients had extraocular disease and 10.7%
had metastatic disease. Throughout the years, the number of extraocular cases has reduced. The presence of
at least one criteria suggestive of hereditary RB was observed in 52 patients (37.1%) from 50 different families,
with a family history positive for cancers in 23 patients (16.4%). Most patients underwent surgery: enucleation
in 88.1%, and exenteration in 11.9%. Fifty-seven patients (42.5%) underwent enucleation alone, while 77 were
submitted to enucleation and other complementary treatment, as systemic chemotherapy (N=74), radiotherapy
(N=48), cryotherapy and laser therapy. Six patients (4.3%) submitted to ionizing radiation were diagnosed with a
secondary malignancy: four with a soft tissue sarcoma; one with osteosarcoma and one with acute lymphoblastic
leukemia. Overall survival of this cohort was 86.4%. No difference was observed between unilateral and bilateral
cases. Survival for patients with intraocular disease vs. extraocular disease was 94.0% vs. 68.5%, respectively.
Survival for metastatic disease was 40.0%. Conclusion: in a tertiary pediatric oncolgy center in Southern Brazil, RB
has been diagnosed as an advanced disease, with overall survival lower than 90% and poor preservation of the
ocular globe and vision.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To compare globe salvage rate after intravenous chemotherapy (chemoreduction (CRD)) versus
intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) as primary treatment for children with unilateral retinoblastoma. Methods:
Retrospective comparative interventional case series that included ninety-one patients with unilateral
retinoblastoma. The primary outcome was globe salvage and secondary outcomes were control of solid tumor
control, vitreous seeds, and subretinal seeds. Other determinants included complications, secondary cancers,
and distant metastasis. Results: Of the 91 eyes with unilateral retinoblastoma, 42 were treated with CRD and
49 received IAC. . The mean age at presentation was 13 months for the CRD group and 22 months for the IAC
group (p=0.001). According to the International Classification of Retinoblastoma (ICRB) (A, B, C, D, E), the CRD
group showed (0, 7, 7, 25, 3) and the IAC group showed (0, 2, 4, 22, 21). After a mean follow-up of 69 months for
the CRD group and 22 months for the IAC group, overall globe salvage rate (CRD vs IAC) were similar (67% vs
74%) (p=0.499). However, subgroup analysis showed that globe salvage in Group D eyes (48% vs 91%, p=0.002)
was significantly higher with IAC than CRD. Control of solid tumor (62% vs 92%, p=0.001), vitreous seeds (25%
vs 74%, p=0.006), and subretinal seeds (31% vs 80%, p=0.001) was significantly higher with IAC. There were no
cases of distant metastasis, pineoblastoma, second cancer, or deaths in either group. Conclusions: For unilateral
retinoblastoma, IAC was superior to CRD for globe salvage in group D eyes. Further, control of solid tumor, vitreous
seeds and subretinal seeds was also significantly higher for IAC compared to CRD. There was no difference in
globe salvage for Groups B and C eyes.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Measure pre-diagnostic intervals of children with retinoblastoma enrolled in Instituto Nacional de
Cancer- Rio de Janeiro - Brazil between January 2006 and September 2013 Methods: Rretrospective study
of a series of cosecutive cases through a semi-structured survey conducted to the parents or caregivers of
patients with unilateral and bilateral retinoblastoma. Dates presented in the chart as; date of birth and date of
registration, were used in order to draw a timeline at the following intervals: Family Interval: time interval between
the perception of the first signs and the first medical appointment with that particular complaint. Medical Interval:
time interval between the first consultation and referral to INCA. Routing Interval: time interval between referral
and enrollment in INCA. Diagnosis Interval: time interval between the perception of the early signs and the date
of registration (sum of family, medical and routing intervals). The International Classification of Retinoblastoma
(ICR)was used. Results: A total of 76 patients were studied,39 (51.32%) females and 37 males. 52 (68.4%) were
unilateral and 24 (31.6%) bilateral, totaling 100 affected eyes. We found 63 (82.9%) with intraocular initial staging,
9 (11.8%) extraocular and 4 (5.3%) metastatic. Therefore, the advanced cases (extraocular + metastatic) totaled
13 (17.1%) patients. During the study period, 10 (13.2%) patients died. The median age at registration of unilateral
cases was 25.5 months and bilateral 9.5 months (p<0,05)by the Mann-Whitney test. The means of intervals were:
Family Interval: 1,8 months; Medical Interval: 5,5; Routing Interval: 0,4 months and Diagnosis Interval: 7,1 months.
Medical Interval, Diagnosis Interval and Age at Registration showed a statistically significant relationship to initial
stage and death by Simple Logistic Regression Test. In the Multivariate Logistic Regression Test only the Medical
Interval showed a statistically significant relationship to initial stage and death. Conclusion: Medical Interval was
the greatest responsible for retinoblastoma delayed diagnosis in our study. Educational activities focused on
doctors or medical students would therefore be essential to increase awareness and decrease late diagnosis in
Retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Retinoblastoma network in China Retinoblastoma is a malignant cancer which was estimated more than 1100
new cases each year in China. According to the published paper, most Rb were diagnosed at late stage,
28.7% were IIRC Group D and 55.5% Group E; especially in unilateral patients, 70% were Group E. Before 2005,
the enucleation was the only treatment adopted by most doctors. From 2006, the conservative therapy was
gradually adopted by some hospitals. China is a huge country with over 32 provinces. It’s not easy to go to the
tertiary hospital for these children to get treatment and follow-up; more than half cost and time were spent on
travel and accommodation. For the better and cheaper treatment and follow-up, we established a multiple
centers network. We have 28 hospitals (5 will be start this year) covering 25 provinces (over 90% population) from
2009 to present [Figure 1]. These hospital were classified different levels based on the personnel and instrument:
basic level, only ophthalmologist and RetCam involved which only for normal EUA and foolow-up, contain 10
hospitals (include 5 new hospitals); medium level, ophthalmologist, RetCam and laser or cryo instrument involved,
contain 9 hospitals; advanced level, include ophthalmologist, oncologist, with laser/cryo instruments, contain
3 hospital; tertiary level, include ophthalmologist, oncologist, pathologist, radiologist, with needed ophthalmic
instruments, contain 6 hospitals. We adopt same diagnosis and classification (IIRC), same chemo protocol (CEV),
same criteria for treatment and same follow-up schedule. From 2006 to 2014, 2097 Rb children were treated in this
network. The detail showed as figures.
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Abstract:
Introduction Treatment outcomes for retinoblastoma have traditionally been reported in terms of eye salvage
but with current treatment modalities and a greater number of eyes salvaged, more emphasis is being directed
towards outcomes around final visual acuity (Kim et el 2010, Schefler et al 2007). Superimposed amblyopia over
organic visual loss also plays a large part in the final visual outcome for these patients.There are multiple sensitive
periods in human visual development, visual acuity development being the most rapid between birth and
6months reaching more adult levels between 4 – 6 years with sensitive periods for damage lasting much longer
(Lewis and Maurer 2005). Successful treatment of amblyopia can result in improved vision outcomes (Watts et
al 2002). Prevention of the onset of amblyopia may further improve these outcomes. Methods The presence
of tumours in the posterior pole combined with the consequence of local treatment strategies may present a
challenge for the retention of good visual acuity. Primary conservative treatment of retinoblastoma at Birmingham
Children’s Hospital revolves around 3-4 weekly cycles of CEV chemotherapy (carboplatin, etoposide, vincristine)
combined with adjuvant thermotherapy. We report a series of cases in which occlusion therapy has been used
prophylactically, having been instigated in patients with posterior pole tumours before any proven reduction
in vision has been established, resulting in very good vision outcomes. These are compared to similar cases for
whom occlusion was not introduced until after a reduction in vision was recorded and/or where compliance to
treatment was poor. Conclusion The results would indicate that early prophylactic intervention in cases in which
poor visual acuity might be anticipated, may have a favourable impact on long term visual prognosis.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Standard operative procedures (SOPs) are written instructions to achieve uniformity of the performance
of a specific function. Quality we can trust is developed by SOPs in many industries, for example, the airline
industry, laboratory medicine and pediatric oncology. However, SOPs have not been widely used in clinical
medicine, especially surgical. In order to facilitate safe, efficient, quality care and optimize time and expense
in management of children with retinoblastoma, we developed SOPs specific to our institution but consistent
with the Canadian Guidelines for Care for Retinoblastoma (1). Methods: Twenty-six SOPs in retinoblastoma
management were constructed. Each SOP includes the following: Objectives, Scope, Applicability, Team
member responsibilities, Clinical Significance, Consequences (adverse events if SOP is not followed), Specimen
collection guidelines, Required materials, and Analysis of the technical details, and Signoff sheets to record the
persons who have read the SOP. Results: SOPs are interrelated and as evidence changes over time, the content
of the SOP is dynamic and evolving. The SOP development passed passed through 5 stages: 1) Observation
of standard of care to better understand the procedures; 2) Construction of the SOPs; 3) Pre-assessment (re
observation of the standard of care with SOP checklist); 4) Refinement of the SOP based on pre-assessment;
5) Assessment (entails observing the procedures, drafting, iteratively checking with users; 6) signing off; and 7)
regular audit by peers of the performance of the SOP. Conclusion: In the era of global health, well-designed SOPs
can provide an optimized process that can be expected to significantly improve the quality of patient care.
SOPs are resourceful tools, improving efficiency and quality of processes by collaboration and standardization,
which also build a good learning experience. However, psychological barriers to change must be overcome for
effective SOP uptake in clinical medicine. 1. National Retinoblastoma Strategy Canadian Guidelines for Care /
Stratégie thérapeutique du rétinoblastome guide clinique canadien. Can J Ophthalmol 44, S1-88 (2009).
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Abstract:
Purpose: to document, explain, and attempt to prevent complications of chemosurgery for retinoblastoma
Methods: Retrospective review of a prospectively maintained database of all children with retinoblastoma
treated with chemosurgery at our institution. Results: At the date of submission, 1210 intra-arterial infusions were
performed during 1040 procedures (170 bilateral infusions)in 354 eyes of 284 patients. Complications were divided
into transient neurological (1); ocular severe: occlusive arteriopathy leading to blindness (4),central retinal artery
occlusions (1), hemi central retinal vein occlusion (1);ocular benign: frequent edema,periocular erythema and
ciliary madarosis; arterial: asymptomatic occlusion (1) and stenosis (2) of the ophthalmic artery, asymptomatic
occlusion (1) and stenosis (2) of the middle meningeal artery, asymptomatic transient dissection of the carotid
artery (1);femoral access: asymptomatic permanent (1) and transient (1) occlusion of the femoral artery,
significant groin hematoma (1), foot petechia (3); hematological: 30% Grade 3-4 toxicity requiring intervention in
20 cases; allergic (2); epistaxis (3). Respiratory reactions consist in acute decrease in lung compliance appearing
at catheterization of the cavernous carotid or the ophthalmic artery. They are frequent and potentially severe
if epinephrine is not used. Conclusion: complications of chemosurgery for retinoblastoma are rarely severe.
With experience we have learned the following key points: 1. We can minimize access (groin) complications by
decreasing the size of the introducer sheath to 3F. This requires to forgo using an intermediary 4F or 5F catheter
and to perform the entire catheterization using the microcatheter only. 2. We can minimize irradiation by doing
the entire procedure with digital subtracted fluoroscopy instead of digital subtracted angiography. 3. The
drugs and doses of chemotherapy are determined according to age (as an approximation for eye size) then
adapted to each patient and each procedure, according to the angioanatomy, position of the microcatheter,
and results of the former chemosurgery. 4. The respiratory reaction to catheterization consists of a decrease in
lung compliance; it should be differentiated from an allergic reaction (contrast media or carboplatin); it is very
effectively treatable with epinephrine. 5. The microcatheter should be positioned at the ostium of the ophthalmic
artery and not advanced further. 6. Failure of catheterization is rare when one uses the three techniques of
catheterization (ophthalmic artery, middle meningeal artery and balloon assisted infusion).
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Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze our 8-year experience treating advanced retinoblastoma eyes with ophthalmic artery
chemosurgery (OAC). Methods: Single-arm retrospective study of 229 eyes of 205 patients treated with OAC
at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center between May 2006 and December 2014, mean follow-up of 26
months. Eyes of retinoblastoma patients that were both Reese-Ellsworth Va/Vb and ICRB (COG) group D/E eyes
were included. Kaplan-Meier survival curves and the Mantel-Cox test were used to compare 5 year patient
and ocular survival in both naive and prior treated groups (95% confidence interval [CI]). In a subset of eyes
electroretinography (ERG) was performed to determine retinal toxicity. ERG amplitudes were measured in
response to 30-Hz photopic flicker stimulation at a visit prior to OAC and at last follow-up. Results: Of our total OAC
experience of 331 eyes in 263 patients, 229 eyes met inclusion criteria. Overall, the ocular survival at five years for
these advanced eyes was 70.2% (95% CI, 57.8-79.5). When eyes were divided into groups either by the ReeseEllsworth classification (Va vs Vb) or by ICRB classification (D vs E), no significant differences in ocular survival were
seen. When naïve eyes (n=107) were compared to non-naïve eyes (n=122) the ocular survival was significantly
better in naïve eyes (90.7% vs 58.4%, p=0.031). No significant ocular survival differences were seen in eyes that
additionally received intravitreal treatment. ERG amplitude data was available for 189 eyes. Changes in ERG
amplitude at the last follow-up versus the initial measurement were compared between intravitreal(n=43) and
non-intravitreal (n=146) treated eyes and the intravitreal eyes did significantly worse (Chi-square, p=0.0231). No
patient died of metastatic retinoblastoma and external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) was only used in 1.3% of
eyes during or after OAC. Conclusions: Overall, advanced eyes treated with OAC treatment show good ocular
survival rates and no deaths from metastatic disease. In the past these eyes would have all been enucleated.
The Reese-Ellsworth and ICRB classifications were equally good in predicting success for advanced eyes. Ocular
survival is better in naïve versus non naïve eyes and no significant differences are seen in patients that received
intravitreal treatments, though the latter is associated with higher ocular toxicity. Using OAC for advanced eyes
does not compromise survival but enables 70% of eyes to be salvaged with minimal need for radiation (no EBRT
was used after 2010).
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The Addition of Topotecan to Melphalan in the Treatment of Retinoblastoma
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Abstract:
Purpose: To examine the safety profile and the globe salvage rate of eyes with retinoblastoma treated with
intraarterial combination chemotherapy of melphalan plus topotecan (MPT), and to compare these results
to eyes treated with melphalan alone (MA). Methods: Intraarterial chemotherapy (IAC) for the treatment of
retinoblastoma began at the University of Siena, Italy in 2008 with a single medication (MA). In 2011 the regimen
was changed to MPT. All patients who received IAC at the University of Siena since 2008 were included in the
study. Variables of interest included: demographic information of patients and tumors, medication used, number
of treatments, side effects (temporary, permanent, intraocular, and systemic), enucleation date, and follow
up time. Chi-square and Fisher Exact tests were used to evaluate differences in categorical variables between
groups. A survival analysis using the Kaplan-Meier estimator was used to compare globe salvage rates between
groups. Results: A total of 101 patients and 110 eyes were treated: 45 patients and 51 eyes received MA, 56
patients and 59 eyes received MPT. The demographics of the two groups were similar. More eyes treated with
MA had undergone prior treatments (n=32, 63%) than eyes treated with MPT (n=20, 34%, p=0.01). There was no
difference in the side effect profiles of the two groups. Patients receiving MA received fewer IAC treatments
(mean 3.8 vs. 4.7 in the MPT group). Due to the nature of the two groups being separated temporally, the followup time since the first intraarterial treatment for the MA group was longer (mean: 59 months) than the follow
up for the MPT group (mean: 21 months). To date, the globe salvage rate is statistically higher in the MPT group
(80% in MPT group versus 58% in the MA group, p=0.02 with Kaplan-Meier Estimator). There are a number of
potential explanations for the improvement in globe salvage in the MPT group other than improved therapeutics
(fewer eyes with previous treatments, more experienced IAC team). Conclusions: The addition of topotecan to
melphalan for the purpose of IAC treatment of retinoblastoma is safe, does not increase adverse events, and
may improve globe salvage rate.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To determine the efficacy of rescue intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) for retinoblastoma recurrence
following failed initial IAC. Methods: Retrospective, non-comparative, interventional case series of 12 eyes in 12
patients Intervention: Rescue IAC employed chemotherapy agents of Melphalan (5 mg, 7.5 mg) alone or with
additional Topotecan (1 mg). Results: The median patient age at initial presentation was 16 months. There were
8 females and 4 males. At initial examination, the International Classification of Retinoblastoma grouping was
group B (n=1), group D (n=7), and group E (n=4). The initial IAC was primary in 5 cases (42%) and secondary
following failure of intravenous chemotherapy in 7 (58%). In all cases, initial IAC was delivered using melphalan
3 mg (n=3), melphalan 5 mg (n=7), and combination melphalan 5 mg/topotecan 1 mg (n=2) for a median of 3
cycles. The mean interval from initial IAC to recurrence necessitating rescue IAC was 5 months (median 4, range
2-10 months). Of the 12 patients, 3 (25%) had undergone previous enucleation of the opposite eye ant the rescue
IAC was planned for the only remaining eye. Rescue IAC was delivered for recurrent solid tumor (n=1), recurrent
subretinal seeds (n=7), recurrent vitreous seeds (n=1), or combination recurrent subretinal/vitreous seeds (n=3).
IAC was technically successful through the ophthalmic artery in 9 cases (75%) or the middle meningeal artery
in 3 (25%). Rescue IAC involved median 3 cycles (mean 3, range 2-4 cycles) of higher dose melphalan alone
in 4 cases (33%) or combination melphalan/topotecan in 8 (67%). At mean follow-up of 20 months (median 14
months, range 7-36 months), complete tumor control was achieved in 9 eyes (75%) and globe salvage in 8 eyes
(67%). Of the 3 eyes without complete control, all (100%) were initially groups D or E and 2 had been previously
exposed to intravenous chemotherapy There were 4 eyes that had enucleation for persistent subretinal/vitreous
seeds (n=2), recurrent main tumor (n=1), or neovascular glaucoma without viable tumor (n=1). There was no
case of cerebrovascular stroke, systemic metastasis, or death. Conclusion: Rescue IAC following retinoblastoma
recurrence after initial IAC provided tumor control in 75% of cases and globe salvage in 67%. Rescue IAC can be
considered in children who fail initial IAC, especially if the opposite eye has been enucleated.
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Long-term effects of intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) on the globe growth
in unilateral retinoblastoma patients.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE To report the long term effects of intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) on the globe growth in unilateral
retinoblastoma patients. METHODS 84 patients have been receiving IAC between May 2008 and MAY 2014.
Intraarterial chemotherapy with melphalan or melphalan and topotecan was offered to naive retinoblastoma
patients , to those who had failed to respond adequately to systemic chemotherapy and local treatment or
because of a new recurrence of retinoblastoma that could not be treated with local therapies. In order to
evaluate the long term effects of intraarterial chemotherapy on globe growth we retrospectively evaluated only
all naive cases treated with one cycle ( 3 infusions)or two cycles of IAC. RESULTS 22 naive patients have been
selected.All patients underwent 1.5-T MRI using surface coils , including spin-echo unenhanced and contrastenhanced T1-weighted sequences (slice thickness, 2 mm; pixel size <0.3 × 0.3 mm2).HR-MRI was performed before
starting therapy,at the end of IA chemotherapy ,every 6 months after complete remission and once a year until
the age of 5. Ecography and ecobiometry have been also performed to evaluate the globe volume. Results
22 naive retinoblastoma cases have been evaluated .In 8 out of 22 eyes MRI showed effects on the treated
globe growth, i.e. significantly smaller volume in comparison with the contralateral one. CONCLUSIONS Intraophthalmic artery chemotherapy(IAC) has shown impressive results and has allowed a dramatic decrease in the
rate of enucleation in advanced unilateral retinoblastoma. Recent reports have raised some concerns about
the risk of vascular side effects. In the authors’ experience of more than 6years, tumor control is excellent with
globe salvage at 65% and vascular events less than 7%.To our knowledge there has been no report on the long
term effects of intraarterial chemotherapy on the globe growth. We documented a smaller volume in eyes
treated with IA most likely due to a growth arrest. 0ur results allow us to postulate that retinal vasculopathies IAC
induced may disturb the release of growth factors that regulate the develpment of the eye ball, resulting in the
disturbance of the growth of the eye.
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Abstract:
Purpose: to analyse our experience of intra-arterial chemotherapy (IAC) for retinoblastoma as primary or secondary
therapy. Methods: Treatment of advanced intraocular retinoblastoma is always challenging mostly in relapsed
cases already treated with systemic chemoreduction and focal therapies. Recently intra-arterial chemotherapy
(IAC) has become a promising treatment alternative for advanced and refractory retinoblastoma avoiding
enucleation. However IAC has shown some local and systemic complications . Retrospective study of 19 eyes of
17 patients with retinoblastoma, mostly advanced eyes, treated from september 2012 to march 2015 who were
submitted to a total of 93 ophthalmic artery chemotherapy infusion under fluoroscopic guidance at Instituto
Nacional de Câncer in Rio de Janeiro- Brazil. The drugs used were a combination of melphalan, carboplatin
and topotecan. Tumor control and treatment complications were evaluated. Results: The mean patient age
at IAC was 25months. The treatment was primary in only 2 eyes and secondary in 17 eyes. Previous treatment
used were: intra-venous chemotherapy (n=17), focal therapies (n=8) and external beam radiotherapy (n=1).
Each eye received a mean of 4,9 cycles of IAC (median: 6; Range 3-8). Two attempts of catheterization were
unsuccessful, one of them caused by a vascular anomaly. The mean follow-up was 9 months, globe salvage was
achieved in 15 of 19 eyes (79%). Three out four eyes enucleated showed no viable tumors at histopathology.
Of all 19 eyes, complete regression was achieved in 12 eyes (63%). After each catheterization (n=93) the main
local complications were periorbitary edema and hyperemia (n=4), vitreous hemorrage (n=2), third cranial
nerve palsy (n=1), neovascular glaucoma (n=1) and temporary central retinal artery spasm (n=1). Systemic
complications were neutropenia, bronchospasm (n=2) and cerebral hypoperfusion associated with retinal artery
obstruction (n=1). Conclusion: In our 2,5 years experience, IAC was an effective secondary treatment alternative
for retinoblastoma. Further follow up is needed to fully analyse possible complications and globe salvage.
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Abstract:
Introduction: Retinoblastoma (RB) is the second most common solid tumor observed in Malian children as in
other pediatric oncology units of the French-African Pediatric Oncology Group (GFAOP). Each year we have
treated more than 30 new patients with RB in Mali, with at least 20% lost to follow-up. Before 2011, nearly twothirds of the children with RB had extra-ocular extension at diagnosis, which is now rare in developed countries.
Teams in Bamako and French partners, World Alliance against Cancer (AMCC), GFAOP and institute Curie
(Paris) were developing a RB program for french speaking sub-Saharan African countries.
Objectives: The aim of this program is the development of early diagnosis and rapid access to treatment,
including eye preservation and rehabilitation of children with RB in their country.
Design: The program includes: -Providing information and training of physicians and health personnel on RB.
-Increasing awareness about the retinoblastoma program with the development and broadcasting of radio
and television spots. -Facilitating access to diagnostic exams and chemotherapy. -Strengthening histology.
-Coordinating enucleation, conservative treatment and rehabilitation of patients with prosthesis.
The official launching of this program was held in Bamako November 4th, 2011 for Mali and the surrounding
regions. After this first experience, the program was implemented in Senegal, Ivory Coast, Democratic Republic
of Congo and Madagascar. The Implementation in other African countries will begin as soon as possible.
This program clearly improved the treatment of RB in sub-Saharan Africa. Before 2011, 90% of patients were
diagnosed in the advanced stage of the disease. Now, 65% of patients are diagnosed at the leukocoria stage.
Conclusion: This program has dramatically reduced the number of advanced cases of RB. Better coordination
of efforts will further improve results.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To determine the feasibility of a multicenter prospective study for the treatment of unilateral
retinoblastoma in Latin America. To assess the safety of withdrawing adjuvant therapy for children with lower
risk features. To evaluate the efficacy of an intense chemotherapy regimen for adjuvant therapy of higher risk
patients. To evaluate the use of pre-enucleation chemotherapy for children presenting with severe bupthalmia.
Methods: Single arm, multicentric, prospective study (2008-2014). Treatment: IRSG Stage 0: non-protocolized
conservative therapy. Stage I, high risk pathology (retrolaminar invasion and/or intra-scleral invasion), 4 cycles
of adjuvant chemotherapy with carboplatin 500 mg/m2/days 1-2, etoposide 100 mg/m2/days 1-3; alternating
with 4 cycles of cyclophosphamide 65 mg/kg/day, idarubicin 10 mg/m2/day and vincristine 0.05 mg/kg/day.
Stage I low risk pathology (isolated choroidal invasion, prelaminar involvement, anterior segment or intra-retinal
involvement) received no adjuvant therapy. Stage II-IV were reported to the COG-ARET 0321 protocol. Children
with severe buphthalmia received preoperative chemotherapy with the same agents and adjuvant therapy
up to a total of 8 cycles. Results: A total of 177 patients were evaluable. With a median follow-up of 30 months
(range 2-83), the event free survival (pEFS) at 3 years was 0.97 (95%CI: 0.93-1) and overall survival was 0.99 (95% CI:
0.95-1) for the whole group. 45 patients were initially treated conservatively (stage 0) (no event); 124 were initially
enucleated (stage I), (81 with low risk, 1 orbital relapse) and 43 with high risk pathology, 1 CNS relapse and 1 toxic
death). There were 8 patients in the buphthalmia group (1 orbital relapse). Both cases with orbital relapse were
retrieved with second line therapy. The child with CNS relapse died of disease. In the low risk group, there were 11
children with isolated massive choroidal invasion (no events). Patients with postlaminar optic nerve involvement
(n=43) had a pEFS= 0.94 (95%CI=0.77-0.98). Conclusions: Performing a multicentric study in Latin America with
high standards is feasible with excellent overall survival. Withdrawal of adjuvant therapy in low risk groups is
safe, avoiding chemotherapy in about 2/3 of the children. The adjuvant therapy regimen was highly effective,
however there was one toxic death. It was possible to avoid the occurrence of tumor at the resection margin
of the optic nerve with the use of pre-enucleation chemotherapy. Support: Fund for Ophthalmic Knowledge,
Cure2children, Natali D Flexer.
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Advanced intraocular retinoblastoma treated by primary enucleation in 913 eyes:
Outcomes from a developing country versus a developed country.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To identify the differences in the clinical and histopathological features in eyes with advanced intraocular
retinoblastoma in a developing country (L V Prasad Eye Institute, India) versus a developed country (Wills Eye
Hospital, USA). Participants: Retrospective study of 913 patients with advanced intraocular retinoblastoma that
underwent primary enucleation. Results: Of 913 patients with retinoblastoma who underwent primary enucleation,
403 were from India, and 510 were from the USA. Clinical features of enucleated eyes with retinoblastoma
from India versus USA that differed significantly included older age at presentation (33 months vs 26 months;
p=0.0003), lower intraocular pressures (19 mm Hg vs 21 mm Hg, p=0.03), smaller tumor base (16 mm vs 20 mm;
p=0.0001), thicker tumors (12.6 vs 11.9; p=0.009), and lower incidence of associated vitreous hemorrhage (11%
vs 20%; p=0.0005) in the Asian Indian cases. High-risk retinoblastoma was more common in India versus USA
(36% vs 23%; p=0.0001). Histopathologic features (India vs USA) included higher incidence of massive (>3 mm)
choroidal infiltration (17% vs 6%; p=0.0001), postlaminar optic nerve infiltration (18% vs 9%; p=0.0003), and scleral
infiltration (5% vs 1%; p=0.003). Asian Indians had a 2-fold greater risk of having postlaminar optic nerve invasion
(HR=1.94; p=0.009) and a 4-fold greater risk of massive choroidal invasion (HR=3.94; p=<0.001) compared to
Americans. Despite the increased incidence of high-risk retinoblastoma in India, with appropriate use of adjuvant
systemic chemotherapy, the rate of systemic metastasis (2% vs 2%, p=1.0) and death due to systemic metastasis
in both countries (2% vs 1%, p=0.39) were comparable. Conclusion: High-risk retinoblastoma is more common in
India compared to USA. Children in India have a 2 times greater risk for postlaminar optic nerve invasion and
a 4 times greater risk for massive choroidal invasion compared to American children. However, with adjuvant
systemic chemotherapy, overall survival is similar in these patients with advanced intraocular and/or microscopic
extraocular retinoblastoma.
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Treatment abandonment in patients with retinoblastoma in north India.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The aim was to study the rate and cause of treatment abandonment in patients with retinoblastoma,
a major obstacle to treating retinoblastoma in developing countries. Methods: The study was retrospective
and conducted in a referral center in North India. Non-compliance was defined as adherence to <3 cycles of
chemotherapy and/or defiance of recommended local treatment. Two cohorts of patients were studied. One
was a larger cohort (n=602) of all patients diagnosed with retinoblastoma in the institution from 2000 to 2014.
Limited variables (Age, sex, laterality) were examined in the larger cohort, as it was unfeasible to explore all factors
influencing compliance due to incomplete data or lost contact. Detailed interview was performed with caregivers in a smaller cohort of 104 patients (compliant: 60; non-compliant: 44), with whom contact was possible.
Results: One-hundred and seventy (28%) patients were non-compliant. Patients below 3-years were more likely to
be non-compliant (32.5%) compared to older patients (22.8%) (p=0.01). Compliance was greater among males
(64%) than females (36%) (p=0.017). Patients with unilateral disease were more compliant (72%) compared to
those with bilateral disease (28%) (p=0.009). Apprehension for enucleation was expressed more frequently in the
non-compliant (64%) than the compliant group (8%) (p=0.0001). A larger proportion (61.4%) of non-compliant
patients stated difficulty in attending outpatient services of different departments for multimodality treatment
(p=0.003). The mortality in compliant versus non-compliant patients was 7% and 68%, respectively (p=0.0001).
Variables that did not influence compliance included, symptom-to-diagnosis interval (p=0.59), residence-tohospital distance (p=0.49), rural background (p=0.35), financial limitation (p=0.23), socio-economic status (p=0.7),
number of siblings (p=0.41) or extra-ocular disease (p=0.32). Conclusions: The rate of treatment abandonment in
602 patients over a 15-year period was a sizable 28%. The factors that contributed to non-compliance included,
female sex, bilateral disease, age <3-years, apprehension for enucleation and difficulty in attending outpatient
services of different departments. The identified factors need to be addressed for improving adherence to
treatment in patients with retinoblastoma.
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Intraocular tumors in Thailand: Review of diagnosis and treatment in 241 patients
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report the case series of patients with intraocular tumors in Thailand Methods: Retrospective chart
review of patients with intraocular tumor who came to Ramathibodi Hospital, Bangkok, Thailand from January 1,
2012, to December 31, 2014. The visual acuity, slit lamp examination, dilated fundus examination, fundus drawing,
fundus photograph, fundus autofluorescence, optical coherence tomograpy, fundus fluorescein angiography,
fundus indocyanine green angiography, ultrasonography, referral diagnosis, final diagnosis, pathological report,
treatment, and outcome of the patients with intraocular tumors were respectively reviewed. Results: of 241
patients with intraocular tumors, the final diagnosis were retinoblastoma in 138 patients (57%), uveal malignant
melanoma in 26 (11%), uveal metastasis in 16 patients (7%), choroiddal nevus in 12 patients (5%), choroidal
hemangioma in 10 patients (4%), retinal vasoproliferative tumor in 8 patients (3%), CHRPE in 7 patients (3%), other
tumors in 24 patients (10%), including optic disc melanocytosis, iris melanocutosis, intraocular lymphoma, IPE cyst,
choroidal osteoma, choroidal leiomyoma, astrocytic harmatoma, and iris leiomyosarcoma. Treatments included
observation for benign tumors, systemic chemotherapy for retinoblastoma, and uveal metastasis, intra-arterial
chemotherapy, subtenon chemotherapy for retinoblastoma, intravitreal chemotherapy for retinoblastoma
and intraocular lymphoma, external beam radiotherapy for retinoblastoma, intravitreal lymphoma, and uveal
metastasis, Ruthenium plaque brachytherapy for retinoblastoma, choroidal melanoma, choroidal metastasis,
and retinal vasoproliferative tumors, cryotherapy for retinoblastoma, and retinal vasoproliferative tumors, TTT for
retinoblastoma, PDT for choroidal hemangioma, and choroidal osteoma, iridocyclectomy for iris leiomyosarcoma,
and ciliary body melanoma, and enucleation for advanced retinoblastoma, large size choroidal melanoma,
choroidal leiomyoma, and diffuse iris melanoma. Among 4 patients who passed away due to systemic tumor
metastasis, 3 had uveal metastasis, and 1 had retinoblastoma. There were no systemic metastasis found in
uveal melanoma patients at the mean follow-up period of 18 months. Conclusion: Retinoblastoma is the most
common intraocular tumor found in Thailand, followed by uveal melanoma, and uveal metastasis. The treatment
modalities including systemic chemotherapy, intra-arterial chemotherapy, Ruthenium plaque brachytherapy,
iridocyclectomy, and enucleation, were performed for the treatment of intraocular tumors. Long term follow-up
is required to identify the treatment outcomes.
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Time interval to tumour detection in familial retinoblastoma patients: A retrospective study.
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Abstract:
Introduction: Retinoblastoma is the commonest malignant intraocular tumor in childhood. It occurs in heritable
and non heritable forms. In 10% of the cases, there is a positive family history. Where there is a family history,
screening through regular fundus examination and molecular genetic testing, is recommended in order to
improve prognosis in terms of vision, globe sparing and save life. At The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids) fundus
screening and genetic testing is done in all patients with family history of retinoblastoma. In Kenya there is no
screening protocol for familial retinoblastoma and genetic testing is not available for majority of the patients. Study
objectives: To describe the mean time when tumors are detected, tumor characteristics and outcome in familial
retinoblastoma patients seen at The Hospital for Sick Children (SickKids), Toronto, Canada and Kenyatta National
Hospital (KNH), Nairobi, Kenya Study design: Retrospective descriptive study carried out between November 2013
and May 2014 Study population: Familial retinoblastoma patients at SickKids and KNH. Data collected included
patients demographics, tumour characteristics in terms of timing of detection in reference to patients’ date of
birth, number and location in the eye, International Intraocular Retinoblastoma Classification (IIRC) for each eye.
For extra ocular disease clinical TNM staging version 7 was used. Results: A total of 32 patients were reviewed
63% (20) were from SickKids and 37% (12) from KNH. Almost all patients at SickKids (18/20) presented with IIRC
Group A and B. None of the patients had extra ocular spread. At KNH, 22% of the eyes were in Group B while 66%
of the eyes were in Group D and E, with 29.3% having extra ocular spread. The mean time to tumour diagnosis
was 5 months and 24 months for SickKids and KNH respectively. At SickKids, all patients were treated using focal
therapy, with majority (96%) having laser photocoagulation. Only two patients had enucleation, in comparison
to KNH where all patients (12) had enucleation with half of them receiving additional chemotherapy. All patients
at SickKids were alive, while mortality at KNH was 18.1%. At SickKids molecular genetics tests were done for all
patients while none of the patients at KNH had the test due to high costs and unavailability. Conclusion: Early
diagnosis and survival in familial retinoblastoma at KNH can be markedly improved by routine fundus screening
and genetic testing.
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Clinical Outcomes After Primary Enucleation for Retinoblastoma and the Role of Adjuvant Therapy
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Abstract:
Purpose: To study the clinical outcomes after primary enucleation for advanced intraocular retinoblastoma (RB)
and to determine the impact of adjuvant therapy in children with histopathological high risk features (HRF).
Methods: Medical records of children with advanced intraocular RB who underwent a primary enucleation at
our centre between 2009 -2013 were retrospectively reviewed. Depending on HRF in the enucleated eye and
treatment given, patients were divided into 3 groups: Group 1- Absence of HRF, Group 2- HRF that required
systemic chemotherapy after enucleation, and Group 3- HRF that necessitated systemic chemotherapy and
external beam radiotherapy after enucleation. Survival outcomes were compared between the three groups.
Results: Of 312 children (312 eyes) studied, 200 (64%) were males and 112 (36%) were females. There were
188 cases (60.3%) in Group 1, 103 (33%) in Group 2 and 21 (6.7%) in Group 3. The mean follow-up period was
30.5 months (range, 12.6– 62.8 months). Despite treatment with adjuvant therapy, the clinical outcome was
significantly poorer in Groups 2 and 3 (hazard ratio 2.72, p=0.03 and hazard ratio 8.03, p<0.001 respectively) as
compared to children without HRF. The Kaplan-Meier survival estimate at 5 years was 93% [95% C.I. (0.86-0.97)]
for Group 1, 88% [95% C.I. (0.80-0.93)] for Group 2 and 69% [95% C.I. (0.42-0.85)] for group 3. Histopathological
features associated with a lower 5 year survival probability were anterior chamber invasion (p=0.007), choroidal
invasion (p=0.028), scleral and extra-scleral invasion (p<0.001), and tumor invasion to the post-laminar region or
upto the transection end of the optic nerve (p=0.001). The worst survival probability was observed in cases with
invasion up to the optic nerve transection end (61%) [95% C.I. (0.29-0.81)] and in extra-scleral invasion (65%) [95%
C.I. (0.38-0.82)]. Conclusions: A large proportion of children who underwent primary enucleation surgery had
high risk features that required systemic chemotherapy. Despite treatment with adjuvant therapy, the survival
outcomes in children with HRF were less favourable as compared to those without HRF. The worst outcome was
observed in children with residual microscopic disease.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The aim is to define both the clinical and pathological criteria of Retinoblastoma cases the enucleated
after Neoadjuvant chemotherapy trying to find a grading method for prediction of outcome of treatment
Methods: A retrospective data of retinoblastoma cases collected from January 2008 to December 2012 at
Cancer Children Hospital in Egypt were evaluated for the management outcome Results: A total number of 263
cases, 159 unilaterally and 104 bilaterally with total number of 367 affected eyes. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
was ruled out for 144 cases .A total number of enucleation in 192eyes, upfront enucleation in 127eyes.The other
enucleated 65 eyes were enucleated after neoadjuvant chemotherapy .Those cases were evaluated trying
to define a criteria of prediction of outcome .The staging of eyes was 50 D,8 C, and 7B.The average timing of
enucleation from the start of treatment is 8.5 months. The pathological criteria of the enucleated eyes revealed
non choroidal involvement in 34, involvement less than 3mm in 23,more than 3mm in 13,As regards to optic
nerve invasion was not invaded in 48,anterior to lamina 16,postlamina 3,to the cut end of the nerve in 6.The
clinical grading was taking in consideration the number of tumors per eye ,size of larger tumor ,location and the
extent of retinal detachment. The response type in realtion to chemotherapy cycle and timing of recurrence and
response to local treatment were all considered for grading system. Conclusion:In a conclusion it seems that the
cases were treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy still carry the risk of recurrence and mandates enucleation
specially cases of group D and to some extent group C but also some cases of group B can carry the risk. So the
analysis of the clinical and the pathological features of such cases , can lead to a predictor factors of outcome
and ,giving more attention and applying more aggressive treatment for those cases.
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How to cure retinoblastoma: A program for early diagnosis and treatment
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Pharmacokinetics of melphalan after intra-vitreal administration in rabbits.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To characterize the vitreous, retina and plasma pharmacokinetics of melphalan after a single intravitreal administration in an animal model. Methods: Anesthetized New Zealand rabbits (n=10) were administered
a single intra-vitreal injection of 15µg of melphalan in 0.1 ml. The solution was prepared by diluting the commercial
product with saline. Vitreous, aqueous and blood samples were collected at pre-defined time points. One vitreous
sample per eye was obtained by aspiration. Melphalan concentration in vitreous, retina and plasma were
measured by HPLC-fluorescence and pharmacokinetic analysis was carried out with the obtained data. Results:
The estimated melphalan vitreous concentration (Cvit, max) after 5 minutes of the injection was 9.6 µg/ml. Vitreous
concentration were above the previously reported 50% inhibitory concentration in retinoblastoma cell lines (IC50)
for at least 4 hours after the injection, remaining higher than 0.6 µg/ml. Vitreous exposure up to 4h (AUC/0-4) after
injection was 13,5 µg*h/ml. In the retina, the estimated Cret,max was 8.7 µg/g tissue while it remained above 1
µg/g tissue for about 5 hours. Plasma melphalan was below the limit of quantitation (set at 25 ng/ml) at all times,
thus no melphalan was detected after the intra-vitreal dose in plasma. No melphalan was detected in the fellow
untreated eye. Conclusion: Intra-vitreal injection of a single dose of 15 µg of melphalan resulted in high vitreous
exposure with undetectable plasma levels in the rabbit. Compared to previous pharmacokinetics reports after
super-selective infusion (SSOAI) in the pig, after dosing 200 times less amount of melphalan directly into the eye,
the Cvit,max and AUC/0-4 was 56 and 34 times higher than after SSOAI, respectively. Systemic exposure was
undetectable and retinal concentrations were above the values previously reported after SSOAI. The intra-vitreal
injection of melphalan is undoubtedly the route of drug delivery for attaining high and sustained vitreous levels of
melphalan while minimizing the systemic exposure with direct implications in the clinics of retinoblastoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe how natural U.V. fluorescence of Topotecan is used in drug preparation and transport,
inhelping prevent unwanted skin/physician/nurse contact in addition to guiding proper placement of drug in
the sdub-conjunctival, peri-ocular and intravitreal route. Methods: Topotecan has an excitation wavelength of
370nm and emission at 520nm allowing it to be readily visible with UV (“Woods”) light. We used UV viewing
during preparation of drug for ophthalmic use, during transport of drug, during injection in retinoblastoma eyes
via the sub-conjunctival, peri-ocular and intravitreal route and to search for inadvertent contamination of
surfaces and personnel in 50 cases of retinoblastoma. Results:Topotecan was identified on the shaft of needles
prepared for ocular injection, within the needle cap and on operative surfaces and personnel clothes/hands.
Sub-conjunctival injection is associated with significant leakage from the injection site and contamination of
ocular surfaces, drapes and environment. Peri-ocular delivery is associated with no visible drug anteriorally but
the puncture site remains contaminated with drug. Within seconds intravitreal drug can be seen in the vitreous as
a cohesive cloud which expands with time. Vigorous shaking of the eye does not cause rapid dispersion of drug.
Leakage from intravitreal injection site was not observed but topotecan did stain the area of the conjunctiva
where the drug was injected. Conclusion: Monitoring of inadvertent Topotecan exposure, proper placement
after sub-conjunctival, peri-ocular and intravitreal delivery can be done with an inexpensive ( less than $10 US)
UV source. Patient and health care exposure can be limited. Proper placement of the drug can be confirmed
and fluorescence can be used in teaching proper injection techniques to trainees.
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Abstract:
Purpose: This study evaluates the clinical characteristics of three classifications of vitreous seeds in retinoblastoma:
dust (class 1), spheres (class 2) and clouds (class 3), and their responses to intravitreal melphalan. Methods: This
retrospective, bi-institutional cohort study analyses 87 patient eyes that received 475 intravitreal injections of
melphalan (median dose 30µg) given weekly, a median of 5 times (range 1-12). At presentation, the vitreous
seeds were classified into three groups: dust, spheres and clouds. Indirect ophthalmoscopy, fundus photography,
ultrasonography and ultrasonic biomicroscopy were used to assess clinical response to weekly intravitreal
melphalan injections and time to regression of vitreous seeds. Time to regression of vitreous seeds and patient,
ocular and event-free survival were the main outcome measures. Kaplan-Meier estimates of time to regression,
ocular, patient and event-free survival were calculated along with Mantel-Cox test of curve comparison. Results:
The difference in time to regression was significantly different for the three classes of seeds (p<0.0001): the median
time to regression was 0.6 months, 1.7 months and 7.7 months for dust, spheres and clouds, respectively. Dust
received significantly fewer injections, a lower median and cumulative dose of melphalan. Clouds received
significantly more injections, a higher median and cumulative dose of melphalan. Overall, the two-year KaplanMeier estimates for ocular, patient, and event-free survival (related to target seeds) were were 90.4% (95%
confidence interval (CI) 79.7-95.6), 100%, 98.5% (95%CI 90-99.7), respectively. Conclusion: The regression and
response of vitreous seeds to intravitreal melphalan is different for each seed classification. The vitreous seed
classification (dust, spheres, cloud) can be predictive of time to regression, number, median dose and cumulative
dose of intravitreal melphalan injections required.
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Intra vitreous melphalan simultaneous with the focal therapy increases the regression
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Abstract:
Purpose: to present the preliminary results of treatment of resistant recurrent multiple retinoblastoma with the focal
therapies simultaneously with intra vitreous melphalan injections (IVMI) and to estimate the differences with results
of focal therapy (brachytherapy) without IVMI. Methods: retrospective review of patients with resistant recurrent
multiple retinoblastomas who received simultaneous focal therapies (brachy, cryo, thermotherapy) and IVMI; the
comparison with the results of brachytherapy without simultaneous IVMI. Results: Six retinoblastoma patients (6
eyes, 3 of them the only eye) with group B (n=1), group C (n=1), and group D (n=4) eyes developed multiple retinal
(from 4 to 39 tumors, mean number 15) and vitreous (in 4 eyes) recurrences after systemic chemotherapy (6-16
cycles), intra arterial chemotherapy (1-3 cycles), focal therapies, and EBRT (n=2). Intra vitreous melphalan (16μg,
two cases - 20μg) injections were made simultaneously with brachytherapy, and\or cryo, and TTT. In all treated
tumors complete regression was achieved after single injection within 21-30 days (mean 24 days) after focal
therapy. Nevertheless in 4 eyes IVMI were repeated from 2 to 6 times. One recurrence occurred in 2 eyes on the
intact retina, in one eye on the scar. One D group eye (EBRT, multiple focal treatments, 2 IVMI) was enucleated
because of phthisis. The mean follow up was 10.5 months. Thirty seven patients (56 tumors with similar size) were
treated with brachytherapy without simultaneous IVMI. Complete regression was achieved in 48 tumors (86%),
recurrence occurred in one eye. Two eyes were enucleated. The period to complete regression was from 2.5 to
9 months, mean 3.5 months. Mean follow up is 20 months, from 3 to 46 months. Conclusion: Simultaneous IVMI
seems to increase the effect of focal therapy especially of local irradiation for resistant recurrent retinoblastoma
with shortening the regression period. These preliminary results should be verified in larger matched groups of
patients.
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Intravitreal chemotherapy with melphalan for recurrent or refractory vitreous disease
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Abstract:
Purpose To evaluate the efficacy and complications of intravitreal melphalan for recurrent or refractory vitreous
seeds from retinoblastoma. Methods Retrospective interventional case series. Intravitreal injections of melphalan
(20-30 μg in 0,05 ml) followed by cryotherapy in the site of injection were given every 7 to 14 days. Results 19 eyes
were treated. The mean patient age at vitreous chemotherapy treatment was 33 months (median 32 months;
range 12-65 months). All eyes received previous treatment with systemic and/or intra-arterial chemotherapy.
Vitreous seeds were classified as dust in 8 eyes (42%), spheres in 6 eyes (31%) and cloud in 5 eyes (26%). A total
of 72 melphalan injections were performed with a mean number per eye of 4 injections (range, 1- 8; median
of 3 injections). The mean total dose of melphalan used per eye was 103 μg (median, 90 μg; range 20-240 μg).
Eyes with dust seeds received a mean dose of 60 μg (median 59 μg; range 20-90 μg), eyes with spheres received
a mean dose of 85 μg (median 98 μg; range 60-150 μg) and eyes with clouds received a mean dose of 180
μg (median 180 μg; range 100-240 μg). Among 19 treated cases, success with control of vitreous seeds was
achieved in all eyes (100%) after a mean follow-up period of 19 months (median 21 months; range, 4-33 months).
Regression patterns of the seeds were no visible seeds in 13 eyes (68%), calcified residues in 2 (10%), amorphous
material in 3 (16%) and a combination of calcified and amorphous residues in one case (5%). Seven eyes (37%)
presented a salt and pepper retinopathy (4 eyes (57%) in the peripheral retina, 1 eye (14%) in the periphery and
equator, 1 eye (14%) posterior to equator preserving macula and 1 eye (14%) posterior to equator with macular
involvement and nasal vascular sclerosis). No orbital or systemic complication was observed during the followup. Conclusion Intravitreal melphalan treatment can provide control in recurrent or refractory vitreous disease in
retinoblastoma. A dose of 20-30 μg/0,05ml appears to be safe.
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Treatment of vitreous seeding in retinoblastoma with a short course of 3 weekly
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the outcomes of vitreous seeding in retinoblastoma eyes treated with a short course of
intravitreal melphalan injections. Methods: There were 19 retinoblastoma eyes with vitreous seeding in 16
patients (age range 6-72 months), who received a course of 3 weekly intravitreal melphalan injections following
chemoreduction. Data analysis was performed to evaluate rates of globe salvage, need for subsequent
treatment, and ocular and systemic complications. Results:. For the 19 treated eyes, 12 were cured with 3
injections or less, 4 were cured after receiving 3 more injections, and 3 eyes were enucleated for retinal tumor
recurrences. There were a total of 72 intravitreal melphalan injections performed in 19 eyes. The average dose
was 29.8 ug (range, 20-40 ug). The total number of injections per eye ranged between 2-6, with a mean of 3.8
injections per eye. The clinical response by the vitreous seeding was 100%, with a mean follow-up of 10.6 months
(range, 2-25 months). The youngest patient in the series developed severe retinopathy in one eye after the
second injection of 25 ug melphalan. Conclusion: Intravitreal melphalan injection is an effective treatment for
active vitreous seeding following chemoreduction. Our results suggest that a short course of 3 weekly intravitreal
injections can cure many eyes with vitreous seeding, and those eyes that relapse can be treated successfully
with additional injections. One patient developed a severe retinopathy that has previously not been reported
following intravitreal melphalan injection.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To review the clinical course of eyes with retinoblastoma treated with combination intra-arterial
chemotherapy (IAC) and intravitreal chemotherapy (IVC) as secondary therapy after failure of systemic
chemotherapy (SC). Methods: Retrospective review of all patients referred to our Ocular Oncology Service with
recurrent retinoblastoma after treatment with systemic chemotherapy at outside institutions. Patients were treated
with IAC and IVC from July 2013-January 2015. Clinical variables reviewed included: International Classification
Stage (ICRB); details of previous systemic chemotherapy treatment; extent of solid tumor, subretinal seeds, and
vitreous seeds; treatment complications; electroretinogram (ERG) findings before and after treatment; IAC
agents used and number of cycles; IVC agents used and number of cycles; treatment complications; need for
enucleation; development of metastasis. Results: 10 eyes of 9 patients were treated with IAC/IVC after failing a
mean number of 9 cycles of systemic chemotherapy (median 9, range 6-12). All 10 eyes were ICRB group D at
presentation after failure of SC. Each eye received a mean of 5.5 IAC sessions (median 5, range 4-7) followed
by a mean of 4 IVC sessions per eye (median 5, range 1-7). After IAC-IVC treatment, the globe salvage rate
(with vision) was 80% (8/10 eyes). One eye was enucleated for suspected progression of disease and one eye
was retained but had NLP vision with a flat ERG due to melphalan toxicity. All other eyes had useful central
vision. Short-term treatment complications were similar to those previously published after IAC and included: lid
edema, hyperpigmentation of the skin in the supratrochlear distribution, and temporary restriction in extraocular
movement . Long-term ocular complications included: partial choroidal ischemia and direct toxicity of drug with
vision loss. There were no cases of stroke/neurologic event, limb ischemia, metastasis, or death. Conclusions: Eyes
with retinoblastoma that have failed extensive treatment with systemic chemotherapy are often salvageable
with a combination of IAC-IVC. The addition of IVC enabled a higher globe salvage rate than has been previously
published in this subset of patients with highly resistant disease.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the effectiveness of intravitreal chemotherapy for recurrent or refractory vitreous seeds
in eyes with retinoblastoma (RB) Methods: Retrospective case series of eyes with retinoblastoma and vitreous
seeds recurrent or refractory to conventional therapy treated with intravitreal chemotherapy from June 2014 to
March 2015. Baseline evaluation was done by clinical examination, ultrasound (USG) and Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI). Retcam images were obtained for every patient on every visit. Intravitreal Melphalan (20-40
µg/0.02 ml) and intravitreal Topotecan (20 µg /0.02 ml) were injected through the pars plana route. Treatment
was repeated till complete resolution of vitreous seeds was achieved. Results: Five eyes of 5 patients were
treated with intravitreal chemotherapy. Mean age at diagnosis was 9 months (Median: 10 months, Range: 2.5-12
months). Treated eyes had retinoblastoma with ICRB group D (n=4) and IRB group E (n= 1). Four of five patients
had bilateral retinoblastoma. The fellow eye in bilateral cases had group E RB (n=4) which required enucleation
(n = 4). Patients were treated with combination of intravitreal Melphalan and Topotecan (n=4) or intravitreal
Melphalan monotherapy (n=1) for refractory /recurrent vitreous seeds. Repeat intravitreal injection was required
for 3 eyes. Mean number of intravitreal chemotherapy per patient was 2 (median: 2, range: 1-3). Complete
resolution of vitreous seeds was seen in all 5 eyes at mean 10 weeks (Median: 9 weeks, range: 1 -20 weeks).
Complications included conjunctival congestion (n=2), lid edema (n= 1), iritis (n=1), diffuse iris atrophy (n= 1), and
posterior subcapsular cataract (n= 1). The globe salvage rate was 100 % (n = 5). Mean follow-up was 6.4 months
(median: 6 months, range 6 -7 months); mean treatment-free follow-up was 3.8 months (median: 4 months, range:
2 - 5 months). Conclusion: Intravitreal chemotherapy with Melphalan and Topotecan helps achieve regression of
recurrent/refractory vitreous seeds in eyes with retinoblastoma. Larger studies with longer follow-up are required
to better understand the long-term outcomes.

Notes:
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Intravitreal Topotecan in the Management of Refractory Vitreous Seeds in Retinoblastoma.
Author(s):
Raksha Rao (Presenter)
Vishal Sharma
Vijay Anand P Reddy
Santosh Honavar
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the efficacy of intravitreal Topotecan injection as monotherapy for refractory vitreous
seeds in retinoblastoma. Methods: This is a prospective, interventional case series of 17 consecutive patients with
retinoblastoma with refractory vitreous seeds managed over 2 years and followed up for at least 6 months after
the completion of treatment. Institutional review board approval was obtained. Intravitreal injection of Topotecan
hydrochloride (30 μg in 0.15 mL) was provided by the safety enhanced technique as monotherapy in patients
with persistent or recurrent focal and diffuse vitreous seeds. The main outcome measure was regression of vitreous
seeds and eye salvage. Results: Six eyes belonged to International Classification of Retinoblastoma group C and
11 belonged to group D. All the patients had received primary systemic chemotherapy with a combination
of Carboplatin + Etoposide + Vincristine for a mean of 9 (range 6 to 18) cycles. Of these, 7 had received highdose chemotherapy. Periocular Carboplatin had been administered concurrently with systemic chemotherapy
in 10 patients for a mean of 4 (range 1 to 8) injections. 3 patients had received prior intravitreal Melphalan and
had continued to show the presence of viable vitreous seeds after a mean of 5 (range 3-9 injections); all 3 of
them showed anterior uveitis with posterior synechiae formation and 2 had cataract. Seventeen eyes of 17
consecutive patients with refractory vitreous seeds received a mean of 3 (range 2 to 6) intravitreal Topotecan
injections. Complete regression of vitreous seeds was achieved in 16 of 17 (94%) patients at a mean follow-up
of 9.47 (range 4 to 14) months. One eye (6%) with a recurrent retinal tumor needed enucleation. In rest of the 16
patients, no ocular or systemic complication was observed, and the visual acuity remained stable. Conclusion:
Intravitreal Topotecan hydrochloride injection for refractory vitreous seeds in retinoblastoma appears safe and
potent in a carefully selected subset of patients, and seems to work even in those who had failed prior intravitreal
Melphalan

Notes:
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Combined versus single agent Intravitreal Chemotherapy for Refractory or
Recurrent Vitreous Seeding from Retinoblastoma
Author(s):
Fariba Ghassemi (Presenter)
Alireza Khodabande
Siamak Sabour
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose Demonstrating the efficacy of multi agent versus single agent intravitreal chemotherapy for patients with
recalcitrant vitreous seeding of retinoblastoma. Methods This retrospective study in a hospital setting. Trans-pars
plana intravitreal injection of melphalan (40 µg in 0.04 cc) and topotecan (8-20 µg in 0.04 cc) was performed, or
only melphalan (40 µg in 0.04 cc) followed by injection site cryotherapy. The main outcome measure was complete
regression of vitreous seeds of retinoblastoma. Results There were 30 eyes, initially classified as Group D or E,
treated with standard 6 cycles of intravenous chemotherapy and/or Intrarterial chemotherapy, and subsequently
developed recurrent viable vitreous seeds. There was no case of episcleral or orbital retinoblastoma extension or
remote retinoblastoma metastasis. There was some changes in a and b wave of bright flash electroretinogram
in both groups. The final differences and efficacy will be presented in the congress. Conclusions and Relevance
Combined intravitreal melphalan and topotecan appears to be safe and more effective for resistant or recurrent
vitreous seeds from retinoblastoma.

Notes:
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Anterior white orbital mass following enucleation for retinoblastoma.
Author(s):
Brenda Gallie (Presenter)
Sameh Elsayed Soliman
Elise Heon
Furqan Shaikh
Helen Chan
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To show a unique example of the power of a first suggestion. Methods: An 8 month old male child under
treatment for bilateral retinoblastoma in a regular follow up examination under anaesthesia one month after
enucleation, was found to have a white mass emerging in the inferior fornix extending through the conjunctiva.
The mass was looked like soft retinoblastoma with vascularity and leakage on fluorescein angiography. The
diagnosis of recurrent extra ocular retinoblastoma was top of the differential diagnosis. This eye had received 2
subtenon’s topotecan injections and one intravitreal melphalan injection. The MRI showed an anterior ill-defined
orbital mass that concurred with neoplastic diagnosis. Results: With Internet global consultation, it was concluded
that one cycle of systemic chemotherapy be give, the a biopsy was planned before the chemotherapy had time
to confuse the pathological diagnosis. Three weeks after the chemotherapy the mass had increased two fold..
Incisional biopsy for tissue diagnosis was performed, revealing that the mass was not soft, but rather very hard.
Quick section showed no cancer cells, but fibrous hyperplasia. Incisional biopsy was then done, revealing that
the whole mass could be excised, without sacrifice of any orbital of conjunctival normal tissue. No malignant cells
were found; instead, deep in the fibrous tissue were several encapsulated sutures. All subsequent examinations
of the socket have been normal with 10 months followup. Conclusion: The white conjunctival mass suggested
retinoblastoma. That information convinced the neuroradiologists to immediately do an MRI, which was reported
to be consistent with orbital tumor. The history of intravitreal chemotherapy and subtenon’s chemotherapy
provided the logic for orbital tumor to be present. This case shows the power of suggestion, but all’s well that
ends well. We have not seen such a reaction to suture material in any other child.

Notes:
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Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma in an RB patient: Why don’t we hear more of this?
Author(s):
Katherine Paton (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: to describe the complicated 7 year course of a youngster with a new mutation RB and describe
the genetic relationship of the RB gene to DIPG Methods: case presentation, literature review, registry mining
Results: An infant with bulging fontanelle described as having Neuroblastoma had trilateral retinoblastoma at
first presentation. Over the next seven years, she developed several additional non-retinoblastoma tumors, the
latest being Diffuse Intrinsic Pontine Glioma (DIPG), a histopathologically variable entity which may have specific
genetic traits. Recent advances in genetic understanding of pediatric high grade glioma have shown a role for
the RB gene amongst the events in development of DIPG. This role will be described. Literature review did not
yield any other case reports of these two diseases in a single patient. Although brain tumors have been reported
as second tumors in RB, specific entities have not been well described. Enquiries of the Canadian Pediatric Brain
Tumor Consortium, DIPG Registry, NCI , SEER, and CBTRUS statistical databases were made but did not contribute
any additional cases. This child’s RB1 mutation is known and will be described. Conclusion: Ophthalmologists,
pediatric oncologists, geneticists and researchers working on the retinoblastoma gene should be aware of DIPG
and the role of the RB gene in its evolution. Review of past cases of brain tumors in RB patients might yield
more such cases. An international database of Retinoblastoma cases collecting information on second tumors
should aim for detailed description, not just broad categories like “brain tumor”. Brain biopsy both for detailed
histopathology and for genetic characterization of the DIPGs will help drive treatments exploiting the mutations.
Collaboration of the RB community with the DIPG Registry could hasten research and clinical innovations, and
improve outcome of this tumor with a dismal prognosis.

Notes:
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Clinically Undetectable Retro-laminar Retinoblastoma in an Eye Treated with
Intravenous and Intra-arterial Chemotherapy
Author(s):
Patricia Chavez-Barrios (Presenter)
Murali Chintagumpala
Nidale Tarek
Dan Gombos
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To report clinically undetectable residual retro-laminar retinoblastoma in an eye treated with intravenous,
intra-arterial and intra-vitreal chemotherapy. Methods: Single case report with histopathologic correlation. Result:
A 3 year old male with unilateral group D retinoblastoma was treated with intravenous, intra-arterial and intravitreal
chemotherapy. The child had numerous retinal tumors including a peripapillary lesion that responded with a type
IV regression. Other lesions including two retinal tumors relapsed and the eye was enucleated. Histopathology
revealed clinically undetectable, microscopically active disease posterior to the lamina cribrosa. Clinical and
gross examination showed a glial like membrane on the head of the optic nerve. Histologically, there was a
thickened glial membrane on the head of the optic nerve which was free of tumor. Conclusions: Clinically silent,
retrolaminar active tumor may occur in heavily treated cases of retinoblastoma. Children treated with focal
chemotherapy alone (intra-arterial and intra-vitreal chemotherapy) who harbor these histopathologic findings
may be at risk for local and distant recurrence.

Notes:
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Endophtalmitis in retinoblastoma: A misdiagnosed case.
Author(s):
Mostafa ElManhaly (Presenter)
Sameh Elsayed Soliman
Shady Fadels
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To present a case of misdiagnosed retinoblastoma as endophthalmitis treated by evisceration.
Methods: Three year old female child was presented to an ophthalmologist with signs of endophthalmitis with
pain, hypopeon and increased intraocular pressure. He underwent evisceration to eliminate the endophtalmitis
without proper investigation or fundus examination and consultation. Furthermore, he didn’t send the eviscerated
biopsy for histopathology. Five months later, she presented again to the same ophthalmologist with orbital mass.
At that time he referred the child for a pediatric oncologist. Results: The oncologist decided to start 6 sessions of
chemotherapy and referred the child to oncology service at Alexandria main university hospital. On examination,
her left eye showed group B retinoblastoma with a single confined mass at the inferiotemporal quadrant. The
MRI showed an orbital growth in the right side with a calcified intraocular mass in the left eye. The oncologist is
planning for later radiotherapy and autologous bone marrow transplantation according to the metastatic state of
the tumour after finishing the chemotherapy sessions. The role of irradiation is to be discussed. Conclusion : proper
documentation of any eye destructive procedure, specially in developing countries is of ultimate importance.
Also it is essential to have histopathology and proper investigation prior to any destructive procedure specially in
a child wih absent history of trauma.

Notes:
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Extraocular retinoblastoma in a male young-adult patient
misdiagnosed as Coats’ disease.
Author(s):
Luiz Teixeira (Presenter)
Carla R D Macedo
Camila Hiromi Hashimot
Paulo G Manso
Alcania P Reis
Vivian S. Tostes
Maria T. S. Alves
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To report the unusual case of a 15 year-old male patient with extra-ocular retinoblastoma confirmed by
fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB). Methods: Rapid fire case Results: A 15 year-old male patient with a two years
diagnose of advanced Coats disease without previous treatment was referred to our center to evaluate an orbital
mass. A MRI showed an intraocular mass with extension to the orbit. FNAB was performed and retinoblastoma was
diagnosed. Systemic workup was negative. The patient was treated with systemic chemotherapy for extra-ocular
disease. Globe enucleation and external beam radiation of the orbit were performed as adjuvant therapy. The
patient stills alive without recurrence for one year. Conclusion: Retinoblastoma in older patients can be difficult
to be diagnosed. Coats disease can be a differential diagnose of retinoblastoma even in older patient. Financial
disclosure: None
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Late onset tumor relapse following intra-arterial chemotherapy for retinoblastoma.
Author(s):
Dan Gombos (Presenter)
Cynthia Herzog
Nidale Tarek
Murali Chintagumpala
Patricia Chevez-Barrios
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To report late onset new tumor development in a child with retinoblastoma treated with intra-arterial
chemotherapy (IAC). Methods Single case report. Results A nine month old child presented with bilateral
Group D disease. The left eye was salvaged following two cycles of intravenous and five cycles of intra-arterial
chemotherapy. Three years later a new retinal tumor was detected near the macula in a location relatively
spared of choroidal ischemia. Conclusion Late posterior segment retinal recurrence of retinoblastoma can occur
after successful intra-arterial chemotherapy. The timing and location of this case suggests incomplete regression
and relative choroidal perfusion as possible contributing factors.

Notes:
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Successful Management of Medulloepithelioma by Systemic
and Intravitreal Chemotherapy.
Author(s):
Santosh Honavar (Presenter)
Vishal Sharma
Raksha Rao
Kaustubh Mulay
Vijay Anand P. Reddy
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Other
Abstract:
Purpose: To report a case of medulloepithelioma of the ciliary body managed by systemic and intravitreal
chemotherapy. Case Report: A 2-year-old male child presented with a history of white reflex in the LE for 2
months. Examination revealed white flocculent material in the anterior chamber and posterior chamber, and a
diffuse ciliary body mass found on ultrasound biomicroscopy. Fine needle aspiration cytology from the anterior
chamber confirmed the diagnosis of medulloepithelioma. The child was initiated on systemic chemotherapy
with a combination of Vincristine + Etoposide + Cyclophosphamide for 6 cycles, with which the ciliary body
mass showed resolution. Intravitreal toptecan 30 microgram was injected X 2 for residual anterior and posterior
chamber seeds, with complete resolution. The child is tumor-free and maintains 20/20 vision 6 months following
completion of treatment Conclusion: Medulloepithelioma of the ciliary body may be amenable to management
with a combination of systemic chemotherapy and intraocular chemotherapy.

Notes:
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Vitreoretinal neovascular membranes in retinoblastoma
Author(s):
Gregor Willerding (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To describe vitreoretinal neovascular membrane in retinoblastoma with correlation of MRI, funduscopy
and histopathology. Method: Small case series. Results: Vitreoretinal neovascular membrane outside from
the bulk of tumor, but in association with the vitreal configuration could be demonstrated in two advanced
retinoblastoma cases. Conclusion: Neovascularization is common in retinoblastoma. Occasionally, it can form
neovascular membranes similar to other proliferative vitreoretinopathies.

Notes:
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Retinoblastoma with vitreous seeding treated by vitrectomy after chemotherapy.
Author(s):
Junyang Zhao (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Case 1: Unilateral girl (D.O.B was February 29, 2008) was diagnosed retinoblastoma at May 17, 2011; her right eye
was Group D. Three CEV chemo cycles were administrated and vitrectomy was used to removed the tumor and
vitreous seedings. 20/40 vision acurity was tested at last EUA (December 14, 2014). Case 2: Unilateral boy (D.O.B
was November 1, 2004) was diagnosed retinoblastoma at November 10 2010; his right eye was Group D. Three
CEV chemo cycles were administrated and vitrectomy was used to removed the tumor and vitreous seedings.
20/40 (20/25 corrected) vision acurity was tested at last EUA (August 8, 2014).

Notes:
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Pathologic TNM staging. What is missing?
Author(s):
Sameh Elsayed Soliman (Presenter)
Brenda Gallie
Helen Chan
William Halliday
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To present a case of metastatic retinoblastoma in which histopathologic pTNM was not suggestive
of high risk of metastasis. Methods: A 17 months old female presented with unilateral group D retinoblastoma
according to the International intraocular retinoblastoma classification. The eye was enucleated. The mutations
in the tumor were identified and were not present in blood (non germline RB). The histopathology revealed both
prelaminar optic nerve invasion and focal choroidal invasion; staging the disease as a pT2bNxMx. No further
treatment was given. Results: Four months later, the child presented with an orbital swelling and the MRI orbit
showed a recurrent orbital retinoblastoma. Bone marrow biopsy and CSF cytopathology were negative at that
time for malignant cells. High dose chemotherapy (Toronto protocol) and autologous bone marrow transplant
failed to control multiple metastases involving bone and bone marrow space. The child died 24 months from
initial diagnosis. In retrospect, the histopathology specimen was found to show a tumor embolus in a sclera
vessel without sclera “invasion”. This wouldn’t have changed the pTNM staging as both sclera invasion and
vascular emboli are not assessed in TNM. Conclusion: pTNM classification is an important tool to point the higher
risk children for metastasis. However, scleral invasion and vascular involvement with tumor in their lumen are not
addressed in this staging.
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An infant with persistent fetal vasculature, focal lissencephaly
and seizures: A variant of Walker-Warburg syndrome?
Author(s):
M. Ashwin Reddy (Presenter)
Judith Kingston
Mandeep Sagoo
Category of Presentation:
Retina Other
Abstract:
Purpose: Describe an unusual phenotype in a female infant who presented with a calcific retinal lesion and seizures.
Methods: Case report Results: A two week old female infant of non-consanguineous parents presented with right
leukocoria and tonic seizures. She had an urgent MRI scan which showed a right sided cortical malformation
(lissencephaly) and thickening of the septum pellucidum. Agenesis of the corpus callosum was also present. An
urgent examination under anaesthesia demonstrated reduced right horizontal corneal diameter (9.5 mm vs 10.5
mm), a bilobed cystic lesion on the optic disc and a retinal fold extending from this lesion to the nasal peripheral
retina. Ultrasound showed a small calcium deposit within the lesion. The left retina was normal. At the age of 5,
she had a right hemispherectomy to control her epilepsy. Genetic testing showed a normal karyotype with no
deletion at 22q11.2. Conclusion: Although this girl has features of Walker-Warburg syndrome (agyria and retinal
dysplasia), she did not have a diffuse brain migration disorder, muscular dystrophy nor a cerebellar malformation.
This is an unusual constellation of signs that have not been previously described.

Notes:
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Optic disc tumor.
Author(s):
Hassan Aziz (Presenter)
Arun Singh
Category of Presentation:
Retina Other
Abstract:
Purpose: To describe an atypical case of cat scratch disease granuloma involving the optic nerve with a pineal
gland mass (pinealitis) masquerading as retinoblastoma. Methods: Interventional case report. Results: A 7-yearold male, with no known medical problems, was referred for evaluation of an optic nerve mass. On examination,
his visual acuity was 20/20 in the right eye and light perception in the left eye. Fundus examination of the left
eye revealed a vascular mass arising from the optic disc measuring 7 disc diameters in size with associated
fine intrinsic vasculature, surrounding torturous retinal vasculature and scattered retinal hemorrhages. Inferior
exudative retinal detachment was evident. Small white/tan vitreous and pre-retinal deposits were present
throughout the inferior vitreous. Ultrasound revealed a mass that measured 7 x 7.5 mm in basal dimensions and
3.8 mm in height overlying the optic disc with posterior retrolaminar extension (6.3 mm) into the substance of
the optic nerve. No calcification was detected within the lesion. MRI of the brain revealed an eccentric 6 mm
nodule of enhancement was noted within the pineal gland suggestive of pineoblastoma. The patient underwent
an enucleation and pathology revealed a necrotizing/suppurative granulomatous and chronic inflammation
involving the optic disc, nerve, and retina suggestive of Bartonella infection. Further history revealed recent
exposure to cats with multiple cat scratches. IgG titer for Bartonella henselae was positive at >1:1024. Patient
was treated with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole and rifampin for 2 weeks. Follow-up MRI examination performed
9 weeks after the initial study showed interval resolution of the pineal region enhancing nodule. Conclusion:
Optic nerve granuloma with abnormal vascular network is a rare manifestation of cat scratch disease and can
masquerade as an atypical retinoblastoma. Pineal gland tumor (pinealitis) may be associated with cat scratch
disease and other uveitic entities.

Notes:
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Orbital tumor recurrence following aggressive laser treatment of a macular tumor.
Author(s):
Jonathan Kim (Presenter)
Jesse Berry
Rima Jubran
A. Linn Murphree
Thomas Lee
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To describe an unusual type of orbital recurrence following aggressive laser treatment for recurrent
retinoblastoma. Methods: Case report Results: A 20 month old male with familial, bilateral retinoblastoma (Group
C right eye, Group A left eye) received 6 cycles of systemic chemotherapy and laser treatment with excellent
regression of the tumors. Approximately 2 years after diagnosis, he was diagnosed with a small tumor recurrence
within the atrophic, macular laser scar of the right eye. Intra-arterial chemotherapy was attempted but the
ophthalmic artery could not be cannulated. The small tumor recurrence in the right eye was then treated with
laser therapy 10x over the next 6 months and the nodule of active tumor resolved completely. Both argon and
diode laser units were used with power levels ranging between 400-900mW. On a routine MRI scan 10 weeks after
the last laser treatment, the patient was diagnosed with a large intraconal mass, contiguous with the sclera of the
right eye. Orbital biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of orbital retinoblastoma. Full metastatic work-up was performed
which showed no other metastatic foci. The patient was then treated with high dose multi-agent chemotherapy
with stem cell rescue, as well as orbital radiation. Follow-up MRI scan after the completion of treatment showed
complete resolution of the orbital mass and fundus examination continued to show no evidence of active
intraocular disease. Conclusions: In this rare case, it is postulated that aggressive laser treatment of a small tumor
recurrence in an atrophic macular scar led to the development of an orbital, extraocular tumor recurrence.
The exact mechanism for this complication is unknown but repeated laser treatment may have created a small
portal for tumor cells to transgress the sclera and enter the orbit.
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Trilateral Retinoblastoma before Birth.
Author(s):
David Abramson (Presenter)
Ira Dunkel
Brian Marr
Jasmine Francis
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To illustrate a case of trilateral retinoblastoma diagnosed before birth and treated before the due
date Methods: Retrospective single case Results: Midline brain tumor detected prior to birth and retinoblastoma
diagnosed after birth Conclusion: Midline brain tumors can be present and detected prior to birth.

Notes:
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Successful conservative treatment of massive choroidal relapse
in 2 retinoblastoma patients.
Author(s):
Christina Stathopoulus (Presenter)
Marie-Claire Gaillard
Stefano Binaghi
Philippe Maeder
Maja Beck-Popovic
Francis Munier
Category of Presentation:
Retina Retinoblastoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Choroidal invasion represents an intermediate histopathologic risk factor following primary or secondary
enucleation, resulting in a still controversial indication for adjuvant intravenous chemotherapy (IVC). We report
the occurrence of secondary massive choroidal infiltration in 2 retinoblastoma (rb) patients. Methods: Fundus
examination and imaging were performed under general anesthesia including fluorescein angiography (FA),
hand-held spectral domain optical coherence tomography (OCT), B-scan 20mHz ultrasonography (US) and
35mHz ultrasonic biomicroscopy (UBM). Results: Case 1: a 30-week old prematurated girl with unilateral group B
rb treated with 3 courses IVC was referred for further local treatment consisting of chemothermotherapy (CTT),
thermotherapy, intravitreal chemotherapy (IViC) and brachytherapy. Twelve months later, a routine 3T MRI
revealed an asymptomatic pinealoblastoma. Systemic metastatic work up was negative, including CSF. A partial
resection was performed. While waiting for histology, fundus examination revealed a recurrent mass measuring
2.8x8.3mm on US and localized within the choroid as shown by OCT and confirmed by 3T MRI. Intensive conventional
IVC was initiated to treat pinealobastoma leading to total regression of the choroidal mass in the next 3 weeks.
At 6 months follow-up, choroidal and residual pineal tumors were in complete remission. Sadly, the child died in
her country of origin during high-dose IVC with stem cell reinfusion of intravascular disseminated coagulation. No
autopsy was performed. Case 2: A heavily pre-treated 20-months-old girl with bilateral rb (6 cycles IVC, 11 intraarterial chemotherapy (IAC), 5 IViC, enucleation OS), was referred for persistent vitreous seeding in OD. Three
months after 12 IViC and CTT, fundus examination showed a hemorrhagic mass inferior to the primary tumor, silent
on FA. Two weeks later, a choroidal mass of 4.3x9.8mm was documented by US under the hemorrhagic zone,
confirmed by 3T MRI. UBM showed the presence of a supraciliary effusion around the choroidal tumor. Three
weeks after second course IAC, the choroidal mass and the supraciliary effusion completely resolved. Two further
IACs were given. No recurrence was observed at 6 months follow-up. Conclusion: To our knowledge, this is the
first report of secondary choroidal invasion with successful conservative management. Complete regression was
achieved in both patients, in case 1 by IVC concomitant with pinealoblastoma management, and in case 2 by
IAC alone. The role of OCT and UBM in clear or opaque media respectively was instrumental in the detection
and follow-up of choroidal lesions.

Notes:
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Clinical characteristics, treatment and survival in a series of
500 patients with Uveal melanoma in China
Author(s):
Liu Yueming (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Melanoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze the clinical features, treatment and survival of uveal melanoma patients diagnosed in a
ten-year period in China Methods: A respective study was performed including five hundred patients, diagnosed
between January 2005 and January 2015. Clinical tumor characteristics and treatment were collected in
a database. The numeric variables were expressed as means of frequency and standard deviation, and the
quantitative variables using frequency tables. Results: The mean onset age of patients with uveal melanoma
was 44.46±12.81 years, with 259 females(51.8±2.3%, %95CI, 47.2%-56.2%) and 241 males (48.2±2.3%, %95CI, 43.8%52.8%). The cases were equally distributed between right eye(250,50%) and Left eye(250,50%). The treatment
devided to episcleral brachytherapy(289 cases, 57.8%), local resction(45cases, 9.0%), enucleation(115 cases,
23.0%), episcleral brachytherapy and enucleation(51 cases, 10.2%). The survival rate was 98.2% with episcleral
brachytherapy, 91.0% with local resction, 83.1% with enucleation, 86.9% with episcleral brachytherapy and
enucleation at 5 years. Conclusions: The survival rates of the patients with episcleral brachytherapy, local resction,
enucleation, episcleral brachytherapy and enucleation were significantly different.
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Results of conservative treatment of melanomas in Argentina: 11 years experience
Author(s):
Arturo Irarrazaval (Presenter)
Pablo Cazon
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Melanoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the results of all melanomas treated with brachytherapy with I125 plaque since year 2004 till
today, in a third world country, with a limited team of professionals Methods: Revision of medical records of more
than 200 patients diagnosed in those years, and selecting 102 of them treated with brachytherapy. Results: About
90% of globe preservation, 45% of them with useful visual conservation. Conclusions: Our results look comparable
with international publications, even though a few physicians made most of the work, that in the first world is done
with a big team, and our budget is probably a fraction of the usual budgets.
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Outcomes of proton beam radiotherapy for larger, non-peripapillary choroidal
and ciliary body melanoma at the BC Cancer Agency
Author(s):
Katherine Paton (Presenter)
Britta Weber
Roy Ma
Tom Pickles
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Melanoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the results of all melanomas treated with brachytherapy with I125 plaque since year 2004 till
today, in a third world country, with a limited team of professionals Methods: Revision of medical records of more
than 200 patients diagnosed in those years, and selecting 102 of them treated with brachytherapy. Results: About
90% of globe preservation, 45% of them with useful visual conservation. Conclusions: Our results look comparable
with international publications, even though a few physicians made most of the work, that in the first world is done
with a big team, and our budget is probably a fraction of the usual budgets.
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Regression mode of choroidal melanomas presenting a giant RPE rupture
after proton therapy and treatment with adjuvant intra-vitreal cortico-therapy
Author(s):
Leonidas Zografos (Presenter)
Ann Schalenbourg
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Melanoma
Abstract:
Purpose: To assess the role of a giant retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) rupture on the regression mode of choroidal
melanomas and their exudative retinal detachment (RD) after proton therapy as well as the therapeutic effect
of steroid intravitreal injections. Material and methods: Between October 2007 and June 2012, 588 choroidal
melanoma patients underwent panoramic fluorescein and ICG angiography before proton therapy. Among
the 270 cases presenting a dome-shaped tumor, 20 had a giant RPE rupture. Characteristics of the latter were a
largest tumor diameter (LTD) of 15-20mm, a height (H) of 4.4-10.6 mm and an associated exudative RD of at least
one quadrant. First, their regression mode was compared with that of a similar control group of 46 dome-shaped
cases without RPE rupture, observed during comparable follow-up periods (range: 1.5-5.0 years). Second, their
short term regression mode was compared with that of 6 additional similar choroidal melanoma cases with RPE
rupture that were treated with adjuvant cortico-therapy. Results: Ten out of 20 (50%) RPE rupture cases presented
total RD 6 months after proton therapy, against 2 out of 46 (4%) control cases. The RD evolution was independent
from tumor LTD or H but correlated with the extension of baseline RD and the regression speed of the tumor scar.
At the last follow-up examination, 1(5%) RPE rupture case had been enucleated, 4(20%) presented neovascular
glaucoma, 8(40%) persistant RD, of which 20% were total and 35% had lost light perception (LP). Within the control
group, none had been enucleated, 2.5 % presented rubeosis and 10% persistent RD of which 7% had lost LP.
None of the 6 steroid treated RPE rupture cases presented total RD 6 months after proton therapy. Conclusion:
The presence of a giant RPE rupture at the tumor surface, i.e a break in the external hemato-retinal barrier, is a
negative risk factor for the conservation of vision and ocular anatomy after conservative radiotherapy. Adjuvant
intravitreal steroid therapy may improve prognosis in these cases.
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Local recurrence after proton beam therapy in uveal melanoma:
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the risk factors, approaches to re-treatment and long-term patient outcomes following
proton beam therapy for uveal melanoma. Methods: We evaluated all patients treated with proton beam
therapy for choroidal and ciliary body melanoma at the oncology service at Charité Berlin and Helmholtz
Zentrum Berlin between Mai 1998 and December 2008. Kaplan-Meier analysis and multivariate regression analysis
were used to obtain survival rates and to evaluate local recurrence risk factors, respectively. Results: During this
period of time, 982 patients were treated with proton beam therapy for choroidal and ciliary body melanoma, of
whom 35 patients (3.6%) developed local recurrence. The median follow-up was 60.7 months (6.0-170.4 months).
The Kaplan-Meier-estimator for local recurrence was 2% (±1.0%) at 1 year, 3% (±1.0%) at 3 years, 4% (±1%) at 5
years, and 6% (±1.0%) at 10 years. In the local recurrence group the Kaplan-Meier estimator was 80% (±1.0%)
and 60% (±1.0%) for survival and 76% (±1.0%) and 50% (±1.0%) for the absence of metastasis 5 and 10 years after
the primary treatment, respectively. In the local control group it was 89% (±1.0%) and 80% (±1.0%) for survival
and 85% (±1.0%) and 77% (±1.0%) for the absence of metastasis 5 and 10 years after the primary treatment,
respectively. Multivariate regression analysis identified the largest tumor diameter as sole statistically significant
risk factor for local recurrence. There was no significance for tumor location, thickness,volume, distance to fovea,
or distance to optic disk. All globe retaining treatment approaches for local recurrence of choroidal melanoma
including proton beam therapy, brachytherapy, and transpupillary thermotherapy used for recurrences at
the tumor margins showed good local tumor control and similar metastasis-free survivals. Conclusions: Proton
beam therapy is a safe treatment option for uveal melanoma resulting in good local control rates. If recurrence
occurs, treatment remains a case by case decision. Outcomes of globe retaining approaches for recurrent uveal
melanoma are satisfying, however, local recurrence is correlated with a higher risk for metastasis and reduced
survival.
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Purpose: To evaluate if efforts minimizing the dose to the optic nerve by thorough planning of the irradiation
taking full advantage of the steep dose gradient provided by proton beam therapy will result in a better longterm
visual outcome after irradiation of posterior uveal melanoma. Methods and Materials: We reviewed the data of
345 consecutive patients who underwent proton beam therapy for posterior uveal melanoma. In each patient
thorough treatment planning aimed at reducing the dose to the optic nerve. All patients were retrospectively
classified into three categories depending on the mean length of the optic nerve irradiated (N0: 0 mm, N1: 0.12.5 mm, N2: >2.5 mm). We report on overall survival, local control, eye preservation, and visual development
in these patients. Results: Median follow-up time was 79.9 months. Ten-year Kaplan-Meier estimates for overall
survival (85.4%), local control (93.9%) and eye preservation (92.8%) were comparable to literature. We found
differences with respect to the visual outcome depending on the length of the optic nerve irradiated, showing
better functional results in patients with either no or reduced (≤2.5 mm) optic nerve irradiation. At the end of
follow-up, visual acuity was better than 1.0 logMAR (20/200) in 38 out of 92 patients (41.3%) with no nerve dose
(N0), in 40 out of 180 patients (22.2%) with reduced dose (N1), and in 12 out of 73 patients (16.4%) with extensive
irradiation of the optic nerve (N2). Conclusions: Posttreatment visual acuity is influenced by the irradiated volume
of the optic nerve using irradiated mm of the optic nerve as a surrogate. Proton beam therapy appears to be
the treatment of choice in patients with posterior pole choroidal melanoma providing a better longterm visual
outcome without compromising excellent local tumor control and eye retention rates. Patients benefit from the
steep proton dose gradient and saving of as much of the optic nerve length from irradiation as possible even
when the nerve cannot be completely spared.
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Cerenkov Luminescence Imaging: A new technique for the assessment
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Purpose: To study the feasibility of using Cerenkov Luminescence Imaging (CLI) to improve and document
plaque placement during episcleral brachytherapy of intraocular tumours. Methods: Electrons emitted from
ruthenium-106 plaques generate so-called Cerenkov light as they pass through tissue. Such light can be captured
by high-sensitive EMCCD-cameras. Enucleated porcine eyes were prepared with a tumour-phantom by injecting
melanin-containing gelatine into the suprachoroidal space. The anterior eye was removed, and different
ruthenium-106 plaques (6.8-16.7 MBq) were sutured to the sclera overlying the tumour-phantom. The globe was
then placed in a transparent plastic container with saline. CLI was performed from inside the eye using a cooled
EMCCD-camera (Andor iXon DU-897). To determine whether the Cerenkov light could also be detected through
a fundus camera, the EMCCD-camera was mounted on a Kowa RC-XV2 modified for long exposures. Results:
Exposure times between 5 and 60 seconds led to good-quality images of the Cerenkov light. The perimeter of
CCA and CCB-plaques could clearly be seen as circles of light symmetrically surrounding the tumour-phantoms.
The notched COB and curved CIA-plaques led to images revealing their exact position in relation to the optic
disc and ciliary body, respectively. Simulated plaque-tilting resulted in a diffuse demarcation of the light. There
was a linear relationship between the plaque activity and Cerenkov radiance. Images of sufficient quality could
be captured both directly by the EMCCD-camera and with the modified fundus camera. Conclusions: The study
indicates that CLI is a feasible method to ensure accurate placement of ruthenium-106 plaques in episcleral
brachytherapy. CLI may offer a new tool to improve and document plaque placement both perioperatively and
postoperatively.
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Purpose: There is substantial evidence describing characteristics of melanotic lesions in T1 and T2-weighted MRIs,
suggesting prospective diagnostic potential of these imaging modalities. The use of T2 FLAIR sequencing has not
been addressed in the ophthalmologic literature, though it highlights areas of slow blood flow in patients with
vascular occlusions. This study analyses orbital MRIs of patients with a variety of uveal pathologies, exploring a
prospective role of FLAIR imaging sequence in diagnosis and treatment. Methods: A retrospective study in which
orbital MRIs with multiple sequences (T1, T2, T1 FLAIR, T2 FLAIR, and T1 and T2 with gadolinium) evaluated by a
neuroradiologist. Individual cases not included in the original group were viewed and discussed separately, with
two cases of melanoma investigated further through pathologic samples. Results: 24 patients with intraocular
lesions were evaluated. The total number of melanomas were 12 and 80% of these were hyperintense to the
vitreous on T2 FLAIR. Of the remaining four melanotic lesions, one was isointense, one was hypointense, two
could not be localized on the scan, and one patient did not have T2 FLAIR performed. T2 FLAIR allowed for
better delineation of margins in melanotic lesions. Individual cases of hyperintense lesions on T2 FLAIR suggest
influences of previous treatment and protein content. Pathology revealed a significant discrepancy in tumor
content, paralleling the differences seen on T2 FLAIR. Conclusion: T2 FLAIR shows a benefit in the demarcation of
melanomas, which may contribute to treatment and prognostic information. Data promote previous assertions
that blood flow impacts the intensity of lesions on T2 FLAIR. Previous treatment and protein content also influence
intraocular appearance. More research should be conducted to better determine the potential of T2 FLAIR in
the differentiation and localization of uveal pathologies. If proven advantageous, we propose adding T2 FLAIR
to current orbital scan sequences.
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Purpose: Follow-up of uveal melanoma by MRI may be difficult, since small changes in size cannot be detected
reliably, and direct comparison of slices is often not possible. In addition, movements of the eye during image
acquistion impair image quality and may cause image artifacts. Sometimes, however, follow-up by MRI may be
indispensable, as is the case when examination by ultrasound is hindered by silicone oil tamponade. We present
the results of a small pilot series, evaluating the MedEyeTrac system in combination with MR image fusion for
the follow up of patients with uveal melanoma after external beam radiotherapy. The MedEyeTrac system is an
integrated binocular infrared eye tracking device and a stereotactic thermoplastic mask, which can be used
during MRI, CT scan and external beam radiotherapy to immobilize the patient’s head and eyes, and to control
and reproduce the head position and gaze direction over time of long-term follow-up. Methods: Six patients with
choroidal melanoma were treated with fractionated external beam radiotherapy using the Novalis Tx (Varian
Inc., Brainlab AG) and the MedEyeTrac system (M&R Automation). After an initial training session, MR imaqes
were acquired before, and six months after treatment. At follow-up, head position and gaze direction of the initial
exam were reproduced. Automatic MR image fusion done using the iPlan RT planning software (Brainlab), for a
direct comparison. In addition, the reproducibility of head and gaze / eye position was evaluated. Results: All
patients were able to complete MRI acquisition and maintain gaze position during the examination; automatic
image fusion was also successful in all cases. No deviation of gaze / eye position could be detected at the followup exam. Direct comparison of tumor size before and after treatment was facilitated by differential coloring and
image blending. Conclusion: Using the MedEyeTrac for repeated examination of uveal melamomas over time
of follow-up appears a promising option for direct comparison of tumor size and detection of subtle changes, by
offering exact reproducibility of head and gaze position, and allowing for automatic image fusion. Controlling
gaze position also helps in improving image quality. The system might also be used for follow-up and repeated
examinations of other intraocular and orbital tumors, independently from a previously performed treatment.
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To report a novel surgical strategy to definitively ablate small malignant ocular melanoma incorporating
moclecular genomic stratificaiton. Purpose * To report the surgical management outcomes for small uveal
melanoma undergoing primary vitreoretinal surgical management (23/25 gauge MIVS), endolaser tumor
ablation, and fine needle aspiration biopsy. This report will document the presence of vitreoretinal tumor traction,
focal exudative retinal detachment, intratumoral inflammation as uniquely addressable targets for surgical
management. Methods * 50 consecutive patients with small uveal melanoma presenting with increasing tumor
size and/or increasing focal exudative retinal detachment treated with microincisional vitrectomy surgery (MIVS)
utilizing 23/25 gauge surgery targeting removal of vitreo-retinal traction (membrane peeling), endolaser tumor
ablation, 25 gauge multi-pass fine needle aspiration biopsy and tumor inflammatory suppression with intravitreal
triamcinolone acetonide. Molecular genomic classification was determined for Class 1a/b or Class 2. All patients
were evaluated with pre-surgical widefie;d imaging, sd OCT, echography and ophthlamological examination
and then serially followed at 1, 3, 6, 12, 18 and 24 months. Results * 50 patients presented at a mean age of
68 years (39-86 years). Presenting BCVA was 20/80. All patients had subretinal exudative retinal detachment
(50/50, 100%) while 32 patients had increasing tumor size (64%). Mean pre-treatment tumor hieght was 1.9 mm
(1.2 -2.9 mm). Mean followup was 19 months (6-30 months) and BCVA improved to 20/30. Molecular genomic
classification was obtained in 49/50 patients (98%) and was class 2 in 4 patients (4/50, 8%). Intraoperatively,all
patients had vitreoretinal traction with traction to the area of focal exudative detachment that was managed
with membrane removal (hyaloid/epiretinal membrane). One patient developed late post-operative progressive
retinal detachment (1/50, 2%) while one patient developed vitreous hemorrhage (1/50, 2%). No cases of choroidal
detachment, hypotony or endophalmitis occurred. No patient develped ocular/orbital tumor dissemination. No
patient developed metastatic disases or died during the study window (0/50, 0%). Conclusion * MIVS surgery
including membrane peeling, endolaser tumor ablation and intravitreal steroid coupled with FNAB molecular
genomic analysis achieved targeted tumor ablation. Utilizing molecular genomic analysis enables the ocular
oncologist to deliver stratified therapy enabling improvement and preservation of visual function and ocular
anatomy without sacrificing local/distant tumor control.
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Abstract:
Purpose The management of suspected small choroidal melanomas is controversial. The purpose of the present
study is to assess tumor growth, and survival on small choroidal melanoma patients under observation in an
Intraocular Tumors Unit. Methods Prospective, consecutive and non-interventional case series. Patients diagnosed
with small choroidal melanoma from 1990 to 2014 and with observation as first therapeutic option were included.
Criteria for observation were small size without risk factors for growing. Demographic, tumoral and follow-up data
were collected in a data base and analyzed. Results From 642 patients diagnosed with uveal melanoma, 175
were small choroidal melanomas with observation as primary therapeutic option. Sixty-one were male and 114
female. Mean age was 65.36 years (SD 14.00), mean age for males were 64.36 years (SD 64.36) and 65,89 years
(SD 13.88) for females. The mean follow-up time was 60.71 months (SD 51.60). Hundred forty three (81.70%) were
diagnosed in a routine examination. Mean height was 2.10 mm (SD 1.01) and mean base 7.16 mm (SD 1.79).
Along the follow-up, 9 tumors grew and were treated with brachytherapy. Thirteen patients died during the
follow-up; only one patient died due to metastasis from melanoma belonging to the group that showed growth
and was treated with brachytherapy Conclusions In our series with more than 5 years of follow up, observation
seems to be a safe therapeutic option for small choroidal melanomas, with low risk for growing and metastatic
disease.
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Purpose : The evaluation of Fine Needle Puncture Aspiration Biopsy (FNAB) with needle designed by us in 13
eyes with uveal melanoma small (maximum diameter <10 mm; thickness <3 mm). Methods: Prospective
observational study of 13 eyes of 13 patients with clinical diagnosis of small pigment choroidal tumors, all
patients eye examination included: ultrasound, oct, autofluoresence and angiography. Subsequently FNAB
was performed with a needle designed by us, in 12 cases trans-scleral and one case trans vitreal.All samples
were studied in AutoCyte cell monolayers. Results: Positive 100% of cases13/13 choroidal melanoma, obtaining
adequate cellularity for diagnostic technique, the found histologic type were 10 cases (77%) mixed type, 2 cases
(13%) spindle-shaped and 1 patient (7%) epithelioid type. Conclusions: The diagnosis of choroidal melanoma is
essentially 2 tool clinica presentation and ultrasound,but in small tumors (less than 3 mm) represent a diagnostic
challenge, FNAB performed with our needle and processed with multy layers liquid base could be a new toll in
the management of this cases.
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iTRAQ quantitative proteomics reveals that p53 signal transduction and related
protein phosphorylation may regulate the development of uveal melanoma
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Purpose: Compared quantitative iTRAQ proteomic analysis was performed in uveal melanoma and normal uveal
tissue collected as control to investigate the proteome profiles. Methods: A total of 6 uveal melanoma samples
and 4 normal uveal tissue samples as control were used, with 3 spindle cell uveal melanoma and 3 epithelial cell
uveal melanoma. The iTRAQ assay resulted in 650,882 mass spectrometries, which were subjected to ProteinPilot
software for protein identification. Results: We identified a total of 121,891 unique peptides (< 1% FDR), representing
4,256 protein groups, in which 1671 with more than 2 peptides hits (95% FDR). In general, 435 proteins were
considered as significantly differentially expressed proteins (DEPs, fold change > 2, P < 0.05), including 257 upregulated proteins and 178 down-regulated proteins. The top 3 up- and down- regulated DEPs were ATP synthase
subunit F, Ig lambda-3 chain C and F-actin-capping protein subunit alpha-1, as well as interferon-induced GTP-like
protein Mx2, pterin-4-alpha-carbinolamine dehydratase and carbonic anhydrase 3, respectively. Gene ontology
and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis showed that these DEPs were significantly (FDR < 0.001) enriched in
biological process of p53 signal transduction, mRNA splicing, ribonucleoside triphosphate catabolic process,
arginine catabolic process, ATP metabolic process, fatty acid oxidation and protein polyubiquitination. These
results were further validated by real-time quantitative PCR and Western blot assay. Conclusion: Our data for the
first time provides a comprehensive quantitative proteomic analysis of uveal melanoma, and indicates that p53
signal transduction pathway and related protein phosphorylation modification may play important roles in the
development of uveal melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: In the field of ophthalmology, the effects of tumor on the ocular temperature distribution appear to be
rarely investigated. The aim of this study was to evaluate Ocular Surface Temperature (OST) in patients affected by
uveal lesions (benign or malignant) and to investigate any correspondence between OST and those neoplasms.
Methods: thirty-four patients affected by uveal lesions were included in the study. The lesions we investigated
were: iris nevus (three patients), choroidal nevus (seven patients), choroidal hemangioma (three patients), uveal
melanoma (eighteen patients) and choroidal metastasis (three patients). All patients underwent a complete
ophthalmological examination, including Best Corrected Visual Acuity (BCVA) measurement, anterior segment
and fundus examination, tonometry. Then, all eyes were investigated by Infrared Thermography (FLIR A320) and
Ultrasound (A and B-scan and/ore Ultrabiomicroscopy); when necessary Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
and/or Fluorescein Angiography (FA) and/or Indocianine Green Angiography (ICG) were performed. The OST
values were calculated by means of an image processing technique from the infrared images. Results: The
analysis of temperature distribution showed that patients affected by malignant lesions (uveal melanoma and
uveal metastasis) had, most of the times, the pathological eye warmer than the opposite healthy one, whereas
benign lesions (uveal nevus and choroidal hemangioma) showed a lower OST in the affected eye. Moreover,
treatment (brachitherapy, proton-beam therapy, gamma-knife or cyber-knife, photodynamic therapy, laser
therapy, systemic chemotherapy) lowered the OST of the affected eye, as expected since the effects of those
treatments on the lesions. Conclusions: Infrared thermography could begin to be considered an useful, fast, notinvasive and economic tool, in differentiating benign from malignant lesions of the uvea.
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Purpose: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) contribute to tumorigenesis by acting as either oncogenes or tumor suppressor
genes. In this study, we investigated the role of miR-145 in the pathogenesis of uveal melanoma. Methods:
Expression profiles of miRNAs in uveal melanoma were performed using Agilent miRNA array. Quantitative realtime polymerase chain reaction was used to screen the expression levels of miR-145 in normal uveal tissue, uveal
melanoma tissue, and uveal melanoma cell lines. Lenti-virus expression system was used to construct MUM-2B and
OCM-1 cell lines with stable overexpression of miR-145. Cell proliferation, cell cycle, and cell apoptosis of these
miR-145 overexpression cell lines were examined by MTT assay and flow cytometry respectively. The target genes
of miR-145 were predicted by bioinformatics and confirmed using a luciferase reporter assay. The expression
of insulin-like growth factor-1 receptor (IGF-1R), insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1) proteins was determined by
Western blotting analysis. IRS- 1 was knocked down in OCM-1 cells. TUNEL, BrdU, and flow cytometry assay were
performed in IRS-1 knocked down OCM-1 cell lines to analyze its function. Results: Forty-seven miRNAs were up
regulated in uveal melanoma and 61 were down regulated. miR-145 expression was significantly lower in uveal
melanoma sample and the cell lines were compared with normal uveal sample. Overexpression of miR-145
suppressed cell proliferation by blocking the G1 phase entering S phase in uveal melanoma cells, and promoted
uveal melanoma cell apoptosis. IRS-1 was identified as a potential target of miR-145 by dual luciferase reporter
assay. Knocking down of IRS-1 had similar effect as overexpression of miR-145. Conclusion: miR-145 might act as
a tumor suppressor in uveal melanoma, and downregulation of the target IRS-1 might be a potential mechanism.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: In previous studies (Pardo et al, 2006, 2007), our group identified various secreted proteins by uveal
melanoma (UM) tumor cells in vitro (DJ-1 and melanocyte protein PMEL/gp100 among others) which were
postulated as potential circulating biomarkers as they were subsequently found in the plasma of certain UM
patients. The aim is to evaluate the potential use of these serum biomarkers for clinical prognostication. METHODS:
96 patients diagnosed with: choroidal nevus (n=53), UM (n=38) and UM with liver metastases (n=5) were classified
according to their clinical characteristics and the various types of treatment received. Serum levels of DJ-1 and
PMEL/gp100 were analyzed using ELISA and compared with a control cohort (n=32). RESULTS: Our results show a
positive correlation between serum DJ-1 levels and choroidal nevi risk factors for transformation into UM. Further,
in UM patients, we observed an exponential correlation between PMEL/gp100 circulating levels and UM tumor
size. Importantly, PMEL/gp100 reached control levels in UM disease free patients, while those with metastasis
showed no differences compared to UM. CONCLUSION: We suggest the role of DJ-1oncoprotein as an early nevi
malignancy circulating marker and PMEL/gp100 as a predictor of UM tumor growth and probably a guide to the
stage of disease.
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Purpose: Adiponectin is an adipocytokine secreted by the adipose tissue and has antiproliferative and antiinflammatory effects and is antagonistic to insulin resistance. Many malignancies including breast, colorectal,
hepatic, pancreatic, prostate, renal cell and endometrial cancers have been shown to be associated with
metabolic syndrome and low serum levels of adiponectin. This study investigated the status of insulin resistance,
metabolic syndrome, dyslipidemia and serum adiponectin levels in patients with uveal melanoma and choroidal
nevus. Methods: This non-randomized prospective study included 86 patients with uveal melanoma, 38 patients
with choroidal nevus and 86 control cases. Uveal melanomas were classified as small, medium and large, based
on Collaborative Ocular Melanoma Study (COMS) criteria. Serum total cholesterol, triglycerides, HDL, LDL, fasting
glucose and insulin levels were determined. Serum adiponectin levels were studied using ELIZA technique. The
body mass index and homeostatic model assessment (HOMA) scores were calculated for each patient. Cut-off
values were determined using receiver operating characteristic curves. Data were analyzed using Kruskall-Wallis,
Mann Whithney U, chi-square, Levene’s, one way ANOVA and post hoc Bonferroni tests. Results: Patients with uveal
melanoma had significantly higher HOMA scores compared to patients with choroidal nevus (p<0.001). Patients
with uveal melanoma and choroidal nevus had significantly lower levels of serum adiponectin compared to
controls (p<0.001). Patients with uveal melanoma who developed systemic metastases (6 patients in 11 months)
had significantly lower levels of serum adiponectin levels compared to patients with uveal melanoma who did
not develop metastases during follow-up (p=0.018). Among uveal melanoma patients, those with iris melanomas
had the highest serum adiponectin levels followed by choroidal melanomas and ciliary body melanomas.
The differences were not statistically significant. However, when the largest tumors (COMS III) were compared,
ciliary body melanomas were associated with significantly lower levels of serum adiponectin than choroidal
melanomas. In patients who were treated with enucleation, epitheloid predominant and mixed cell type tumors
were associated with lower levels of serum adiponectin compared to tumors with spindle cell type, but this did
not reach statistical significance. Conclusions: By providing an anti-apoptotic and pro-angiogenic environment,
low serum adiponectin levels and insulin resistance may have a role in promoting growth of uveal melanocytic
tumors and may contribute to a more aggressive clinical course, adversely affecting the prognosis.
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Purpose: Local therapy typically cures pure iris melanomas. In contrast, choroidal and ciliary body tumors divide into
two approximately equal groups. Local therapy cures one group while the other metastasizes and proves lethal.
Monosomy 3 associates with aggressive behavior. We analyzed a series of choroidal and ciliary body melanomas
to determine if cellular features correlate with monosomy 3 status or metastases. Methods: 150 consecutive
patients, with a clinical diagnosis of uveal melanoma, consented for prognostic testing. 111 specimens met the
study’s inclusion criteria. Following ThinPrep processing, samples were analyzed for cellular features including:
cell type (pure spindle, pure epithelioid or mixed) nuclear grade (1, 2, or 3), tumor infiltrating lymphocytes, and
the presence of necrosis and melanin. FISH analysis for monosomy 3 was performed on ThinPrep slides using a
threshold of 20% monosomic cells per 200 melanoma cells. The association between cellular features, monosomy
3 and metastases was analyzed using Fisher’s exact test. Results: Seventy-two (65%) tumors had a mixed cell type
while spindle cell type and epithelioid cell type occurred in 37(33%) and 2 (1.8%), respectively. Seventy-five (67%)
tumors had grade 2 nuclear atypia. Twenty-four (22%) had grade 3 nuclear atypia and 12 (11%) had grade 1
nuclear atypia. Tumor infiltrating lymphocytes, melanin, and necrosis occurred in 35(32%), 88(79%), and 4(3.6%)
respectively. Fifty-seven (51%) tumors had monosomy 3. Fourteen patients died with metastases (9 patients) or
were alive with clinically evident metastases (5 patients). Monosomy 3 occurred significantly more often in tumors
with grade 3 nuclei (79% vs 43%, p=0.002)than in tumors with no more than grade 2 nuclear atypia. Tumors with
grade 3 nuclei metastasized significantly more often (29% vs 8%, p= 0.01) than tumors with no more than grade
2 nuclear atypia. None of the 11 pure spindle cell tumors with grade 1 nuclei metastasized or had monosomy 3.
Conclusion: Uveal melanoma’s relatively consistent cellular appearance, characterized by a mixed cell pattern
and no more than moderate nuclear atypia, limits prognostication using cellular features. However, cellular
features are significantly associated with prognosis in the minority of tumors at the extremes of the morphologic
spectrum. Specifically, spindle cell tumors with low grade nuclei have a favorable prognosis while high grade
nuclear atypia associates with an adverse outcome.
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Abstract:
Angiotropism, pericytic mimicry (PM), and extravascular migratory metastasis (EVMM) have received considerable
attention in cutaneous melanoma over the past 15 years as an alternative mechanism of melanoma spread.
Angiotropism constitutes the microscopic marker of PM and extravascular migration along vessels. Herein we
report for the first time the frequency of angiotropism in uveal melanoma (UM). 90 well-characterized primary
UM were retrieved from the archives of the Department of Pathology, Institut Curie, for the period 2006 – 2008.
Standardized clinical, histological, and molecular data were recorded for each case. HES stained sections were
examined microscopically for angiotropism in a blinded fashion without knowledge of outcome. Histological
criteria for angiotropism included the presence of unequivocal melanoma cells disposed along the abluminal
surfaces of microvascular channels in the sclera or periscleral tissue in one of more foci beyond the principal
uveal tumoral mass. In order to assess potential effects of sampling, a single glass slide was reviewed for 52 cases,
two slides for 11 cases, and 10 or more slides for 27 cases. Further analysis of sampling error involved examination
of 3 additional step sections at 25 micron intervals in 6 angiotropism-negative UM with metastasis (3 cases) and
without metastasis (3 cases). Overall, angiotropism was observed in 28% of the 90 cases. Among the 3 subgroups,
angiotropism was positive in 8/52 cases with 1 slide (15%), 4/11 cases with 2 slides (36%), and 13/27 cases with 10
or more slides (48%). All 6 cases with additional step sections remained negative for angiotropism. In summary,
these findings confirm the presence of angiotropism in a series of primary UM with frequency ranging from 19 to
48%. Importantly the frequency of angiotropism appears to correlate directly with the degree of tissue sampling
performed. Additional studies are underway to examine the significance of these findings.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Intraocular medulloepithelioma is an uncommon pediatric ocular tumor in which there is frequent
misdiagnosis and misdirected treatment, often resulting in blindness or enucleation of the affected eye. Our
purpose is to review new observations on intraocular medulloepithelioma based on a series of 41 cases seen
by the authors. Methods : Review of 41 cases seen by the authors with emphasis on clinical features, treatment,
and pathology and genetics. RESULTS: – All patients had a ciliary mass. Related features include lens notch,
iris neovascularization, glaucoma, cataract, lens subluxation, neoplastic cyclitic membrane, intratumoral cysts
and rarely extraocular extension. In 2 cases, there was systemic association with pleuropulmonary blastoma,
but most patients were not tested for this recently described association. Treatment included enucleation,
iridocyclectomy, plaque radiotherapy, or cryotherapy. Histopathology disclosed benign features in 20%,
malignant features in 80%, teratoid features in 37 % and nonteratoid in 63%. Tumors classified as malignant had
extremely low metastatic potential. Discussion – Medulloepithelioma is a rare intraocular tumor. If diagnosed
early enough removal by iridocyclectomy can be successful. However, enucleation is often necessary. Although
medulloepithelioma is nonhereditary, there is a recently recognized association with pleuropulmonary blastoma,
a rare pediatric tumor on DICER 1 gene in which 35% of patients have other dysplastic or malignant conditions,
including rhabdomyosarcoma. conclusion : Ciliary body medulloepithelioma displays unilateral features that
should prompt the clinician to investigate further for this tumor In some cases, there is an association with
pleuropulmonary blastoma. Plaque radiotherapy and iridocyclectomy provide satisfactory tumor control for
some smaller tumors, while enucleation is necessary for larger tumors and for smaller tumors that fail to respond
to conservative treatments.
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Purpose: To present long-term clinical experience with patients treated with intravitreal anti-vascular endothelial
growth factor (anti-VEGF) therapy for radiation maculopathy (RM) and radiation optic neuropathy (RON).
Methods: Since 2005, 129 patients were treated with intravitreal anti-VEGF injections for radiation retinopathy
(RR). Best corrected visual acuity, fundus photography, and central retinal thickness (utilizing optical coherence
tomography [OCT]) was recorded at each visit. Fluorescein angiography was performed at least 6-month
intervals. Treatment was initiated at the first sign of RM (site threatening retinal hemorrhages, cotton-wool spots)
and/or edema of the macula or optic nerve. Our treatment protocol evolved: patients initially received 1.25
mg bevacizumab at two 4-week intervals, then extended to periodic 4-12 week injections, depending on
stabilization of OCT and visual acuity. However, stabilization was not found to be permanent. As signs of RM
and/or RON returned (defined as 2 successive exams demonstrated worsening of RM or RON by comparative
ophthalmoscopy, photography, OCT and fluorescein angiography), treatment intervals were first shortened to
4-weeks, then the dose increased from 1.25 to 2.0 mg, 2.5 mg, and lastly 3.0 mg each intravitreal injection. Results:
According to Kaplan-Meier estimate probability of retaining visual acuity 1 year after initiation of anti-VEGF
therapy was 94.7%, 3 years after initiation of anti-VEGF therapy 73.6%, 5 years after initiation of anti-VEGF therapy
69.0% and 8 years 37.7% There was a trend towards increased dose of anti-VEGF drugs required to suppress RM.
Central retinal thickness significantly improved (p≤0.05) at each interval from 3-24 months, but plateaued at
longer follow-up intervals (>2 years). Anterior radiation optic neuropathy appeared to be more sensitive to lower
doses of medication, requiring less dose escalation. Conclusion: This study suggest that long-term suppression of
transudative intraocular vasculopathy with preservation of visual acuity can be obtained despite the progressive,
vision limiting, natural course of the disease. Intravitreal anti-VEGF dose escalation strategies offered patients
additional time to forestall radiation vasculopathy related vision loss. This research was supported by The Eye
Cancer Foundation, Inc. (http://eyecancer.com)
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Purpose: To investigate the safety and tolerability of the anti-VEGF compound, ranibizumab, in combination
with proton beam irradiation for the treatment of choroidal melanoma Methods: Forty patients with choroidal
melanoma who were to receive proton irradiation for large tumors (>15mm in diameter and/or >5 mm in height)
or smaller tumors (<15mm in diameter and <5 mm in height) located within 2 disc diameters of the optic nerve
and/or macula were enrolled in this open-label study. Participants received ranibizumab 0.5 mg or 1 mg at the
time of tantalum ring placement and every 2 months thereafter for the study duration of 24 months. Outcome
measures included the incidence of ocular and non-ocular adverse events, the proportion of patients with final
visual acuity better than 20/200, and other measures of ocular morbidity related to radiation complications.
Results: Fifteen patients were enrolled in the large tumor group and 25 patients in the small tumor group. Thirty-six
patients have completed the month 12 follow-up and 25 patients have completed the month 24 follow-up. No
serious ocular or systemic adverse events related to the study drug were observed. At 24 months, the proportion
of patients with visual acuity ≥ 20/200 was 86% of the large tumor patients vs. 34% of historical controls (p=0.009)
and 100% of the small tumor patients compared to 68% of historical controls (p=0.005). The proportion of patients
with visual acuity ≥ 20/40 at 24 months in the large tumor group was 43% vs. 14% of historical controls (p = 0.07)
and in the small tumor group, 89% vs. 38% of historical controls (p < 0.001). The median central retinal thickness in
the small tumor group was 276 microns at baseline and 245 microns at month 24. By month 24, 44% of patients in
the small tumor group had some clinical findings of radiation maculopathy vs. 43% in historical controls. Amongst
the patients with large tumors, none developed neovascular glaucoma. One enucleation was performed at
patient request. Conclusions: Ranibizumab in combination with proton beam irradiation for choroidal melanoma
appears safe and well-tolerated. In this small pilot study, high rates of visual acuity retention were observed at 2
years and appear significantly better when compared to historical controls.
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Role of intravitreal bevacizumab at 4-month intervals after plaque radiotherapy of large
(≥ 8 mm thickness) posterior uveal melanoma: Consecutive analysis of 276 cases.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To determine efficacy of supplementary intravitreal bevacizumab (IVB) at 4-month intervals in improving
globe salvage and reducing treatment complications after plaque radiotherapy of large (≥ 8 mm thickness)
posterior uveal melanoma. Methods: Retrospective comparative case series. Participants: 276 consecutive
patients with large posterior uveal melanoma treated with plaque radiotherapy. Outcome measure: Primary
outcome measure was globe salvage, while secondary outcomes included poor visual acuity (≤ 20/200),
neovascular glaucoma, radiation maculopathy, radiation papillopathy, vitreous hemorrhage, proliferative
radiation retinopathy, local tumor recurrence, and systemic metastasis. Results: Of 276 patients with large posterior
uveal melanoma treated with plaque radiotherapy, 122 received IVB at 4-month intervals (IVB group) and 154 did
not (control group). A comparison (IVB vs control groups) revealed mean age (58 vs 61 years, p=0.05), diabetes
mellitus (10% vs 12%, p=0.833), hypertension (35% vs 49%, p=0.037), mean visual acuity (20/60 vs 20/50, (p=0.615),
mean largest tumor diameter (16 mm vs 15 mm, p=0.002), and mean tumor thickness (9.9 mm vs 9.6 mm, p=0.063).
After a mean follow-up (33 months vs 49 months, p < 0.001), outcomes revealed IVB group had lower rate of
secondary enucleation (1% vs 11%, p = 0.002), reduced radiation papillopathy (12% vs 22%, p = 0.039), vitreous
hemorrhage (14% vs 24%, p = 0.047), scleral necrosis (6% vs 16%, p = 0.008), and poor visual acuity (59% vs 75%,
p = 0.007). There was no difference in the rate of radiation maculopathy (48% vs 47%, p = 0.904), proliferative
radiation retinopathy (3% vs 5%, p = 0.558), radiation cataract (57% vs 68%, p = 0.078), neovascular glaucoma
(12% vs 21%, p = 0.055), local tumor recurrence (2% vs 5%, p = 0.520), and systemic metastasis (24% vs 25%, p =
0.384). Conclusion: Intravitreal bevacizumab at 4-month intervals after plaque radiotherapy of large posterior
uveal melanoma appears to improve globe salvage and decrease the incidence of radiation papillopathy,
vitreous hemorrhage, scleral necrosis, and poor visual acuity (≤ 20/200) with limited follow-up.
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Intravitreal bevacizumab for macular edema
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Abstract:
Methods: 31 patients with ME secondary to plaque radiotherapy for the treatment of uveal melanoma, were
enrolled in this retrospective, non-comparative, interventional case-series study. Treatment was initiated with 3
intravitreal bevacizumab (IVB) injections and then, additional injections were administered every 6 weeks intervals
as needed (pro renata: PRN). Clinical examination, ETDRS visual acuity (VA), and central macular thickness (CMT)
on optical coherence tomography (OCT) were examined. Main outcome measures included VA and CMT.
Results: There were 12 man and 19 woman. Mean age 64. 4 patients were treated with ruthenium-106 and 28 with
iodine-125 commercially available plaques. 8 patients had subfoveal retinal detachment (SFRD) at diagnosis. 7
patients were diabetic and 10 had systemic hypertension. The mean distance of posterior margin melanoma to
fovea was 4.62 mm (0.00, 19.10), the total radiation dose to the fovea 59.03 Gy (13.39, 207.7), and the average
dose rate 65 cGy/hr (9.162, 294.9). Mean time for the development of ME after surgery was 2.17 years (0.43, 4.99).
The mean number of injections was 4 (1, 9). Mean follow-up time was 4.32 years (2.33, 6.26). At the end of the
follow-up 19 eyes (61.3%) experienced a reduction in CMT. The mean change in CMT compared to baseline
was -74.90 µm (-18.63%) for all eyes, -171 µm (-42.6%) for group with initial SFRD, -69.29 µm (-17.37%) for diabetic
group and systemic hypertension group -103,2 µm (-25.67%). 75% of the eyes with SFRD at baseline, had final CMT
inferior to 200 µm. At the end of the follow-up the mean change in VA compared to baseline was -3.5 ETDRS
lines (18 letters), with only 1 patient who improved (3.2%), 9 who maintained (29%) and 21 who lost VA (67.8%).
The mean change for patients with initial SFRD was -3.38 (-30.33%), -3 (-27%) for diabetic group and 2.7 ETDRS
lines (-23.25%) for systemic hypertension group. As complications, 2 patients experienced optic nerve swelling, 3
vitreous hemorrhage, 2 uveitis, 2 epirretinal membrane. No other serious ocular or sistemic adverse events were
reported. Conclusion: Bevacizumab was well tolerated and associated with a greater reduction in macular
edema and maintenance in visual acuity in the PRN regimen. However, some patients loss VA and other patients
with initial subfoveal retinal detachment can progressively develop macular atrophy after radiation plaque in
spite of treatment.
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Purpose To determine whether endoresection of posterior uveal melanomas after radiation treatment is a
safe management alternative to limit visual loss secondary to severe tumor vasculopathy and improve globe
retention. Methods Retrospective case-control study of consecutive patients with posterior uveal melanoma
(biopsy proven), treated by radiation that subsequently developed severe tumor vasculopathy. Patients in the
treatment arm underwent 23G pars plana vitrectomy and tumor endoresection (Group 1) with silicone or gas
tamponade. Patients in the control arm were managed by observation (Group 2). Groups were matched by age,
initial visual acuity (LogMAR), largest basal diameter (LBD), and tumor thickness (TH) at baseline. Interval between
radiation treatment and onset of vasculopathy, patient follow-up after endoresection or observation, need for
enucleation and final visual acuity were recorded. Variables were compared in the groups using 2-tailed t-test
(95% confidence interval). Results Twenty-five patients were studied; Group 1 (n=12) and Group 2 (n=13) had 4
women each and tumors involving the ciliary body in 2 and 1 patient respectively. Mean patient age of Group
1 was 55.6 years (+/-16.0) and Group 2 was 59.7 years (+/-16.7) (p=0.6). Mean LBD of Group 1 was 11.4mm (+/4.2mm) and Group 2 was 11.2 mm (+/-3.1mm) (p=0.9). Mean TH of Group 1 was 6.5mm (+/-2.4mm), and Group 2
was 6.1mm (+/-2.1mm) (p=0.7). Mean baseline LogMAR visual acuity of Group 1 was 0.56 (+/-0.58) and Group 2
was 0.59 (+/- 0.82) (p=0.9). Mean interval between radiation treatment and detection of vasculopathy was 24.3
months in Group 1 and 25.4 months in Group 2 (p=0.9). During the available follow-up (mean of 35 months in
Group 1 and 60 months in Group 2), 7 patients in Group 2 became blind, 5 of them were enucleated because the
radiated eye became painful. None of the patients in Group 1 have progressed to NLP or needed enucleation
to date. The mean difference in LogMAR vision between the 2 groups was 1.0 (1.9 - 0.04, CI 95%) (p=0.04). Group
1 had 0.7 LogMAR vision change (only 2 patients lost more than 2 lines of vision) while Group 2 patients (n=6)
had 1.7 LogMAR vision change. Conclusion Although this study presents a limited sample size and follow-up,
thus far it appears endoresection of radiated posterior uveal melanomas with aggressive vasculopathy is a safe
alternative to control lipid exudation and retinal detachment, prevent clinical progression leading to blindness,
and consequently improve globe retention.
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Eye Preservation and Complications in Transretinal Endoresection of Large Uveal Melanomas
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate complications of endoresection in the management of large uveal melanoma with special
emphasis on adjuvant and neoadjuvant brachytherapy
Patients: Series of 200 consecutive patents (patient 50 to 250) of a total of 283 patients who underwent
transretinal endoresection after neoadjuvant stereotactic radiation because of a large uveal melanoma. The
time interval was chosen to eliminate learning curve effects and to allow evaluating long-term results. All patients
had neoadjuvant radiotherapy with 26 Gray using GammaKnife stereotactic radiation. 76% of the patients had
adjuvant radiotherapy at the end of surgery using 106-ruthenium applicators.
Results: At the time of abstract a mean follow-up of 40,4 months was available. Mean tumor height was 9.3
mm (75% CI 8.1-105 mm). The risk of severe visual loss defined as having vision of counting fingers or less after
5 years using Kaplan-Meier estimates was 24,3%. There was no difference between patients with adjuvant
brachytherapy compared to patients having neoadjuvant radiotherapy alone (p<0.42). Revision surgery with
silicone tamponade was needed in 16% of the eyes mainly because of secondary retinal detachment. Peripheral
choroidal detachment with occurrence of a gap in the suprachoroidal space was rare despite of a creating
a large pseudocoloboma but exclusively occurred in 5 patients who did not have adjuvant brachytherapy.
The cumulated risk of secondary enucleation was 10,6% after 5 years using Kaplan-Meier estimates. Adjuvant
radiotherapy did not have a statistically significant impact on the risk of secondary enucleation..
Conclusions: Transretinal endoresection of large uveal melanomas is a safe procedure to salvage the eye and
to preserve useful function in particular if the tumor is confined to the choroid. Adjuvant brachytherapy may
prevent occurrence of suprachoroidal gaps but otherwise does not improve prognosis in terms of secondary
enucleation and functional recovery.
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Introduction/Purpose: Iris melanomas are the most common primary tumour of the iris, but only constitute 2-3%
of all uveal melanomas. They have a better prognosis than choroidal and ciliary body melanomas, as they
are more commonly composed of spindle B cells and the anterior location means early recognition and early
successful intervention. Treatment options include local resection, plaque radiotherapy, proton beam therapy and
enucleation. Plaque radiotherapy is the most common mode of treating posterior uveal melanomas but is much
less commonly used in the treatment of iris melanomas. We report our experience of the use of Ruthenium plaque
therapy for iris melanomas over the last 15 years. Methods: A retrospective review of the records of 19 patients
with iris melanomas treated with Ruthenium plaques between 1998 and 2013. Data collected and analysed
included clinical features of the iris lesion, ultrasound measurements, metastatic survey, indication for treatment,
local control of tumour, preservation of vision, complications, eye retention and mortality. Results: The mean age
was 62.2 with eleven males and eight females. The mean follow up was 53.6 months; four patients were followed
up locally and four patients died; one adenocarcinoma and three of unrelated cardiovascular pathology.
The clinical features noted on presentation: ectropion uvea (42%), corneal touch (11%), vascularisation on the
surface of the lesion in (42%), involvement of the angle (53%), satellite lesions (5%). There were no recurrences of
the iris melanoma and all remained stable following treatment. 100% of eyes were retained at last follow-up, 79%
of lesions regressed. The mean number of clock hours involved was 2.37 + 0.96. The mean largest basal diameter
of the lesions on ultrasound was 3.38 + 1.31 mm and average maximum height of the lesion was 1.54 + 0.83 mm.
The development of cataracts was the most common complication occurring in 68% of patients. The mean loss
of Snellen’s visual acuity was 1.22 + 3.04 lines. Vision of 6/9 or better was maintained in 63% of patients, of the
patients with poor vision 66% were due to cataracts. Conclusions: Ruthenium plaque treatment of iris melanomas
is an effective, safe and vision sparing modality. In our cohort of patient, its use seemed to be highly effective in
tumour control with no recurrences and a relatively low complication rate.
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PURPOSE: To generate a vision prognostication model for uveal melanoma patients undergoing plaque
brachytherapy. METHODS AND MATERIALS: All patients with primary single ciliary body or choroidal melanoma
treated with iodine-125 or ruthenium-106 plaque brachytherapy between January 1, 2004, and December 30,
2013 were included. The primary endpoint was loss of visual acuity. Only patients with initial visual acuity ≥20/50
were used to evaluate visual acuity < 20/50 at the end of the study, and only patients with initial visual acuity ≥
20/200 were used to evaluate visual acuity < 20/200 at the end of the study. Univariate and multivariable Cox
proportional hazards were used to determine the influence of baseline patient factors (sex, age, cataracts,
diabetes, systemic hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, tumor size, tumor location, and radiation dose to the
tumor apex, fovea, and optic disc) on vision loss. Kaplan-Meier curves (log rank analysis) were used to estimate
freedom from vision loss. Analyses were performed using functions from the rms package within R software
(version 3.0; Vienna, Austria). RESULTS: 352 patients were included in the study. By Kaplan-Meier analysis, the
association between vision < 20/200 at 3 years was not associated with gender, diabetes, systemic hypertension,
and hypercholesterolemia (Table 1). By multivariable analysis, increased age, initial visual acuity > 20/50,
tumor dimensions, greater total dose to the fovea and optic nerve were predictive of vision loss (Table 2). This
information was used to develop a nomogram to predict vision of > 20/200 at 1 and 3 years post treatment with a
concordance index of 0.78. CONCLUSIONS: By providing a means to predict vision loss at 3 years after treatment,
this vision prognostication model can be an important tool for patient selection and treatment counseling.
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Purpose: To describe the clinical indication for secondary enucleation in uveal melanoma (UM) and analyse
associated risk factors. Methods: The medical records of all secondary enucleations for UM performed in the
London Ocular Oncology Service between January 2008 and December 2014 were analysed. Demographic
details, tumour dimensions, primary treatment, indication for secondary enucleation, histopathology results
and incidence of metastases were recorded. Cox regression analysis was performed to analyse risk factors
for secondary enucleation. Results: Over six years 515 enucleations were performed for UM, of these 99 (19%)
were secondary enucleations. The tumour location was ciliary body in 21 eyes (21%), choroid in 37 eyes (37%)
and juxtapapillary in 31 eyes (31%). Primary treatment included ruthenium plaque radiotherapy, proton beam
radiotherapy and transpupillary thermotherapy (TTT) in 85, 11 and 3 eyes respectively. 36 eyes received salvage
treatment. The median age at diagnosis was 60 years (mean 60, range 24-89) and the median age at secondary
enucleation was 66 years (mean 65, range 29-89). Indications for secondary enucleation were tumour recurrence
in 60 (60%), neovascular glaucoma (NVG) in 21 (21%) and non-response in 18 (19%). Tumour non-response
was defined as growth of UM within the first year of treatment. Using Cox regression analysis, tumour location,
dimensions and treatment choice were not risk factors for the development of NVG. In contrast, multivariate
analysis revealed that juxtapapillary tumor location was a significant risk factor for tumour non-response (HR 0.09
[95% confidence interval (CI), 0.02-0.46], p=0.004) and increasing tumour height was a significant risk factor for
recurrence (HR 1.87 [95% CI, 1.03-3.38], p=0.04). Twenty (20%) patients who underwent secondary enucleation
were diagnosed with metastasis. Six of 20 had metastases at the time of surgery and the remaining developed
metastases. The median time to the development of metastases following secondary enucleation was 15 months
(mean 21, range 2-79). Eight of 18 (44%) of patients in the non-response group, 11 of 60 (18%) of patients in the
tumour recurrence group and only 1 of 21 (5%) in the NVG group developed metastases. Conclusions: The three
indications for secondary enucleation in UM were tumour recurrence, neovascular glaucoma and tumour nonresponse. This review identified a high-risk group (non-response group), which proved radioresistant to treatment.
These tumours were more frequently found in the juxtapapillary location. Radioresistant UMs that do not respond
to treatment in the first year are also at higher risk of metastatic spread.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe our experience with globe-conserving therapy of large choroidal melanomas with
iodine-125 brachytherapy and to compare visual outcomes and complications between patients who
underwent brachytherapy alone to those who underwent brachytherapy with vitrectomy and silicone oil for
radiation attenuation. We have previously reported the clinical benefit of silicone oil 1000 cs in reducing radiation
retinopathy in patients. Methods: Patients diagnosed with a choroidal melanoma and for whom a 23 mm diameter
iodine-125 plaque was constructed were identified and retrospectively reviewed. Patients were included who
had undergone primary treatment and who had a minimum follow-up of one year. Patient demographics and
tumor characteristics were recorded at baseline and at last follow-up visit. Outcomes including tumor control,
complications and metastasis were obtained. Results: Thirty-six patients with large choroidal melanoma were
treated with a 23 mm custom-designed iodine-125 plaque with an average follow-up of 27.7 months (range
12.3 to 71 months). The average tumor height was 7.43 mm (range 2.0 to 10.95 mm) and average greatest basal
diameter was 16.73 mm (range 11.72 to 21.3 mm). Twenty-two were treated with brachytherapy alone, and
14 were treated with brachytherapy in combination with vitrectomy and silicone oil. Thirty-five of 36 eyes (97%)
achieved local tumor control at last follow-up. Local treatment failure occurred in two cases (5.6%), with tumor
control achieved following repeat brachytherapy in one case, and enucleation for tumor control in the second.
There was no case of neovascular glaucoma. Patients achieved 20/40 or better vision in 10% of the plaque
group and in 40% of the plaque combined with vitrectomy and silicone oil group (p<0.05). Patients had 20/200
or worse vision in 80% of the plaque group and in 30% of the plaque/Silicone Oil group (p<0.05). Conclusions:
In our experience, iodine-125 brachytherapy for large choroidal melanomas is effective at achieving local
tumor control with few complications. Furthermore, combining brachytherapy with vitrectomy and silicone oil
significantly improves vision over plaque alone. Brachytherapy with vitrectomy and silicone oil may be indicated
for globe preservation and maximizing final vision in the treatment of large choroidal melanoma.
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Purpose: To stratify the risk of metastasis from ciliary body involvement (CBI) in uveal melanoma according to
UBM assessment of the extent of involvement. Methods: Consecutive uveal melanoma patients from 2001 to
2011 were included. UBM was performed for tumours suspected clinically to involve ciliary body. The UBM findings
included, quadrant involved, radial location of anterior and posterior tumour edges, circumferential involvement
of the ciliary body in number of clock hours, and location of main tumour bulk. Melanomas involving ciliary
body were subdivided and compared against their choroidal counterparts according to the T categories of the
TNM classification of the AJCC/UICC staging of uveal melanoma. The corresponding groups were compared
regarding incidence of metastasis. Results: The study included 1022 uveal melanomas, of whom 152 (14.9%) with
CBI. In the entire cohort, CBI was associated with higher risk for metastasis (p=0.005). In the subdivided groups,
Kaplan Meier curves were lower for patients with CBI, and hazard ratios for CBI were greater than 1.0, within
tumour categories T3 and T4; curves were similar within T1 and T2. Risk factors associated with metastasis in CBI
included older age (p=0.05), larger basal diameter (p<0.001), greater thickness (p<0.001), tumour edge anterior
to scleral spur (p= 0.001), and CBI of more than 1 clock hour (p=0.005). Conclusion: In CBI the metastatic risk is
higher in T3b and T4b, older age, tumour edge anterior to scleral spur, and involvement of more than clock hour.
Tumour main bulk radial location, or the quadrant involved did not exhibit statistically significant association with
metastasis.
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Abstract:
Purpose To describe the time, frequency, and clinical characteristics of treatment failure after brachytherapy
in patients with uveal melanoma treated and followed in a Spanish referral ocular oncology unit. Methods
Prospective, consecutive and non-interventional case series. Patients diagnosed with uveal melanoma from
1995 to 2014 and treated with epiescleral brachytherapy with treatment failure were included. Treatment was
administered according to a standard protocol. Follow-up including demographic data, ophthalmic evaluation,
ultrasound scan, and systemic studies, were performed at baseline, and in the follow up. Recurrence was defined
as presence of tumor growth after treatment. Data were collected in a Microsoft Access data base. Baseline
analysis was performed by descriptive methods and survival by Kaplan-Meier curves. Results From 642 patients
diagnosed with uveal melanoma, 272 were treated with brachytherapy. In the follow-up (mean 78.2 m SD 51.1)
16 tumor recurrences (5.9%) were detected. Eleven patients were female and 5 male. Mean age was 54.91 years
(SD=13,52) for women and 64.20 years (SD=12,56) for men. All the patients had choroidal tumors. According
COMS size classification two patients had small melanomas and fourteen medium tumors. None had metastasis or
extraocular extension at diagnosis time. All were treated with I-125 brachytherapy, and two received associated
TTT. All the eyes were enucleated after the recurrence. Kaplan Meier analysis showed a mean time of recurrence
of 44,68 months (SD= 35,33; Min=12; Max=146). Comparing the no recurrences and recurrences group there were
no differences regarding clinical or dosimetric characteristics. Four patients had metastasis in the follow up and
three of them died. Kaplan Meier analysis showed worse survival in patients with recurrence. Conclusions Local
treatment failure was a relatively infrequent event after brachytherapy in our series. Recurrences appear late in
the follow up. They do not have a defined clinical pattern and were associated with poorer survival.
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Purpose: We recently showed that less than one half of uveal melanomas regress strictly progressively after
brachytherapy. Other patterns include combinations of decrease, stability and increase in size over time.
Moreover, regression of tumor thickness and cross-sectional area, a closer surrogate for tumor volume, differ.
Most but not all of observed regression patterns can be reasonably modeled as first order exponential decay.
We built multivariate models that take into account differences in regression patterns by thickness and crosssectional area. Methods: We enrolled 330 of 388 consecutive uveal melanomas from 2000 to 2008 and analyzed
images from I³ System-ABD 10-MHz B-Scan during a 3-year-long follow-up. We classified main tumor regression
patterns according to Abramson et al. We used both a linear (after log2 transform of time to model simple
first order exponential decay) and a polynomial (cubic) growth-curve (to allow for deviation from strict linear
decay) in a mixed linear regression model, stratified by regression type, and plotted modeled and observed
regression over time for thickness and cross-sectional area. We modeled tumor color (light, medium, dark), shape
(COMS classification), thickness and LBD at diagnosis, break in Bruch’s membrane, ciliary body involvement, and
isotope (ruthenium, iodine) as covariates. Results: Of the 330 uveal melanomas, 244 and 257 tumors regressed
by a pattern reasonably compatible with exponential decay by thickness and area, respectively, and were
thus used for modeling. By linear modeling after log2 transformation, only thickness at diagnosis (P<0.001) and
isotope used (P=0.001) were independently associated with regression of thickness whereas only cross-sectional
area at time of diagnosis (P<0.001) was associated with regression of cross-sectional area. Results were identical
by growth-curve modelling (P<0.001 and P=0.003, respectively), except that tumor color (dark; P=0.033) was
additionally associated with regression of thickness. Only cross-sectional area at time of diagnosis (P<0.001) was
associated with regression of cross-sectional area. Growth-curve regression provided a closer fit with the data
than exponential decay modeling. Conclusion: When analyzing regression of uveal melanoma we recommend
multivariate modeling which adjusts for tumor thickness and isotope used when analyzing regression of thickness,
and tumor cross-sectional area at diagnosis when analyzing regression of cross-sectional area.
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Purpose: To evaluate the effect of scleral and apex dose on ocular outcome following the ruthenium plaque
brachytherapy of uveal melanoma Material and methods: Patients who underwent ruthenium plaque
brachytherapy for uveal melanoma at the Department of Ophthalmology, Poznań University of Medical sciences,
between 1994-2012 and had confirmed at least 3-year follow-up were enrolled in the study. Results: We identified
100 patients: 43 men, 57 women, mean age 57.2 years. Mean LBD of the treated tumours was 9.33 (range –
4.04 – 15.01) mm, mean tumour thickness 4.84 (2.2- 7.8) mm. All procedures were carried out using a 20-mm
ruthenium plaque according to a standard protocol. Mean dose applied to the sclera during brachytherapy
was 638 Gy (235-1500 Gy), mean apex dose was 93,5 (60-107) Gy. Mean follow-up was 7,73 years (range: 1-21).
44 brachytherapies were followed or preceeded by transpupillary thermotherapy. 10 (10 %) eye globes were lost,
6 due to marginal recurrence, 4 due to neovascular glaucoma and painful eye. Mean time to enucleation was
5,4 years (range: 1-12). The risk of secondary enucleation was not related either to scleral (p= 0,9174) or the apex
dose (p=0,3883) administered during brachytherapy. Conclusion: The globe preservation after the ruthenium
brachytherapy for uveal melanoma was not related to the dose of irradiation used during the procedure.
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Purpose: Development of liver metastasis remains the most common cause of mortality in uveal melanoma
(UM). A few cell lines cultured from the primary UM tumors have been widely used to investigate pathobiology
of UM. However the translation of basic knowledge to the clinic for the treatment of metastatic disease has
remained incremental at best. In this study, we examined whether the properties of UM cell lines at various
passages were similar to their corresponding primary tumors. Methods: Gene expression profiling by microarray
was performed on UM tumors, primary cultures and cell lines. Expression of UM protein markers was monitored by
immunohistochemical analyses and Western blotting. Results: Gene expression profiling on microarrays revealed
dramatic changes in the gene expression patterns as UM tumors are primary cultured at low passages. Expression
of genes encoding protein markers typical of UM, including the UM prognostic gene signature, was severely
reduced upon culturing UM cell lines at high passages. Conclusions: Short-term UM primary cultures exhibit
molecular features that resemble the respective surgical material and thus represent the best model for in vitroassessed cancer treatments.
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PURPOSE: To study the efficacy and short-term complications of stereotactic radiotherapy as an alternative to
enucleation for choroidal melanoma that recurred after plaque brachytherapy.
METHODS: Consecutive patients treated with stereotactic radiotherapy for recurrent choroidal melanoma after
125Iodine plaque brachytherapy were included. Patient demographics, tumour recurrence characteristics,
stereotactic radiotherapy parameters, and follow-up data were reviewed. Outcome measures included tumor
recurrence control rate, short term complications, and visual outcome after stereotactic radiotherapy.
RESULTS: This study included 16 patients. Mean recurrent tumour base at the time of re-irradiation was 14.6 mm
(range 11- 20 mm) and mean thickness was 4.13 mm (range 2-7.9 mm). Stereotactic Radiotherapy mean total
dose was 5402 cGy delivered in 5 daily fractions. Mean follow-up was 13 months (range =8- 20months). Tumor
recurrence control rate was 100% at the end of follow-up. Secondary enucleation was not performed neither for
a new recurrence nor stereotactic radiotherapy complications. Visual acuity loss of > 6 Snellen’s lines occurred
in 2/16 (12.5%). CONCLUSIONS: At one-year follow-up, re-irradiation with stereotactic radiotherapy is an effective
and safe alternative to enucleation for recurrent choroidal melanomas after previous irradiation with plaque
brachytherapy.
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Purpose Evisceration is performed for blind painful eyes. This surgery promotes the dissemination of tumor cells
in the orbit if an intraocular tumor hasn’t been diagnosed preoperatively, therefore increasing the risk of orbital
recurrence and of metastasis. Methods We reviewed the medical records of patients who were eviscerated
for blind painful eyes between 2009 and 2014 and who were referred after the surgery to the Institut Curie or to
the Fondation Rothschild in Paris. We included the patients with a pathological diagnosis of intraocular tumor.
Results We found 5 patients who were eviscerated and who turned out to have an intraocular tumor. In 4 cases
the tumor hadn’t been diagnosed prior to surgery (2 choroidal melanomas, a rhabdoid tumor and a pigment
epithelium adenocarcinoma). In the fifth case, evisceration was performed despite a past history of choroidal
melanoma treated with proton beam therapy. At the time of this study, 3 patients had had an orbital recurrence,
two patients were dead and two patients had metastasis. Conclusion When performed for blind painful eyes
evisceration gives good results. Preoperative examination must always rule out an ocular malignancy since
orbital spreading of cancer cells is a severe complication. If fundus examination isn’t possible, orbital imaging
must be performed. Enucleation should be performed if an intraocular tumor is suspected or if there is a past
history of intraocular tumor. Intraocular contents should always be sent to pathology for analysis.We show that
evisceration of eyes with unsuspected ocular malignancies is associated with a poor prognosis.
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Purpose: to describe the clinical components which comprise a comprehensive management of uveal
melanoma patients in a modern clinical setting. Methods: Patients have been examined and diagnosed in the
retina clinic at Porter Adventist Hospital for several decades. Over time the management of such patients has
changed, with the change occurring in participating staff roles and imaging modalities employed. The modern
clinic housed in the entity of Colorado Retina Associates is described in this presentation. Results: The optimal
management of patients with uveal melanoma requires a team work approach; which is built around efficient
work flow hand off from scheduling and obtaining relative medical records through the coordination of imagers
with the check-in technicians and the downstream techs which obtain the relevant information and images, to
present in an electronic medical record. An oncology nurse helps to coordinate the scheduling of further testing
and treatment, and the navigation of the patient to the radiation oncology service and general oncologists. A
genetics counselor is available, and internet resources are vetted for the patients. The consolidation of the best
imaging modalities of anterior and posterior ultrasound and EDI-OCT equipment in a central office for inital testing
is optimal. Protocols determine the frequency and nature of testing in central and satellite offices. Conclustion:
The comprehensive management of uveal melanoma patients requires an investment in both the training of staff
and the equipment needed to make accurate diagnosis and surveillance. The coordination of the staff team
requires the development of protocols.
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Purpose: To report 2 cases of uveal melanoma in 2 adult siblings, associated with other systemic cancers. Methods:
Case reports Results: Two adult siblings were both diagnosed with uveal melanoma and colon cancer. Both
underwent ocular irradiation and colectomy. One sibling later died from leukaemia. The other sibling developed
a second uveal melanoma in the previously treated eye. Underlying genetic associations are discussed and
results presented. Conclusion : Uveal melanoma rarely clusters in families and may be associated with underlying
genetic predisposition in these cases .
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Purpose: To report an unusual presentation of a posteriorly-located, medium-sized choroiodal melanoma with
extraocular extension in a 42-year-old Asian Indian lady Methods: Interventional case report Results: A 42-yearold Asian Indian lady presented with diminution of vision in the left eye since 15 days. BCVA was 6/6 in right eye
and 6/12 in left eye. Right eye was essentially normal. Left eye examination revealed circumcorneal congestion,
mild anterior chamber reaction, and sluggish pupillary reaction to light. Fundus examination revealed uveal
tumor of 10 x 12 mm basal diameter and 4 mm thickness in the superonasal quadrant with subretinal fluid, tumor
margin 1 mm from the optic disc, subretinal exudates, and cystoid macular edema (CME). Racial melanosis
was observed with no evidence of ocular melanocytosis. Swept source optical coherence tomography (SS
OCT) confirmed the clinical findings. Ultrasound (USG) revealed the possibility of extraocular tumor spread,
while acoustic hollowing was equivocal. Contrast enhanced Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) also showed
extraocular spread. Metastatic workup was negative. Fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) showed inflammatory
cells and atypical cells. A course of systemic steroids was given to look for a therapeutic response to presumed
‘choroidal granuloma’. FNAB was repeated one month later but did not yield sufficient tissue for establishing a
cytopathologic diagnosis. USG and MRI were repeated with marginal increase in tumor size. Enucleation was
done and histopathological examination showed uveal melanoma with spindle cells. Conclusion: Presentation
of medium-sized choroidal melanoma with extraocular extension is unusual. Differentiation from other pigmented
uveal tumors can be challenging. Imaging studies and FNAB can help in management of doubtful cases.
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Purpose Uveal metastases from breast, lung or gastrointestinal malignancies represent the most frequent
intraocular malignancy. We present a case of a 52-year old female patient where a rapid regression in uveal
metastases from a breast primary was noted, following treatment with olaparib, a poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase
(PARP) inhibitor. (Methods)/ Case Evolution In September 2013, the patient developed pain and blurred vision
in her left eye. She is a known BRCA2 mutation carrier, and has a history of metastatic breast cancer with lung
and liver involvement. She was subsequently diagnosed with uveal metastases from the breast cancer. Her
previous treatment includes surgery, radical radiotherapy, hormonal agents and systemic chemotherapy. Ten
days following the above new diagnosis, she was enrolled onto a clinical trial of olaparib capsules (a Phase 1
Food Effect Study D081ACC00001, NCT01851265). Results Her Snellen visual acuity improved from 1/60 at its worst
to 6/18 six weeks after having been started on olaparib. By February 2014 (22 weeks from start of olaparib),the
ocular tumour with its associated retinal detachment, was noted to have regressed considerably, both clinically
and on imaging. Conclusion PARP inhibitors are currently involved in several clinical trials for ovarian/breast
cancers associated with BRCA mutations, either as monotherapy or in combination with other chemotherapy
agents. They work by preferentially targeting DNA repair defects in BRCA-positive mutated cancer cells. In this
case olaparib caused regression of ocular metastases in a patient with a BRCA mutation and advanced breast
cancer. It supports the case for further research towards offering targeted treatment through gene expression
analyses and biomarker functional assays.
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Purpose: We report a case of a man treated and followed for iris and ciliary body melanoma in the right eye, that
developed a uveal melanoma in the left eye Matherial an Methods. A 51 years old male, with a family history of
cancer, in dicember 2010 , suffered from ocular hypertension in the Right Eye (RE) and underwent ophthalmic
investigations including UBM. Results : A solid lesion of the iris and ciliary body was highlighted and diagnosed
as melanoma (4 mm x7 mm). Initial cataract, due to the contact with the lesion was also displayed. Left Eye
(LE) showed no alteration. The patient underwent Ruthenium-106 plaque brachytherapy (110 Gy administered).
Clinical and UBM examinations showed the progressive reduction of the lesion (2.25 mm x 2). IOP in RE was in
control. Regular systemic assessments excluded metastases. Jan 2014 he underwent cataract surgery RE with
good visual recovery, best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) 20/20. At the time of the surgery LE examination showed
BCVA 20/20 and only mild myopic alteration at fundus examination. In November 2014 he suffered from sudden
metamorphopsia and phosphenes in LE. At the examination BCVA was 20/40 and ophtalmoscopy showed a
mushroom shaped lesion in the temporal quadrant with scarce pigment and superficial hemorrhage. Ultrasound
examination demonstrated an exophytic lesion with low regular reflectivity, exudative retinal detachment and
12 mm thickness, 14 mm base diameter. Angiography showed the presence of irregular hyperfluorescence with
atypical circulation. A careful systemic evaluation including PET/CTscan failed to demonstrate any other primary
or secondary tumor. After few days vitreous hemorrhage reduced BCVA to 20/400. November 27th a fine needle
aspiration biopsy and Ruthenium 106 plaque brachytherapy were performed (85 Gy administered).Fine needle
biopsy confirmeds the diagnosis of Uveal Melanoma. Jan 05th 2015 Volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT)
using TrueBeam STx linear accelerator with 6 MV FFF photon beams was performed 25 Gy in a single fraction were
delivered. Currently the patient is in good health and showed a mild size reduction of the lesion (10mm x 13mm),
exudative retinal detachment is flattened, but BCVA is still 20/400, due to persistent vitreous hemorrhage. Ocular
melanocytosis, which is described as more common in patients with bilateral uveal melanoma was not seen in
this patient. Conclusion: Bilateral uveal melanoma is a possible occurrence, although rare, and should therefore
be considered in the in the management of patients with primary uveal melanoma.
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Purpose: The Plaque Simulator is a 3-dimension tumor-modeling program which preoperatively determines
placement of Eye Physics (EP) plaques for choroidal melanoma. Treatment outcomes from the EP plaques
compare favorably with the COMS plaques. The purpose of this report is to describe a new surgical technique
for intraoperative placement of EP plaques using a toric marker. Methods: Previously, the plaque protocol listed
coordinates for suture placement as clock-hours which were estimated by the surgeon intraoperatively. A
longitudinal meridian from that clock-hour was also estimated along which sutures were placed. A toric marker
is designed for use in cataract surgery to align the axis of astigmatism; its use is modified here to mark the axis of
suture coordinates as calculated by the plaque simulator software. The toric instrument leaves a linear mark (as
opposed to a spot), which aids the surgeon in measuring along the meridian posteriorly from the limbus. Sutures
are then placed to anchor the dummy plaque to the sclera. Final localization is done by depressing the eye
around the plaque to ensure appropriate margins. Results: The toric marker accurately and successfully localized
suture coordinates, in degrees, during intraoperative plaque placement. This eliminated inaccuracy associated
with the surgeon estimating clock-hours. There were no complications and the operating time was not increased.
Conclusion: Use of the toric marker aided surgical placement of EP plaques. The plaque planning protocol is
now designed, per surgeon preference, to display the suture coordinates either by clock-hour or degrees. Future
research is necessary to determine whether this may improve operative efficiency.
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Purpose: Some countries like The United Kingdom have issued a set of guidelines for the surveillance of metastatic
uveal melanoma. However, there is little evidence to suggest that surveillance impacts patient survival. This study
investigates the current practice, surveillance patterns and opinion of subspecialists who treat uveal melanoma.
Methods: A web-based survey of uveal melanoma specialists (ophthalmic oncologists and medical oncologists)
practicing in North America and Europe was conducted from September 16th to December 16th 2013. Contact
list included members of the International Society of Ocular Oncology, CureOM and the International Rare
Cancers Initiative. The survey consisted of 25 questions predominantly in a multiple-choice format focused on
surveillance methodology including types of tests used, risk stratification, timing and interval of testing and on
viewpoints of surveillance for uveal melanoma. Results: Forty-seven of 124 (38%) subspecialists responded to
the survey: 70% of ophthalmic oncologists and 25% of medical oncologists. 66% of respondents were from North
America, and 30% from Europe. At presentation of the primary tumor, 90% of respondents use liver imaging as a
surveillance tool and 63% use serum liver function test. While ultrasound or abdominal computed tomography
is the most common modality used at diagnosis, the abdominal ultrasound (51%) is the most commonly used
surveillance tool after treatment of the primary tumor (despite the majority (68%) believing that MRI is the most
sensitive staging and surveillance tool). The majority of respondents (60%) define risk of tumor based on clinical
and/or histopathological features. 44% of respondents do not risk stratify the interval of surveillance and maintain
a biannual surveillance schedule; while 56% of respondents risk stratify the interval of surveillance, examining
low risk patients most commonly on an annual basis and high risk patients most commonly on a trimonthly
schedule. The majority of respondents (76%) do not risk stratify the duration of surveillance: 32% screen for five
years, 38.3% screen for 10-15 years and 26% screen indefinitely or for the lifetime of the patient. Three-quarters of
respondents agree that a consensus statement regarding surveillance of uveal melanoma would be useful for
patients. Conclusion: There is a discrepancy between the surveillance tool that is perceived to be superior in its
sensitivity, and the tool that is most commonly implemented in patient care. Risk stratification results in variability
in the interval of surveillance. Finally, there is a desire for a consensus statement regarding surveillance of uveal
melanoma.
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Purpose To describe the clinical characteristics, prognosis and pathological diagnosis of 8 cases with ciliary body
tumors who underwent partial lamellar sclerouvectomy (PLSU). Method Medical records of 8 cases with ciliary
body tumors who underwent PLSU in Saitama Red Cross Hospital between February 2000 and December 2010
were reviewed. Result There were 2 males and 6 females. The age of patients at the time of surgery ranged 7 to 57
years old and 39.0 ± 14.5 years old in average. The tumors were totally removed in all cases at the initial surgery.
The tumors were diagnosed pathologically as benign in 6 cases and malignant in 2 cases. Benign tumors included
adenoma (3 cases), leiomyoma (2 cases) and 1 case was not clearly categorized pathologically. This tumor was
mainly composed of glial cells (glial cell tumor) and had benign appearance. Two cases of malignant tumors
were melanoma. Vitreous hemorrhage occurred in all cases and retinal detachment including proliferative
vitreoretinopathy (PVR) occurred in 5 cases as postoperative complications. These complications were resolved
after additional surgeries, and no recurrence of tumors was occurred during the observation period. In 4 cases
(adenoma : 3 cases, glial cell tumor : 1 case), good visual acuity was maintained better than 0.52 in LogMAR
after the surgery. On the other hand, in the other 4 cases (melanoma : 2 cases, leiomyoma : 2 cases) , poor
visual acuity worse than 1.0 in LogMAR was noted after the surgery. Among them, in one case of melanoma,
extensive PLSU was performed because of large tumor size (13 mm in diameter). In the other 3 cases, severe PVR
had occurred after the surgery. In the preoperative slit lamp examination, the cases of adenoma and glial cell
tumor showed white appearance, and the cases of leiomyoma and melanoma showed brown appearance.
In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination, all cases showed high intensity in T1-weighted images and
contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images, and low intensity in T2-weighted images. The cases of leiomyoma were
strongly enhanced compared to other cases in contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images. Conclusion According
to our study, it is difficult to predict pathological diagnosis, preoperatively. However, the age of onset, the color of
tumor in slit lamp examination and preoperative MRI findings in contrast-enhanced T1-weighted images might be
helpful for estimating histological type of tumors. PLSU is considered to be a useful treatment to get pathological
diagnosis in addition to preserving the eyes.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To explore the relationship between regression rate of ciliary/choroidal melanoma after plaque
radiotherapy and percentage composition of chromosome 3 monosomy tumor cells. Design: Consecutive case
series. Methods: One hundred fifty consecutive patients underwent fine needle aspiration biopsy at the time of
plaque radiation therapy to sample tumor cells for prognostication. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was
performed to evaluate the percentage of tumor cells with chromosome 3 monosomy (200 cell count). Regression
rate was calculated as percent change in tumor height (measured by ultrasonography). Relationship between
regression rate and tumor location, initial tumor height, and percentage chromosome 3 monosomy was assessed
by univariate linear regression at months 3, 6, and 12 following plaque radiation therapy (R version 3.1.0). Results:
Of the 150 patients, 75 patients were excluded because treatment (enucleation and resection, 48) or location
of the tumor (irido ciliary, 16 ) or lack of cytological confirmation (11) of the diagnosis. At time of diagnosis the
mean tumor height was was 5.15 mm (1.90-13.00mm). Percent chromosome 3 monosomy ranged from 0-20%
(35) to 81-100 (10%). The percentage of tumor height at months 3, 6, and 12 did not statistically correlate with
tumor location (ciliary or choroidal), initial tumor height, and percentage chromosome 3 monosomy (Figure 1).
Conclusions: Regression rate in height of uveal melanoma following brachytherapy does not correlate with the
percentage composition of tumor cells with chromosome 3 monosomy.
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Introduction: The brachytherapy with β- emitting ruthenium- plaques is a well-established treatment for patients
with choroidal melanoma. This treatment modality has been used in our department since January 2011. Patients
and Methods: A retrospective study of 104 eyes with choroidal melanoma that were treated with rutheniumbrachytherapy between January 2011 and December 2014. Patients were followed for regression and associated
side- effects. The study included patients that had a follow- up time of at least 3 months. Results: Of the 104
melanomas nine also showed an infiltration of the ciliary body, 32 manifested at a central location and 59 eyes
showed an exudative retinal detachment prior to brachytherapy. The mean sclera contact dose was 519 Gy,
the mean apical dose applied was 105 Gy. The mean apical depth of the melanoma prior to therapy was 4,3
mm and after 12 months 2,2 mm. In three cases a movement of the plaques was necessary since the plaque
did not cover the tumour margins in total because of the diameter of the melanomas. In eight cases the tumour
showed regrowth after an initial regression was noticed. All together four eyes had to be removed. In seven cases
distant metastasis were detected and two eyes showed a radiation retinopathy. Conclusion: For the treatment
of choroidal melanoma the β- emitting ruthenium- plaques represent a therapy with a local tumour control rate
of 92,3% and eye salvaging rate of 96,2%.
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Purpose: We explored the expression and molecular mechanism of miR-21 in human uveal melanoma. Methods:
RT-PCR was used to detect the expression of miR-21 in human uveal melanoma cell lines OCM-1, M619, MuM-2B,
MuM-2C and C918, human uveal melanoma tissue samples and normal choroid tissue samples. The target of
miR-21 was predicted by bioinformatics that P53 was detected, and confirmed by Dual-Luciferase report assay.
Further RT-PCR and Western blot were done to detect expression of p53. Lentivirus transfection system of miR-21
overexpression was constructed and transfected into human uveal melanoma cell lines OCM-1, M619, MuM2B, MuM-2C and C918. The expression of miR-21 and P53 and other protein expression of signal transduction
pathways in all cell lines were examined by RT-PCR and Western blot respectively. Results: Outcome of RT-PCR in
uveal melanoma cell lines compared with normal choroidal tissue, the expression of miR-21 was higher (P<0.05)
and high expression in human uveal melanoma (P<0.01). Bioinformatics predicted that P53 is target gene of
miR-21. After identification of two putative miR-21 binding site within the human P53 mRNA, miR-21 was shown
to suppress luciferase activity using T293 cells with luciferase reporters construct containing the binding site.
P53 was detected by Western blot in human uveal cell lines M619, MuM-2C and MUM-2B. After transfected
with miR-21 overexpression gene, results of RT-PCR showed that expressions of p53 in OCM-1, M619 and MuM2B
cells lines were inhibited, and OCM-1 and MuM2B showed statistical difference with no statistical difference in
M619. Differently in C918 and MuM-2C cell lines were increased, there were significant differences in both cell
lines (P<0.05). Western blot examination showed that P53 in the OCM-1, C918, M619, MuM-2B and MuM-2C cell
lines had detected target bands compared with the control group, with slightly pale. Expression of downstream
target protein GST-pi and LASP-1 in OCM-1, M619, MuM-2B and MuM-2C cell lines showed that the target bands
were obvious with slightly deeper background, and no significant difference with the control group. Conclusion:
High expression of miR-21 in human uveal melanoma cell lines, consistent with high expression of human uveal
melanoma tissue samples. P53 is the downstream target genes of miR-21 in human uveal melanoma cell lines,
but inhibitory effect of miR-21 on P53 performance is not consistent, expression of downstream protein was not
obviously increased as expected.
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Abstract:
Introduction: Studies of uveal melanoma often struggle to identify sufficient numbers of patients particularly with
regard to metastasis. National cancer registries are a potentially rich resource as they contain large numbers of
patients and valuable demographic, clinical and mortality information. Aim: To determine if the West of Scotland
Cancer Register (WoSCR) accurately reports the incidence of uveal melanoma. Methods: We used the Scottish
Ocular Oncology Service’s (SOOS) register to identify patients diagnosed with uveal melanoma between
01/04/2006 to 31/12/2013. We included all patients with primary residence in the West of Scotland (2.5 million,
46% of the Scottish Population). This cohort was then matched to the WoSCR by patient identifiers. Additionally
the register was interrogated to identify any patients with an code for any ocular malignancy (International
Classification of Disease-10 C69) not recorded by the SOOS. Results: 175 patients were diagnosed by the SOOC
during the study period. 10 patients did match with patients on the WoSCR but not for ocular cancers (C69). A
further 11 patients did not match with any patient on the register. Thus the West of Scotland Cancer Register
correctly identified 88% (154/175) of patients with uveal melanoma. For this group 28/175 (16%) developed
metastasis and 46/175 (26%) died of any cause during the study period. A further 85 patients with malignancy
of the eye (C69) were identified by the WoSCR and of these 53 were identified as being located in the uvea
(C69.3-4); 75% of these patients were over 75 years old and 18% were over 80. Conclusion: The WoSCR gives
good coverage of patients with uveal melanoma diagnosed by the SOOS. Those not identified may be due to
misclassification of cancer, geographical discrepancy or failure in recording by the cancer register. The study
also identified a large number of patients present on the register not diagnosed by the SOOS. This could be due
to these patients being very elderly, or having significant comorbidities and therefore never undergoing tertiary
referral. A major limitation of cancer registers this study identified was the imprecision of the ICD-10 coding system
used internationally by cancer registers. There is no specific code for the iris, only codes for the choroid (C69.3)
and the ciliary body (C69.4). Thus there is a need for a specific iris code in the ICD-10 system. Cancer registers
could be used as an accurate basis for establishing the epidemiology of uveal melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: External beam radiotherapy (EBRT) is being used in several institutions as a primary treatment for all uveal
melanomas (UM). We mostly use it to treat extra-large tumors (instead of enucleations), and for local recurrences.
Here we describe our experience with Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) for uveal melanoma, its effectiveness, and
side effects. Methods: A retrospective analysis of UM patients initially treated with brachytherapy with good initial
response but with a later local recurrence treated either by secondary brachytherapy or by SRS (fractionated
treatment of 5x 12Gy every other day). Results: In our records 45 patients (25 women) were treated by secondary
brachytherapy, and 20 (7 women) by SRS. There was no statistical difference in patients’ gender, age or
intraocular localization of the tumor, or the time from initial treatment to local recurrence between groups. Initial
tumor height was higher in the SRS group (mean 7.7 vs. 4.6 mm, p<0.0001), as was the scleral irradiation dose. It
took more time from regrowth to treatment in the SRS group (mean 3.1 vs. 0.8 months, p<0.0001). There was no
statistical difference in the complications rate (cataract, VH, retinopathy, optic neuropathy, or NVG), or in the
treatment failure rate. Conclusions: SRS is effective as both primary and secondary line of treatment, and helps
preserve eyes.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To compare the maximal basal dimension measured by wide-angle fundus camera (Optos 200Tx),
50o fundus camera (Zeiss FF450), echography and clinical examination in choroidal tumors Methods: Review
of 53 choroidal tumors Results: On average, dimensions were 10% lower on echography, 27% lower on fundus
camera, 47% larger on wide-angle fundus camera compared to clinical measurements. Compared to clinical
examination, standard error was 1.6 mm on echography, 2.5 mm on fundus camera and 4.2 mm on wideangle fundus camera. Clinical measurements correlated most closely with echography (R2=0.75), followed
by fundus camera (R2=0.56), and wide-angle fundus camera (R2=0.26). Color of the lesion matched in 79% of
tumors between fundus camera and wide-angle fundus camera. Conclusion: Echography provides the closest
measurement to clinical examination, followed by fundus camera and wide-angle fundus camera.
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Purpose: To describe tumor endoresection after neoadjuvant ruthenium-106 plaque irradiation for the
management of high posterior uveal melanoma. Method: Small retrospective case series. Results: In three cases,
posterior uveal melanoma was treated with ruthenium plaque irradiation prior to endoresection to reduce the risk
of recurrence and avoid the need of a radical surgical approach with regard to the tumor base. The mean tumor
thickness was 7.8 mm (7-8.3 mm), the mean follow up was 13 months (12-16 months). Recurrence or metastasis did
not occur. All cases had flat retina, chronic macular edema and useful vision at the end of follow up. Conclusion:
Tumor endoresection after neoadjuvant ruthenium-106 plaque irradiation is a feasible treatment option for the
management of posterior uveal melanoma, taking advantage of the dosimetric properties of the beta-irradiation
source and potentially avoiding secondary morbidity from a retained irradiated intraocular mass.
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Next Generation Genetic Sequencing of Uveal Melanoma Purpose: To apply next-generation sequencing (NGS)
clinically in uveal melanoma (UM) and to compare results with gene expression profiling (GEP), the current
standard of care for prognostic genetic testing of uveal melanoma in the USA. Methods: 26 UM samples were
obtained via trans-scleral or trans-retinal fine-needle aspiration or vitrector-assisted biopsy technique at the
time of tantalum marker insertion or enucleation. Tumor tissue was sent for cytopathology testing in the UCSF
Department of Pathology and for gene expression profiling (Castle Biosciences, Friendswood, Texas) as well as
for next generation sequencing at UCSF. Following extraction, 23 of the 26 samples had sufficient DNA yields
for NGS library preparation. The target regions spanned ~1.8 Mb of the genome and included exonic, intronic,
and untranslated regions of 293 cancer genes including genes with relevance to melanoma. Results: The 23
patients comprised 12 men and 11 women. The tumors originated in choroid (19), ciliary body (3) and iris (1). The
mean tumor thickness was 5.5 mm. Treatment consisted of proton beam radiotherapy (18), enucleation (3), and
local resection (2). The melanoma cytomorphology was spindle (5), mixed/epithelioid (5) and indeterminate
(9). The GEP was Class 1A (12), Class 1B (4) and Class 2 (2). NGS showed chromosome 3 deletions in 9 tumors, of
which 1 was Class 1A, 1 was Class 1B and 7 were Class 2. Conversely, NGS showed no chromosome 3 loss in in
11 Class 1A tumors, 3 Class 1B tumors and 0 Class 2 tumors. With NGS, GNA mutations were found in 21 tumors.
Conclusion: NGS identifies lethal chromosome 3 loss in some GEP Class 1A uveal melanomas and thus mays
assist in determining which Class 1B tumors are likely to be lethal. NGS also identified GNAQ/11 mutations in most
tumors, confirming the presence of uveal melanoma cells in the sample.
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PURPOSE Spontaneous regression of choroidal melanoma is exceedingly rare in literature. This report describes 2
cases who exhibited spontaneous regression of choroidal melanoma. METHODS The medical charts of 2 cases
of presumed spontaneous regression of choroidal melanoma were reviewed and the clinical courses were
investigated. RESULTS Case 1: A 46-year-old female was referred to us complaining metamorphopsia in her
left eye for 4 months. Fundus examination revealed a brown tumor located superior to the macula. The tumor
measured approximately 6.0 mm at the base and 2.4 mm thick. Fluorescein angiography revealed multiple pinpoint leakage at the lesion. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) showed high intensity in T1-weighted images and
significantly low intensity in T2-weighted images. According to above findings, this case diagnosed as a choroidal
melanoma. We recommended periodical observation because the tumor was relatively small in size. The tumor
gradually enlarged and became 4.0 mm thick after 6 years follow-up. Optical coherence tomography (OCT)
revealed serous detachment at the macula. However the patient requested continuous observation. Eight years
after the beginning of observation, the tumor reduced in size and OCT revealed resolution of serous detachment.
Afterwards, the tumor became markedly smaller and partially replaced choroidal atrophy. We have been
observing the tumor for 13 years, and no recurrence was seen till now. Case 2: A 62-year-old female was referred
to us complaining gradual visual loss in her right eye. Fundus examination revealed a brown tumor located
superior to the macula. OCT showed serous detachment overlying the tumor. Fluorescein angiography showed
hyper-fluorescence by the pooling of dye over the tumor. The tumor measured 4.5 mm at the base and 2.2 mm
thick. MRI showed slightly high intensity in T1-weighted images and low intensity in T2-weighted images. The lesion
was diagnosed as a small choroidal melanoma and observed periodically. The tumor gradually decreased in
size and serous detachment was resolved within 1 year and 9 months. The tumor disappeared leaving choroidal
atrophy after 2 year and 9 months of examination. CONCLUSION In brief, the 2 mentioned cases state a clear
example of self-healing process, while they were considered spontaneous regression of choroidal melanomas.
However, the mechanism of spontaneous regression of melanoma is uncertain. As a result, periodical observation
is an important way to treat presumed choroidal melanomas.
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Purpose: The purpose of this study was to compare the rate of successful sample acquisition during uveal
melanoma fine needle aspiration biopsies using transscleral versus transvitreal techniques. Methods: This was a
retrospective review of patients who chose to undergo fine needle aspiration biopsies for cytopathologic and
genomic analyses of uveal melanoma concurrent or before definitive treatment with Iodine-125 plaque or biopsy
in 2014. Only patients with 3 months or more of follow-up and adequate data for analysis were included. Clinical
variables were reviewed including: patient demographic data (age, sex, right/left eye); clinical tumor data (size
of tumor, presence of subretinal fluid, location of tumor); biopsy technique details (transscleral versus transvitreal,
number of passes needed, adequacy of sample obtained, GEP class and discriminant value). Results: There
were 30 patients who met the inclusion criteria. Ten were females and 20 were males. Seventeen of the eyes in
the study were right eyes, and 13 were left eyes. The mean age of the patients was 61 (range, 19-82). Seventeen
underwent biopsies with a transvitreal approach and 13 underwent biopsies via a transscleral approach. Of
the 30 biopsies, only two patients who underwent transvitreal biopsies had an inadequate sample (93% success
rate). Sixteen were Gene Expression Profiling Class 1A; Three patients were Class 1B; and 11 were Class 2. Mean
discriminant value was 0.86 for the gene expression profiling sample and all patients except one in the study
had a discriminant value > 0.1. The vast majority of the time, only one biopsy pass was needed. No patients
developed a retinal detachment and transient vitreous hemorrhage occurred in nearly all patients. There were
no cases of extraocular extension. Various techniques were used to ensure biopsy success including adequacy
checks with the ophthalmic pathologist present in the operating room for the procedure, use of the 27 g vitreous
cutter for lesions < 1.5 mm, direct visualization with a retinal viewing system, and others. Conclusions: Very high
success rates (93%) can be achieved with both transscleral and transvitreal approaches to fine needle aspiration
biopsy for uveal melanoma using the technical approach described in this study.
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Purpose: To determine whether any conventional clinical prognostic factors for metastasis from uveal melanoma
retain prognostic significance in multivariate models that includes gene expression profile (GEP) class of the
tumor cells. Methods: Prospective IRB-approved clinical study of GEP testing and other conventional prognostic
factors for metastasis and metastatic death in 299 patients with primary posterior uveal melanoma evaluated by
fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) of the tumor at the time of or shortly prior to initial treatment with GEP testing
of some of the aspirated tumor cells. Univariate prognostic significance of all evaluated potential prognostic
variables (patient age, largest basal diameter of tumor, thickness of tumor, intraocular location of tumor,
cytomorphology of tumor aspirates, and GEP class) was performed by comparison of Kaplan-Meier event rate
curves and univariate Cox proportional hazards modeling. Multivariate prognostic significance of combinations
of significant prognostic factors identified by univariate analysis was performed using step-up and step-down
Cox proportional hazards modeling. Results: GEP class of the tumor cells was the strongest prognostic factor
for metastatic death in this series. However, largest basal diameter of the tumor, thickness of the tumor and
intraocular tumor location also proved to be significant individual prognostic factors in this study. On multivariate
analysis, a two-term model that incorporated GEP class and largest basal diameter was associated with strong
independent significance of each of the factors. Conclusions: Although the currently available GEP test is the
most robust prognostic indicator in uveal melanoma and studies have shown that recognized clinical prognostic
factors for metastasis do appear to modify the metastatic risk of a patient with a GEP class 2 tumor, our single
center study, which included a substantial proportion of smaller tumors, showed that both GEP class and LBD of
the tumor are independent prognostic factors for metastasis and metastatic death in multivariate analysis.
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Purpose Both iodine-125 and ruthenium-106 plaques can achieve excellent local tumor control in patients
diagnosed with primary uveal melanoma. We analyzed our institutional experience using the largest published
cohort of patients treated with ruthenium in North America. Methods The records of 107 patients with uveal
melanoma treated with either Ru-106 (n = 40) or I-125 (n = 67) plaque brachytherapy were retrospectively
reviewed. Tumor control parameters and toxicity were assessed. Results Actuarial 5-year rates of local control,
progression-free survival, and overall survival were reviewed. In the subset of patients with tumor apex height
≤5 mm there was no difference in overall survival; however, progression-free survival was significantly improved
with Ru (P = .02). Patients treated with Ru experienced reduced retinopathy (P = .03) and cataracts (P < .01).
Conclusions Both iodine and ruthenium brachytherapy result in excellent tumor control for patients with uveal
melanoma. We demonstrate that ruthenium offers these benefits with reduced toxicity.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To determine the frequency of early subclinical macular edema in eyes with uveal melanoma and
its association with future cystoid macular edema (CME). Methods: Review of medical records and spectraldomain optical coherence tomography (OCT) images of 306 patients with uveal melanoma. Main Outcome
Measures included frequency of early subclinical macular edema (increased central macular thickness of >10
microns without cystoid changes before or at 4 months after plaque radiotherapy); rate of future CME. Results:
At baseline, 164 patients (54%) had subclinical macular edema in the involved eye. On multivariate analysis,
factors associated with subclinical macular edema at baseline were increasing tumor diameter (p=0.001),
increasing tumor thickness (p=0.010), and subretinal fluid (p=0.001). Of 260 patients in the follow-up cohort,
105 (40%) developed CME during a median follow-up of 31 months (mean=34, range 13-70 months). Eyes with
subclinical macular edema at baseline (and at 4 months after plaque radiotherapy) had a significantly higher
rate of future CME (n=66; 50%) compared to eyes without subclinical macular edema at baseline (n=39; 30%)
(p=0.005; HR=1.77; 95% CI=1.19-2.64). On multivariate analysis, the factors associated with future development
of CME included female gender (p=0.004), increasing tumor thickness (p<0.001), decreasing tumor distance to
foveola (p=0.002), hemorrhage over tumor (p=0.017), and increased CMT of >10% at baseline in the involved
eyes compared with the opposite eyes (p=0.012) Conclusion: Subclinical macular edema is common in eyes with
uveal melanoma before and at 4 months after plaque radiotherapy and is associated with initial larger tumor size.
Eyes with early subclinical macular edema are at significantly higher risk for future CME. These findings suggest
that tumor-related factors, most likely mediated through pro-inflammatory cytokines, may play an important role
in development of post-radiation CME.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: In addition to mediating local and systemic cell communication trough mRNAs, microRNAs and
proteins, tumor-derived exosomes are emerging mediators of tumorigenesis. Our objective was to identify uveal
melanoma (UM)- released exosomes and to characterize their proteome. METHODS: Exosomes were isolated
(ExoQuick-TC) from secretomes of a human UM primary cell culture previously established by our group (UM-A)
and from a cell line derived from this culture with greater invasive capacity. Purified exosomes were quantitatively
compared by differential in gel electrophoresis (DIGE) and significant spot differences from the image analysis
were identified by MALDI-TOF/TOF. RESULTS: We detected 118 significant differences (p<0.001) between the
two exosome samples. Of the 67 proteins identified, it is worth highlighting ERK1, as well as the transcription
regulators ZNF224 and LAMTOR3, which were elevated in the exosomes derived from the more invasive cell line.
Angiogenesis inhibitors, like PEDF, were found in the primary less aggressive cell culture. CONCLUSION: We have
characterized for the first time UM-derived exosomes. The DIGE analysis indicates that the exosomes proteomic
profile is related to aggressiveness of the cell line of origin and could serve as a source of biomarkers in the future.
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Purpose: to present the own results of endoresection of choroidal melanoma (CM), variants of combining
endoresection with irradiation, current indications. Methods: retrospective review of patients with CM treated
with endoresection as a primary or secondary treatment with or without additional irradiation. Results: Among
about 450 patients with CM treated in S.Fyodorov Eye Microsurgery Federal State Institution from 2011 to 2015
13 patients (7 males, 6 females) were treated either with primary endoresection (n=4), or after brachytherapy
(n=8) and after Gamma-knife irradiation (n=1). Brachytherapy scleral doses were from 1700Gy to 2200Gy in all
cases. CM thickness was from 5.6 to 10.9mm, mean 8.4mm, maximum basal diameter was from 7.8 to 13.4mm,
mean 11.4mm. Indications for primary surgery included large tumors unsuitable for irradiation with perspectives
to preserve the central vision, for secondary surgery – incomplete tumor regression with thick tissue remnants
and signs of viable tumor with or without vitreous hemorrhage. Mean period from irradiation to surgery was 21
months. Seven patients underwent additional brachytherapy to the scleral base of removed tumor. Histology
revealed alive CM in 6 cases (in 3 cases after primary endoresection, in 2 cases after brachytherapy, in one case
after gamma-knife), no live tumor tissue was revealed in 7 cases (in 6 after brachytherapy, in one after primary
endoresection that was considered as a spontaneous necrosis of CM). Mean follow up after endoresection was
13 months. All treated eye were preserved. Liver metastasis was revealed in one patient who is still alive within 12
months. Conclusion: Endoresection is an effective option in the management of CM. Different combinations with
primary or secondary irradiation may be used for the improvement of treatment outcomes. Optimal combination
should be revealed in future studies.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: DJ-1/PARK7 is an oncoprotein whose aberrant expression has been closely related to the proliferation,
metastasis, occurrence, and prognosis of the tumors. The overexpression of DJ-1 was previously described by
our group in uveal melanoma (UM). Additionally, we detected DJ-1 in UM secretomes and in serum of patients
diagnosed with UM (Pardo et al, 2005, 2006). Importantly, we have described that high DJ-1 circulating levels are
associated with risk factors associated to choroidal nevi transformation in UM (Bande et al, 2012). The aim of this
work was to investigate the effect of DJ-1inhibition on the proliferation and migration of the UM established cell
line (UM-A). METHODS: Small interfering RNA (siRNA) directed against DJ-1 (Human PARK7siRNAON-TARGETplus
SMARTpool, Thermo Scientific Dharmacon) or control (ON-targetplus non-targeting siRNA, Thermo Scientific
Dharmacon) was introduced in UM-A cell line with Lipofectamine (LifeTechnologies). Dynamic cell proliferation
and migration of silenced DJ-1 vs. non-silenced cells was assayed by real-time monitoring using xCelligence
System (Roche®). RESULTS: Down-regulation of DJ-1expression in UM cells showed a significant decrease of cell
proliferation and migration compared to those transfected with control siRNA. CONCLUSION: The expression of
DJ-1 oncogene may play a role in the proliferation and migration of UM cells in vitro.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Risk factors for uveal melanoma are unclear, but classic dogma suggests ultraviolet radiation exposure.
However, little is known about the risk of other ultraviolet radiation-induced cancers such as cutaneous melanoma
in this population. We evaluated uveal melanoma patients at a tertiary cancer center in the United States for
development of second neoplasms. Methods: Clinical data was extracted from an MD Anderson Cancer Center
institutional database for melanoma patients between 1998 and 2013. A total of 388 cases of uveal melanoma
with available annotated clinical data was identified. Retrospective chart review of these cases was performed
to categorize patients who developed an additional primary neoplasm after the diagnosis of uveal melanoma.
Results: Among 388 uveal melanoma patients, multiple second cancers were identified including thyroid, breast,
prostate, lung, soft tissue sarcoma, GIST, colon, head and neck, carcinoid, mesothelioma, and chronic lymphocytic
leukemia. Cutaneous melanoma was the most prevalent second cancer, accounting for 2.3% of patients. Renal
cell carcinoma was next most prevalent subsequent neoplasm, accounting for 2% of patients. Compared to the
prevalence of each of these diseases in the United States Caucasian population, patients with uveal melanoma
have a statistically significant increased risk of developing a subsequent cutaneous melanoma or renal cell
carcinoma (exact two-sided p-value of <0.0001 for both). Conclusion: In this single-center cohort, multiple coexisting second primary cancers were identified in uveal melanoma patients. Uveal melanoma patients have
a statistically significant increased risk of developing a cutaneous melanoma or renal cell carcinoma. Further
evaluation of risk factors including BAP-1 status is of interest.
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Purpose: To describe macrophage inhibitory activity (MIA) expression by choroidal melanoma tumour cells and [...]
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Purpose To describe a novel technique for transillumination of uveal melanomas and potentially other intraocular
tumours based on the use of the nasoendoscope. The search for alternative transillumination devices within
our unit has been prompted by a gradual degradation in the fibre-optics of our original transilluminator, the
production and servicing of which has now been discontinued. Methods Pre and per operative transillumination
of uveal melanoma was performed with a 30 degree nasoendoscope to allow accurate visualisation of the
tumours transillumination shadow. Transillumination was achieved by gently pressing the tip of the nasoendoscope
against the globe. Comparison was made with two other transilluminating devices available within our unit
during placement of a brachytherapy plaque for ciliochoroidal melanoma. Results The nasoendoscope provides
excellent transillumination of uveal melanomas both anteriorly and posteriorly. In this particular case, comparison
of peroperative photographs demonstrates that transillumination was comparable to two other available
devices and was deemed more than satisfactory for accurate plaque or tantalum marker placement by the
three lead surgeons within our unit. No adverse effects have been experienced. Conclusions We recommend
this technique as a satisfactory method for transilluminating uveal tract melanomas and a useful alternative to
traditional transillumination probes that may be approaching the end of their useful shelf life or costly single use
vitreoretinal fibre optic light sources. In the outpatient clinic the technique can be safely performed following
application of topical anaesthetic drops and the use of a portable handheld power source. Nasoendoscopes
and their light sources are readily available in large numbers within our unit and the sterilisation costs are a
fraction of the price of single use light pipes.
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Abstract:
ABSTRACT OBJETIVE To asses clinical and anatomopathological features of enucleated uveal melanomas
measuring 2,5 to 10 mm in thickness treated with plaque radiotherapy and enucleated uveal melanomas
measuring 2,5 to more than 10 mm in thickness without previous plaque radiotherapy treatment. PATIENTS AND
METHODS Retrospective observational case series study. Thirty patients enucleated each of whom had an
uveal melanoma. Ten patients with uveal melanoma measuring 2,5 to 10 mm in thickness treated with plaque
radiotherapy and twenty patients with uveal melanoma measuring 2,5 to 10 mm or greater in thickness enucleated
without previous treatment. Clinical data analized included: epidemiological characteristics, symptoms at
diagnosis, ecodoppler measurements and vasculature, sclera invasion detected by MRI, systemic metastasis.
Anatomopathological data analized included: tumour dimensions, optic nerve and sclera invasion, mitosis
number, pigmentation, necrosis and fibrosis degree and radiotherapy retinal effects: retinal and vasculature
alterations. RESULTS Clinical data: Average age of our patients was 57 years old. At diagnosis 80% of patients
complained of vision loss, half of them had mushroom-shaped tumours with retinal detachment. Ecodoppler
images showed that 50% of analized tumours were larger than 10 mm in thickness and 85% highly vascularizated.
MRI detected sclera invasion in 40% of patients. Systemic metastasis occurred in 2 patients and 3 years survival rate
was 100%. Anatomopathological data: Most of our tumours were spindle-like shaped, 73% of them showed scleral
invasion, only 10%optic nerve invasion, 50% of them closer than 2 mm to optic nerve, 95% were highly pigmented
and the number of mitosis were higher in patients with systemic metastasis. As expected tumours treated with
plaque radiotherapy showed higher necrosis degree, and only them showed retinal degeneration changes:
fibrosis and CONCLUSIONS All of studied tumours needed to be enucleated as final treatment. Data analyzed
explained aggressive behavior of this tumours: big size at diagnosis, old age patients, higly vascularization, scleral
invasion detected in anatomophathological study and close distance to optic nerve. In our study, MRI images
did not detected scleral invasion in most of our tumours, so did not resulted a good spread out screening test.
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Abstract:
Purpose Uveal Melanoma is a rare neoplasm but the most frequent ocular cancer in adulthood. Genetics
improvement permitted to find a mutation responsible for cancer associations including uveal melanoma,the
BAP1 mutation. We evaluated in a retrospective study the frequency of other neoplasms in patients with uveal
melanoma. Methods A prospective registry of uveal melanoma patients has been realized in our center including
usual datas on patient and tumor characteristics, and since 2000,cancer past history.Moreover,each patient has
been followed on a long term basis and every oncologic event,especially new cancer have been reported.
Results There are 6262 patients with uveal melanoma in our center’s database, and 3934 are notified for cancer
past and further history. We had 548 cases with past or new cancer history(14%),102 had a new cancer after
uveal melanoma diagnosis, and 423 had a past history of cancer before uveal melanoma diagnosis. Conclusion
Recent genetics improvements led to an explosion of germinal mutations research , especially involved in
cancer development and cancer associations. As known for breast cancer with BRCA,or RB for retinoblastoma
,the Bap1 Mutation has been found responsible for cancer association including mesothelioma,clear cells renal
cancer,cutaneous melanoma and uveal melanoma. This mutation has still to be clinically significant, and showing
that uveal melanoma can be associated with other neoplasia can help us understand the mechanisms and risk
factors of this rare neoplasm,and prevent them.For young age cancers , familial cancers or multiple cancers ,
genetical advice is now essential. Uveal melanoma can be associated with other cancers and genetical advice
is essential in particular circumstances to help prevent them.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the clinical history of a patient with choroidal malignant melanoma (CMM) and pitfalls
in the diagnostic work-up Methods: A retrospective case report of a 57 years old female with known bipolar
disorder and a smoking history who presented with slightly reduced visual acuity. Results: During examination in
Sept. 2011 we found BCVA 1,0/0,8. A flat lesion circumscribing the left optic disk without clear borders was found.
The retina had a leopard skin appearance. There was a serous retinal detachment from 3-9. On ultrasound the
lesion measured 8.4 x 8 x 1.7 mm. We concluded with a possible metastasis, a lymphoma or a CMM. No other
malignancies were found on thorough examination. Transvitreal biopsy with forceps and FNAB showed only some
lymphoid like cells which were Melan A and CKAE 1/3 negative, but the material was scarce. The detachment
resolved spontaneously. Except for a gradual reduction in BCVA, initially attributed to cataract, there were no
changes until she developed a left-sided frontal headache with loss of sensation in her forehead, ptosis and a
total ophthalmoplegia 2,5 years later. CT/MRI showed a mass in her left cavernous sinus resembling Tolosa-Hunt
or a meningioma. In addition a choroidal tumour was seen and clinically we found a new tumor had developed
inferotemporally in the same eye. Neurosurgeons rejected doing a biopsy of the cavernous sinus mass because
radiotherapy (RT) would anyway be the only therapeutic approach, assuming it was a metastasis from a MM in
the eye, though it is rare to develop solitary intracranial metastasis from CMM. An open choroidal biopsy of the
new eye tumour showed mixed MM and the eye was enucleated. The cells stained positively with S-100, variable
staining with Melan A and HMB45, negatively with CKAE1/3 and CD68. RT of the tumour was recommended,
but unfortunately delayed, so instead of stereotactic RT total RT had to be done because of tumour growth. The
histology of the tumour in the cavernous sinus is still unknown. Conclusion: Whether the CMM in the eye and the
tumour in the cavernous sinus represent two separate conditions or if the latter is a retrograde metastasis of the
CMM is unknown. A biopsy of the lesion in the cavernous sinus would have made treatment options more reliable.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The distribution of the emitter substance in Ru-106 eye plaques is always assumed to be homogeneous
for treatment planning purposes. However, this distribution is never homogeneous and it widely differs from
plaque to plaque. We study the absorbed dose distributions obtained with two Ru-106 plaques whose actual
emitter distributions were experimentally measured. Methods: The emitter substance distributions of a CCA and a
CCB Ru-106 plaque were measured with a device specifically developed. The largest inhomogeneity of the CCA
plaque was about 15% while the inhomogeneity of the CCB amounted to 25%. The experimentally measured
emitter map of the CCB plaque showed a large hot spot. Both emitter maps were converted into probability
distributions that were used to model the radiation source with the Monte Carlo code PENELOPE adapted to
simulate beta-decay spectra. The geometry of the eye plaques was faithfully modeled inside a water phantom.
For each eye plaque two radiation sources were considered: one in which the distribution of the emitter substance
was homogeneous and another one in which the inhomogeneous experimental map was used. Results: The dose
distribution tallied for the CCA inhomogeneous plaque was 10% larger than that found for the homogeneous
case, but the shape of both distributions coincided. This coincidence originated from the lack of a hot spot and
the nearly homogeneous distribution of the emitter substance. The CCB inhomogeneous plaque produced a
dose distribution on average 20% larger than the corresponding homogeneous plaque. For depths between
4 and 6 mm, the CCB inhomogeneous plaque yielded the expected dose only along 13 mm in diameter, in
contradistinction with the homogeneous plaque, which yielded the expected dose along 18 mm in diameter.
In the region between 13 and 18 mm in diameter the dose from the inhomogeneous plaque dropped 40%
below the corresponding dose from the homogeneous plaque. Conclusion: The dose distribution obtained from
a realistic model of a Ru-106 plaque can widely differ from the dose obtained from an idealized plaque, which
is currently considered for treatment planning. The observed discrepancies indicate that accurate knowledge
of the emitter distribution is necessary in order to adequately evaluate the suitability of a given plaque for a
particular tumor. This knowledge could be used to better position the plaque advantageously using hot and cold
spots. Finally, the observed discrepancies could partly explain the large variability in the recovery rates found by
different research groups.
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Purpose: It is unusual for two or more members of the same family to be diagnosed with uveal melanoma. After
the first description in 1892 of familial uveal melanoma, at least 76 families have nevertheless been reported in
the literature. We provide an update on eleven Finnish families with at least two members diagnosed with uveal
melanoma. Methods: An observational case series. Genetic testing for BAP1 germline mutation was done for all
surviving patients. Results: Of 23 affected family members in the 11 families, 9 (39%) were female and 14 (61%)
male. Their mean age by the time of diagnosis was 56 years (range, 26-82). Their relations were: twin brothers,
father-daughter, mother-son, grandfather- grandson, grandmother-granddaughter plus second cousin once
removed (one affected individual in proband´s maternal and one in paternal family), aunt-nephew (2 families),
half cousins, second half cousins once removed, and third cousins twice removed. Five patients had AJCC stage
I, 6 had stage IIA, 6 had stage IIB, and 2 had stage IIIA melanomas; not enough data to stage 4 patients were
available. Nineteen patients were treated with plaque radiotherapy and 4 with enucleation. Mean follow-up
time was 5 years 6 months. Eight patients have died of metastases and 15 are alive, 2 with metastatic disease.
Of the 11 families, 2 (18%) had a BAP1 germline mutation. Conclusion: It was recently shown in several reports
that BAP1 germline mutations play a role in some familial uveal melanoma cases. Several families, however, did
not have pathogenic BAP1 mutations as was confirmed in our series. Similarly, germline BAP1 mutations account
only for a minority of uveal melanomas in young patients. In line with this, our BAP1 positive patients were not
especially young, on average, when their uveal melanoma was diagnosed. Therefore, more research is needed
to detect possible further genetic factors contributing to the development of familial uveal melanoma and uveal
melanoma in young age groups.
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Purpose: To demonstrate that melanoma cells can enhance the visibility of normally inconspicuous zonular fibers
during the gross examination of enucleated eyes. Methods: The macrophotographic archives of the Wills Eye
Hospital Ophthalmic Pathology Laboratory were reviewed retrospectively and eyes with readily visible zonular
fibers were identified. Corresponding clinical records and histopathologic sections were reviewed and illustrative
case summaries were prepared. Results: Zonular fibers were readily visible in two situations: 1. when festooned
with pseudoexfoliation material, and 2. when encased by melanoma cells. Three cases of melanoma with readily
visible zonular fibers were identified. These included 1. a diffuse melanoma that involved the iris, ciliary body and
choroid and seeded the posterior chamber and the ciliary body epithelium, 2. a high-grade iris melanoma that
recurred after local resection, and 3. a conjunctival melanoma that invaded the interior of the eye after multiple
recurrences. The tumor on the zonular fibers was amelanotic in two of these cases. Conclusion: The visibility
of zonular fibers is be enhanced when they are encased by melanoma cells that have invaded the posterior
chamber. Easy visibility of zonular fibers during gross examination is a sign of tumor dissemination.
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Purpose: IgG4-related disease is known to have diverse clinical manifestations. We report a case of IgG4related ophthalmic disease which had been misdiagnosed as intraocular tumor for a long time. Method: Case
presentation Results: A 41 year-old man was referred to us with a diagnosis of intraocular tumor, presumably
choroidal melanoma. The patient initially presented at a medical facility 15 years ago. Since the diagnosis, he
had been observed periodically without any treatment because although MR imaging was compatible with
choroidal melanoma, fundus appearance was not typical for melanoma and visual function was maintained. He
was referred to us again because of increase in tumor size and visual field disturbance. We tried to perform biopsy
of the intraocular tumor from the sclera. During biopsy procedure, thick placoid tissue around the sclera was found
at the site of the elevated intraocular lesion. Histopathological examination of this extraocular material revealed
proliferation of dense fibrous tissue containing follicular accumulation of lymphocytes and plasmacytes. These
cells were diffusely positive for IgG and partially positive for IgG4. Despite administration of systemic corticosteroid
after biopsy, the intraocular mass was not reduced. Visual acuity of 20/20 has been maintained until today.
Conclusion: IgGr4-related disease should be included in the differential diagnosis of intraocular tumor.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Uveal melanoma is highly metastatic, prognosis is poor and there are no effective treatments to
extend survival. Accumulating evidence suggests that thyroid hormones have a mitogenic effect via binding to
alphavbeta3 integrin. We aimed to examine the impact of thyroid status on survival in a murine B16F10 model
for ocular melanoma. Methods: B16F10 melanoma cells integrin expression was determined by fluorescenceactivated cell sorting. In two independent experiments oral propylthiouracil (PTU) was used to induce
hypothyroidism (n=9), thyroxine to induce hyperthyroidism (n=11) and mice given plain water served as control
(n=8). At day 21, the subretinal space of each mouse’s right eye was inoculated with 100 B16F10 cells. Mice were
monitored daily for time intervals to evidence of tumor and death. Tumor-bearing eyes and lung samples were
sent for pathological evaluation. In non-inoculated mice (n=6 of each group) serum free T4 (FT4) levels were
measured and additional non-inoculated mice (3 given PTU and 4 given thyroxine or water) served as internal
control to demonstrate the impact of the dissolved substance. Results: B16F10 cells demonstrated high integrin
expressions. The PTU-inoculated mice showed clinical evidence of intraocular tumor growth significantly later than
the thyroxine mice (P=0.003) and survival time was significantly longer (P<0.001). Melanoma cells were present in
all histopathology specimens. FT4 levels differed significantly between groups (P<0.001) and none of the internal
control mice showed signs of illness during follow-up. Conclusion: Our findings suggest that hyperthyroidism
shortens survival, whereas relative hypothyroidism may have a protective role in metastatic ocular melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the effect of photodynamic therapy (PDT) in the treatment of posterior amelanotic choroidal
melanoma poor responsive to brachytherapy. Methods: 3 eyes of 3 patients (2 male and 1 female), affected by
posterior amelanotic choroidal melanoma, were treated by brachytherapy. At mean follow-up of 22 months,
tumors showed a poor response consisting in partial reduction of tumor thickness (20% compared to baseline
value) and persistent low internal reflectivity at A-B scan ultrasonography. The residual tumors were treated with
PDT performed using verteporfin infused intravenously at a dose of 6mg/m2 body surface area. Five minutes
after infusion, a 689 nm laser was applied with a light dose of 100 J/cm2 at an irradiance of 600mW/cm2 over
an interval of 166 seconds. Tumor response was assessed by fundus examination, fundus photography (Panoret)
and A-B scan ultrasonography. Results: Photodinamic treatment resulted in a complete resolution of the lesion,
leaving a flat atrophic chorioretinal scar within 2 to 4 months after PDT and there has been no recurrence at
mean follow-up of 23 months (range 3 to 37 months). Conclusion: In this series PDT was highly effective in causing
complete regression in uveal melanoma which failed to responde to brachitherapy. It can be assumed that the
previous brachytherapy treatment increase uveal melanoma cells sensitivity to PDT damage.
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Peripheral retinal perfusion status correlates with radiation retinopathy
following I-125 brachytherapy for uveal melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze wide field fluorescein angiography (FA) in patients with uveal melanoma treated with
radioactive iodine-125 plaque brachytherapy (PBT). Methods: Retrospective, consecutive, observational case
series of patients with choroidal melanoma treated with PBT with available pre- and post-treatment ultra widefield
FA images. Visual acuity, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and FA characteristics were evaluated from
baseline to final follow-up. FA images were transformed into standardized projections, and then standardized
projections were evaluated for areas of peripheral nonperfusion, which were outlined and saved as binary
masks using ImageJ. Area masks were measured by the Optos (Dumferline, Scotland) area measurement tool
in mm2. JMP was then used to perform statistical analysis. Results: A total of 65 patients with a mean age of
59 years were included, mean time to final follow-up was 53 months (range, 12.1 to 99.5 months) after PBT.
Area of nonperfusion increased from 0 mm2 at baseline to 77 mm2 at last follow up. There was a statistically
significant correlation between greater area of nonperfusion with FA evidence of macular edema at 12 months
(P = 0.010) and last follow-up (P = 0.014) after PBT. Greater area of nonperfusion also correlated with OCT
evidence of cystoid macular edema at the last follow-up after PBT (P = 0.004). Greater area of nonperfusion
correlated with development of radiation retinopathy at 12 months (P = 0.004) and last follow-up (P < 0.0001)
after PBT. Multivariate analysis found a statistically significant association with worsening vision and greater areas
of nonperfusion at 24 months (P = 0.041) and last follow-up (P < 0.0001) after PBT. Radiation treatment parameters
and impact on perfusion abnormalities will be presented. Conclusions: Wide field FA is a useful tool to document
and quantify the progressive nature of peripheral nonperfusion after PBT in patients with choroidal melanoma.
Greater areas of non-perfusion correlate with worsening vision as well as greater rates of macular edema and
radiation retinopathy. Targeting the pathophysiology of retinal ischemia may lead to better treatment strategies
designed to prevent vision loss.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze wide field fluorescein angiography (FA) in patients with uveal melanoma treated with
radioactive iodine-125 plaque brachytherapy (PBT). Methods: Retrospective, consecutive, observational case
series of patients with choroidal melanoma treated with PBT with available pre- and post-treatment ultra widefield
FA images. Visual acuity, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and FA characteristics were evaluated from
baseline to final follow-up. FA images were transformed into standardized projections, and then standardized
projections were evaluated for areas of peripheral nonperfusion, which were outlined and saved as binary
masks using ImageJ. Area masks were measured by the Optos (Dumferline, Scotland) area measurement tool
in mm2. JMP was then used to perform statistical analysis. Results: A total of 65 patients with a mean age of
59 years were included, mean time to final follow-up was 53 months (range, 12.1 to 99.5 months) after PBT.
Area of nonperfusion increased from 0 mm2 at baseline to 77 mm2 at last follow up. There was a statistically
significant correlation between greater area of nonperfusion with FA evidence of macular edema at 12 months
(P = 0.010) and last follow-up (P = 0.014) after PBT. Greater area of nonperfusion also correlated with OCT
evidence of cystoid macular edema at the last follow-up after PBT (P = 0.004). Greater area of nonperfusion
correlated with development of radiation retinopathy at 12 months (P = 0.004) and last follow-up (P < 0.0001)
after PBT. Multivariate analysis found a statistically significant association with worsening vision and greater areas
of nonperfusion at 24 months (P = 0.041) and last follow-up (P < 0.0001) after PBT. Radiation treatment parameters
and impact on perfusion abnormalities will be presented. Conclusions: Wide field FA is a useful tool to document
and quantify the progressive nature of peripheral nonperfusion after PBT in patients with choroidal melanoma.
Greater areas of non-perfusion correlate with worsening vision as well as greater rates of macular edema and
radiation retinopathy. Targeting the pathophysiology of retinal ischemia may lead to better treatment strategies
designed to prevent vision loss.
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Staging of uveal melanoma: Comparison of whole body (18) fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
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Abstract:
Purpose: To compare the results of whole body (18) fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography/
computed tomography (PET/CT) with abdominal ultrasound. Methods: From January 2012 patients with uveal
malignant melanoma over 4 mm in thickness, were staged with FDG PET/CT and abdominal ultrasound. Results:
108 patients had a whole body FDG PET/CT and abdominal ultrasound at primary diagnosis. 3 patients were
found to have metastatic disease. All 3 had liver metastases confirmed. 1 of 3 had additional extra-hepatic
widespread metastases in the lungs, lymph nodes and bone seen on whole body FDG PET/CT. In the 3 patients
with metastatic disease, the liver findings using both imaging techniques were consistent in one patient. In the
second case abdominal ultrasound misdiagnosed metastatic disease as liver cysts; however, FDG PET/CT revealed
several foci of intense metabolic activity in both lobes of the liver. In the third case, PET/CT missed the presence
of liver metastases as no metabolic activity was detected, however a hypodense liver lesion was identified
on abdominal ultrasound. An abdominal CT scan with contrast confirmed the presence of an enlarging liver
metastasis. PET/CT identified incidental second primary malignancies in 10 patients (11%). However, abdominal
ultrasound detected hepatic abnormalities such as fatty liver or haemangiomata in 20 patients (18%) whereas
PET/CT only identified the same abnormalities in 4 patients (4%). Conclusions: Whole body PET/CT and abdominal
ultrasound complement each other in the staging of uveal melanoma. PET/CT is useful to detect extra-hepatic
disease including widespread metastases and other primary malignancies. Abdominal ultrasound provides more
detailed description of the liver and detected an abnormality in all 3 cases with liver metastases.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Investigation of overall survival (OS) benefit of adjuvant sunitinib in high-risk uveal melanoma patients.
Methods: A cohort of patients who received adjuvant sunitinib for at least 6 months was compared with institutional
historical control patients who had similar demographic as well as high-risk features, including A) monosomy 3
and 8q amplification (M3-8qA) or class II type; B) monosomy 3 and tumor size (T3 or 4). Patients in the control
group were diagnosed during the same time period (2007-2013) but did not receive any adjuvant treatment.
Primary endpoint was OS. Analyses were undertaken using Kaplan-Meier and Cox-Proportional methods. Results:
Fifty patients who received adjuvant sunitinib and 55 institutional control patients who were observed without
adjuvant treatments were analyzed. Median age of sunitinib group was 55 (29 – 69) and 46% were males. 55
historical controls with the above-mentioned risk factors were found in our database with a median age of 58
(21 – 70 years old) and 51% were male. Patients in the sunitinib group had worse cytogenetic features (M3-8qA
78% vs. 47%; P =.001) but smaller tumor sizes (T3-4 56% vs. 80%; P =.01). There were a total of 19 deaths; 3 (6%)
in the sunitinib and 16 (29%) in the control group, respectively. Estimated 5-year survival rate was 91% (95% CI:
82-100%) in sunitinib group and 61% (95% CI: 47-79%) in non-adjuvant control group. OS was significantly longer
in the sunitinib group (HR = 0.267, 95% CI: 0.077 – 0.925, P = 0.037) and this remained significant after being
individually adjusted by cytogenetic status, tumor size, age, and gender. In 50 patients who took sunitinib, 18
patients relapsed. From those 18 patients, the distribution of time to recurrence after stopping sunitinib was the
following: (1) 6 patients failed while taking sunitinib (n=4), or less than 3 months after stopping (n=2), (2) 7 patients
relapsed between 4 and 12 months after stopping sunitinib, and (3) 5 relapsed after 12 month. There were no
differences in the individual patient groups in term of age, gender, tumor size TNM or cytogenetics status. There
was no significant demographic difference between recurrent and non-recurrent patients. Conclusion: In this
retrospective study, the use of sunitinib in the adjuvant setting was associated with better OS, compared to
institutional control patients. A prospective adjuvant clinical trial (sunitinib vs. valproic acid) is ongoing to further
investigate the survival benefit of sunitinib.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To date, chemotherapy for metastatic uveal melanoma (mUM) is limited to dacarbazine (DTIC) and
fotemustine. We tested the effect of the common chemotherapeutic drug doxorubicin (DOX) on cell mortality
in order to expand the chemotherapeutic arsenal for mUM. Methods: We examined the effect of both DITC and
DOX in five different uveal melanoma cell lines – originating from both metastases (OMM1, OMM2.3 and OMM2.5)
and from primary tumors (92.1 and MEL270) and performed dose-response tests using both drugs. Based on our
previous results, we hypothesized that combining DOX and knockdown of CREB will increase cellular death. To
test our hypothesis, we infected cells with replicative competent retroviruses (RCR) expressing shRNA against
CREB to create a continuous infective knockdown of CREB. Results: Both chemotherapeutic drugs induced cell
death in a dose-dependent manner. Knockdown of CREB in these cells increased the effect of DOX on cell
mortality. Conclusions: Treatment with DOX is at least as efficient and in some cases even more efficient than DTIC
in inducing UM cell mortality in vitro. Moreover, the ability of combining CREB knockdown and DOX treatment to
achieve the same amount of cell death in lower concentrations of DOX may result in lower side effects from DOX.
This combination is a possible new treatment for metastatic uveal melanoma.
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Purpose The purpose of this pilot observational clinical study was to evaluate the retinal vasculature using OCT
angiography in eyes with uveal melanoma before and after plaque brachytherapy. Methods Following IRB
approval, subjects were enrolled from an academic ocular oncology clinical practice. All subjects were treated
for uveal melanoma with Iodine-125 plaque brachytherapy to 85 Gy as per the Collaborative Ocular Melanoma
Study guidelines. Eyes were imaged prior to radiation therapy and at various timepoints after receiving radiation
treatment using a high-speed OCT system operating at 840 nm (RTVue-XR, Optovue, CA). Three-dimensional
angiography scans were acquired. The split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation angiography (SSADA) algorithm
was used to detect flow. Motion artifacts were reduced by orthogonal registration and merging of 1 horizontal
priority and 1 vertical priority volume scans. En face angiograms were constructed following segmentation
by maximum flow projection. Flow index and vessel density of the parafovea and peripapillary regions were
calculated. Results Both eyes of 8 subjects were imaged at the time of diagnosis prior to radiation therapy. In eyes
with uveal melanoma, the retinal capillary blood flow in the parafovea was lower than in the normal fellow eye.
The parafovea retinal vessel density was 83.5% ± 7.9% in the eyes with tumor and 88.5% ± 5.0% in the fellow eye
(P=0.017, Wilcoxon test). The parafovea retinal flow index was also lower (P=0.017) in the eye with the tumor (0.048
± 0.007) as compared to the fellow eye (0.055 ± 0.006). Measurements of the peripapillary microcirculation did not
show a statistically significant difference, but there was a trend towards lower flow indices and vascular density
in the eyes with tumor. Among four subjects 6-12 months post-plaque brachytherapy analyzed to date, eyes with
treated tumors again demonstrated a trend towards lower flow indices and vessel density in the parafovea region.
Three of four eyes with irradiated tumor had not yet demonstrated clinical features of radiation retinopathy at the
time of image acquisition. The study is ongoing and updated interim results will be presented. Conclusions This is
the first demonstration of OCT angiography in eyes with uveal melanoma. Preliminary results suggest that retinal
microcirculation in eyes with uveal melanoma differs from normal eyes. The significance of this finding is unclear
and further study is needed. Longitudinal studies are ongoing to compare retinal blood flow between eyes with
uveal melanoma and fellow eyes pre- and post-brachytherapy using OCT angiography.
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Purpose: To study size of the inner and outer foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) after brachytherapy
of posterior uveal melanoma with optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) Methods: Fifty-five
consecutive patients with unilateral posterior uveal melanoma (PUM) treated with I-125 plaque radiotherapy
had OCTA during follow-up. Post-hoc analysis of inner and outer foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone)
largest diameter and area was performed. Results: Median patient age was 57 years and 22 (22/55, 40%) were
male. Underlying diseases included diabetes mellitus (3/55, 5%) or hypertension (20/55, 36%), but none had active
retinopathy. Median pre-treatment largest tumor diameter was 12 mm (mean: 11, range: 4-19 mm) and median
thickness was 4 mm (mean: 4, range: 2-13 mm). There were 26 (26/55, 47%) and 9 (9/55, 16%) eyes with prior clinical
history of radiation maculopathy or papillopathy, respectively; however, only 22 eyes (22/55, 40%) had active
radiation related complications at the time of OCTA. At median follow-up post-radiation of 26 months, median
largest diameter of the inner (0.906 mm vs 0.605 mm, p < 0.001) and outer (1.156 mm vs 0.898 mm, p < 0.001)
foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) were both significantly enlarged in the treated eye compared to
the fellow non-treated eye. Median inner (0.435 mm2 vs 0.270 mm2, p < 0.001) and outer (716 mm2 vs 393 mm2,
p < 0.001) foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) were also increased in the treated eyes. Overall, there
were 13 eyes excluded from analysis of foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) size because of severe
cystoid macular edema (5/55, 9%), more than 50% macular non-perfusion (5/55, 9%), severe retinal distortion
from epiretinal membrane (2/55, 4%), and vitreous opacities (1/55, 2%). Conclusion: OCTA is a novel method,
without the need for fluorescein injection, to demonstrate enlargement of the inner and outer foveal capillary
plexus (foveal avascular zone) in eyes with posterior uveal melanoma treated with plaque radiotherapy. Severe
macular pathology or media opacity can sometimes prevent satisfactory image acquisition for post-hoc analysis.
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Swept-source optical coherence tomography imaging of choroidal tumors.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To study size of the inner and outer foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) after brachytherapy
of posterior uveal melanoma with optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) Methods: Fifty-five
consecutive patients with unilateral posterior uveal melanoma (PUM) treated with I-125 plaque radiotherapy
had OCTA during follow-up. Post-hoc analysis of inner and outer foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone)
largest diameter and area was performed. Results: Median patient age was 57 years and 22 (22/55, 40%) were
male. Underlying diseases included diabetes mellitus (3/55, 5%) or hypertension (20/55, 36%), but none had active
retinopathy. Median pre-treatment largest tumor diameter was 12 mm (mean: 11, range: 4-19 mm) and median
thickness was 4 mm (mean: 4, range: 2-13 mm). There were 26 (26/55, 47%) and 9 (9/55, 16%) eyes with prior clinical
history of radiation maculopathy or papillopathy, respectively; however, only 22 eyes (22/55, 40%) had active
radiation related complications at the time of OCTA. At median follow-up post-radiation of 26 months, median
largest diameter of the inner (0.906 mm vs 0.605 mm, p < 0.001) and outer (1.156 mm vs 0.898 mm, p < 0.001)
foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) were both significantly enlarged in the treated eye compared to
the fellow non-treated eye. Median inner (0.435 mm2 vs 0.270 mm2, p < 0.001) and outer (716 mm2 vs 393 mm2,
p < 0.001) foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) were also increased in the treated eyes. Overall, there
were 13 eyes excluded from analysis of foveal capillary plexus (foveal avascular zone) size because of severe
cystoid macular edema (5/55, 9%), more than 50% macular non-perfusion (5/55, 9%), severe retinal distortion
from epiretinal membrane (2/55, 4%), and vitreous opacities (1/55, 2%). Conclusion: OCTA is a novel method,
without the need for fluorescein injection, to demonstrate enlargement of the inner and outer foveal capillary
plexus (foveal avascular zone) in eyes with posterior uveal melanoma treated with plaque radiotherapy. Severe
macular pathology or media opacity can sometimes prevent satisfactory image acquisition for post-hoc analysis.
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Anatomic features of choroidal naevi and choroidal hemangiomas: Swept-source optical
coherence tomography vs Enhanced depth imaging tomography. A pilot study.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: To examine the anatomic retinal and choroidal features of choroidal naevi (CN) and circumscribed
choroidal hemangiomas (CCH) using swept-source optical coherence tomography and enhanced-depth
optical coherence tomography. DESIGN: Pilot Study. Observational case series. METHODS: Patients with CN and
CCH underwent clinical examination, B-scan ultrasonography, swept-source OCT (SS-OCT) and enhanced-depth
imaging OCT (EDI-OCT). For both SS-OCT and EDI-OCT, horizontal and volume scans were obtained. Clinical
features, location and dimensions were recorded. OCT retinal and choroidal features were examined for SS-OCT
and EDI-OCT. CN configuration was defined as plateau when confined in the choroid, dome when elevating
the retina or mixed for both. RESULTS: There were 17 patients, of which 15 had CN and 2 CCH. Of the 15 CN, 12
were melanotic and 3 amelanotic. The mean (median, range) thickness was 0.74 (0.5, 0-1.6) mm and diameter
was 3.84, (2, 1.5-4.5) mm. CN configuration was plateau in 8/15 cases, dome in 3 /15 cases and mixed in 4/15
cases. There was no difference between modalities with regards to retinal features. Overlying retinal pigment
epithelial (RPE) changes were absent in 7/15 cases. RPE disruption and photoreceptor layer changes were found
in 7/15, drusen in 1/15, subretinal fibrosis in 1/15, subretinal fluid in 3/15 cases. Bruch`s membrane was visualized
intact in 12/15 cases on SS-OCT versus 9/15 cases on EDI-OCT. Intrinsic hyperreflectivity with optical shadowing
was noted in 14/15 cases on SS-OCT and 13/15 on EDI-OCT though the degree of optical shadowing was less
with SS-OCT. The posterior margin of the naevus was visualized in 8/15 cases with SS-OCT and in 5/15 cases
with EDI-OCT. Intratumour vessels were visualized in 13/15 cases with SS-OCT and 9/15 cases with EDI-OCT. For
both modalities choriocapillaris appeared compressed and abnormal in 11/15 cases. No difference was noted
between modalities for the CCH. On both OCT modalities, lesions were hyporeflective, the posterior interface
with the sclera was visualized, distended choroidal vessels were visible mostly at the margins of the lesion and
choriocapillaris appeared normal. The resolution on SS-OCT was nonetheless superior. CONCLUSION: These
preliminary results indicate that imaging with SS-OCT enables better visualization of certain anatomical aspects
of choroidal naevi namely intratumour vessels. No difference was noted between OCT modalities in two cases
with circumscribed choroidal hemangioma.
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En Face Oct Of Choroidal Tumors.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE To describe optical coherence tomography (OCT) features of choroidal tumors using the en face
OCT. METHODS Forty eyes of 40 patients with choroidal tumors were included in our study. In this prospective
observational case series the patients underwent ophthalmoscopic examination, fundus photography, A and
B-scan ultrasonography, SD-OCT and en face OCT. All the OCT images were obtained by CIRRUS OCT (Carl
Zeiss, Meditec) with the 512x128 macular cube acquisition. For each choroidal lesion qualitative characteristics
(tumor outline, reﬂectivity and/or shadowing of choroidal layers) were assessed. RESULTS In all cases, en face
OCT was able to identify the tumor from the surrounding normal choroid, allowing to determine the tumor area.
En face OCT scan is able to detect structural and morphological details. In our cases, en face OCT imaging
of choroidal nevi shows a well demarcated, sub-retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) hyporeflectivity area, while
images of choroidal melanomas show a sub-RPE hyporeflective area with irregular and hyper-reflective edge
due to vascular tissue. Choroidal hemangioma shows a circumscribed sub-RPE hyperreflective area surrounded
by a hyporeflective ring. Choroidal metastasis often show an irregular hyporeflective area, but in some cases we
observed a well-demarcated round shape. Even small choroidal lesions nondetectable by ultrasonography can
be objectively identified and measured by this new CONCLUSIONS En face OCT could be a useful diagnostic
modality for imaging the retina and RPE overlying a choroidal lesion. This diagnostic approach may provide some
information about peculiar details of choroidal lesions which cannot be imaged with other techniques and it will
probably represent an useful tool to monitor the changes during follow-up.
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Radiation Maculopathy and Local Inflammatory
Biomarkers: an in vivo Spectral Domain OCT Study.
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Abstract:
Purpose The aim of this study was to evaluate in vivo the presence of imaging biomarkers of retinal microglia
reactivity (OCT hyperreflective spots: HRS) in eyes affected by radiation maculopathy. Methods Twenty-eight
subjects affected by maculopathy secondary to eye irradiation for a primary intraocular uveal melanoma were
enrolled. Diabetic retinopathy, retinal vascular disorders, intraocular inflammation and previous treatment with
any intraocular drug were the main exclusion criteria. All eyes previously underwent Iodine125 brachytherapy
with a standard apex dose (85 Gy at tumor apex). Macula was never directly included in the irradiation field.
Full ophthalmic examination, including spectral domain-OCT (SD-OCT), fundus autofluorescence and fluorescein
angiography, was performed in all eyes. After segmentation of retinal layers by SD-OCT, retinal images were
analyzed for reflectivity changes (hyperreflectivity spots) at the level of: internal limiting membrane plus retinal
nerve fiber layer (ILM+RNFL), inner nuclear layer plus outer plexiform layer (INL + OPL) and outer nuclear layer.
Hyperreflective spots were analyzed in a full retinal section, both in the foveal area and between 500 and 1500
µm from the foveal center. All examinations were performed twice, by two independent masked graders. Results
The inter-grader agreement was at least substantial for all measurements. In all studied eyes hyperreflective
spots were detected by SD-OCT. Hyperreflective spots were mainly located in the inner retina layers (ILM +RNFL
and INL + OPL) compared to outer retina (ONL) (p<0.005), and their expression significantly progressed with
the progression of macular (radiation induced) edema (p= 0.002). Conclusions The presence of retinal discrete
microaggregates, appearing, on SD-OCT, as hyperreflective spots, represents an in vivo biomarker of retinal
microglial activation in radiation maculopathy, as previously shown in other macular disorders. The increase
in number and the migration toward outer retinal layers of the (hyperreflective) microaggregates mirrors more
severe stages of maculopathy, and confirms the importance of neuroinflammation in the development and
progression of radiation-induced maculopathy. This aspect may be related to the so-called senescence process
induced by irradiation of solid (intraocular) tumors. This phaenomenon may offer more tailored approaches for
the treatment of radiation-induced maculopathy.
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Malignant transformation of ciliochoroidal melanocytoma in an only eye
after 42 years of stable review in the London Ocular Oncology Service.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report malignant transformation of a ciliochoroidal melanocytoma after very long term review in
the London Ocular Oncology Service. Management and outcome is described. Methods: Case Report Results:
The patient was under review in the Ocular Oncology Service for the past 42 years with a large ciliochoroidal
melanocytoma in his right eye, which was clinically stable. The patient had a densely amblyopic left eye.
The original diagnosis was made following subconjunctival biopsy in 1972 after presentation with extra-scleral
extension of the ciliary body tumour. In 2014, after 42 years of follow up, he developed a prominent sentinel vessel,
anterior uveitis and new nodules on the surface of the tumour. Organised vitreous haemorrhage was present
inferiorly. Ultrasound confirmed increased elevation of the tumour. Management options including diagnostic
biopsy were considered. In view of the risk of sampling error with a false negative biopsy and subsequent
delayed treatment, the patient elected for treatment with Ruthenium plaque brachytherapy. Postoperatively,
the patient developed anterior uveitis with cystoid macular oedema that responded to oral acetazolamide,
topical steroid and non-steroidal anti- inflammatory treatment. Vision was maintained at 6/9 three months after
ruthenium plaque treatment and ultrasound showed a decrease in tumour elevation from 6.9mm pre-treatment
to 4.8mm. Conclusions: This case report demonstrates successful outcome three months after Ruthenium plaque
brachytherapy for malignant transformation of a ciliochoroidal melanocytoma. Further long-term review will
determine whether this outcome is maintained. This case highlights the importance of lifelong review in patients
with ciliochoroidal melanocytoma to detect malignant transformation.
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Management of a choroidal melanoma with intraocular dissemination.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the management of a patient with diffuse intraocular dissemination of choroidal melanoma
who refused enucleation. Experimental Design: Case presentation. Results: A 61-year old woman presented with a
medium-sized, mushroom-shaped choroidal melanoma associated with overlying retinal invasion and pigmented
cells emanating from the tumor apex into the vitreous cavity. The patient refused enucleation. Therefore, she was
treated with I-125 plaque radiotherapy to the primary tumor, followed by pars plana vitrectomy with meticulous
vitreous base dissection, and 6 intravitreal chemotherapy injections at 1-3 month intervals. With two years followup, she continues to exhibit local tumor control, good visual potential, and no evidence of metastatic disease.
Conclusions: Intraocular dissemination is an occasional secondary finding in patients with choroidal melanoma
with associated collar button or mushroom shape in which tumor cells invade the overlying retina and gain
access to the vitreous cavity. Although enucleation is recommended in some cases, this case illustrates that
some cases can be treated with globe-sparing strategies.
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Primary uveal melanoma treated with systemic immunotherapy.
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Abstract:
This is the case of a 63 year-old Caucasian man with a history of COPD who was diagnosed with a left uveal
melanoma in late 2013. A and B echography revealed retinal detachment and a subretinal mass with lobulations
and variable internal reflectivity measuring 7.3 mm x 14.2 mm in basal dimensions, 10.0 mm in apical height. At the
time of diagnosis, he had concomitant biopsy-proven bilobar liver metastasis, mediastinal and hilar adenopathy.
Primary treatment of the eye was deferred and the patient was initiated on systemic therapy with ipilimumab
3 mg/kg between December 2013 and February 2014. After four doses, CT scans in March 2014 revealed the
patient had improvement in his mediastinal and hilar adenopathy but progression of disease in the liver. His
primary uveal melanoma was noted to have response to ipilimumab with less serous fluid and apical dimension
of 8.5 mm. He was next treated with two cycles of hepatic chemoembolization using Doxil-coated glass beads
in April and May 2014. The majority of his liver lesions responded to this therapy but he did develop metastatic
implants in the omentum. In July 2014, he was enrolled on an Expanded Access Program of the anti-PD1 agent
pembrolizumab 2 mg/kg every 3 weeks. After four doses, scans in November 2014 revealed a mixed response
with both improvement and progression in intrathoracic adenopathy, liver, and peritoneal metastases. Four more
doses were administered with continued mixed response in the liver as some lesions exhibited decrease in size
while others increased in size. Peritoneal disease was decreased and mediastinal adenopathy was stable. Fifteen
months after being diagnosed with synchronous primary and metastatic uveal melanoma, the patient remains
in stable health and continues on pembrolizumab. His ALT (SGPT), AST (SGOT), total bilirubin, and LDH are normal.
He reports improved vision in his left eye and has resolution of previously demonstrated subretinal fluid. To our
knowledge, this is the first report of synchronous primary and uveal melanoma treated with systemic anti-CTLA4
followed by systemic anti-PD1 with response in the primary lesion.
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Orbital Recurrence of Choroidal Melanoma presumed
secondary to Open flap transcleral biopsy.
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Purpose To describe a rare case of orbital recurrence of choroidal melanoma 5 years after enucleation of the eye.
Histopathological examination of the enucleated eye had confirmed the melanoma was confined to within the
eye Methods / Case report A 52 year old caucasian male was referred to the Sheffield Ocular oncology service.
His previous ophthalmic history included proton beam radiotherapy for a left choroidal melanoma some 8 years
previously. Shortly after his proton beam radiotherapy he underwent a transcleral biopsy for prognostication
purposes. Within 2 years he developed a retinal detachment requiring silicone oil tamponade with subsequent
left rubeotic glaucoma and eventual enucleation. The histopathology report of his enucleated eye reported no
extrascleral extension After a symptom free period of 5 years he presented to his referring hospital having had
4 episodes of left socket pain over the previous 12 months and an increasingly poorly fitting prosthesis. MRI of
his orbits revealed a mass posterior to his orbital implant. Subsequent removal of his orbital implant and biopsy
of the orbital mass confirmed malignant melanoma with extension into the residual optic nerve. His subsequent
treatment under our care involved orbital exenteration of the residual tumour mass and stereotactic radiosurgery
to the invasive optic nerve component up to the optic chiasm. Systemic imaging revealed a solitary lesion
within the right lung which has been resected and found to be a further metastatic deposit of his previous
choroidal melanoma. Results Re-examination of the histopathological specimens made available to us from
the enucleated eye confirm no evidence of extrascleral extension but sections demonstrating the site of the
previous transcleral biopsy and tantalum markers are no longer available for review due to the length of time
since the original enucelation. Conclusion A number of hypotheses exist as to the nature of the orbital recurrence
of this choroidal melanoma. The fact that the patient underwent an open flap transcleral biopsy shortly after
receiving proton beam radiotherapy raises concern that this could have been a route for extrascleral spread.
This case also demonstrates the important potential of orbital recurrence of choroidal melanoma several years
after enucleation.
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Diagnostic challenge of a not so amelanotic choroidal tumor.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe an unusual small relatively amelanotic choroidal tumor presenting documented growth in a
healthy patient. Methods: Case Presentation. Results/Case description: A 42 year-old Caucasian man presented
with a recent complaint of mild vision blurriness that prompted the detection of a small, relatively amelanotic
juxta-foveal tumor. The tumor had dormant features except for surrounding SRF. The patient scheduled to have
focal laser treatment 2 months later to address his visual symptoms. At that time, significant tumor growth was
detected. The treatment was cancelled and a diagnostic FNAB (transvitreal) was performed instead. The FNAB
yielded atypical cells with moderate amount of melanin and GEP Class 2. Baseline work up for metastasis was
negative. The patient was treated with an I-125 plaque and 3 months later the tumor showed almost complete
regression. At that time he started having digestive symptoms. Abdominal scans identified a lesion in his right upper
quadrant. The patient underwent liver biopsy with surprising results. He is now undergoing systemic management.
Conclusions: The uniqueness of this case is a reminder of the importance of transparent communication with
patients and efficient interdisciplinary care.
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Congenital Uveal Melanoma
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a new case of congenital melanoma with a systematic review of published literature regarding
this rare entity. Methods: A systematic search was conducted through the National Institute of Health’s PubMed
(www.ncbi.nlm.gov/PubMed), using terms congenital, uvea, and melanoma Links to “related citations” from
articles found under these headings, and the bibliographies of reviewed papers were examined for relevant
citations. Textbooks were similarly examined for relevant material. Results: A 3-month-old female child of
Caucasian mother and Asian father, presented with discoloration and prominence of the left eye since birth.
Ocular examination revealed a normal right eye. On the left side, hyperchromic heterochromia, enlarged
cornea (diameter, 13.0 mm) with intraocular pressure of 26 mmHg was noted. Multiple areas of subconjunctival
nodular pigmentation that extended posteriorly into the superior fornix were also observed. Fundus examination
showed a large ciliochoroidal pigmented mass extending from 10:30 to 3:00 o’clock position essentially involving
the superior half of the choroid and adjacent ciliary body. The eye was enucleated (modified to include
extraocular extension) confirming the diagnosis of diffuse uveal melanoma with extraocular extension. Systemic
surveillance (hepatic panel and ultrasonography of the liver) performed every 6 months for 5 years was has
been negative for metastases. The tumor sample was investigated intensively for panel of genes (BAP1, BRAF,
NRAS12, NRAS61, GNAQ, Kit 9,11,13,17,18) implicated in pathogenesis of blue nevus, cutaneous melanoma and
mucosal melanomas with negative results. Moreover, germline BAP1 mutation could not be identified in our
case. Conclusions: Given that congenital uveal melanoma has distinct clinical and histopathologic features and
molecular profile (absence of mutations in genes commonly implicated in uveal melanoma) this entity possibly
represents as yet unidentified uveal melanocytic proliferation rather than a true variant of uveal melanoma.
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Malignant Transformation of a Choroidal Naevus in an Eye Treated for Choroidal Melanoma.
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Purpose: To report a case of a choroidal melanoma and a discrete choroidal naevus that has transformed into a
malignant melanoma 5 years after initial diagnosis. Methods: Retrospective case report. Results: A diffuse macular
choroidal melanoma and a discrete choroidal naevus located superonasal to the optic disc were diagnosed
in the right eye of a 63-year-old woman in 2009. The patient was treated by ruthenium plaque radiotherapy
for the choroidal melanoma which consequently flattened and scarred. On a routine eye check in 2014, the
naevus was found to have been transformed into a choroidal melanoma. It was treated with ruthenium plaque
radiotherapy. Conclusions: Although extremely rare, patients with a uveal melanoma can develop an additional
discrete uveal melanoma. This case highlights the importance of monitoring benign choroidal naevi in patients
with a history of choroidal melanoma.
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A Pigmentary Abnormality of the Fundus.
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Abstract:
A man was noted to have an unusual pigmentary abnormality of his fundus. What should we do?
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Abstract:
Purpose: To review an unusual case of a patient with a history of uveal melanoma found to have metastatic
GE junction adenocarcinoma on screening PET scan who later developed bilateral diffuse uveal melanocytic
proliferation (BDUMP). Methods: Retrospective chart review Results: The patient was a 59 year-old Hispanic
gentleman who presented with a ciliary body melanoma treated by Iodine-125 plaque, biopsy-proven and
with Gene Expression Profile (GEP) Class 1A. After his brachytherapy, he was found on his screening PET scan to
have a GE junction invasive adenocarcinoma. Several months later, he developed decreased vision in both
eyes and was found on examination to have rapidly progressive cataracts as well as bilateral giraffe-pattern
choroidal thickening, RPE loss, subretinal fluid consistent with BDUMP. He underwent plasma exchange with
clinical improvement. Pre and post-treatment fundus images, FA, ultrasound as well as spectral domain OCT (SDOCT) will be presented. Conclusions: To our knowledge, this is the first case of a patient with documented uveal
melanoma as well as BDUMP. Treatment approaches for this rare disease will be discussed.
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A suspected choroidal melanoma with extrascleral extension in a pregnant woman.
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Abstract:
A suspected choroidal melanoma with extrascleral extension in a pregnant woman Vasilios P Papastefanou1,
Ido D Fabian1,2, Caroline Thaung3, Mandeep S Sagoo 1,2,3 1 Medical Retina Service, Moorfields Eye Hospital 2
Ocular Oncology Service, Moorfields Eye Hospital and St Bartholomew’s Hospital 3 UCL Institute of Ophthalmology,
London Abstract Purpose: To present the case of a 27-year-old 11-week-old pregnant woman who was referred
for evaluation of a choroidal pigmented lesion of the right eye. Patient was asymptomatic and this was an
incidental finding. Methods: Clinical examination, B-scan ultrasonography and additional imaging (OCT, CT)
was done. Results: Clinical and imaging assessment revealed a dome-shaped choroidal mass measuring 7 mm
in thickness with an extrascleral component of 4.5 mm. The lesion had internal blood flow on B-scan. The patient
underwent surgical exploration where a smooth-walled, dome-shaped, translucent scleral mass was observed.
Cyst was filled with a viscous, opaque material with crystals. Histopathology evaluation ruled out the presence of
a malignancy and confirmed the lesion to be an intrascleral cyst. Conclusion: An intrascleral cyst in a posterior
location is a rare event mimicking, as in this case, choroidal melanoma. Potential etiology, diagnostic dilemmas
and histopathological aspects of this unusual entity are discussed.
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Two rare paediatric intraocular tumours in one family.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report 2 rare intraocular tumours in 1 family of south Asian descent. Methods: Case report. Results:
A 9-month-old boy with International Classification Group E/O retinoblastoma underwent enucleation and was
found to have a moderately differentiated retinoblastoma with early choroidal and optic nerve invasion. His
maternal cousin presented at the age of 11 months old with scleral pigmentation and a pigmented intraocular
mass. A scleral flap biopsy of the mass was in keeping with a choroidal melanoma. He underwent enucleation
and the final pathology diagnosis was of malignant transformation of a choroidal melanocytoma into melanoma,
associated with scleral blue naevus. As he had cutaneous naevi, he was diagnosed with blue naevus syndrome.
Conclusion: Two rare paediatric intraocular cancers are reported in 1 family of south Asian heritage.
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Plaque Brachytherapy in a Large Ciliochoroidal Melanoma: Saving the Only Eye.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a case of a large ciliochoroidal melanoma with neovascular glaucoma in a one-eyed patient
who was successfully managed with Ru106 plaque brachytherapy with complete recovery of vision. Case
Report: A 51-year-old female patient with a phthisical right eye presented with sudden onset of diminution of
vision and pain in her pseudophakic left eye. She had light perception in the left eye and an intraocular pressure
of 34 mm Hg. Left eye showed congestion and corneal epithelial edema. Anterior chamber had cells and flare.
A dirty brown ciliochoroidal mass involving the iris and angle with ectropion uveae was noted, associated with
neovascular glaucoma and 5-mm hyphema. The size of the mass was 10.32 X 8.80 X 7.16 mm and the extent was
4 clock hours on ultrasound B-scan and ultrasound biomicroscopy. Fine-needle aspiration cytology confirmed the
diagnosis of malignant melanoma. PET-CT scan did not reveal systemic metastasis. She was treated with Ru106
plaque brachytherapy with a dose of 10,000 cGy to tumor apex. The tumor showed complete regression with
resolution of hyphema, well-controlled intraocular pressure, and regression of iris neovascularisation. At 12 months
follow-up, the patient continues to be disease free with best corrected visual acuity of 20/30, N6. Conclusion:
Plaque brachytherapy can help salvage eye and vision in patients with large ciliochoroidal melanoma with
neovascular glaucoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To discuss challenging management of intra-ocular tumour growth in pregnancy. Methods: Case
report and literature review. Results: A 31-year old Afro-Caribbean lady complained of a shadow in her left field.
Examination revealed a large brown mass arising in the nasal pre-equatorial periphery. On B scan ultrasonography
the mass measured 13 mm in diameter and 9 mm in elevation. A diagnosis was obtained following transcleral
biopsy. The patient was lost to follow up. Six years later she presented with recent onset pain the left eye. The
patient was 10 weeks pregnant. She had no perception of light in the left eye. External examination revealed a
translucent nodule of extrascleral extension overlying an anterior staphyloma with prominent scleral vessels. She
had anterior chamber cells with seclusio pupillae and iridocorneal touch temporally. The tumour now measures
14.4mm in elevation. Conclusion: The management is open for discussion.
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Single Cell Analyses of Uveal Melanoma reveals
Intra-tumoral Heterogeneity that correlates with Prognosis.
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Abstract:
Background Metastatic uveal melanoma (UM) is currently relatively resistant to therapy. It has been indicated that
precursors of therapy resistant cells are present in the primary tumor and they drive tumor heterogeneity. Single
cell analyses of tumor samples provide a highly accurate value for molecular markers underlying intra-tumoral
heterogeneity. Methods In this study we evaluated three fine needle aspirate biopsy samples of UM. Single cells
were isolated on the C1 platform of Fluidigm followed by cDNA synthesis and whole genome amplification. This
was followed by expression analysis of 16 genes used to classify UM into high- or low-risk categories for metastasis.
The genomic DNA was analyzed for chromosome 3 copy number and mutations present in GNAQ, GNA11 and
BAP1 gene. Results The results showed heterogeneity at the level of gene expression ranging between 30% to 60%.
At the level of copy number, or mutations in individual genes, the results were equally heterogeneous. The sample
with the least heterogeneity had the lowest risk of future metastasis, while tumors harboring cells with greatest
heterogeneity (non-uniform level of gene expression) had the highest risk of metastasis. Conclusion In conclusion,
intra-tumoral heterogeneity is a poor prognostic marker. This finding should be followed with sequencing of whole
cancer exome to identify novel therapeutic targets.
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Inferring an evolutionary tree of uveal melanoma from genomic copy number aberrations.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To study genomic evolution of primary uveal melanoma. Methods: Primary uveal melanoma genomic
DNA was assayed on the Illumina Human660WQuad v1.0 DNA Analysis Bead Chip. Raw signal intensity data were
quantile normalized to estimate copy number aberration with the Genome Alteration Print algorithm. Distance
between samples was calculated as the Manhattan distance between the copy number profiles of the tumors.
From the distance matrix, a phylogenetic network (evolutionary relationship inference) was estimated using the
SplitsTree package. Results: Of the 57 tumors, 1(1.7%) was discarded because of a failed assay, and 8 (13.8%)
revealed to be mixtures of several cell populations that could not be resolved by the GAP algorithm. Three
clades of tumor (A[59.2%], B[32.7%], C[6.1%]), each following a distinct evolutionary path and associated with
metastatic status (p value 0.04) were identified. From a normal diploid melanocyte, a few tumors (Clade C) lose
a large portion of chromosome 6q but but do not develop any mutations on 8q. In an alternate path, the vast
majority of tumors (Clade A and Clade B) gain a copy of the telomeric half of 8q. A majority of these tumors
(Clade A) subsequently lose a copy of chromosome 3, as well as the rest of 8q. The other tumors (Clade B) gain
copies of 6p, as well as regions on 11p and 22q. Conclusions: Genomic subtypes of uveal melanoma follow a
distinct evolutionary path that are not likely to transform from one subtype to the other.
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Comparison of Gene Expression Profiling and Chromosome 3 Analysis by Fluorescent In Situ
Hybridization and Multiplex Ligation Probe Amplification in Fine Needle Aspiration Biopsy
Specimens of Uveal Melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To assess the concordance between results of DecisionDx-UM uveal melanoma specific Gene Expression
Profiling (GEP) (Castle Biosciences, Phoenix, AZ) and Fluorescent in Situ Hybridization (FISH) for chromosome 3
analysis, and between GEP and multiplex ligation probe amplification (MLPA) (Impact Genetics, Bowmanville,
Canada) in uveal melanomas undergoing intraoperative fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) for metastatic
prognostication during brachytherapy. Methods: Consecutive patients diagnosed with uveal melanoma
who underwent intraoperative transscleral or transvitreal fine needle aspiration biopsy with 30-gauge needle
prior to placement of iodine-125 radioactive plaque between November 2012 and December 2014, were
retrospectively reviewed. Patient demographics and tumor characteristics were obtained. The results of biopsy
specimens, analyzed by cytopathology, FISH for monosomy 3 and 6p gain, GEP analysis with the DecisionDxUM assay, and MLPA with the Impact Genetics assay were reviewed. Results: A total of 153 intraocular tumors
underwent brachytherapy with intraoperative biopsy, including 141 choroidal melanomas, 9 iris melanomas,
and 3 uveal metastatic lesions. Two cohorts of patients were identified based on prognostic assay availability:
Cohort 1 -Tumors in which both GEP and FISH results were obtained; Cohort 2 - Tumors in which both GEP and
MLPA results were obtained. Cohort 1 consisted of 44 patients, all with iris or choroidal melanoma. Of these 44,
FISH and GEP results were discordant in 7 tumors (15.9%). Six tumors were classified as “Class 1” (four 1A, two 1B),
or low risk-for metastasis designation, by GEP but monosomy 3 by FISH; and one tumor was found to be “Class
2” by GEP and disomy 3 by FISH analysis. Cohort 2 consisted of 47 patients, all with iris or choroidal melanoma.
Of these 47, MLPA and GEP were discordant in 7 tumors (14.9%). All seven were classified as “Class 1” (all 1A) by
GEP but monosomy 3 or partial monosomy 3 by MLPA. There was no significant difference with tumor height in
discordant cases. No patients with discordant tumors had confirmed metastatic disease with limited follow up.
Conclusions: Discordance between GEP and Chromosome 3 status by FISH and by MLPA occurred in our series
at a rate of 15.9% and 14.9%, respectively. Caution must be advised when counseling patients with prognostic
results obtained by GEP, that in good prognosis ‘Class 1’ cases, there may be a 15% chance that the uveal tumor
actually harbors monosomy 3, which is associated with a poor prognosis for metastasis.
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An independent gene expression assay for prognostication following uveal melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Gene expression profiling (GEP) to assess prognosis in patients with uveal melanoma has been pioneered
by a few research groups. The technique is now patented and commercialized but requires shipping to the United
States and testing tends to be expensive. The purpose of this study was to set up an independent, but closely
similar, RNA-based technique based on a microarray of the originally reported 12 genes used for discrimination
between class 1 (low risk of metastases) and class 2 (high risk of metastases) tumours. Methods: Ten RNA samples
were collected from 10 fresh eyes with uveal melanoma and assessed for expression of the 12 originally reported
discriminatory genes using the QuantStudio™ 7 Flex Real-Time PCR System. Following fixation in formaldehyde,
paraffin-embedded tissue from the same tumours was assayed in an attempt to reproduce the findings obtained
from fresh tumour tissue. Results: Using this microarray based on the expression of the 12 discriminatory genes,
uveal melanoma samples could be arranged as discrete class 1 and class 2 types of tumours. This dichotomy
correlated with surrogates for survival like tumour diameter and cell cycling. Follow-up time was short (median =
11 months; range 5 to 16 months) and only one patient (class 2 tumour) developed metastases during follow-up.
Separately obtained paraffin sections from 6 of the tumours were assayed in parallel yielding concordant results,
albeit relying on RNA of somewhat poorer quality. Therefore, we developed a method to check the quality of
the RNA extracted from fresh frozen paraffin-embedded tissue as an intermediate step before running the GEP
array. Conclusion: Results suggest that an independent RNA-based microarray may be set up to identify uveal
melanoma as a class 1 or class 2 tumour. Our findings need to be validated using larger sets of fresh-frozen and
paraffin samples with longer follow-up. Cost for routine testing is expected to be significantly lower than the
currently commercially available option.
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Uveal melanoma: Prognostic significance of chromosome-3 alterations in tumor samples
obtained after enucleation or transvitreal biopsy: a follow-up study.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Previous reports on genetic analyses on UM from our clinic were restricted to tumors from patients
treated by enucleation. As patients not treated by enucleation tend to have smaller tumors the question arises
if the strong association between monosomy 3 and poor prognosis might be present in enucleated tumors only.
To address this point we performed genetic analysis on tumor tissue obtained by transretinal biopsy prior to
treatment from smaller tumors treated by brachytherapy. Genetic data and follow-up data of these patients
were compared to those of patients who had received enucleation therapy in the same period. The entire
cohort included 398 patients whose primary tumor was treated between 2009 and 2011. Methods: We performed
chromosme-3 genotyping by MSA in 77 uveal melanoma subjected to transretinal tumor biopsy and in 144
enucleated tumors. Follow up data were collected from all these patients and from a randomly chosen cohort
of 177 patients treated by brachytherapy without availability of genotyping data. Results: Disomy 3 was more
frequent in tumors sampled by transretinal biopsy (52/77, 68%) compared to enucleated tumors (42/144, 29%;
p value Chi sqare <0,0001). Patients treated by brachytherapy were significantly younger than enucleated
patients (median age at diagnosis 63 years/72 years, p value Wilcoxon rank test <0,0001). Death due to uveal
melanoma metastasis within observation period was observed in 10% of patients treated by brachtherapy without
prior transretinal tumor biopsy and 8% of patients with prior biopsy. 33% of the enucleated patients died within
observation period. Median follow-up time of our entire cohort was 38 months. Death due to uveal melanoma
metastasis was observed in 8 patients (15%) with D3 tumors (1 biopsy/7 enucleations) and in 46 (85%) with M3
tumors (5 biopsies/41 enucleations). Conclusion: Monosomy 3 appears to be more frequent in tumors treated by
enucleation than in tumors treated by brachytherapy. In both cohorts chromosome-3 status is a significant and
strong prognostic marker.
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SF3B1 and EIF1AX mutations in uveal melanoma protective or not?
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Abstract:
Purpose: The genetic framework of uveal melanoma (UM) is slowly being unraveled with somatic mutations
identified in GNAQ, GNA11, BAP1, EIF1AX and SF3B1. Metastasis is the main cause of UM-related death, and
therefore a better understanding on classification models and subgrouping according to mutation type can help
to identify high-risk patients. Methods: We investigated EIF1AX and SF3B1 mutations in 130 UM patients with whole
exome sequencing and Sanger sequencing. The GNAQ and GNA11 mutation status and BAP1 expression profile
was also investigated. Results: We confirm that EIF1AX mutations have a protective effect since tumors with these
mutations rarely metastasize. Strikingly, we found that the combination disomy 3 and SF3B1 mutations in tumors
significantly increases the metastatic risk of UM patients. Moreover, these patients are more prone to develop
late metastases. Conclusions: These results indicate that SF3B1 is not a protective factor in favorable disomy 3 UM
as is currently assumed. SF3B1 encodes a splicing factor and is a component of the minor U12-type spliceosome.
Therapies targeting the spliceosome are being investigated in several advanced solid tumors and could have
therapeutic implications for metastatic disease in UM patients with a SF3B1 mutation.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Uveal melanomas can be classified by gene expression profiling (GEP) into Class 1 (low metastatic risk)
and Class 2 (high metastatic risk), the latter being associated with mutational inactivation of the tumor suppressor
BAP1. This purpose of this study was to identify additional biomarkers of metastasis in primary uveal melanomas.
Experimental Design: 389 consecutive patients with uveal melanoma arising from the ciliary body and/or choroid
were assigned to Class 1 or 2 using a prospectively validated 15-gene classifier composed of 12 differentially
expressed and 3 control genes. Selected tumors were further studied by GEP, CGH, and SNP microarray analyses,
and qPCR. Results: Among all uveal melanomas, the most significant predictor of metastasis was Class 2 GEP
(log rank, P<0.0001). Metastatic disease was detected in 12/216 (6%) Class 1 patients and 63/173 (36%) Class 2
patients (log rank test, P<0.0001). Among the 12 Class 1 uveal melanomas that metastasized, the most significant
predictor of metastasis was a newly identify gene expression profile (log rank, P=0.0006). These Class1met+
tumors were not associated with BAP1 mutations or monosomy 3, and they exhibited distinctive chromosomal
changes. However, the chromosomal data did not add any value to the accuracy of the GEP-based prognostic
accuracy. Conclusions: Class1 uveal melanomas with increased risk of metastasis represent a small minority of
all uveal melanomas, and they can be identified by specific GEP biomarkers. Inclusion of this information into
the validated 15-gene classifier will further enhance the predictive accuracy of this test. The modified test will still
require only a single fine needle biopsy using a 27- or 25- gauge needle. The relationship of this new sub-Class to
the current Class 1A and Class 1B sub-types, as well as the potential benefit of immunotherapy in these patients,
will be discussed in the presentation.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To estimate the frequency in Finnish patients of germline mutations in the BRCA-1 associated protein-1
(BAP1) gene predisposing to uveal melanoma and several other cancer types. Methods: In Finland, uveal
melanoma patients are treated centrally in the Ocular Oncology Service, Helsinki University Hospital. We collected
genomic DNA from 148 of 188 consecutive patients treated from January 2010 to December 2012. This included
5 patients with a history of uveal melanoma in one relative and 2 patients with uveal melanoma in two relatives.
Fifteen patients had died before the study started and could not be sampled. All 17 exons of the BAP1 gene were
sequenced, and the sequences were independently read by two investigators. Results: We found two probable
pathogenic dominant germline mutations, a donor splice site mutation in a highly conserved region immediately
after exon 2 in a 57-year-old sporadic male patient and a frameshift insertion in exon 14 in two of the eight familial
patients: the 59-year-old mother of a man with choroidal melanoma and a 34-year-old grandson of a man with
choroidal melanoma. These two families may be distantly related but we have not yet confirmed this. The two
BAP1 mutations identified were not found in 61,486 controls from the ExAC (http://exac.broadinstitute.org/about)
database, including 3,325 Finns from the SISu project (http://www.sisuproject.fi). The frequency of germline BAP1
mutation was 2.0% (3/148, 95% CI 0.4-5.8) overall and 0.7% (1/141, 95% CI 0.02-3.9) in patients without any family
history of uveal melanoma. Two of them were younger than 30 years of age but did not carry a BAP1 germline
mutation. Conclusions: BAP1 mutations explained uveal melanoma in only two of seven families. BAP1 mutations
were found in less than 1% of consecutive patients without a family history of uveal melanoma. These estimates
are potentially biased because some patients who died soon after diagnosis before the study started might have
had BAP1 germline mutations. To reduce the possibility of bias, we are prospectively collecting further samples
from patients diagnosed in subsequent years.
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Purpose: The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of genetic results for chromosome 3 aberrations
from biopsies from uveal melanoma with those from a subsequent endoresection or enucleation specimen from
the same tumour. Methods: Twenty-eight patients with uveal melanoma seen between 2007 and 2014, who
underwent an initial biopsy and subsequent endoresection or enucleation and for whom prognostic genetic
testing had been performed on all tumor specimen. Genetic testing of both tumor specimens was performed
either by multiplex ligation dependent probe amplification (MLPA) or microsatellite analysis (MSA), depending on
DNA yield. Results: Clinical and histomorphological data were available for all patients (9 female and 19 male).
The median largest basal tumor diameter was 15.1 mm (range, 9.2-20.4 mm). The median follow-up time from
the date of primary uveal melanoma diagnosis was 23 months (range, 4 - 87). Epithelioid cells were present in
17 tumors. Fourteen biopsy specimens were analyzed by MLPA and 14 by MSA. Twenty-seven endoresection or
enucleation specimens were analyzed by MLPA and a single enucleation specimen by MSA. Chromosome 3
data showed prognostic concordance for the patient matched samples in all 28 cases. Fourteen tumors were
classified as monosomy 3; two had a partial loss of chromosome 3 and 12 were classified as disomy 3. At the
time of data analysis, one patient had died of metastatic melanoma and this patient had been found to have a
monosomy 3 tumor. Conclusions: Biopsy of uveal melanoma yields similar prognostic information to larger tumor
specimens. Initial evidence is also provided that the chromosome 3 results are not affected by prior radiotherapy.
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Purpose To validate the minimally invasive Transvitreal Retinochoroidal (TVRC) biopsy as a prognostic tool in the
management of uveal melanoma. Methods This retrospective study included 27 patients with uveal melanoma
treated at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen University Hospital in the period from January 2009 to December 2013. All
patients had a minimally invasive TVRC biopsy performed to confirm the diagnosis prior to enucleation. Routine
Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) for chromosomes 1p, 3, 6 and 8 were available for all patients. Multiplex
ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) was additionally performed on biopsies in 16 cases. Formalin fixed
paraffin embedded sections from the matched enucleated eyes were microdissected following a hexagonal
grid of 3.5 mm and individual MLPA analysis was performed on each hexagonal tumor sample. Matched test
results from the eyes and biopsies where compared. The heterogeneity of chromosomes 3 and 8 in the whole
tumor sections were additionally evaluated with generalized linear mixed models and unpaired t-test. Results A
total of 200 specimens from 27 enucleated eyes were analyzed and 183 specimens from 24 tumors were ultimately
available to study. The sensitivity for detection of chromosome 3 aberrations in all cases with a combination of
FISH and MLPA data was 95% (n=24) while the sensitivity in the subgroup of 16 biopsies with available MLPA data
was 100%. In three cases FISH analysis of the biopsy demonstrated more than two copies of several of the tested
chromosomes including chromosome 3. These chromosome 3 aberrations were missed by MLPA both in the
biopsy specimen and in the whole tumor section. The sensitivity for detection of chromosome 8 aberrations with
a combination of FISH and MLPA was 79% (n=24). A complete match of all four tested chromosomes between
the biopsy and the whole tumor section was seen in 46% of cases. Heterogeneity in the whole tumor section led
to diverse intratumor MLPA results in 3 tumors (13%) for chromosome 3 and in 11 tumors (46%) for chromosome
8. There was no significant difference in tumor size between the heterogenic and homogenic uveal melanoma
(p=0,65). Chromosome 3 and 8 abnormalities seemed to be more frequent at the base of the tumor (p=0,049).
Conclusion The TVRC biopsy is a valid technique in uveal melanoma for the stratification of low risk and high risk
patients. Application of FISH analysis in addition to MLPA enhanced the detection of chromosome 3 aberrations
in polysomic tumors.
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Purpose : To report outcomes and complications of diagnostic fine needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) of uveal
melanoma. Methods : Prospective interventional series of 150 consecutive patients with uveal melanoma
treated at the Cleveland Clinic Cole Eye Institute between May 2009 and August 2012. The FNAB approach (trans
corneal [TCO], trans scleral [TSC], and trans vitreal [TSV] were primarily determined by the location of the tumor.
The FNAB was performed using 25 Gauge needle using previously published technique. All aspirated material
was flushed into in Cytolyt® solution for ThinPrep® processing. The diagnosis of uveal melanoma was based
upon characteristic cellular features. The cytological reporting was divided into 4 conventional categories: 1.
Unsatisfactory for interpretation, 2. Negative for melanoma, 3. Atypical cells (not diagnostic or consistent with
melanoma) and 4. Positive for melanoma. Patients were evaluated at first postoperative visit within 1-4 weeks
followed by every 3 months in the first year and every 6 months thereafter. Data were analyzed using STATA
version 11. Results : FNAB was obtained via TCO (8), TSC (71), and TVT (64) approach and impression smear in
7 cases. Diagnostic yield was 92% (Positive for melanoma 122, Atypical cells : consistent with melanoma 9).
False negative results were observed in 8% (Unsatisfactory 7, Negative for melanoma 3, Atypical cells : not
diagnostic 2). Diagnostic yield was significantly correlated to biopsy approach (TCO 100%, TSC 96%, 86%; p =
0.029, Fisher’s exact test) and tumor size (basal diameter >5.0 mm; height >2.5 mm). Visual acuity (<20/40 and
> 20/400) at baseline and at 3 months was recorded in 68%,13% and 57%, 22% respectively). Visually significant
complications such as persistent hemorrhage (sub retinal hemorrhage or vitreous) requiring surgical intervention
(1%) and rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (1%) were rare. Endophthalmitis, hypotony, and detectable
needle tract seeding were not observed. Endophthalmitis, hypotony, and detectable needle tract seeding were
not observed. Conclusions: FNAB for uveal melanoma with 25-gauge needle is a safe procedure that can yield
diagnostic samples in more than 90% of cases. Possibility of negative diagnostic FNAB yield should be considered
when counseling patients with small tumors.
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Abstract:
Purpose: LUMPO is an online tool for estimating the survival probability of patients with choroidal melanoma,
according to anatomic, histological and genetic survivor predictors, also taking the patient’s age and sex into
account. It was developed and validated in Liverpool, UK, with data on 3653 patients. Metastatic mortality is
estimated by comparing the mortality of patients with that of the matched general population, thereby avoiding
bias caused by competing risk. The aim of this study was to evaluate LUMPO in a cohort of patients treated at the
University of California San Francisco (UCSF), USA. Methods: Patients were included if treated at UCSF for a uveal
melanoma involving choroid. Clinical data were retrieved by reviewing charts. Ranking of survival according
to prognostic factors was described by the C index. The predicted survival was compared with the observed
survival with the Hosmer-Lemeshow test. Patients treated at the Liverpool Ocular Oncology Centre (LOOC), UK,
were used as controls. Results: The 412 patients (215 male, 197 female) managed at UCSF between 2002 and
2008 had a mean age of 60 years (range, 17-91) with a mean basal tumor diameter of 11.3 mm and a mean
tumor thickness of 6.1 mm. The median follow-up was 8 years, with death occurring in 140 patients. Compared to
the LOOC cohort of 1811 patients from mainland Britain treated during the same period, UCSF patients tended to
be younger (Mann-Whitney, P=.009), with smaller basal tumor diameter (Mann-Whitney, P<.001), a thicker tumor
(Mann-Whitney, P<.001), a lower incidence of extraocular spread (Chi-Square, P<.001), less common epithelioid
melanoma cytomorphology (Chi-Square, P=.023), and a higher mitotic count (Chi-Square, P=.019). Kaplan-Meier
analysis showed the same overall survival in both groups (Logrank, P=.828). The C indices were 0.70 and 0.78 for
the UCSF and LOOC cohorts respectively, indicating good ranking of survival according to predictive factors.
There were no statistical differences between predicted and observed survival (Hosmer-Lemeshow, UCSF:
P=.061; LOOC: P=.088). Conclusion: LUMPO was reasonably accurate at predicting the overall survival of patients
treated for choroidal melanoma at UCSF even though these patients differed significantly in several respects
from those treated in Liverpool. Results would have been better if the models had included genetic data, which
greatly enhance prognostication, but these were available only from LOOC. The differences in tumor dimensions
and histology between the two centers suggest measurement variation and indicate the need for international
standardization of examination techniques.
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Purpose The aim of this study was to identify independent prognostic factors to formulate a prognostic nomogram
to treat metastatic uveal melanoma (mUM) patients. Methods Two cohorts of mUM patients, 152 from Veneto
Oncology Institute (IOV) and 102 from Mayo Clinic (MC), were analyzed to develop and externally validate,
respectively, a prognostic nomogram. Metastatic disease was confirmed by biopsy or fine needle aspiration
cytology in each case. The characteristics of primary uveal melanoma, the site and time of detection of
metastases, the percentage of liver involvement, the liver function tests values, the type and outcome of therapies,
the WHO performance status, the time of last follow-up or death, and the cause of death were included. Results
The median survival of stage IV UM was 17.2 months in the IOV cohort and 19.7 in the MC cohort. Percentage
of liver involvement (HR 1.6), elevated levels of serum LDH (HR 1.6), WHO performance status=1 (HR 1.5) or 2-3
(HR 4.6) were associated with worse prognosis. Longer disease-free interval from diagnosis to metastasis onset
conferred a survival advantage (HR 0.9). The nomogram had a concordance probability of 0.75 (SE .006) in the
development dataset, and 0.80 (SE .009) in the external validation. Conclusions Life prognosis of metastatic uveal
melanoma depends on the percentage of liver involvement, LDH levels, WHO performance status and disease
free-interval. The Nomogram accurately predicts the prognosis of mUM patients and could be useful for decisionmaking and risk stratification for future clinical trials.
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Purpose: retrospective study of patients treated with selective embolization for their intraosseous haemangioma(IOH)
or other orbital tumours. Methods. One case of an expansile IOH of the frontal bone, recently treated in UZ
Antwerp, was compared with a similar lesion, treated several years before in the LUMC; and compared with three
pre-surgical embolized cases for secondary invaded orbital tumours. Results: The treatment of both enlarging IOH
cases resulted in clinical stabilization. One was additional treated with intralesional injection of bleomycin, to
prevent recanalization. Three sphenoid tumours were embolized, one as only treatment and two before surgery.
In one of these two cases the orbital meningioma was huge and only after embolization the surgical excision was
possible. Conclusion: Intraosseous haemangioma can be successfully treated by embolization only. On For other
tumours embolization makes more extended surgery possible and can prevent life-threatening hemorrhage. Two
cases will be illustrated, as well as the typical imaging pictures of the IOH.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To assess the use of verteporfin photodynamic therapy (PDT) in the treatment of retinal vasoproliferative
tumours. Methods: Retrospective analysis of solitary vasoproliferative tumours treated with PDT in the Liverpool
Ocular Oncology Centre (Liverpool, UK) between June 2006 and January 2014. Treatment with Verteporfin
(Visudyne; QLT Ophthalmics, Merlo Park, CA, USA) was performed following the standard protocol used for
choroidal neovascularization secondary to age-related macular degeneration. Results: Twenty-five eyes of 24
patients (16 females, 8 males; median age 50 years) were treated. Mean visual acuity at presentation was 0.37
logMAR (range 0.0 to 0.8). All lesions were located anterior to the equator, mainly in the inferior quadrant (23/25).
Patients required between 1-3 sessions of PDT to achieve tumour control, defined as resolution of exudation
and haemorrhagic changes in the retina. The mean follow up period was 26 months (range 12-70). Seventeen
(68%) cases had complete regression; four had only partial regression, but with symptomatic improvement; four
tumours showed no response to PDT and required further interventions. Each one of the cases needing further
treatment had presented with significant subretinal fluid. The mean visual acuity 24 months following therapy
was 0.14 logMAR (range -0.1 to 1.0). Fifteen patients (60%) improved by 1-2 lines logMAR; eight patients had
stable unchanged vision; the remaining two cases lost vision due to progressive exudation. Conclusion: PDT
has beneficial effects on vasoproliferative tumours with complete regression of the tumour and resolution of
exudative effects in 68% of cases, with 84% requiring no further treatment. Tumours associated with a significant
degree of subretinal fluid at presentation are less responsive to PDT.
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Abstract:
Purpose. To report the results of ruthenium-106 plaque radiotherapy in patients with retinal vasoproliferative
tumors (VPT) using 80 Gy radiation dose to the apex. Methods. This is a retrospective chart review of consecutive
patients with VPT from March 2009 to May 2013, receiving radiation dose of 80 Gy to the tumour apex with
ruthenium-106 plaque radiotherapy. Main outcome measures were preoperative ocular features, preoperative
and postoperative tumor characteristics, visual outcome and complications after treatment. Results. There were
of 13 eyes of 13 patients with mean follow-up of 24 ± 17 (SD) months. From these, 7 (54 %) were classified as
primary VPT and 6 (46 %) as secondary VPT. Following plaque radiotherapy with 80 Gy to the apex, visual acuity
was stabilized or improved in 9 eyes (69 %). Reduction in tumor thickness was achieved in 12 (92 %) eyes. The
most common complications were cataract and epiretinal membrane formation. One eye developed optic disc
neovascularization, requiring panretinal laser photocoagulation. Conclusion. Ruthenium plaque radiotherapy
with tumour apex radiation dose of 80 Gy is successful in regression of VPT in 92% and stabilizes or improves visual
acuity in 69%.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the photodynamic therapy (PDT) in the management of choroidal metastasis. Methods:
Thirteen eyes of ten patients with choroidal metastasis were treated with PDT at a single institution . PDT was
applied with verteporfin at a dose of 6 mg/m2 body surface area and a 689 nm diode laser for 83 seconds. Visual
acuity, tumor basal diameter, tumor thickness by ultrasonography and enhanced depth optical coherence
tomography, and presence of subretinal fluid, were recorded before PDT and during follow-up examinations.
Results: Of 13 eyes, 10 eyes had single tumor and 3 eyes had 2 tumors. Five eyes were treated with a single session
of PDT, 6 eyes received 2 sessions, and 2 eye received 3 sessions. The mean preoperative ultrasound-measured
tumor thickness was 1.5 mm (range, 0-2.6 mm) and mean basal diameter was 9.9 mm (range, 5-16 mm). All eyes
were initially associated with subretinal fluid. At the end of a mean follow of 10.4 months (range, 3-42 months), 11
eyes (85%) had complete resolution of subretinal fluid. Eleven eyes (85%) had reduction of tumor thickness. The
mean decrease in tumor thickness was 1.4 mm (range, 0.7 to 2.6 mm). Increase in tumor thickness was observed
in 2 eyes and they were managed with external beam radiotherapy. Nine eyes (69%) had stable or improved
visual acuity, and 4 eyes (31%) had decreased visual acuity. Mean logMAR change in visual acuity was -0.09
(range, -1.3 to 0.8). There were no PDT-related complications. Conclusions: Photodynamic therapy may be a
useful therapeutic option for the management of choroidal metastasis. It can be a fast and safe alternative in
select cases.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To compare the efficacy of photodynamic therapy (PDT) associated to systemic therapy versus systemic
therapy alone in order to improve or stabilize the visual acuity (VA) in patients affected by choroidal metastases.
Methods: Through a retrospective review of medical records, twenty-four eyes of 19 patients were classified into
two groups: Group A, 13 eyes of patients treated by systemic therapy and PDT, and Group B, 11 eyes of patients
undergone systemic therapy alone. Exams performed at presentation and each follow-up visit included VA,
fundus photography, fluorescein angiography (FA), indocyanine green angiography (ICGA) ultrasonography,
and optical coherence tomography (OCT). Data recorded included site and treatment of primary tumor, tumor
laterality, number of tumors per eye, location, and presence of subretinal fluid. Group A patients received PDT
consisting of intravenous infusion of verteporfin at a dose of 6mg/m2 body surface area. Five minutes after
completion of infusion, PDT was performed 689 nm diode laser at an intensity of 600 mW/cm2 for 166 seconds (100
J/cm2). Follow-up examination was performed at 4 weeks and every 4 months. Results: Four weeks after a single
session of PDT, mean tumor thickness reduction of 16% was observed in 70% of patients in Group A and mean
tumor thickness reduction of 10% in 33% of patients in Group B. VA remained stable or improved in 78% (Group A)
and 43% (Group B) of cases. At four months, VA improvement was obtained in all patients treated with PDT and
systemic therapy. Conclusion: With cancer survival improving, choroidal metastases will become an increasingly
important cause of visual impairment. Therefore PDT could represent an effective and safe therapeutic option
to restore visual acuity when choroidal metastases progress despite systemic therapy or when choroid is the only
metastatic site, in these patients with limited life expectancy.
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Australia and New Zealand Study Of PDT In Choroidal
Amelanotic Melanoma (ANZSOPICAM) – six-year results.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: ANZSOPICAM is an investigator-initiated prospective multicentre clinical trial of photodynamic therapy
in choroidal amelanotic melanoma. This paper summarises the six year results. METHOD: Patients presenting with
posteriorly-located amelanotic melanoma were recruited into the study. After full ocular and systemic assessment
photodynamic therapy was applied with the Zeiss Visulas laser, using verteporfin as the photosensitiser. PDT was
repeated at three monthly intervals until the melanoma had completely regressed. RESULTS: 44 patients with
amelanotic choroidal melanoma were recruited in the first three years. Complete regression of the melanoma
has been achieved in 23 patients (52%); eight after just one treatment, five following two treatments, seven after
three and two after four; in one case six treatments were necessary. Visual acuity remained stable or improved
in 16 of these (70%).Two patients have been lost to follow-up, but in both of them the melanoma had flattened
completely whilst they were being monitored. Two elderly males, whose melanomas had also regressed, died of
cardiac disease during the study. Recurrent melanoma occurred in 17 participants (39%); in five (11%) these were
small, marginal and amelanotic, responding favourably to further PDT. The other 12 (27%) were pigmented and
were treated with plaque brachytherapy. So far no evidence of systemic metastatic disease has been found in
any patients. CONCLUSION: In this study PDT resulted in complete regression of amelanotic melanoma in 52% of
cases, in 70% of these without compromising vision. 11% required further PDT for amelanotic recurrent tumour and
27% underwent additional plaque brachytherapy for pigmented recurrence.
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Diagnosis of vitreoretinal lymphoma: the use of
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Abstract:
Purpose: To compare three methods of diagnosis of suspected vitreoretinal lymphoma: cytology, IgH gene
rearrangement, and IL-10/IL-6 ratio. Methods: Diluted vitreous fluid obtained in diagnostic vitrectomy from patients
with suspected vitreoretinal lymphoma were delivered immediately after the surgery to the cytopathology
laboratory; to the hematology laboratory for PCR studies, and to the cancer-markers laboratory for ELISA test for
IL-10/IL-6 ratio. Results: Forty-seven specimens were evaluated using the three methods: 21 of them (44.7%) were
positive for lymphoma in cytology examination, 13 (27.6%) were positive in Ig-H gene rearrangement evaluation,
and 25 (53.2%) were positive by IL-10/IL-6 ratio that was higher than 1.0. Nine of 21 specimens (42.8%) with positive
cytology were positive also for Ig-H gene rearrangement and 18 of the 21 (85.7%) were positive also for IL-10/IL-6
ratio. Nine specimens were positive for lymphoma via all three methods. Seven specimens in which the IL-10/IL-6
ratio was positive for lymphoma were negative in cytology, 4 of them developed CNS lymphoma, and 3 that
were positive for Ig-H gene rearrangement were negative in cytology. Conclusions: In our series, the examination
of the IL-10/IL-6 ratio was much more sensitive and much more comparable to cytology than examination for
Ig-H gene rearrangement which showed low sensitivity.
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Upregulation of miRNA in primary vitreoretinal
lymphoma specimens: A new diagnostic approach?
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Abstract:
Purpose: Primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (PVRL) is a rare, but highly malignant intraocular tumor with often dismal
prognosis. Clinical findings of PVRL may simulate uveitis. Difficulties to confirm diagnosis, even with cytological
and immune histochemical analyses of vitreal specimens, are frequent. MiRNA-19b, miRNA-21 and miRNA-9 in
cerebrospinal fluid have been demonstrated to be abundant in primary CNS lymphoma. Objective of this analysis
was to evalute miRNA data in PVRL specimen. Methods: Four histological confirmed PVRL vitreal specimen were
analysed for miRNAs by Real-Time PCR and compared to control specimens (vitritis: n=17; macular pucker: n=8;
lung carcinoma metastasis in the vitreous: n=1). Results: Upregulations of all three miRNA markers have been
seen in the PVRL specimen in comparison to the vitritis specimens (48-fold upregulation for miRNA-19b, p=0,0029;
10-fold upregulation for miRNA-21, p=0,00040 und 31-fold upregulation for miRNA-92, p=0,0029). Highly significant
differences have also been seen between PVRL, macular pucker specimens and lung carcinoma metastasis in
the vitreous. Conclusion: MiRNAs have the potential to be a valuable diagnostic tool for PRVL and especially to
differentiate between PVRL and uveitis. Further analysis with a larger number of patients is necessary to increase
evidence.
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Abstract:
Purpose Primary intraocular lymphoma (PIOL) is a rare large B cell lymphoma with significant risk of central
nervous system (CNS) involvement and death. Treatment options vary significantly including local and systemic
chemotherapy as well as ocular radiation. METHODS We retrospectively reviewed our patients with pathology
confirmed PIOL from 1994 to 2010 with isolated ocular or CNS plus ocular involvement. Intraocular and CNS
failure-free survival, relapse-free survival, and overall survival outcomes were analyzed. RESULTS Sixteen patients
received combined therapy consisting of intravenous chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Two patients were
treated with systemic chemotherapy and four with local ocular therapy alone. Among patients with isolated
ocular versus CNS involvement, CNS failure-free survival was 79% versus 57%. Median relapse-free survival was
34 versus 21 months (P = 0.4), and overall survival was 43 versus 30 months (P = 0.7). Three patients treated with
combined therapy with a minimum of 1-year follow-up never relapsed, and one remains disease-free more than
four years later. CONCLUSIONS In this series of patients with primary intraocular lymphoma CNS and intraocular
relapse was common. A trend toward better survival was seen among patients with isolated ocular presentation,
and a limited number of long-term disease-free survivors seen after combined systemic chemo- and radiation
therapy.
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Vitreoretinal lymphoma (VRL) and the Incidence of retinal detachment.
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Abstract:
Title: Incidence of retinal detachment in primary vitreoretinal lymphoma (VRL). Purpose: Primary vitreoretinal
lymphoma (VRL) is rare but potentially fatal, presenting a diagnostic and therapeutic challenge by masquerading
as infectious or inflammatory conditions. We have observed an increased incidence of retinal detachment in our
cohort of patients with VRL. To characterize this observation further, we studied this population with attention to
demographics, clinical course, and treatment. Methods: Retrospective review of 26 consecutive patients at a
large Ocular Oncology Center. Results: Between 2006 and 2014, a total of 26 patients (40 eyes) were identified with
primary vitreoretinal lymphoma, of whom 81% were female and 19% male, 92% were Caucasian, and the mean
age at presentation was 62 years. The mean follow up period was 32 months. 27% (n=7) of patients had a history
of retinal detachment (RD), 86% (n=6) unilateral and 14% (n=1) bilateral and one patient developed a recurrent
RD in one eye, totaling an incidence of 9 retinal detachments in this cohort. 33% (n=3) of RD’s occurred prior to
the diagnosis of VRL, 56% (n=5) of RD’s occurred at presentation, and 11% (n=1) occurred during the course of the
disease. 89% (n=8) received some form of surgical treatment, with no recurrences except one to date. 58% (n=15)
of patients had associated primary central nervous system lymphoma (PCNSL) and 12% (n=3) died as a result of
their lymphoma. Conclusions: We observe a high incidence of retinal detachment in patients with VRL. While the
etiology is not readily evident, we postulate several mechanisms including abnormal vitreous of the underlying
disease resulting in abnormal vitreoretinal interface and early vitreous detachment formation. Iatrogenic causes
are also plausible since these patients receive numerous diagnostic and therapeutic interventions, although in
our cohort most RD’s occurred prior to or at presentation favoring the former hypothesis. Further studies with more
patients and longer follow up are needed to elucidate the association between retinal detachment incidence
and VRL. Nonetheless, we propose that this association is clinically relevant and warrants careful surveillance for
retinal detachment during follow up and treatment as well as patient counseling.
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577-nm Yellow Laser Photocoagulation for Coats Disease.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe clinical outcomes of patients with Coats disease treated with 577-nm yellow laser
photocoagulation Methods: Medical records were reviewed for all pediatric patients with Coats disease treated
with yellow laser photocoagulation at a single center between January 1st, 2011 and December 31st, 2014.
Patients were excluded if they received other forms of treatment (ie. cryotheraphy or bevacizumab) or were
lost to follow up. Main outcome measurements included achievement of full treatment (defined as complete
ablation of telangiectasia and resolution of subretinal fluid), time to full treatment, number of treatment sessions,
and visual acuity. Results: Fifteen eyes of 14 patients met the inclusion criteria. All patients were male. The mean
age at initial treatment was 63.7 months, and mean length-of-follow-up was 21.4 months. Ten eyes were identified
with Stage 1 to 3A disease. All 10 eyes achieved full treatment with an average of 2.7 treatment sessions and a
time-to-full-treatment of 11.1 months. For patients with Stage 3B disease (total exudative retinal detachment), 2 of
5 (40%) achieved full treatment. One patient developed glaucoma and end-stage disease. Despite anatomical
improvement, only 3 of 15 (20%) achieved 20/50 or better visual acuity at the final visit. Conclusion: Intravitreal
anti-VEGF injections have been enthusiastically reported for the treatment of Coats disease. 577-nm yellow
laser photocoagulation is also a highly effective treatment, and with a wavelength that approximates the peak
absorption of hemoglobin, it is particularly suited to target vascular lesions. Most cases of Coats disease can be
successfully treated with yellow laser and do not require intravitreal anti-VEGF injections. Generalized adoption
of anti-VEGF for Coats by non-ocular oncologists risks occasional use in retinoblastoma mis-diagnosed as Coats.
For this reason, the effectiveness of yellow laser for most cases of Coats deserves to be highlighted.
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Characteristics and outcome of choroidal and ciliary body melanoma among children,
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Abstract:
Purpose: To compare the characteristics of choroidal and ciliary body melanoma between children and young
adults up to 24 years of age, through a collaborative multicenter study. Methods: Retrospective cohort of 299
patients with choroidal or ciliary body melanoma aged 24 or younger. Iris melanomas were excluded. Patients
were divided in two groups, younger than 18 years of age (cases) 114 patients, compared to 185 patients
(controls) aged 18-24. Results: Median age of cases and controls was 15.1 vs.21.9 respectively; percentage
of females among cases (57%) and controls (63%) was significantly higher than expected by chance. Ocular
melanocytosis was present in 1.7% of cases and in 3.8% of controls, neurofibromatosis type I in 1.7% of cases and
in 0.5% of controls. Mortality was associated with ocular melanocytosis among cases, while neurofibromatosis was
not associated with mortality. Males had a better survival among cases, but no difference was observed among
controls. Mortality was higher if ciliary body was involved among cases. Extraocular extension was present among
3% of both groups, and was associated with mortality in both groups. 202 tumors classified by TNM, among cases
and controls. T1, 23% vs. 23%; T2, 24% vs. 32%; T3, 29% vs. 30%; and T4, 21% vs. 15%, Tx 3% vs. 0% respectively, TNM
stage was available for 202 patients, stage I, 18% vs. 21%; stage II, 49% vs. 52%, stage III, 29% vs. 26%, stage IV 0%
vs. 1%, respectively. Mortality was associated with TNM stage among both groups. Tumors were closer to fovea
among cases. Monosomy 3 was found in 7% cases and in 4% of controls. 5 cases and controls were screened for
BAP1 mutations, 1 patient in both groups tested was positive. Mortality was associated with BAP1 among cases.
Melanoma-related survival was 97% at 5 years and 92% at 10 years for cases vs. 90% and 80% at 5 and 10 years for
controls. Survival proportions were 100% at 5 and 10 years vs. 97% at 5 years and 91% at 10 years when comparing
cases younger vs. older than 11 years. Conclusion: None of our patients younger than 11 years of age had died.
Young age patients (cases) had a better survival than older age (controls). Mortality was associated with female
gender among cases, TNM stage in both groups, ciliary body involvement among cases, extraocular extension
in both groups, ocular melanocytosis among cases, and BAP1 mutation among cases.
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Abstract:
Purpose To report 2 new families with the BAP1 tumor predisposition syndrome (BAP1-TPDS) and conduct a
comprehensive review. Methods IRB approval was obtained. Germline BAP1 sequencing was performed for two
families using peripheral blood leukocyte DNA. Confirmation of the splice variant was performed on cDNA. A
PubMed search of all BAP1 publications through January 1, 2015 in the English language was conducted. Results
Two new families were identified with germline BAP1 mutations, including a missense mutation (c. 539T>C, p.
Leu180Pro) and an intronic splice variant (c. 256-4_256-2del) with aberrant splicing. The literature review identified
24/77 articles describing patients with germline BAP1 mutation. 167 individuals (56% females) from 51 families were
found to have germline BAP1 mutation with high disease penetrance (92% affected). Uveal melanoma (UM) was
the most common cancer, in 49/167 (29%), and had earliest onset (age 16). 50/51 families presented with one
or more of the 4 main cancers: UM, renal cell carcinoma (RCC), mesothelioma, or cutaneous melanoma. No
specific genotype-phenotype correlation was uncovered. Germline BAP1 mutation was associated with worse
prognosis in UM and RCC, yet a potentially more indolent prognosis in mesothelioma. Conclusion BAP1-TPDS is
a highly penetrant hereditary cancer syndrome likely to be encountered by ophthalmologists. Suspicion for the
syndrome and referral for genetic counseling are recommended.
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Unusual Uveitis - Can OCT HELP?
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Abstract:
This case is presented to demonstrate clinical and OCT findings in a patients with bilateral presumed idiopathic
uveitis. During the course of disease, a diagnostic vitrectomy was performed revealing Candida. The inflammation
remained refractory to treatment and eventually the eye had to be enucleated due to orbital complications
and severe pain. Histopathologic findings and further clinical follow-up will be presented at the meeting.
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Abstract:
Purpose: We report a case of bilateral exudative retinopathy in 2 year old child. Methods: A healthy 2 year old
boy with a 4 week history of right esotropia and bilateral leukocoria was referred for further management with a
differential diagnosis of retinoblastoma, Coats disease, and leukemic retinopathy. Results: His vision was central,
steady, and maintained OU with no afferent pupil defect. Examination under anesthesia showed bilateral
juxtapapillary exudative retinopathy, right optic nerve edema, and right intra-retinal hemorrhages. There was
no arteriolar attenuation, peripheral retinal telangiectatic vessels or capillary drop out noted. Discrete punctate
chorioretinal scars were present outside the macula. Intravenous fluorescein angiography revealed hyperfluorescent optic nerves, leakage from retinal vessels, and hyper-fluorescence surrounding the chorioretinal
scars. Serology studies drawn at the time of referral for toxoplasmosis, toxocara, bartonella, and syphilis were
negative. During the EUA, he developed hypertension with blood pressures to 186/149 mmHg that partially
responded to labetalol. A diagnosis of hypertensive retinopathy was entertained. Upon further questioning, the
mother reported intermittent high blood pressure reading over the past several months. The patient had also
difficulty gaining weight and worsening intermittent headaches for the past 6 months. The patient was admitted
to the pediatric intensive care unit for pharmacologic blood pressure control. His physical exam revealed a
right-sided firm abdominal mass. Subsequent computed tomography with contrast demonstrated three distinct
lesions originating from the superior and inferior poles of the right kidney. Echocardiography showed moderate
left ventricular hypertrophy and hyperdynamic systolic performance. The patient’s renin level was elevated to 57
μIU/mL (age adjusted reference range: 1.71 to 11). Plasma metanephrines were found to be elevated (plasma
metanephrine: 162 pg/mL [reference value ≤ 57], plasma normetanephrine: 195 pg/mL [≤ 148]; plasma total.
metanephrine: 357 pg/mL [≤ 205]).The patient had normal urinary vanillylmandelic acid and homovanillic acid
levels. The patient was underwent an uncomplicated right nephrectomy revealing a Stage I Wilms tumor with
focal anaplasia. He is currently receiving standard chemotherapy with vincristine,actinomycin, and doxorubicin.
Conclusion: Hypertensive retinopathy should be included in the differential diagnosis of exudative retinopathy in
a child and secondary causes, inclusive of Wilms tumor, should be excluded.
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Purpose:To present a case of a diagnostic dilemma between intraocular tuberculoma and an iris tumor that
proved to be an occult IOFB of vegetal origin. Methods: Case report. Results: A 47 year-old white male was
referred to the Ocular Oncology Service, with clinical suspicion of amelanotic iris melanoma in the left eye (OS).
There was mild diffuse conjunctival injection, anterior chamber was shallow, aqueous humor exhibited 3+ of
cells, posterior synechiae was evident almost 360o except for few free spots. A yellow whitish vascularized mass
was noted in temporal iris root, measuring approximately 4x3mm and touching the posterior corneal surface.
Fundus examination was impossible due to the synechiae and mild cataracts. Ultrasound highlighted just small
movable echoes suggestive of an inflammatory or hemorrhagic process. Based on an initial suspicion of anterior
uveitis, 1% prednisolone and tropicamide eyedrops were prescribed. A panel of laboratory tests was conducted,
focusing specifically on tuberculosis and syphilis as stronger possibilites. After 15 days, the patient was very
satisfied reporting pain resolution. The blood tests were negative for syphilis. A strong tuberculin skin test reaction
(over 10mm) was found although chest x ray was normal. The eye showed marked improvement in anterior
chamber inflammatory cells and decrease of iris root mass size. On discussion with the Infectology Service, in
the absence of other clear focus of tuberculosis, histologic confirmation of disease was required to proceed
with specific treatment. An excisional biopsy was conducted. A thick slimbus based scleral flap was fashioned,
the anterior chamber opened and surprisingly a vegetal foreing body was removed. On histologic examination
the iris nodule was composed mainly of chronic mononuclear inflammatory cells, with a lot of lymphocytes and
large monocytes. Vegetal matter was identified. After the surgery the patient reported mid blunt ocular trauma
with vegetal 90 days before the first examination Conclusion: Occult intraocular foreign body can be a difficult
diferential diagnosis from infectious nodules and intraocular tumors.
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Eye Diktyoma, Intracranial teratoma and scalp lipoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose:To demonstarate a rare combination of medulloepithelioma (Diktyoma )with intracranial teratoma and
scalp lipoma Methods:A case of a girl presented at age of 6ms with a fleshy mass cystic in nature protruding
from the lower aspect of the cornea and sclera of the left eye ,translucent with illumination and dating since
birth .The condition is associated with an encephalocel at the top of the head .MRI study of the orbit revealed
Left retinal detachment and lens dislocation with ill-defined irregular shaped left intra ocular mass involving
mainly the anterior chamber is seen with a small extra-orbital exophytic component. The mass is seen eliciting
a low T2 WIs signal, intermediate T1 WIs signal with a heterogeneous intense contrast enhancement pattern
in the post contrast-phase. MRI brain denoting a corpus callosum agenesis associated with large well-defined
irregular shaped intra cranial SOL is seen centered upon the mid line measuring about 2.7 x 4 x 4.7 cm along its
maximal AP x TS x CC dimensions. The lesion is seen bulging within both ventricles, extending cranially till the high
parietal region. The lesion eliciting fat like signal with small enhancing areas within. It appears contiguous with
scalp lipoma through Large bone defect in the high parietal bone associated with encephalocele is noted and
the picture interpreted as a Corpus callosum agenesis associated with large intra cranial mass (likely lipoma or
teratoma) as well as encephalocele and scalp lipoma as described . Enucleation of the eye was carried on and
pathological findings were documented Results:Gross description of the enucleated eye showed an epibulbar
skin covering a protruded mass of 1X1X0.6cm encroaching over the cornea and cut section showed scleral
wall invasion.Microscopically there is a primitive neuroepithelial neoplasm composed of trabeculae and glands
with pseudo stratified cell linning having basall located ovoid nuclei with clumped chromatin,having limiting
basement membrane exhibiting minimal pleomorphismand rare mitosis.Focal areas of loose myxoid intervening
tissue is seen.A heterologous mesenchymal component in the form of islands of benign cartiladge and benign
lookin muscle cells.Tumour is arising from the cilary body with scleral invasion.The final diagnosis was Diktyoma ,
a locally invasive teratoid medulloepiheliomaof ciliary body with scleral invasion Conculsion:This is a rare case of
Diktyoma associated with intracranial teratoma of Corpus callosum and scalp lipoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Ciliary body medulloepithelioma is the most common ciliary body tumor of childhood. It can be
benign or malignant and, may exhibit teratoid features. We aim to highlight atypical presentation of ciliary
body medulloepithelioma. At the same time discuss about the common presentation and review of literature.
Methods: Case series including two cases of ciliary body medulloepithelioma in an infant and adult with review
of literature. Results: We observed that ciliary body medulloepithelioma in case 1 presenting in an infant with
buphthalmos had regional lymph node metastasis due to late diagnosis. Although it is extremely rare in an adult,
our patient, case 2 presented with iris amelanotic mass simulating metastasis/ amelanotic melanoma. Both the
patients underwent enucleation and diagnosis was confirmed histopathologically. Additional local stereotactic
radiotherapy was also performed for regional lymph node metastasis in case 1. On further follow up there was no
local recurrence or regional and/ or systemic metastasis. Conclusion: Ciliary body medulloepithelioma commonly
presents in children with an amelanotic mass. It may masquerade as other intraocular pathology, delaying the
diagnosis. It may also present from birth progressing, and leading to risk of regional and systemic metastasis. To
our knowledge this is the first reported case presenting at birth. Rarely, it can manifest in adults as well. Timely
intervention and appropriate management can reduce morbidity and improve survival.
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An exudative amelanotic ciliary body tumor.
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Abstract:
Clinical and histological features of an unusual presentation of a rare ciliary body tumor.
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Abstract Purpose: To report a case of epithelial downgrowth masquerading as an iris tumor after uncomplicated
clear cornea phacoemulsification. Methods: Case report of a 71-year-old male who presented with a red,
painful and photophobic left eye 2 years after uncomplicated phacoemulsification. Results: Biomicroscopy
revealed anterior uveitis with hypopyon and an iris amelanotic mass lesion at the 12 o’clock position. The lesion
was refractory to topical corticosteroid therapy and, as the findings were suggestive of a neoplastic process,
an excisional biopsy was performed. Histopathology showed epithelial downgrowth. Conclusion: Epithelial
downgrowth is a very rare complication of modern cataract surgery. This case shows that, in addition to the
classically described cystic and sheet-like growth forms, it can masquerade as a solid iris mass associated with
chronic uveitis.
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Evolving Management of Vitreoretinal Lymphoma.
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Abstract:
Objective: To report a case of vitreoretinal lymphoma Methods: Review of records. Results: 52 y.o. white female
presented with vitreous cell and retinal infiltrates. Vitreous biopsy reulted in a hypocellular pathology slides and a
presumptive diagnosis of large B-cell lymphoma. Chorioretinal biopsy firmly established a diagnosis of high grade
non-hodgkind B-cell lymphoma. After careful consideration of current management approaches, and outcomes,
the patient underwent high dose methotrexate based chemotherapy immediately followed by autologous stem
cell bone marrow transplantation. Conclusion: Autologous stem cell bone marrow transplantation may offer
patients better long term survival chances. This unique management approach rationale will be discussed.
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Ebstein-Barr virus (EBV)-associated iris leiomyosarcoma in AIDS patients.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report 2 AIDS patients with Ebstein-Barr virus (EBV)-associated iris leiomyosarcoma. Methods:
Retrospective chart review of 2 AIDS patients with Ebstein-Barr virus (EBV)-associated iris leiomyosarcoma. The
visual acuity, slit lamp examination, dilated fundus examination, slit lamp photography, ultrasound biomicroscopy
(UBM), tumor growth, treatment, and pathological report were reviewed. Results: Patient 1: A 19-year-old Thai
male developed a painless iris mass in the right eye for 2 months. He had vertically transmitted HIV infection since
birth. The most recent CD4 count was 4 cells/mm3. He was currently taking Isoniazid, Pyrazinamide, Levofloxacin,
and Cycloserine for active pulmonary tuberculosis. Best corrected visual acuity was 20/150 OD and 20/80 OS. A
well circumscribed amelanotic iris mass with prominent feeding vessels over the surface was found OD. Initial UBM
revealed a hypoechoic mass in the iris stroma with 3.6 mm horizontal diameter and 4.7 mm vertical diameter,
in the absence of a visible peduncle. The ciliary body was normal. The iris mass doubled in size within 2 months
and occupying 70 percent of anterior chamber volume. Iridocyclectomy was performed and the pathological
report showed intersecting fascicles of smooth muscle cells with some nuclear atypia. The immunohistochemical
study for HMB45 is negative. The in situ hybridization for EBER is positive. The final diagnosis was Ebstein-Barr virus
(EBV)-associated iris leiomyosarcoma. At follow-up period of 20 months, The patient was alive and well without
tumor recurrence. His final visual acuity was limited to 20/80 OD due to macular chorioretinal scar from previous
cytomegalovirus retinitis. Patient 2: A 14-year-old African American female developed a painless iris mass in the
right eye for 1 month. She had vertically transmitted HIV infection since birth. An oval yellowish, highly vascularized
iris mass measuring 10 mm was found OD. Iridocyclectomy was performed and the pathological report was
Ebstein-Barr virus (EBV)-associated iris leiomyosarcoma. At follow-up period of 14 months, The patient was alive
and well without tumor recurrence. Her final visual acuity was 20/25. Conclusion: AIDS patients have an increased
susceptibility to develop multiple malignant neoplasms. The association between leiomyosarcoma and EBV in
AIDS is widely recognized in other organs, eg. gastrointestinal tract, uterus and lungs, liver, spleen. However,
leiomyosarcoma rarely occurs in the uveal tract. There has been only one case report of EBV- associated iris
leiomyosarcoma in the English literature. We reported 2 AIDS patients with pathological proven EBV-associated
iris leiomyosarcoma.
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Retinal Metastasis of Leiomyosarcoma: diagnosis and treatment.
Author(s):
Peter Hovland (Presenter)
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the diagnosis and management of a unique case of metastatic leiomyosarcoma to the
retina. Methods: The tumor was identified as a solitary lesion in the macula of a patient with biopsy proven
leiomyosarcoma thought to originate in the quadriceps. The symptomatic leaking of the lesion, and it’s response
to therapy was monitored by OCT. The size and profile of the lesion was measured with EDI-OCT, B’scan ultrasound,
and digital photography. The patient was diagnosed with a transvitreal biopsy performed during a pars plana
vitreactomy. Argon green endolaser was used to treat the retinal mass. Visual was measured with a Snellen chart
and confrontation visual fields. Results: The tissue obtained confirmed the diagnosis of retinal leiomyosarcoma.
The lesion was treated locally with Argon green endolaser, which appeared to cause a complete ablation, and
resolution of local subretinal fluid with improved vision and symptoms. Conclusion: This report presents the findings
obtained during the diagnosis and clinical management of a unique case of leiomyosarcoma metastatic to the
retina.
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About to explode: a growing retinal tumor.
Author(s):
Prithvi Mruthyunjaya (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Retina Other
Abstract:
Purpose: To describe treatment strategy for a peripapillary retinal tumor in a 2 yo boy with tuberous sclerosis
Method: case report Results: This 2 year old boy with tuberous sclerosis had structural outcome details following
multimodal therapy will be reviewed including focal laser and systemic mTOR inhibition. Conclusion: Such
described tumors are rare in children and the aggressive variety requires multimodal interventions. Globe salvage
cannot be guaranteed.
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BDUMP Case Presentation.
Author(s):
Marcelo Krieger Maestri (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose: to present a case of bilateral diffuse uveal melanocytic proliferation (BDUMP). Methods: case presentation.
Case report: 64-year-old man with lung adenocarcinoma was referred for evaluation of rapid bilateral loss of
vision, bilateral uveitis, rapid bilateral onset of cataract, right eye with focal serous retinal detachment, left eye with
small elevated choroidal lesions and focal choroidal thickening in both eyes. The hypothesis were masquerade
syndrome and choroidal lung adenocarcinoma metastasis. After a complicated cataract surgery in both eyes,
the diagnosis of BDUMP was made and the patient follow-up showed poor vision recovery, bilateral corneal
edema, left eye refractory secondary glaucoma, choroidal detachment and retinal detachment. Death from
metastatic lung adenocarcinoma ocurred 6 months after BDUMP diagnosis. Conclusion: BDUMP is a rare ocular
paraneoplastic synndrome and should be consider in the differencial diagnosis of cancer patients with many
pigmented fundus lesion and masquerade syndromes.
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Multifocal bilateral amelanotic choroidal lesions.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The discuss the differential diagnosis of bilateral amelanotic choroidal lesions in a middle-aged man.
Methods: Case presentation. Results: Future course of the choroidal lesions is presented. Tissue biopsy after a
period of observation allows definite diagnosis. Conclusion: Biopsy of ocular/periocular lesions is safe and can be
useful in establishing definite diagnosis in some patients with multifocal choroidal lesions.
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Unknown case: solitary circumscribed presumed retinal astrocytic proliferation.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To present a case of unusual lesion provisionally termed solitary circumscribed retinal presumed astrocytic
proliferation (SCRAP) and quickly mention other similar cases of this condition. Methods: Retrospective of a case
and a review of medical records of similar cases Results: The patient was asymptomatic and a very small distinct
white fundus lesion was seen and studied with ultrasonography and OCT. SCRAP lesions were asymptomatic
and each lesion was found on routine examination. There was a previously reported series of 7 similar cases.
There were 5 men and 2 women with a median age of 60 years. No patient had a history or clinical findings of
tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC). Each SCRAP lesion was circumscribed, abruptly elevated, opaque white to
yellow-white, mostly obscured the underlying retinal vessels, and had no associated subretinal fluid, hemorrhage,
calcification, or traction. Fluorescein angiography disclosed beginning mild hyperfluorescence in the venous
phase and moderate late staining of the lesions. Autofluorescence showed mild hyperautofluorescence of
the lesion. Ultrasonography showed no calcification. Optical coherence tomography revealed an abruptly
elevated small retinal mass about 1mm in diameter. All lesions were stable after a median follow up of 6 years,
except for one lesion that gradually disappeared. The pathogenesis and histopathology of SCRAP iare unknown.
Conclusions: SCRAP appears to be a unique retinal lesion of adulthood that resembles astrocytic hamartoma
or retinoblastoma but displays distinct ophthalmoscopic features. A recent case is shown and the audience
audience will be polled as what this lesion could be.
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Prognostic significance of ZEB1 and ZEB2 in Eyelid Sebaceous Gland Carcinoma.
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose: Sebaceous gland carcinoma (SGC) is the most common malignant eyelid tumor with a higher
incidence in Asian countries.Invasion and metastasis in various carcinomas is promoted by activation of
‘Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition’ (EMT) where epithelial cells acquire a mesenchymal phenotype.It is known
to be mediated by ZEB (Zinc finger of E-box binding homeobox) family of transcription factors which include
ZEB1/δEF1 & ZEB2/SIP1. The present study was designed to determine the status of EMT markers ZEB1, ZEB2 and
to correlate with high risk features of eyelid SGC. Methods: Prospective analysis of 30 eyelid SGC patients was
undertaken. Clinicopathological features and H&E stained sections were reviewed to confirm the diagnosis.
AJCC staging was done according to 2009 guidelines.Patients were followed up for 37 months(Mean: 22.5±9.08).
Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was done on FFPE sections using antibodies against ZEB1 and ZEB2.mRNA analysis
was performed on all tumour samples and 12 controls (adjoining normal skin tissues) by quantitative Real Time PCR
(qPCR) using SYBR Green dye.Results were correlated with high risk features.Statistical analysis was performed using
Fisher Exact and Spearman’s Rank Correlation Tests. Results: Mean age of patients was 58.9±13.2yrs (male:female
ratio1.1:1). Both IHC and mRNA analysis revealed ZEB2 overexpression in 20/30 (67%) cases. Overexpression of
ZEB1 overexpression was seen in 12/30(40%). The immunoexpression of EMT markers, correlated significantly with
mRNA levels.On statistical analysis,ZEB2 overexpression was found to be significantly associated with high risk
features like poor histological differentiation (P=0.017) and pagetoid spread (P= 0.023).Follow-up data revealed
ZEB2 overexpression to be present in 88% (7/8) cases with recurrence and 75% (6/8) cases with lymph node
metastasis.However,ZEB1 expression did not correlate with any clinicopathological high risk features. Conclusion:
EMT in eyelid SGC is an important phenomenon which may be responsible for its aggressive behaviour.ZEB2
overexpression is a useful biomarker for detection of high risk SGC cases.Further validation in a larger series of
cases,with longer follow up data is however necessary.
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Lesion of the conjunctiva, clinical and histopathological features, therapeutic options and
recurrence: retrospective 10 years cohort of 429 patients in a tertiary referral center.
Author(s):
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose To evaluate the clinical and histopathological features, therapeutic options and recurrence of
patient with conjunctival lesions referred to our center for surgical excision in the last decade. Methods Study
desing- Retrospective interventional single center case series. Four hundred twenty-nine consecutive patients
with conjunctival lesions were evaluated. Demographic, clinical, surgical and histopthatological data were
retrospectively analyzed to evaluate visual acuity outcome, response to treatment and recurrence rate. Results
The mean patient age was 51.1 years, (63.2%) were males. 28.4% of the lesions were tumors. 33 cases (7.7%)
were malignant tumors, of them 7 (21.2%) were pigmented. 89 cases (20.7%) were benign tumors, of them 58
(62.5%) were pigmented. The most common lesions in decreasing order of frequency were: pterygium, nevus and
benign nonmelanotic tumors. The most common conjunctival malignancy was squamous cell carcinoma (SCC),
followed by melanoma, and malignant nonmelanotic tumors. Patients with malignant tumors were older, waited
shorted period of time for surgery, and had lower visual acuity. These lesions had higher recurrence rate (p<.05,
for all). Conclusions 28.4% of the conjunctival lesions were tumors. More than half of cases were pigmented. SCC
was the most prevalent tumor. The high recurrence rate of the tumors warrants close and long follow up.
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Bilateral Sequential Invasive Squamous Cell Carcinoma of the Conjunctiva.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Squamous cell neoplasms are the most common non-melanocytic neoplasms of the conjunctiva.1 The
incidence of ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) ranges from 0.02 to 3.5 per 100,000 population and varies
geographically.2 Although these lesions are generally slow growing and rarely metastasize, advanced cases
may cause extensive local tissue destruction with a need for exenteration for local control.2 Locally aggressive
courses requiring orbital exenteration and bilateral presentations are rare with few cases and series published in
the literature, and typically have associated risk factors.3-5 We herein present 3 patients with advanced bilateral
sequential invasive squamous cell carcinoma of the conjunctiva without any known co-existing risk factors or
immune compromised state. Methods: Retrospective clinical observations. Results: One male and 2 female
patients aged 60, 64, and 65, presented with advanced bilateral sequential squamous cell carcinoma of the
conjunctiva. Two of 3 patients required an orbital exenteration to achieve local control and then subsequently
developed advanced disease on the contralateral side. The third patient had a completely blind eye from
radiation therapy after multiple failed surgical attempts and then developed advanced recurrent disease on
the contralateral side. Molecular testing in one patient showed a PTEN mutation. Conclusion: Advanced bilateral
sequential invasive squamous cell carcinoma of the conjunctiva is rare and presents unique treatment challenges.
The details of each case and treatment strategies to preserve the remaining eye are discussed. REFERENCES 1.
Esmaeli B. Ophthalmic oncology. In: M D Anderson solid tumor oncology series. New York: Springer,; 2011. 2.
Lee GA, Hirst LW. Ocular surface squamous neoplasia. Surv Ophthalmol 1995;39:429–50. 3.Usui Y, Waring GO,
See RF, Rao NA, Marrone AC. Bilateral ocular surface squamous neoplasia: a clinicopathological case report. Br
J Ophthalmol. 2004 April; 88(4): 595–596. doi: 10.1136/bjo.2003.029710 4.
Odrich MG1, Jakobiec FA, Lancaster
WD, Kenyon KR, Kelly LD, Kornmehl EW, Steinert RF, Grove AS Jr, Shore JW, Gregoire L, et al. A spectrum of
bilateral squamous conjunctival tumors associated with human papillomavirus type 16. Ophthalmology. 1991
May;98(5):628-35. 5. Masanganise R1, Mukome A, Dari J, Makunike-Mutasa R. Bilateral HIV related ocular
surface squamous neoplasia: a paradigm shift. Cent Afr J Med. 2010 May-Aug;56(5-8):23-6.
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Long-term results of proton radiotherapy in
advanced malignant melanoma of the conjunctiva.
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Abstract:
Background: Proton radiotherapy is considered as an alternative to exenteration for diffuse or multifocal
conjunctival melanoma (Wuestemeyer et al., Graefes Arch Clin Exp Ophthalmol. 2006). The aim of this study
was to evaluate long-term results of proton beam radiation with regard to various clinical parameters, including
area and rate of local recurrence, rate of metastases, and potential complications including cataract, stem cell
deficiency, sicca syndrom or secondary glaucoma. Methods: Seventy-five patients with extended conjunctival
melanoma (TNM-stage T2 or higher) were treated by proton beam therapy. The target volume consisted of a
large area where microscopic disease was suspected that was treated with an absorbed dose of 31 Gy in 6
fractions. A smaller high risk area with clinically detectable tumor received a boost of additional 14 Gy within
two fractions. Results: The mean follow-up time was 76,6 months (range 3,9- 407,6 months). Local recurrence of
disease occurred in 45,3% (n=34) of patients. The peak of appearance of recurrences was in the third year after
irradiation. Relapses outside the irradiated target volume occurred in 47%. Inside the irradiated volume 41% were
observed in the low dose area and 12% inside the “boost” field. An exenteration was performed in 20 patients
(26,6%) on average 74 months after the initial diagnosis and 30 months after proton radiotherapy. Metastatic
disease was diagnosed in 12 patients (16%), of which 7 cases also developed a local recurrence. Artificial tears
were required in 50 patients, of which 32 patients used eye drops >5x/d. Visual acuity decreased significantly
after proton radiotherapy. A secondary glaucoma developed in 9, a focal cataract in 13 and a limbal stem
cell deficiency in 12 patients. Conclusions: Our results show that proton radiotherapy in diffuse or multifocal
conjunctival melanoma is an effective alternative to exenteration that could be avoided in nearly 75% of cases.
Further improvement by increasing the dose might be possible.
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Plaque Brachytherapy for Invasive Ocular Surface Neoplasia.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
The New York Eye Cancer Center, New York City, New York, USA and The New York Eye and Ear Infirmary at
Mt. Sinai Objectives : To present our results after using ophthalmic plaque brachytherapy to salvage eyes with
invasive ocular surface neoplasia. Methods: A retrospective chart review of 3 cases was performed. In each
case, a patient had high frequency ultrasonographic evidence of corneal stroma, scleral and/or uveal invasion.
Treatment involved affixing a gold episcleral plaque containing palladium-103 seeds over the tumor and freemargin. An intraocular dose (mean 77.15 Gy, range 68.44 to 84.52 ) was delivered to a point 2 mm from the
inner sclera, cornea, or tumor apex over 7 days. Follow up included visual acuity, slit lamp photography, high
frequency ultrasound imaging (UBM) and ophthalmoscopy. Results : Three different types of intraocular invasive
ocular surface neoplasia were treated (squamous carcinoma, mucoepidermoid carcinoma and melanoma).
All 3 cases required the plaque to be partially placed on the corneal surface. An amniotic membrane buffer
was used to diminish pain and protect the cornea during irradiation. Local control has been achieved (n=2/3.
66%). One patient underwent orbital exenteration to control his mucoepidermoid carcinoma. Visual acuities in
the two other cases were 20/80 for the squamous carcinoma invading the cornea and 20/25 for the conjunctival
melanoma with corneal stromal invasion. No patients have developed metastatic disease over a mean follow up
of 36 months (9 to 70 months). Conclusions: This study shows that ophthalmic plaque brachytherapy can be used
to treat select patients with invasive ocular surface malignancies. Intraocular spread of ocular surface neoplasia
although rare, can be treated with plaque brachytherapy avoiding enucleation or exenteration and thus has a
potential to save globe and vision. Dr. Sharma has received a fellowship grant from The Eye Cancer Foundation,
Inc., New York City, New York, USA
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Long-term Outcome of Combined (Perilesional Injection and Topical) Interferon Alpha-2b
Therapy in the Management of Ocular Surface Squamous Neoplasia.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report the efficacy of combined (perilesional injection and topical) interferon alpha-2b (IFNα2b)
therapy in the management of lesions clinically diagnosed as ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN).
Materials and Methods: Thirty-seven eyes of 37 patients that were treated with recombinant IFNα2b between
January 2004 and February 2015 were evaluated non-comparatively and retrospectively. Perilesional injection
of IFNα2b along with topical IFNα2b drops were applied to all subjects. Adjuvant topical IFNα2b drops were
continued for 2 months, after the complete resolution of the lesion with perilesional injections. Results: The mean
age of patients at presentation was 65 years (range, 30-95 years). Clinical subtypes of OSSN were leukoplakic
in 46% (n=17), papillomatous in 30% (n=11), mixed-type in 8% (n=3), and diffuse in 16% (n=6) of the cases. The
mean number of perilesional injections the OSSN was 5 (3-21 range) for complete resolution. The mean duration
of treatment until complete resolution of the tumour was 15 weeks (8-40 weeks). After a mean follow-up period
of 58 months (5-126 months), perilesional injection plus topical treatment with IFNα2b achieved complete tumor
control in 100% of the cases. Tumor recurrence was not noted in any case during follow-up. Ocular side effects
included conjunctival hyperemia (n = 13, 35%), ocular irritation (n = 15, 40%), superficial punctate keratitis (n =
18, 49%), and conjunctival follicles (n = 2, <1%). Systemic side effects included postinjection flu-like syndrome for
1 day (n = 20, 54%). Conclusion: Combined (perilesional injection and topical) therapy with IFNα2b has provided
long-term complete tumor control in 100% of the cases without any recurrence.
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Effect of topical interferon alpha-2b eye drop on conjunctival melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The topical interferon alpha-2b (IFNα-2b) eye drop suppresses tumor growth through activation of host
immunity on the ocular surface. Conjunctival malignant melanoma, a rare malignant tumor in Japan, develops
local recurrence and lymphnode metastasis. We herein report 4 cases with conjunctival melanoma treated
with topical IFNα-2b eye drop. Methods: Four patients with conjunctival melanoma were enrolled in this study,
in which the ophthalmological findings, radiographic findings and contents of treatments were retrospectively
investigated based on medical records. Case 1, a 77-year-old female, presented with temporal conjunctival
pigmented nodule together with primary acquired melanosis (PAM) on the cornea and around the conjunctiva
in her right eye. Case 2, an 84-year-old female, presented with nasal conjunctival pigmented nodule and PAM
in her right eye. Case 3, a 65-year-old female, presented with a pigmented nodule in the temporal corneal
limbus in her left eye. Case 4, a 78-year-old male, showed multiple pigmented nodules involving the upper/
lower palpebral and bulbar conjunctiva with massive PAM. Results: All these patients underwent tumor excision
and the IFNα-2b application four times per day for about a half year. Histologically, excised conjunctival tumors
were diagnosed with malignant melanoma. There was no local recurrence or distant metastasis over 36 months
after tumor resection. Enucleation or orbital exenteration has not been required in all the cases investigated until
today. Conclusions: Topical IFNα-2b may contribute to the preservation of globes as an adjunctive treatment
following the surgery in patients with conjunctival malignant melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) is the most common tumour of ocular surface with an
incidence of 0.02 to 3.5 per 100,000. Senescence is a potent anticarcinogenic program, and the process of
neoplastic transformation involves a series of events that allow cells to bypass senescence. Stratifin (14-3-3σ)/
HEM (human epithelial marker) and p16INK4a regulate senescence in human keratinocytes. Epigenetic silencing
of the Stratifin and p16INK4a through promoter methylation have been reported in various tumours carcinomas
and is associated aggressive behaviour and poor prognosis. However, their role in OSSN remains to be explored.
In the present study, expression and promoter methylation status of Stratifin and p16INK4a in OSSN was studied.
Their significance in the prognosis and pathogenesis of ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) patients
was also evaluated. Methods: Sixty-four histopathologically confirmed OSSN cases (44 SCC and 20 CIN) were
included in this study. AJCC TNM staging was performed and patients were followed up for 48 (36-58) months.
Immunohistochemical expression and methylation status of Stratifin and p16INK4a was evaluated and correlated
with clinicopathological high risk features. Kaplan–Meier survival and Cox regression analysis was also done to
assess the prognostic significance of Stratifin and p16INK4a. Results: Loss of Stratifin and p16INK4a immunoexpression
was observed in 75% (48/64) and 72% (46/64) cases respectively. Promoter hypermethylation of Stratifin was seen
in 63% (40/64) and p16INK4a in 53% (34/64) OSSN cases. Simultaneous methylation of both Stratifin and p16INK4a
was present in 41% (26/64) (P=0.02) of OSSN cases. On statistical analysis, Stratifin loss was significantly associated
with tumor size >2cm, AJCC T3 and T4 category, poor histopathological differentiation and reduced disease
free survival (P 0.05) of OSSN cases. Cox analysis showed Stratifin to be an independent prognostic marker for
OSSN (p =0.03) patients. No statistically significant correlation was observed between P16INK4a expression and
clinicopathological features or clinical outcome. Conclusions: Stratifin emerged as useful biomarker in identifying
high risk OSSN patients. Although loss of p16INK4a was not associated with prognosis, together with Stratifin it may
play an important role in the pathogenesis of OSSN. Loss of Stratifin as well as p16INK4a in OSSN cases suggests
that bypassing senescence could be one of the important molecular mechanisms in the pathogenesis of OSSN.
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Controlling the response to p53 reactivation therapy
in conjunctival melanoma through β-arrestins-biased IGF-1R signaling.
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Abstract:
Leonard Girnita1, 2, Claire Worrall1, Caitrin Crudden1, Ada Girnita1, 3 and Stefan Seregard1, 2 Department
of Oncology and Pathology, Cancer Center Karolinska, Karolinska Institutet, Stockholm, Sweden Ophthalmic
Pathology and Oncology Service, St Erik’s Eye Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden Dermatology Department,
Karolinska University Hospital, Stockholm, Sweden Introduction: The major paradigm of melanoma biology is the
hyperactivation of the RAS/RAF/MEK/ERK signaling pathway combined with inactivation of the tumor suppressor
p53 pathway. Unlike skin melanoma, in conjunctival melanoma (CM) BRAF and RAS are rarely mutated while p53 is
inactivated by other mechanisms than mutation. Purpose: We aimed to functionally characterize the p53 pathway
and effects of its reactivation in CM cell lines. Methods: We analyzed the functional effects of p53 reactivation on
the intra-cellular signaling and CM cell proliferation and survival following disruption of the p53/Mdm2 interaction
by siRNA targeting Mdm2 or Nutlin-3. Results: Nutlin-3 treatment reactivates p53 with concomitant Mdm2 increase
and caused a much higher cell death rate than reactivating p53 through direct depletion of Mdm2, indicating
a p53-independent role for Mdm2 in Nutlin-3 mediated CM cell death. Nutlin-3 treatment decreased expression
of another Mdm2 ubiquitination substrate, the IGF-1R. Controlled expression of the β-arrestin, the adaptor protein
that brings Mdm2 to the IGF-1R, enhanced the effects of Nutlin-3 on IGF-1R downregulation and CM proliferation.
Unexpectedly, we found that internalized IGF-1R is still able to trigger a β-arrestin-biased MAPK signaling, which
in turn augment the migratory phenotype of melanoma cells. Functional inhibition β-arrestin-biased signaling in
addition to IGF-1R downregulation greatly inhibit both the proliferation and migration/invasion of conjunctival
melanoma cells. Conclusion: This study highlight the complex bidirectional interplay between the IGF and p53
signaling pathways: a control feedback mechanism in normal cells is converted in a feed-forward mechanism
in cancer cells. This cross regulation at the level of Mdm2 and β-arrestin between p53 and IGF-1R has important
implications for therapy targeting either pathway alone or in combination and needs to be fully understood.
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Conjunctival melanoma is sensitive in vitro to MEK inhibition and dual PI3K/mTOR inhibition.
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Abstract:
Purpose : Oncogenic BRAF and NRAS mutation being found in respectively 29% and 18% of conjunctival
melanoma, we identified in vivo a significant activation of the MAP kinase pathway during tumor progression
of conjunctival melanoma. We decided to investigate in vitro the response of conjunctival melanoma cells
lines with or without BRAF /NRAS mutation to selective inhibition of MAP Kinase or PI3K and/or mTOR pathways.
Methods: Cytoxicity assays were performed in 4 conjunctival melanoma cell lines (2 with V600E BRAF mutation,
1 with Q61L NRAS mutation, 1 WT) using a BRAF inhibitor (PLX4032), two MEK inhibitors (AZD6244, GSK-1120212),
a PI3K inhibitor (GDC0941) and a dual PI3k/mTOR inhibitor (BEZ235). Selective inhibition of MAP kinase and PI3K
pathways was assessed by Western blotting. Results : None of the cell lines tested appeared sensitive to PLX4032,
although one of the BRAF mutant cell lines was affected by high concentrations of the drug. A BRAF mutated cell
line and the NRAS mutated cell line were sensitive to MEK inhibition with GSK-1120212. The BRAF mutated cell lines
and the NRAS mutated cell line were sensitive to a dual PI3K/mTOR inhibition. The WT cell line was only weakly
sensitive to a dual PI3K/mTOR inhibition. Western blot analysis confirmed the selective inhibition of the effective
drugs. Conclusions : Our results demonstrate that, despite the presence of BRAF mutation, direct inhibition of
BRAF in conjunctival melanoma is not effective in our cell lines. Inhibition of MEK and dual inhibition of pi3K/mTOR
appears to be effective in BRAF and NRAS mutated conjunctival melanoma cell lines. Selective inhibition of these
pathways might represent therapeutic options for patients with advanced conjunctival melanoma.
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Satellite Metastases in Rapidly Fatal Conjunctival Melanoma: Implications for
Angiotropism and Extravascular Migratory Metastasis.
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Abstract:
Angiotropism, a marker of pericytic mimicry and extravascular migration of melanoma cells along vascular
channels, appears responsible for microscopic satellite development in cutaneous melanoma. In addition, diffuse
tissue microscopic satellites are correlated with widespread melanoma dissemination and death. Herein we
report rapid conjunctival melanoma progression and a fatal outcome following recurrence as localized satellite
or in transit metastases. Four patients aged 30, 58, 61, and 56 years developed primary conjunctival melanomas,
histologically characterized by tumor thicknesses of 3.7, 4, 1.10, and 5 mm, respectively, mitotic activity, and
involvement of the surgical margins. One or more manifested angiotropism, phenotypic heterogeneity and
clonal progression, ulceration, and focal necrosis. The melanomas recurred in a matter of months as one or
more discreet satellite lesions in the vicinity of the primary melanoma. Histological examination revealed welldefined micronodules containing atypical melanocytes in the subepithelial connective tissue stroma. Most
lesions appeared angiotropic. All patients subsequently developed parotid or other loco-regional nodal or
subcutaneous disease and rapidly ensuing widespread metastases and death. The time course from diagnosis
to the demise of the patients averaged about one year. These circumstances of rapid melanoma dissemination
and death as heralded by the development of satellite metastases, which appear largely angiotropic, have
not been previously reported in conjunctival melanoma. Additional studies are underway in order to further
elucidate the nature of these findings.
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Abstract:
Purpose: The purpose of this study is to analyze the clinical outcome in patients with advanced corneal epithelial
neoplasia who recieved adjunctive topical medications. Methods: Case series of 11 patients with advanced
corneal epithelial neoplasia. All patients had surgical excision of the tumor with the aid of absolute alcohol and
additional adjunctive topical medications. 2 patients received topical IF alpha alone, 9 patients received topical
low dose (0.01%) MMC combined with cyclosporine A (0.05%). Results: All patients had corneal involvement
>40% of the corneal surface. 1 patient who used IF alpha develeped a recurrent lesion with distant metastases
to the parotid gland and lymph nodes. This patient requied exenteration with radical neck lymphatic dissection.
The other case who used topical interferon did not develop recurrence however, visual acuity did not improve
in this case. All 9 cases with advanced corneal neoplasia who received combined topical MMC (0.01%)and
CsA (0.05%) developed significant visual improvement. Only one of 9 advanced cases developed recurrence
but the recurrent lesion regressed with an other cycle of adjuvant treatment. Conclusion: In our series, topical
interferon did not achieve satisfactory results in advancesd cases. However, combination of topical MMC and
CsA revealed excellent tumor control and visual rehabilitation.
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Surgery reconstruction of ocular surface tumors using fibrin sealant tissue adhesive.
Author(s):
Virginia Torres (Presenter)
Aline Paiva
Category of Presentation:
Conjunctiva
Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the surgical outcomes of ocular surface reconstruction in corneal-conjunctival tumors using
fibrin sealant tissue adhesive. Methods: A prospective non-comparative study was performed between May/
2013 to Feb/2015. Patients were submitted to routine surgical procedure for corneal-conjunctival tumor excision
followed by amniotic membrane transplantation using fibrin tissue adhesive (Evicel®, Omrix Biopharmaceuticals
Ltd, Israel). The results were assessed in the 1st, 7th, 15th and 30th days postoperatively to analyze subjective
complaints, the adhesiveness and positioning of the amniotic membrane graft, potential complications and
recurrences. Results: A total of 25 eyes/25 patients were analyzed (male, 14). The clinical diagnosis before the
treatment was categorized as: ocular surface squamous cell neoplasia (20), conjunctival nevus (2), papilloma
(1) and actinic keratosis (2) . Few significant symptoms were reported at postoperative days 1 and 7. One case
developed a conjunctival granuloma which regressed after topical treatment. All grafts were successful with no
displacements or important retraction postoperatively. There was no clinical recurrence of the tumor in a mean
time of follow- up of 11 months (range, 1-24mo). Conclusion: Fibrin sealant tissue adhesive can be used safely
and effectively in surgery of ocular surface tumor. This approach has the potential to shortening the operative
time, improves patient comfort postoperatively and no affects surveillance of tumor recurrence.
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Malignant lymphoma of the conjunctiva: a multicenter international study.
Author(s):
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose To characterize the clinical features of conjunctival lymphoma. Methods A retrospective multicenter
study of 239 conjunctival lymphoma patients from 7 eye cancer centers was performed. All cases were classified
into their respective WHO subtypes and their clinical characteristics were reviewed. Results All conjunctival
lymphomas in the study were B-cell lymphomas. The most frequent subtypes were extranodal marginal zone
lymphoma (EMZL) (67%), followed by follicular lymphoma (FL) (17%), mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) (7%) and
diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) (5%). EMZL, FL presented most frequently in women (57% and 54%,
respectively), while MCL had an apparent male predilection (76%). EMZL, FL presented in the seventh decade
of life, while DLBCL, MCL presented in the eighth decade. EMZL, FL were treated with EBRT +/- chemotherapy,
while DLBCL, MCL were treated with chemotherapy +/- EBRT. Conjunctival MCL and DLBCL had a poor prognosis
with 5-year disease-specific survival (DSS) rates of 10% and 41%, respectively, in contrast to EMZL (97%) and FL
(81%). Increasing Ann Arbor stage was associated with a poor DSS for the low-grade subtypes, while TNM stage
T2 was associated with a poorer DSS than stage T1 for DLBCL. Female gender was associated with lower DSS for
FL, as was age above 60 years for EMZL. Conclusions Conjunctival EMZL and FL typically present in women in their
seventh decade of life, are treated with EBRT+/- chemotherapy and have a favourable prognosis. Conjunctival
MCL commonly affects males and together with DLBCL present in the eighth decade of life, are treated with
chemotherapy +/- EBRT and have a poor prognosis.
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Can cryotherapy be a major option for conjunctival MALT lymphoma?
Author(s):
Minoru Furuta (Presenter)
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the outcomes of treatment modalities including cryotherapy for localized conjunctival
mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue (MALT) lymphoma. Methods: Single institutional retrospective observational
case series. 45 eyes of 32 patients (men 13, women 19, bilateral 13 and unilateral 19) who have been pathologically
diagnosed with MALT lymphoma involving the conjunctiva alone without orbital involvement (T1) treated at
Fukushima Medical University from 1990 to 2014 are included in this study. Results: Patient’s age was 56 +/15, 21-83 (mean+/-SD, range) year-old, and the follow-up period was 60+/-58, 2-238 months. The cumulative
baseline conjunctival lesions in 45 eyes were located in the upper tarsal 7, upper fornix 20, lower tarsal 20, lower
fornix 40, caruncle 17, bulbar 21 and limbus 5 lesions. Initial treatment modalities were observation 22, excision
3, cryotherapy 8, and external beam radiotherapy (EBRT, 30-40 Gy of X-ray or cathode-ray) 12 eyes. Latest
treatment modalities were observation 11, excision 5, cryotherapy 14, and EBRT 15 eyes. Outcomes at last visits
included complete regress in 34, partial regress in 8 and no regress in 3 eyes. There was no patient showing neither
growth nor systemic metastasis. In 15 eyes given cryotherapy during follow-up include one (7%) failure that was
successfully treated with EBRT, the others showed complete regress in 11 eyes (73%) and partial regress in 3 eyes
(20%) by mean of 2 sessions (range 1-5) of cryotherapy. There was no adverse effect except transient swelling of
the eyelid and conjunctiva. In all of 16 eyes given EBRT showed complete regress, and cataract surgeries were
performed in 3 eyes (19%), whereas none of 29 eyes without EBRT was required cataract surgery during followup period. Conclusion: There was no patient showing systemic metastasis in T1 conjunctival lymphoma in our
observation. Standard treatment is currently known to EBRT is the most effective, however, cryotherapy may also
provide safe and favorable outcomes without complications. Because basically MALT lymphomas do not show
aggressive nature of malignancy, cryotherapy can be favorable as a first treatment option for patients who
refuse radiotherapy.
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Gene expression profile of Conjunctival Squamous Cell Carcinoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Conjunctival squamous cell carcinoma (cSCC) is the most frequent non-pigmented malignant tumor
of the conjunctiva. The molecular drivers responsible for the development and progression of this ocular tumor
are not known. We therefore analyzed the transcriptional profile of cSCC cases to determine the signaling
pathways altered in the tumor cohort as compared to normal conjunctiva, in order to identify new diagnostic
markers or therapeutic targets. Methods: RNA extracted from eight snap frozen cSCC tumor specimens and one
conjunctival carcinoma in situ was analyzed by microarray, using Agilent human GE 4x 44K one-color expression
array. The results were confirmed by immunohistochemical (IHC) staining and quantitative polymerase chain
reaction (qPCR). Results: Among the most upregulated genes, we observed more than 30-fold induction of the
matrix metallo-proteinases MMP9 and MMP11, and a significant upregulation in the expression of a calciumbinding protein important for the intracellular calcium signaling, S100A2, which was induced about 22 times in
the cSCC tumor cohort compared to normal conjunctiva tissues, as determined by microarray. This upregulation
was confirmed by qPCR, which interestingly showed that MMP9 and MMP11 were almost absent in the normal
conjunctiva, but were both overexpressed more than 20 fold in the cSCC lesions. The expression of S100A2 also
increased from 5 to 50 times in the cSCC specimens as compared to normal conjunctiva. IHC analysis confirmed
overexpression of MMPs and S100A2 in an independent cohort of in situ and invasive cSCC. In addition, one of
the genes related with the DNA damage repair syndrome Xeroderma Pigmentosum (XPA) was downregulated
3.6 fold in the tumor cohort, confirming our prior genomic study, which showed DNA deletions in cSCC tumor
specimens in loci encoding genes altered in Xeroderma Pigmentosum. Conclusions: Gene expression profile
analysis of cSCC showed upregulation of MMP9, MMP11, S100A2, and downregulation of the DNA repair genes,
indicating that these signaling pathways might be responsible for driving tumorigenesis in cSCC.
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Cyclooxygenase-2 and PPARγ in Eyelid Sebaceous Gland Carcinoma.
Author(s):
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Category of Presentation:
Eyelid
Abstract:
Purpose: Cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) is the inducible form of cyclooxygenase, for prostaglandin synthesis. COX2 overexpression has been seen in many neoplastic and pre-neoplastic lesions including skin cancer. Also, the
inhibitors of COX-2 such as NSAIDs are known to reduce the risk of many cancers by suppressing and preventing
tumorogenesis, suggesting an important role of COX-2 in tumor development and progression. Peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor gamma (PPARγ) is a member of the nuclear hormone receptor family. Many
PPARγ target genes have been identified and most of them are involved primarily in adipogenesis apart from
glucose metabolism and angiogenesis. Many experimental systems suggest that PPARγ plays an important role
in carcinogenesis in both adipose and non-adipose cells. However, less is known about the expression pattern
of COX-2 & PPARγ and their association with poor clinicopathological features of eyelid SGC. The aim of the
present study was to determine the role of COX-2 and PPARγ in the aggressive behaviour of eyelid sebaceous
gland carcinoma (SGC). Methods: Thirty five cases of eyelid sebaceous gland carcinoma were evaluated for
the presence of cyclooxygenase-2 using anti-COX2 (Clone: SP2) and PPARγ (E-8). Results were correlated with
clinicopathological features of sebaceous gland carcinoma. Patients were followed up for a period of 22 to
42 months. Prognostic significance was assessed using Kaplan–Meier survival analysis. Results: Positive nuclear
expression of COX-2 and PPARγ were observed in 29/35 (83%) and 28/35 (82%) of the SGC cases respectively.
Expression of COX-2 and PPARγ showed a significant association with younger age (<60 years), progression to
stage II and stage III, larger size of the tumor (>2cm), pagetoid spread and well differentiation of tumor indicating
involvement of these proteins in tumor progression. Overexpression of COX-2 and PPARγ was also found to be
associated with lymph node metastasis and adversely affected the disease free survival. Conclusions: COX-2 and
PPARγ have been shown to be overexpressed in eyelid SGC for the first time in our study. Our results suggest that
overexpression of these proteins may contribute to the aggressive behaviour associated with SGC. The high-level
expression of PPARγ and COX-2 may provide a potential molecular target for the treatment of eyelid sebaceous
gland carcinoma using agonist ligands
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Neo-adjuvant Chemotherapy in Advanced Eyelid Sebaceous Gland Carcinoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Sebaceous gland carcinoma (SGC) is one of the most lethal malignant eyelid tumors with high risk of
regional and systemic metastasis. Local tumor control involves surgical excision with margin clearance, and orbital
exenteration specifically in patients with orbital invasion. Radical neck dissection and external beam radiotherapy
(EBRT) are reserved for patients with regional metastasis. However, complete primary tumor excision or orbital
exenteration may be difficult in patients with advanced SGC. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy or “chemoreduction,”
is a widely used modality in head and neck oncology with excellent outcome. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy
causes considerable reduction in the tumor volume and renders the tumor more amenable to less mutilating and
possibly organ-sparing surgical excision with margin clearance, minimizes the need for radical neck dissection
and its associated morbidity, and also may take care of systemic micrometastasis. The purpose of this study was to
analyze the outcome of invasive SGC with or without regional lymph node metastasis treated with neoadjuvant
chemotherapy as part of the multimodal treatment protocol. Method: Retrospective interventional case series
including 13 patients with advanced SGC that underwent neoadjuvant chemotherapy from January 2000 to
December 2010. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy was followed by surgical excision and stereotactic external beam
radiotherapy. Results: The median age was 60 years. Follow-up ranged from 15m to 4y (median, 18m) following
completion of treatment. Nine patients presented with radiologically confirmed orbital extension. Regional
lymph node metastasis was present in ten patients. TNM staging was T3a N0 M0 in 3, T3a N1 M0 in 4, and T3b N1
M0 in 6, indicating advanced disease. All the patients received neoadjuvant chemotherapy (Cisplatin+5-FU)
as primary treatment for a mean of four cycles. Thereafter, seven underwent local tumor excision under frozen
section control and six underwent orbital exenteration. Radical neck dissection was necessary in four patients.
Post-operative adjuvant EBRT was provided in seven. One patient, who declined adjuvant EBRT, manifested
locoregional recurrence at 40m. Overall survival rate was 85%. Two patients (15%) underwent palliative therapy
for systemic metastasis to the liver and spine. Conclusion: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy coupled with appropriate
surgery and radiotherapy facilitates excellent local disease control improves patient survival in advanced and
metastatic SGC.
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Nonsurgical Treatment for Locally Advanced Basal Cell
Carcinoma of Eyelid and Basal Cell Nevus Syndrome.
Author(s):
Bita Esmaeli (Presenter)
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Abstract:
Nonsurgical Treatment for Locally Advanced Basal Cell Carcinoma of Eyelid and Basal Cell Nevus Syndrome Bita
Esmaeli, MD, Omar Ozgur, MD Purpose: Mutations in the patched gene (PTCH1)/the hedgehog pathway have
been implicated in basal cell carcinoma. Targeted therapy using the hedgehog pathway can be considered
in treatment of locally advanced or recurrent orbital and periocular basal cell carcinoma (BCC). Vismodegib,
a hedgehog inhibitor, is approved in the US for patients with locally advanced or metastatic BCC and has also
shown impressive responses in patients with basal cell nevus syndrome. We herein present our experience in
recent patients with locally advanced or metastatic BCC of periorbital region or basal cell nevus syndrome who
were treated with vismodegib. Methods: Retrospective clinical observations. Results: Ten men and 2 women with
the median age of 64.5 years were treated with vismodegib. Ten patients had locally advanced BCC; 2 had basal
cell nevus syndrome Overall, 3 patients had a complete response, 6 had a partial response, and 3 had stable
disease at last follow-up. 6 patients would have had an orbital exenteration if definitive ablative surgery were to
be done; however, at last follow-up, these 6 patients had managed to have a useful visual function and retention
of the eye. Treatment side effects were mild and tolerable in most patients. Conclusion: Vismodegib produces
significant clinical response in most patients with locally advanced orbital or periocular BCC or basal cell nevus
syndrome and can prevent the need for an orbital exenteration in some patients. Drug-related adverse effects
are manageable in most patients
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Spontaneous Regression of Sebaceous Carcinoma of the Eyelid
and Orbit following Small Incisional Biopsy: Report of 2 Cases.
Author(s):
Semour Brownstein (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report 2 cases of sebaceous carcinoma of the eyelid both of whom were initially managed with a
relatively small incisional biopsy following which there was documented total spontaneous regression of the tumor
on long term follow-up. Methods: Case 1 was a 79-year-old man who presented with 10-months of progressive
left upper eyelid ptosis. MRI demonstrated a soft tissue mass of both eyelids with orbital involvement. Case 2 was
a 70-year old woman who had presented with ptosis due to a mass in the left upper eyelid that was clinically
diagnosed as a chalazion, and which was documented by computed tomographic (CT) imaging to measure 30
x 15 mm. Both patients underwent a relatively small incisional biopsy of their lesion. Results: The histopathological
and immunohistopathological diagnosis was unequivocal moderately undifferentiated sebaceous carcinoma
in both cases. A granulomatous inflammatory reaction was identified in Case 2. A moderate lipogranulomatous
reaction was noted adjacent to the neoplasm in Case 2. Both patients refused to undergo exenteration of the
orbital contents. Follow-up clinical and imaging examinations disclosed total regression of the neoplasm with
no sign of recurrence in both patients over a 3-year period. The metastatic and systemic workup was negative.
Conclusions: While spontaneous regression following incisional biopsy of basal cell, squamous cell, and Merkel
cell carcinoma is well documented, we believe that our 2 cases of sebaceous carcinoma are the first to be
reported with total involution of the tumor following incisional biopsy. Possible mechanisms for this phenomenon
will be discussed, partly on the basis of the histopathological findings.
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Significance Of Estrogen And Progesterone Receptors In Eyelid Sebaceous Gland Carcinoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Estrogen receptor α (ER α) and progesterone receptors (PR) are members of nuclear hormone receptor
family considered to cause tumorigenesis by disrupting cell cycle, apoptosis and DNA repair. Expression of ERs
have been associated pathologically with a higher risk for breast and endometrial cancer. Identification of ER-α
and PR may provide evidence of hormonal influence in the development of Sebaceous Gland carcinoma (SGC).
We therefore evaluated the association of ER-α and PR with the clinicopathological features of eyelid SGC.
Methods: Paraffin section of 30 histopathologically proven SGC cases were subjected to immunohistochemistry
using monoclonal mouse anti human ER-α (1D5) and PR (PgR 636) antibody. ER-α and PR expression was correlated
with clinicopathologic features including age, tumor differentiation, size, site, pagetoid spread and tumor stage.
Patients were followed up for a period of 6-24 months. Results: Of the 30 cases of the eyelid SGC analyzed
(13 males and 17 females, mean age 55 ± 17.2 years) nuclear ER-α immonoreactivity was observed overall in
26% (8/30) cases. PR immunostaining was absent in all the 30 SGC cases. ER-α immunoreactivity was present in
23% (4/17) females and in 30% (4/13) males. Correlation with histolopathological features revealed nuclear ER-α
expression in 33% (7/30) pooly differentiated SGC cases, in 60% (3/5) cases with lymph node metastasis and in
40% cases in stage III (AJCC). Conclusions: Nuclear expression of ER-α in high risk patients suggests that estrogen
levels may play an important role in aggressive behaviour SGC. In conclusion, the possibility of endocrine therapy
in SGC needs to be explored further.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To characterize the clinical features of the follicular subtype of ocular adnexal lymphoma (OAL). Methods:
We performed a retrospective multicenter study that involved 6 eye cancer centers from January 1, 1980, through
December 31, 2010. A total of 105 patients with follicular OAL were identified, of which 7 patients were excluded
because of missing clinical data. The median follow-up time was 52 months (range, 13-118 months). Results
Ninety-eight eligible patients with follicular OAL were included; 60 (61%) were women. The median patient age
was 63 years (range, 32–96 years). Sixty-nine patients (70%) had primary OAL, 19 (19%) had OAL in conjunction
with a concurrent systemic lymphoma, and 10 (10%) presented with an ocular adnexal relapse. The lacrimal
gland (28%), conjunctiva (28%), and orbit (28%) were the most frequently involved sites. Of the 69 patients with
primary follicular lymphoma, 38 (55%) presented with Ann Arbor stage IE lymphoma, and 31 (45%) had stage
IIE lymphoma. Patients with disseminated lymphoma had stage IIIE (9 of 19 [47%]) and stage IV (10 of 19 [53%])
disease, whereas patients with a relapse of systemic lymphoma presented with stage IE (8 of 10 [80%]), stage IIE
(1 of 10 [10%]), and stage IIIE (1 of 10 [10%]) disease. Patients with primary follicular lymphoma (n = 69) and those
with isolated ocular relapse (n = 9) were treated with external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) (35 of 78 [45%]) or
EBRT plus chemotherapy (22 of 78 [28%]). Patients presenting with stage IIIE-IV follicular lymphoma (n = 20) most
frequently received chemotherapy (9 of 20 [45%]) or EBRT plus chemotherapy (4 of 20 [20%]). The 10-year overall
survival for the entire study cohort was 60%. Primary patients treated with EBRT had a better disease-specific
survival compared with patients receiving ERBT plus chemotherapy (10-year disease-specific survival, 94% vs. 40%;
P = .02 by log-rank test). Conclusions Follicular OAL was more commonly found in elderly female patients. These
tumors were equally noted to involve the conjunctiva, lacrimal gland, and orbit. Patients with ocular adnexal
follicular lymphoma primarily treated with EBRT had a more favorable long-term disease-specific survival.
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Abstract:
Purpose Little is known about ocular adnexal lymphomas (OALs) in our Asian population. In addition, lymphoma
classifications and staging have changed with time, and pathologists have not been uniform in their categorisation.
We aim to look at the spectrum of OALs in our local population, and re-classify all OALs based on the latest
WHO classification and AJCC TNM staging system. Methods A 10-year retrospective chart review of patients
diagnosed with OAL who had undergone tissue biopsy in National University Hospital (NUH) was conducted. All
histopathology slides were re-analyzed by a pathologist specialized in lymphoma. Results There were a total of
23 patients and 29 eyes. Our patients had a mean age of 58.7 ± 16.8years, and 56.5% were males. 73.9% had
unilateral involvement, and the most commonly involved site was the orbit (n=20, 87.0%). 73.9% was primary
lymphoma, and in terms of TNM Staging (AJCC), 80.0% had T2, 80.0% had N0 and 100.0% had M0. Based on
WHO classification, the spectrum of OAL in our study comprised: MALT (43.5%), Follicular (17.4%), Extranodal NK/T
cell (13.0%), Diffuse large B cell (8.7%), Blastoid mantle cell (4.3%), Anaplastic large cell (4.3%), Mantle cell (4.3%),
and Cutaneous CD30+ (4.3%). 26.1% of patients had recurrence, occurring at a mean of 45.8 ± 28.2 months
after the first presentation. We found no correlation between recurrence and laterality (P=0.999), nor recurrence
and diagnosis (MALT vs non-MALT)(P=0.179). OAL patients staged within the T1-T2,N0, M0 group had significantly
better 10-year survival rate (80.0%) than patients within the T3-T4,N1-4,M1 group (36.0%). Conclusions Overall, the
study results will enable us to better understand OAL in an Asian population, as well as improve communication
and management of the disease in clinical practice.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the technique, results and complications of fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) of choroidal
tumors. Methods: Retrospective, nonrandomized, single-center case series including 367 eyes of 367 patients with
diagnostically challenging choroidal tumors that underwent pars plana, transvitreal FNAB. Results: The mean
patient age was 60 years (median 62, range 8 – 93 years). The mean basal dimension of the lesion was 12 mm
(median 12, range 2 – 28 mm) and mean thickness was 4.7 mm (median 4.0, range 0.5 – 16.0 mm). A pars plana
entry with transvitreal approach was used in all cases. Needle gauge size was 21 (1%), 22 (6%), 23 (<1%), 25 (43%),
27 (50%), or 30 (<1%), based on the friability and vascularity of the tumor or surgeon’s preference. Adequate
tumor sample was obtained in 322 eyes (88%). Cytopathology study showed melanoma (39%), metastasis (37%),
inflammation (4%), and others (20%). In the 146 patients with choroidal metastasis, the primary cancer was from
lung in 67 (46%), breast in 27 (18%), kidney in 12 (8%), and other primary sites in 28 (19%). The primary cancer
site was not established in 7 (5%) and 5 cases (3%) with lost follow-up. Intraoperative findings included transient
focal sub-retinal/pre-retinal hemorrhage at the site of retinal penetration (68%), transient localized vitreous
hemorrhage (24%), and transient hypotony (17%). Early postoperative findings included persistent sub-retinal/preretinal hemorrhage (4%), persistent vitreous hemorrhage (9%), and rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (3%).
Surgical repair was necessary in 7 eyes (2%) for rhegmatogenous retinal detachment (n=6) or persistent vitreous
hemorrhage (n=1). There were no cases with lens damage, endophthalmitis, or extraocular tumor seeding.
Conclusions: Trans pars plana FNAB provided definite cytopathologic diagnosis in 88% of eyes with diagnostically
challenging choroidal tumors. The most serious complication was rhegmatogenous retinal detachment in 3% of
eyes.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report the outcomes of antiVEGF therapy of choroidal neovascular membrane (CNV) secondary
to a choroidal osteoma. Methods: Retrospective analysis of eyes with choroidal neovascularization secondary
to choroidal osteoma treated with intravitreal 1.25mg/0.05 ml bevacizumab (Genentech, USA). All patients
underwent clinical and imaging assessment (fundus photo, B-scan ultrasonography, fluorescein angiography
[FA] and optical coherence tomography where available). Visual acuity (decimal scale) and central retinal
thickness (μm) were recorded before and after treatment. Results: There were 8 consecutive eyes included in this
study. Of these, 6/8 had predominantly classic or classic and 2/8 patients had minimally classic or occult CNV on
FA. The mean (median, range) number of injections was 5, (5, 3-10) over a follow-up of 9 (10, 3-15) months. Visual
acuity improved in 5 eyes, stabilized in 1 and reduced in 2 eyes. Visual acuity improvement was 0.13 (0.25, -0.25
to 0.45). CNV completely regressed in 5 cases and partially regressed in 3 cases. Median CRT reduction was -110
μm (-1 to -230). Conclusions: Intravitreal bevacizumab is an effective treatment modality in the management of
vision threatening CNV secondary to choroidal osteoma. Further studies are needed to compare bevacizumab
against alternative modalities (PDT, TTT) in treating CNV secondary to choroidal osteoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose Retrospective analysis of histopathological findings of enucleated eyes in children with globe-filling
tumors and visual loss in one eye. Methods In 31 cases of intraocular globe-filling tumors in children it was not
possible to distinguish the correct diagnosis by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), ultrasound or fundoscopy.
All eyes showed a completely destroyed anatomy and loss of visual function so that they were enucleated
because a retinoblastoma could not finally be excluded. A histopathological analysis and in certain cases an
immunohistopathological investigation was performed in order to find the final diagnosis of the tumor. Results
The histopathological findings revealed only four cases of retinoblastoma. Other diagnoses were Coats’ disease,
retinal dysplasia, persistent hyperplastic primary vitreous (PHPV), hamartoma and granulomatous inflammation.
Interestingly, three cases of intraocular medulloepithelioma and three cases of astrocytoma were detected.
Among all these children a general systemic disease could not be found. In three cases the histopathological
and immunohistopathological analysis could not help to distinguish the diagnosis. Discussion In spite of
ultrasonography and high-resolution MRI-scans it is not possible to evaluate the final diagnosis of the tumors in
most cases. An intraocular biopsy should never be performed in children when a retinoblastoma can not be
ruled out. In many cases of unilateral intraocular tumors in children a globe-filling solid mass can be detected
already at initial presentation. Quite often the tumors are combined with exudation and retinal detachment
which leads to significant visual loss or even blindness. In these cases we definitely suggest an enucleation to
verify the diagnosis and - in case of retinoblastoma - to improve the survival of the child. In the rare cases of an
intraocular astrocytoma, a systemic examination should be performed during follow up.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Diffus thickening choroidal hemangiomas are benign vascular hamartomas seen in the Sturge-Weber
syndrome. An exsudative retinal detachment may develop followed by a retinal detachment, cystoid macular
edema, visual acuity loss and glaucoma. The External beam radiation therapy (EBRT) by photon could reduce
ocular disorders and preserve the visual acuity. Methods: Retrospective review of SWS patients treated by
external EBRT (20 Gy in 10 fractions of 2Gy) for an exsudative choroidal hemangioma. Visual acuity, B-scan tumor
thickness,size of retinal detachment, intra-ocular pressure (IOP), hypotonic treatment were collected before
irradiation, one year after and at last follow up (F-Up). Results: 25 patients (26 eyes) were treated between 2001
and 2012. 25 eyes among 26 had a retinal detachment before treatment. The mean follow up time was 47
months. The mean tumor thickness was 4.5 mm, 2.6 mm and 2.2 mm before treatment, at one year and at last
F-Up respectively. The retina was reattached at the last visit for all eyes except two. The visual acuity was the
unchanged or increased for 20 eyes (p=0.02). Among 12 patients with glaucoma, 3 patients kept a high intraocular pressure (IOP) in spite of glaucoma medical treatment. Two patients without glaucoma before EBRT had
high IOP after. Four patients developed immature cataracts during follow-up. Conclusion: EBRT is an efficient
treatment to decrease tumor thickness, allows retina reattachment and stabilize visual acuity but its impact on
IOP is inconstant.
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Multiple Intraocular Tumors
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a case of multiple choroidal metastases from metastatic neuroendocrine cancer and its
management. Methods: Records of the case were reviewed, and images obtained. Results: A 68 year old female,
with known widespread metastatic neuroendocrine cancer presented with gradually decreasing vision over the
past two years. She had seen a retinal specialist a year previously and was aware of possible choroidal tumors.
A recent MRI revealed a metastatic tumor of the orbit with mild proptosis. Her chief complaint was that she
was having difficulty with reading and wanted to see better. She denied diplopia. Vision in right eye was 20/80
and vision in left eye 20/100. Examination revealed mild left proptosis; moderately advanced nuclear sclerotic
cataracts, and multiple choroidal tumors in both eyes, including tumors in both foveae. Inferior serous retinal
detachment was present in both eyes, left eye greater than right. Ultrasonography revealed a lesion height of
2.08 mm of the right macular tumor, and 4.99 mm of the left macular tumor. She was diagnosed with multiple
choroidal metastases from neuroendocrine cancer and cataracts. In this end-stage palliative cancer patient, we
recommended combined cataract surgery with IOL placement in combination with iodine-125 plaque of the left
eye. No treatment was directed toward her asymptomatic metastases. Conclusion: Although neuroendocrine
metastases are believed to respond poorly to radiation, benefit was achieved in this patient using brachytherapy
in combination with cataract surgery.
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Vasoactive proliferative tumor of the retina.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a case of vasoactive proliferative tumor of the retina causing severe retinal exudative
detachment and decreased vision. Methods: Case report Results: A 14 year old girl presented with progressive
decreased vision on OS. She was previously systemically examined for the possible etiologies for uveitis but no
systemic disese was found. She received intraocular injections of bevacizumab elsewhere but the visual acuity
remained low with exudative retinal fluid. The Va was counting fingers @ 1 meter at presentation. There was a
telengiectatic peripapillary mass; Fluorescein Angiography showed active staining and leakage from the lesion
with telengiectatic vessels within the tumoral lesion. These findings were supporting vasoactive proliferative
hamartoma of the retina. We decided to inject intravitreal dexamethasone implant (ozurdex). The SRF was
resorbed and the vision increased to 20/30. Hovever the patient developed cataract soon. After cataract
surgery the fluid accumulated again beneath the retina and the vision decreased. We re-treated with intravitreal
implant and the fluşd has gone again and we applied laser photocoagulation over the telengiectatic tumor. The
patient did respond well and the retina was completely attached with increased vision. Conclusion: Vasoactive
proliferative tumor of the retina is difficult to manage. Intravitreal bevacizumab is not effective in this tumor but
intravitreal dexamethasone implants and laser treatment is helpful in control of the vasoactive tumor.
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Choroidal Mass as a Presenting Sign of Collecting Duct Carcinoma of the Kidney.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a rare case of choroidal metastasis from collecting duct carcinoma of the kidney presenting
primarily with ocular symptoms. Case Report: We present a case of a 40-year-old African male presenting to us with
neovascular glaucoma in his pseudophakic right eye with absent light perception. On clinical and radiological
examination he was found to have a large choroidal mass simulating choroidal melanoma with dense vitreous
haemorrhage. Basic systemic evaluation including ultrasound abdomen and chest X-ray were unremarkable.
Primary enucleation with orbital implant was performed. Histopathology showed well-differentiated metastatic
adenocarcinoma from an undiagnosed primary site. On whole body PET scan, renal cell carcinoma of the right
kidney was detected as the primary tumour. On immunohistochemistry, collecting duct carcinoma of the kidney
was confirmed. Complete surgical excision of right kidney followed by systemic Sumatinib was advised to the
patient. Conclusion: Choroidal metastasis can be the initial presenting sign of a rare collecting duct carcinoma
of the kidney.
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Choroidal Metastasis from Carcinoma of the tongue.
Author(s):
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Category of Presentation:
Uveal Other
Abstract:
Purpose: To report a case of a choroidal metastasis 5 years after the original diagnosis of carcinoma of the
tongue. Method: Retrospective case report Result: A 74 year old Afro-Caribbean lady was referred, having been
found to have an unusual visual field defect in her right eye whilst attending her regular glaucoma clinic. A pale,
raised choroidal lesion was discovered in that eye exhibiting a small area of sub retinal leakage. On questioning,
the patient had a history of adenoid cystic carcinoma of the tongue treated by partial glossectomy and radical
radiotherapy in 2010. A subsequently discovered lung nodule was removed in 2011. Further imaging now has
shown the presence of brain deposits. The patient is due to commence on external beam radiotherapy for the
choroidal lesion in conjunction with palliative brain radiotherapy. Conclusion: This demonstrates a rare cause
of choroidal metastasis and highlights the possibility of metastatic disease from atypical sources, years after the
primary diagnosis.
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Urothelial carcinoma metastatic to the Retina diagnosed by vitreous biopsy.
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Abstract:
N/A
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Choroidal metastasis as initial sign of CUP syndrome – a report of two cases.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: To demonstrate the clinical course of patients with choroidal metastasis without detectable primary
tumor (CUP syndrome, cancer of unknown primary). METHODS: Two patients both male and heavy smokers, 51
and 78 years old with initial ocular symptoms and no history of malignant disease underwent clinical workup.
18-fluorodeoxyglucose Positron Emission Tomography with computed tomography (18F-FDG PET/CT) was
done for staging. RESULTS: Both patients shared the histopathological subtype of moderately differentiated
adenocarcinoma (G2) . Patient A having an amelanotic tumor revealed a limited disease with only the choroidal
lesion which on biopsy could be classified as primary pulmonary. Furthermore an urothelcarcinoma (Ta G1) of
the urinary bladder was found on incident. The patient survived for at least 1.5 years after initial diagnosis when a
single brain metastasis was irradiated. Patient B already revealed diffuse metastatic disease. A soft tissue biopsy
was inconclusive in terms of immunohistochemical or morphological origin. CONCLUSIONS: Apart from the typical
course of disease a type of choroidal metastasis from lung cancer exists that progresses either more slowly or
manifests earlier in the disease course than usual. It can still be histologically classified as primary pulmonary. The
disease free survival after stereotactic irradiation may be 1.5 years. To avoid confusion with choroidal melanoma
a biopsy can obtain the definite diagnosis.
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Retinal Metastasis from lung Cancer. Case Report.
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Authors: Gentile Carolina, Ortega Carlos M, Croxatto J Oscar Purpose: To describe the clinical features of a patient
with retinal metastasis from lung cancer and review the literature. Methods: Case report. A 47-year-old woman
noted progressive loss of vision in the left eye. Current eye examination revealed a vision of 20/20 in the right eye
and hand-movement in the left eye. Slit-lamp examination of the anterior segment was unremarkable. Intraocular
pressures were 10 mmHg in each eye. Dilated fundus examination of the left fundus showed vitreous haze with
dense deposits inferiorly and snow balls. A white sub-retinal exudate was extended toward the papillomacular
bundle posteriorly and to the temporal equator anteriorly including a rhegmatogenous retinal detachment.
The patient underwent vitrectomy and retinal detachment surgery. A syringe containing a whitish exudate
was received at the laboratory. PCR testing for herpes simplex virus, varicella zoster virus, cytomegalovirus, and
toxoplasmosis were negative. Although the vast cellularity was necrotic, the shadows cells were more consistent
with carcinoma than lymphoma and a retinal biopsy was performed. Results: Microscopic examination showed
short spindle cells with scant cytoplasm and ill defined borders. The cells have hyperchromatic nuclei and absent
or inconspicuous nucleoli. Immunohistochemistry was positive for Cytokeratin 18, the tumor cells show strong
membranous staining for CD56 (N-CAM), and express strong positive nuclear staining for Thyroid Transcription
Factor-1 (TTF-1). These features were consistent with small cell carcinoma of the lung metastatic to retina. A
review of past history from other institution revealed that the patient was diagnosed a “poorly differentiated
small cell (oat cell) adenocarcinoma” (combined small cell carcinoma and adenocarcinoma), and cerebral
metastases at the age forty-four. She had been treated with chemotherapy and radiation therapy with total
regression of the right apical lobule lung mass and mediastinum. Two years later she developed dissemination
of the tumor into the central nervous system and received radiation therapy again with total regression and
minimal sequels. Seven month later the patient presented with severe pain and no light perception, and the
eye was enucleated. Conclusion: Metastatic tumors to the retina are rare and most of them simulate infectious
retinitis. One of the most important factors in the diagnosis of suspected metastatic disease is a history of systemic
malignancy. These patients may present cerebral metastasis, therefor diagnostic imaging of the head should be
considered. Local and general prognosis is guarded with poor survival.
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Medulloepithelioma: diagnostic difficulties, clinical behaviour and treatment in four cases.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: To describe the clinical behaviour, imaging and pathological features of four intraocular
medulloepitheliomas. METHODS: We retrospectively analyzed the clinical, histopathological and imaging data
of four children with intraocular medulloepithelioma. RESULTS All four children had medulloepithelioma arising
from the ciliary body. All tumors were iso/hyperintense to vitreous on T1-weighted and hypointense on T2weighted MRI and showed marked contrast enhancement of the solid components. In all cases enucleation of
the involved eye has been performed. One tumor was a malignant teratoid variant, three tumors were malignant
nonteratoid. None of the tumors had extraocular extension on histopathology or imaging. Adjuvant therapies after
enucleation were not administered. CONCLUSION: Intraocular medulloepithelioma is extremely rare; this creates
the challenge in establishing a clinical and radiological diagnosis. We emphasize the role of various imaging
modalities, with pathological correlation, in differentiating the tumor from other ciliary body masses, in detecting
tumor extension and in identifying associated ocular complications. Coauthors:Theodora Hadjistilianou,Felice
Menicacci, Paolo Galluzzi, Paolo Toti, Melissa Borri, Alfonso Cerase
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Medulloepithelioma of the ciliary body presenting in adulthood: A case report.
Author(s):
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Authors report an observational case report of left ciliary body medulloepithelioma in a 45 years old Caucasian
woman who presented with reduced vision in left eye since 2 years. Her past medical history indicated that he
she was under topical medication because of glaucoma in both eyes. Visual acuity was finger count (4-meter) in
the left eye and 20/20 in the right eye. On ocular examination slit-lamp biomicroscopy revealed that the right eye
was within normal limits. The left eye showed localized vascularization of posterior capsule of the lens temporally.
Fundoscopic examination in the right eye was normal and in the left eye there were 2 floating vitreous cysts
covering the posterior pole and papilla, exudative retinal detachment temporally to the periphery retina with
a yellowish nonpigmented tumor underlying the retinal detachment. The diagnostic impression on clinical and
imaging findings was of a probable vasoproliferative tumor of the retina or vitreous cysts of the left eye due
to hydatid disease. Following systemic evaluation without any significant findings, enucleation was performed
because of patient’s insistence due to intense pain. Histopathological examination after enucleation of the
globe revealed medulloepithelioma of the ciliary body. Medulloepithelioma of the ciliary body is known to be a
childhood tumor and presentation in the adulthood is extremely rare.
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Diffuse bilateral ciliary body enlargement and optic nerve
head swelling in a lady with previous breast cancer.
Author(s):
Fariba Ghassemi (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Retina Other
Abstract:
Purpose: To report a diffuse and heavy benign inflammatory cells infiltration of ciliary bodies of both eyes after
breast cancer responsive only to systemic chemotherapy. Methods:A sixty YO lady with a history of recent
gradual decrease of vision and a history of breast cancer. Results: Herein, we report a 60 YO lady with bilateral
ciliary body and optic nerve head swelling. She had a history of breast cancer 7 years before. The biopsy of ciliary
body showed benign inflammatory cells infiltrations and the optic nerve swelling was resolved spontaneously
and the contralateral swelling of optic nerve head was resolved after systemic chemotherapy for possible breast
cancer choroidal metastasis by oncologist’s opinion. Conclusion: Bilateral ciliary body and optic nerve infiltration
responsive to systemic chemotherapy can occur years after breast cancer.
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Vascular tumors of the iris. They do exist.
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose: In 1972, Ferry reviewed reported cases of histopathologically proven iris hemangiomas and concluded
that all had probably been misdiagnosed. He challenged the existence of iris hemangioma and proposed that
they may not exist. However, subsequently there have been well-documented examples of several types of iris
hemangioma. The purpose of this communication is to report a series of iris vascular tumors. Methods: A review
was conducted on all patients with diagnosis of iris vascular tumor including referring diagnosis, demographics,
and clinical features, Results: There were 53 eyes in 45 patients with iris vascular tumor The diagnoses included
racemose hemangioma in 41 eyes (29 simple ; 12 complex), cavernous hemangioma in 4 eyes (3 solitary and
1 multifocal), capillary hemangioma in 1 eye, varix in 3 eyes, microhemangiomatosis in 6 eyes of 3 patients.
Histopathologic confirmation of the diagnosis was available in one eye with cavernous hemangioma and one
eye with varix both after removal by iridectomy. Racemose hemangioma remained stable in all cases and posed
no complications. Solitary cavernous hemangioma was associated with recurrent hyphema and had no systemic
implications. One case of iris cavernous hemangioma was part of a systemic syndrome with similar visceral, brain,
and cutaneous cavernous hemangiomas There were 3 patients with microhemangiomatosis, each of whom
had bilateral pupillary margin involvement and recurrent hyphemas. Conclusions: Although the existence of iris
vascular tumors has been challenged, there are now well documented examples of iris racemose hemangioma,
cavernous hemangioma, capillary hemangioma, varix, and microhemangiomatosis. Each type has characteristic
clinical features and some can cause spontaneous hyphema. Although most are solitary lesions confined to the
iris, some (cavernous hemangioma and microhemangiomatosis) may have associated systemic findings.
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Optical coherence tomography (OCT) choroidal surface
findings for the differential diagnosis of choroidal tumors.
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Background Choroidal tumors are mainly diagnosed by clinical evaluation and ultrasonography. OCT demonstrates
various qualitative and quantitative secondary retinal and retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) changes in melanomas
as well in eyes with metastasis. Other studies examined the OCT-depicted choroidal surface features. Purpose To
characterize the choroidal surface and chorioretinal interface findings of choroidal melanomas and choroidal
metastasis by OCT and to compere between the two. Methods Retrospective comparative study, compering
the OCT findings of 28 eyes with melanoma and 21 eyes with choroidal metastasis. All cases where the anterior
choroidal surface of the tumor and the overlying retina was adequately demonstrated on OCT were included
.Scans were read by an experienced ophthalmologist specializing in ophthalmic imaging. The reading physician
was masked to the diagnosis of the tumor type. Major outcome measurements were regularity and lobularity
of the choroidal surface characteristics, retina and RPE findings. Data on the patients demographic, choroidal
tumors type size and location, treatment and treatment results was evaluated retrospectively. . Results The series
included 29 eyes of melanoma patients (mean age 63.0 years) and 21 eyes of patients with metastasis (mean
age 59.6 years) The choroidal surface was regular and smooth in 89.7% of the melanomatous eyes vs. 47.6% of
eyes with metastases (P=0.002; sensitivity=89.7; specificity=52.4). The choroid contour was lobulated in 81.0% of
the eyes with metastases vs. 17.2% melanomatous eyes (P=0.002; sensitivity=82.8; specificity=81.0). RPE thickness
and neuroretinal characteristics (e.g., retinal thickness, the presence of cysts, and the presence of subretinal fluid)
were equally present in both tumors. Conclusions Choroidal melanomas usually demonstrate regular and smooth
anterior surfaces on OCT, while choroidal metastasis usually have irregular and lobulated anterior surfaces. OCT
may be considered as an additional noninvasive tool assisting in the differentiating choroidal melanoma and
choroidal metasatsis.
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OCT Angiography. A New Tool for Ocular Oncology.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Until now, the only methods for fundus angiography was fluorescein angiography or indocyanine green
angiography. These techniques involved intravenous injection of dye. OCT angiography is a new angiographic
technique that does not require an injection or a dye. Methods: OCT angiography was performed with Optovue
RTVue XR Avanti (Optovue Inc) using split-spectrum amplitude decorrelation angiography (SSADA) images of
normal and diseased eyes. Using a light source of 840 nm, bandwidth of 45 nm, and A scan rate of 70,000 scans/
second, a B scan and then a 3 dimensional data cube were constructed. Image decorrelation was performed so
that stationary tissue with high correlation were subtracted and non-stationary tissue (blood) with low correlation
remained. Imaging was performed at various levels (en-face) in the retina to identify vascular layers. Results:
Of 50 patients (100 eyes) imaged with OCT angiography, adequate scans were obtained in 90 eyes (90%).
Patients with inadequate imaging showed poor cooperation, inability to maintain focus due to poor vision in the
contralateral eye, or opaque media. With OCT angiography, 3 levels of retinal vascular tissue were identified,
including (superficial to deep) the radial peripapillary capillary network, superficial plexus, and deep plexus.
Using fluorescein angiography, only the superficial plexus was visible and the radial peripapillary and deep
vascular layers were not seen. Images were highest quality with 3 mm rather than 6 mm horizontal sections of the
macula. Normal eyes showed intact perifoveal capillary network and preserved foveal avascular zone. Diseased
eyes showed draping of radial peripapillary capillary network overlying choroidal or disc tumors, reduction in
flow overlying chronic choroidal nevus, and foveal non-perfusion in the superficial and deep vascular layers in
radiation maculopathy. Artifacts included line disturbance from blinking and block distortion from eye movement.
There was no complication in any case. Conclusions: Retinal vascular imaging of all 3 vascular layers in the retina
is possible without the use of dye or injection using OCT angiography.
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Ciliary Body Melanocytomas: Ultrasonographic Characteristics and Natural Course.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To evaluate the natural course of the clinical and ultrasonographic characteristics of ciliary body
melanocytomas. Methods: This is a non-comparative consecutive case series of patients with biopsy proven
ciliary body melanocytomas and clinically diagnosed ciliary body melanocytomas. Data was collected on
demographics, clinical features, and treatments. Results: A total of 9 eyes in 9 patients with biopsy proven
melanocytomas were identified. The mean age at presentation was 59.7 years (range of 23 to 75). The mean
follow up after presentation was 39.2 months. Mean initial ultrasound height was 1.76 mm (range of 0.7 to 2.8
mm) with medium or high internal reflectivity. Clinical factors associated with ciliary body melanocytomas
were dark brown color, pigment deposition into trabecular meshwork, stability of size and shaggy contour on
ultrasonography, focal cataract formation, and lack of sentinel vesel. Conclusions: Ciliary body melanocytomas
are rare, benign melanocytic tumors that can be difficult to distinguish from malignant melanoma. Certain clinical
and ultrasonographic characteristics are unique to melanocytomas and may be used as diagnostic tools to help
identify these uveal tumors.
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Focal laser photocoagulation for symptomatic polypoidal
choroidal vasculopathy associated with choroidal nevus.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe 2 patients treated with focal laser photocoagulation for symptomatic polypoidal choroidal
vasculopathy (PCV) secondary to choroidal nevus. Methods: A 78-year-old woman presented with subfoveal
neurosensorial retinal detachment in the right eye and best-corrected visual acuity of 20/50. The second patient,
a 69-year-old woman presented with peripapillary subretinal exudation in the left eye and best-corrected visual
acuity of 20/40. Both were diagnosed as PCV secondary to choroidal nevus. The polypoidal lesions were treated
with focal laser photocoagulation and clinical and tomographic data were prospectively analyzed. Results: 3
months after one single session of focal laser photocoagulation, there was no leakage from the polypoidal lesions,
optical coherence tomography scans displayed absence of subretinal fluid, and visual acuity improved to 20/25
and 20/20, and remained stable throughout the 13 and 43 months of the follow-up respectively. Conclusion: PCVlike vascular changes can be associated with choroidal nevus, and can produce visual impairment. Focal laser
photocoagulation seems to be an effective and safe treatment for symptomatic PCV secondary to choroidal
nevus.
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Serum Hypercoagulability States in Coats Disease.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To investigate serum hypercoagulability state and common viral and protozoan infections in Coats
disease versus a normal control group. Methods: In this comparative case series, 22 consecutive patients with
Coats disease and 19 non-Coats patients undergoing lensectomy for congenital, traumatic, or senile cataract
between January 2011 to June 2014 were included. Laboratory values for hypercoagulability states and common
viral and protozoan infections were investigated. Results: The mean age for the Coats group was 14.5 years old
(median 8 year old, 2 months to 59 year old) and for the control group was 30.6 year old (median 17 year, range:
2 - 82 year old). In patients of 10 years or younger, anti cytomegalovirus (CMV) IgG (P=<0.01), homocysteine
(P=0.03), and serum beta globulin (P<0.001) were associated with Coats disease. In those older than 10 years,
higher serum protein S (P=0.04), beta globulin (P=0.05), and gamma globulin (P=0.04) were related to Coats
diagnosis. After adjusting for sex and age as confounding factors, only beta globulin was associated with Coats
disease in logistic regression analysis (OR: 1.8, 95% CI: 1.0–3.1, P = 0.02). Conclusions: Serum beta globulin appears
to be elevated in patients with Coats disease.
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Changes in a case of combined hamartoma of the retina and
retinal pigment epithelium indicating growth.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the change in appearance of a unilateral combined hamartoma of the retina and retinal
pigment epithelium (CHR-RPE) indicating growth over a 15 month period. Methods: A retrospective review of
a patient diagnosed with unilateral CHR-RPE. Observation over a 15 month period with clinical examination,
including fundus photography and B-scan ultrasonography. Comparison of findings at the beginning and end
of the observation period. Results: The patient was a girl diagnosed with unilateral CHR-RPE at age 12 months.
A comparative exam was done 15 months later. By ophthalmoscopy and fundus photography the lesion then
covered a wider area and appeared more dense. B-scan ultrasonography showed only a slight thickening of
the lesion at the initial examination. At 15 months the thickness was 1,8 mm. Conclusion: The case demonstrates
changes in a unilateral CHR-RPE over a 15 month period, indicating growth.
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Classification of sclerochoroidal calcification based on enhanced depth imaging optical
coherence tomography “Mountain-Like” features.
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Abstract:
PURPOSE: To describe distinct enhanced depth optical coherence tomography patterns of sclerochoroidal
calcification and their correlation to clinical features. METHODS: Retrospective chart review of 67 eyes of 46
patients with spectral domain optical coherence tomography imaging. RESULTS: The mean patient age at
diagnosis was 68 years. There were 20 (43%) men and 26 (57%) women of white (n = 45, 98%) or Hispanic (n =
1, 2%) heritage. The most prominent sclerochoroidal calcification lesions were located in the superotemporal
quadrant (n = 57, 85%) between the temporal arcades and the equator (n = 58, 87%). On enhanced depth
optical coherence tomography, the sclerochoroidal calcification was located within the sclera in all cases and
the inner surface topography assumed specific “mountain-like” patterns, including flat (Type 1) (n = 9) at median
thickness of 1.2 mm, rolling (Type 2) (n = 28) at 1.4 mm thickness, rocky-rolling (Type 3) (n = 21) at 2.1 mm thickness,
and table mountain (Type 4) (n = 9) at a thickness of 1.9 mm. The retinal layers were undisturbed in flat lesions,
and outer retinal abnormalities were found in all other types. A comparison of the 4 types revealed that Type
3 lesions were thickest (P < 0.001), showing abnormalities in the retinal pigment epithelium, ellipsoid region, and
external limiting membrane most commonly (P < 0.05) and demonstrating the most dramatic thinning of the
overlying choroid (P < 0.01) and retina (P < 0.05). Type 4 lesions showed greatest basal diameter (P < 0.01) and
least outer retinal abnormalities (P < 0.05) or choroid thinning (P < 0.05). CONCLUSION: In this report, enhanced
depth optical coherence tomography has demonstrated that sclerochoroidal calcification is a scleral-based
disease and can be classified based on four “mountain-like” topographic patterns, associated with variable
effects on the choroid and retina.
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Intravitreal bevacizumab treatment for symptomatic choroidal hemangioma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report the treatment outcomes of intravitreal bevacizumab as primary or secondary treatment on
serous retinal detachment associated with circumscribed choroidal hemangioma (CCH) Methods: This is an
interventional case series.We reviewed the medical records of 4 patients of CCH treated with 1.25mg bevacizumab
as as primary or secondary treatment on serous retinal detachment. Resolution of serous retinal detachment,
best-corrected visual acuity, tumor regression,additional treatments and complications were reviewed. Results:
The mean follow-up time was 34.5months (range 24-60.The mean vision was 0.02(range0.01-0.05).The mean tumor
basal dimension was 9.5mm(6.5-15mm), and mean tumor thickness was 5.2mm(range4.5-6.5). Case 1 and case 2
had two standard Visudyne photodynamic therapy(PDT) before intravitreal bevacizumab injection. Case 3 and
4 had intravitreal bevacizumab injection as primary treatment.Serous macular detachment was not resolved 1
month after intravitreal bevacizumab injection in these patients.Additional PDT were required in 4 cases, and
radiation therapy is applied to treat persistent serous macular detachment in 1 case. Macular pucker developed
in 1 case. Visual acuity was not improved at 1 year after treatment and at last follow-up. Conclusion: Intravitreal
bevacizumab may be not useful for teatment of serous retinal detachment associated with CCH. Additional
treatments such as repeat PDT, radiotherapy are required to resolve macular subretinal fluid in these patients
who have large CCH and do not respond to intravitreal bevacizumab.
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Spontaneous Regression of Sebaceous Carcinoma of the Eyelid and Orbit following
Small Incisional Biopsy: Report of 2 Cases.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report 2 cases of sebaceous carcinoma of the eyelid both of whom were initially managed with a
relatively small incisional biopsy following which there was documented total spontaneous regression of the tumor
on long term follow-up. Methods: Case 1 was a 79-year-old man who presented with 10-months of progressive
left upper eyelid ptosis. MRI demonstrated a soft tissue mass of both eyelids with orbital involvement. Case 2 was
a 70-year old woman who had presented with ptosis due to a mass in the left upper eyelid that was clinically
diagnosed as a chalazion, and which was documented by computed tomographic (CT) imaging to measure 30
x 15 mm. Both patients underwent a relatively small incisional biopsy of their lesion. Results: The histopathological
and immunohistopathological diagnosis was unequivocal moderately undifferentiated sebaceous carcinoma
in both cases. A granulomatous inflammatory reaction was identified in Case 2. A moderate lipogranulomatous
reaction was noted adjacent to the neoplasm in Case 2. Both patients refused to undergo exenteration of the
orbital contents. Follow-up clinical and imaging examinations disclosed total regression of the neoplasm with
no sign of recurrence in both patients over a 3-year period. The metastatic and systemic workup was negative.
Conclusions: While spontaneous regression following incisional biopsy of basal cell, squamous cell, and Merkel
cell carcinoma is well documented, we believe that our 2 cases of sebaceous carcinoma are the first to be
reported with total involution of the tumor following incisional biopsy. Possible mechanisms for this phenomenon
will be discussed, partly on the basis of the histopathological findings.
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Management of recurrent prolapsed margins in a semicircular rotation flap of the lower eyelid.
Author(s):
Daniel Briscoe (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Eyelid
Abstract:
Purpose To describe the treatment of recurrent prolapsed sutures of a semicircular reconstruction flap following
BCC excision. Methods A semicircular reconstruction flap of a lateral lower eyelid defect following Mohs surgery
was performed successfully. The sutures prolapsed after 7 days and the patient had the flap margins freshened
and re-sutured in the operating room. 5 days later he reappeared once again with a severely prolapsed wound.
The flap margins were once again re-operated, freshened, and resutured. A silicone band used in retinal surgery
was this time sutured over the newly approximated margins in order to support them until they had joined and
healed. The band was removed after 3 weeks. Results The silicone band succeeded in supporting the margins
without causing reaction or irritation and gave a good functional and cosmetic result . Conclusions A retinal
silicone band is a safe and available tool for supporting the reconstructed eyelid margins of a semicircular
rotation flap where necessary.
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Corneal Melanoma
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To present a case of corneal melanoma without apparent conjunctival involvement. Methods: Report
of 1 case of corneal melanoma and literature review. Results: The medical record of one patient with corneal
melanoma was reviewed. Excisional biopsy with alcohol epitheliectomy was performed as well as a biopsy of the
adjacent conjunctiva and cryotherapy. The cornea showed melanoma but the conjunctiva had no evidence
of melanoma or primary acquired melanosis. Post-operative topical chemotherapy with 0.02% Mitomycin-C was
used as adjunctive therapy. The patient has had no recurrence and has not developed metastases in 30 months
follow-up. Conclusion: Melanoma can rarely occur on the cornea without evidence of contiguous conjunctival
involvement and therefore may represent a displaced conjunctival melanoma.
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Hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis syndrome-Pathologic
inmune activation may affect the eye too.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a case of hemophagocytic lymphohystiocytosis syndrome, which is characterized by
splenomegaly, disseminated lymphadenopathy and cytopenias, with ocular manifestations. The syndrome has
been reported primarily with rheumatologic disorders, lymphomas or leukemias of the T or NK cell lineages, but
associations with anaplastic large cell lymphoma, early B lineage lymphoblastic leukemia, myeloid leukemias,
mediastinal germ cell tumors, and rarely other solid tumors are also found. Methods: Case report. A 9-yearold girl under study for rheumatological disease or malignancy develops decreased visual acuity,. Results:
Ophthalmic examination disclosed bilateral multiple yuxtapapillary white subretinal patches. Appearance is
similar to leukemic retinopathy. Conclusions: Hemophagocytic syndrome may manifest with ophthalmic findings
such as optic nerve involvement, retinal hemorrhages, and multiple white perivenous retinal patches due to the
disseminated lymphohistiocytosis. Prompt initiation of immunochemotherapy is essential for survival, but timely
diagnosis may be challenging because of the rarity of HLH, its variable presentation, and the time required to
perform diagnostic testing. Ophthalmic evaluation may help in the orientation of diagnosis.
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Recurrence of bilateral conjunctival follicular lymphoma after low-dose radiation therapy.
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Abstract:
Introduction: In 2013, the Stanford Group suggested a low-dose radiation therapy (2x2 Gy) for primary orbital
lymphoma, having observed no in-treatment field relapses in 27 eyes (stage IE-IV) after a median follow-up of
26 months. We applied this protocol in a case of bilateral conjunctival follicular lymphoma grade I-II. History and
Signs: A 59-year-old lady presented a bilateral chronic papillary conjunctivitis initially presumed to be allergic. A
biopsy subsequently led to the diagnosis of follicular lymphoma. General check-up was negative. Treatment and
follow-up: A conjunctival photon therapy of 2x2 Gy led to a clear regression of the tarsal follicles after 3 months,
incomplete resolution after 6 months and a clinical bilateral relapse after 9 months within the treatment field. A
second orbital radiation therapy (14x1.8 Gy) has been performed. Conclusion: After an initial partial response,
our first case treated with low-dose radiation therapy had bilateral relapse within the treatment field after 9
months, inciting to caution in applying this protocol in primary orbital lymphoma.
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Focal High Dose Rate Brachytherapy For Conjunctival Tumors.
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Abstract:
Purpose: Evaluate the clinical feasibility of IntraBeam intra operative kV irradiation beam device for conjunctival
tumors. The Intra-Beam system offers a 4.4 mm diameter needle applicator of low energy radiation at a high rate
that may be useful for conjunctival tumors. Methods: Dosimetry of a newly designed applicator for conjunctival
tumors. The needle applicator allows dose rate of about 3.5 Gy/min at 10 mm distance from the needle central
axis. For instance, a 50 kV beam (40 mu A) would require about three minutes to deliver a prescribed dose of
20 Gy at 2 mm depth. In order to receive a collimated beam for conformal treated volumes, we designed and
applied shielded cover with PMMA window onto the needle applicator. This will filter the X-rays and produce a
conformal dose distribution over the treatment area while shielding healthy ocular surfaces to be spared. We
compare the dose distribution to that of the known needle and surface applicators. Dose distributions were
simulated using FLUKA; a fully integrated particle physics Monte Carlo simulation package. Results: Using a
newly designed wedge applicator made of Polythermide window and stainless steel for collimating the dose
distribution is favorable for conjunctival tumors but not for large surface areas. Conclusion: Initial dosimetry of
a newly designed intraoperative kV irradiation beam using x-rays suggests the feasibility of this approach for
conjunctival tumors. It offers intraoperative treatment over a short period of time with high dose.
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Management of reccurent conjunctival melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report of a case of recurrent conjunctival melanoma Methods: Case report: Results: A 31 year
old female was treated surgically at her home land in 2009 for amelanotic conjunctival nevus in the bulbar
conjunctiva of the left eye. The pathology report read “ conjunctival nevus with cyst” with no reference to the
lesion margin status. The lesion recur 6 months latter yet was removed in 2011. This time the pathology report
was positive for nodular invasive Conjunctival Melanoma with atypical epithelioid cells, 1.6 mm in thickness, with
no reference to the status of the surgical margins in the pathology report. Three months later, on April 2011, she
received a course of 3 intramuscular Interferon alpha 2b (IFN-α2b) in one week at her home land. She came for
second opinion and further evaluation to our Ocular Oncology service at a tertiary care center six months later.
On her examination no local recurrence or systemic involvement was detected. 2 years after her first visit in our
center, a flat small (3mmin diameter) amelanotic lesion appeared on her left conjnctiva. The lesion was surgically
removed and was proven to be local recurrence of CM. Positron emission tomography CT (PET-CT) was normal
but sentinel lymph node (SLN) was positive for BRAF negative tumor cell infiltrated. Left parotidectomy and neck
dissection was performed. The patient was finally diagnosed as as Stage IIIb melanoma and was referred for
adjuvant systemic therapy. She received adjuvant therapy with high dose IFN-α2b for 4 weeks, followed by
subcutaneous weekly injections for 11 more months and local radiation therapy. She is currently being followed
every 4 months with repeated PET-CT scan and ophthalmic evaluation every visit. To date with no evidence of
active disease for 2 years. Conclusion: in this case of recurrent Conjunctival Melanoma SNLB was positive and
contributed to the accurate staging of the disease although the primary and recurrent lesions were less than 2
mm in thickness without ulcerations. This is case may suggest that local recurrent disease may be considered an
additional risk factor.
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Complex combined therapy for conjunctival melanoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To present a case of conjunctival melanoma of the left eye (LE) in a middle-age white woman.
Methods: Case report. Results: A 47 year-old white woman presented with large pigmented lesion of the superior
bulbar conjunctiva of the LE that extended to superior conjunctival fornix, with seeding to caruncle and Primary
Acquired Melanosis (PAM) in four quadrants and in tarsal conjunctiva. The patients also presented a ptosis of
the LE referred to be appeared five years earlier (never studied). She had a good general status of health. The
patient had complete blood test examination with tumoral markers, that were normal; she underwent imaging
exams for staging and they resulted normal. We performed complete ocular examination, including slit lamp
exam and ophthalmoscopy, slit lamp Photography, Anterior Segment Optical Coherence Tomography (AS-OCT)
and Ultrasound Biomicroscopy (UBM) to better study the conjunctival lesion. Then, the patient underwent surgical
procedure: excisional biopsy of the primary tumor with safety margins (“no touch technique”), with double
freeze-thaw cryotherapy; excisional biopsy of the caruncle lesion with double free-thaw cryotherapy; corneal
epitheliectomy with absolute alcohol; multiple “map biopsies” of PAM plus double free-thaw cryotherapy. We
eventually reconstructed the tissue defect by amniotic membran graft. Then the specimen was correctly oriented
and sent to pathology. Histological diagnosis of primary tumor was “Conjunctival Melanoma with epithelioid cells
on pre-existing PAM with atypia, infiltrating mucous chorion” (pT2B, Nx, M0 according to AJCC staging system);
other specimens were diagnosed as: “conjunctival melanoma infiltrating mucous chorion and PAM with atypia”
(for caruncle lesion) and “PAM with atypia” (for map biopsies). After one month the patient underwent sentinel
lymphnode biopsy, that was negative. Moreover we decided to perform adjuvant therapy with topical Mitomycin
C 0.04% (4 times a day for 4 weeks , with an interval of one week after first 14 week). The patient is currently on
17–month follow up, negative either for recurrences or metastasis. Conclusions: Conjunctival melanoma is a rare
tumor and accounts for only 2% to 3% of ocular cancer, about 1% of noncutaneous malignant melanoma. It is
more common in lighter skinned individuals and in middle-ages or elderly individuals. In this case, we describe a
middle-age white woman with a large conjunctival melanoma treated with successful wide surgical excision of
the primary tumor, reconstruction by amniotic membrane graft and subsequent adjuvant therapy with topical
Mitomycin C 0.04%.
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Conjunctival melanoma: the Paris experience.
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Abstract:
Background: Since 2000, all invasive conjunctival melanoma referred at l ’Institut Curie for treatment are registred
in our database. In order to evaluate the results of our therapeutical approach in term of local recurrences,
metastatic disease and death, and to identify the main clinical and histological prognostic factors, we realised
a retrospective analysis of our patient cohort.
Methods: We included only patients treated for a first location and referred for initial surgery or complementary
treatment between January 2000 and June 2013. Different prognostic factors have been studied in both
univariate and multivariate analyses (according to the Cox model) : sex, age, initial tumor location, associated
PAM, histological thickness and diameter of the tumor, lymphatic invasion, histological type, quality of surgical
excision (complete or incomplete).
Results: Series of 164 patients, 92 had an associated primary acquired melanosis (PAM), 32 originated from a
naevus and 30 were de novo. All patients had a surgical excision, 85 % had additional radiotherapy, and 30 %
had topical Mitomycine 0,04% (only melanoma associated with PAM). The median follow up is 58 months. The 5
years survival without metastasis is 86,6% and the 5 years survival without local recurrence 67,4%. In multivariate
analysis, the determining prognostic factors for survival without recurrence are tumor location (p=0,004, RR=2,44)
and associated PAM (p=0,0001, RR=2,06), the determining factors for survival without metastasis are tumor
thickness ≥2mm (p=0,006, RR=9,83) and high mitotic index ≥10 (p=0,002, RR=4,3). Finally, patients having at least
one recurrence during follow-up have a six times higher metastatic risk.
Conclusions: Association of PAM with conjunctival melanoma is a major risk factor for local recurrence. On the
other hand, in case of « de novo » melanoma or melanoma originating from a naevus, treatment by surgical
excision with complementaty irradiation produces excellent local and general results. In this setting, the major risk
factor for metastatic desease is tumor thickness.
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Neuroendocrine tumors in lacrimal drainage system.
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Abstract:
Purpose:To report two cases of neuroendocrine tumors in lacrimal drainage system. Methods:Case reports of
66 y.o. male (case A) and 65 y.o. male (case B). Results:Case A was misdiagnosed as chronic dacryocystitis at
another institutions. Biopsy specimens was gained under unusual symptoms as chronic dacryocystitis for case
B. Both biopsy specimens were revealed neuroendocrine carcinomas and prognosis of each case were very
poor. Chemotherapy and operation were applied for case A, but he was dead after five months from diagnosis.
Chemoradiotherapy was applied for case B and the tumor regressed, but regrowth and metastasis of liver were
seen. Conclusion:We should be careful for malignant tumors masquerading as chronic dacryocystitis. Although
rare, neuroendocrine carcinomas should be considered in the differential diagnosis in lacrimal drainage system
disorders.
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Steroid therapy for cases with IgG4-related ophthalmic disease.
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Abstract:
Purpose: IgG4-related ophthalmic disease (IgG4-ROD) is mass forming orbital lesions and should be differentiated
form MALT lymphoma. Steroid therapy is proposed as the first-line treatment for IgG4-related disease, but there
is as yet no treatment protocol specific for IgG4-ROD. In this study, cases with IgG4-ROD who underwent steroid
therapy in our institute were reviewed. Methods: Thirty four cases were pathologically diagnosed with IgG4related dacryoadenitis from November, 2004 through October, 2014 in Kanazawa University hospital, and their
treatments and outcomes were investigated retrospectively. In 16 out of 34 cases, magnetic resonance or
computed tomography images detected orbital lesions other than the lacrimal gland: for instance, trigeminal
nerve enlargement, extraocular muscle swelling, and lesions around the ophthalmic vein and the optic nerve.
Results: Twenty six patients were treated with oral prednisolone with initial dose of 20 to 40 mg/day. The prednisolone
dose was reduced by approximately 10% every two weeks, and reduced to a maintenance dose (5-10 mg/
day). One patient with gastric cancer underwent intravenous dexamethasone therapy and another patient with
optic neuritis underwent intravenous steroid pulse therapy as an initial treatment. Six patients did not undergo
steroid therapy for reasons including minor enlargement of the lacrimal glands, diabetes mellitus, and hepatitis B.
Overall, ophthalmic lesions were improved in every patient with steroid therapy. However, the oral steroid doses
were raised in 3 cases (to 8, 10, 20 mg/day) for reasons of recurrences of lacrimal and salivary glands swelling
and a reduced sense of smell. Steroid pulse therapies were added in other 2 cases during administrations of oral
prednisolone, for reasons of exophthalmos due to an optic nerve lesion, and of a persisting kidney lesion and
an onset of cough-variant asthma. Twenty five cases are still being maintained on oral prednisolone and the
duration averaged 45 months (median 40 month). Conclusions: IgG4-related ophthalmic lesions were favorably
controlled by systemic steroid therapies. The question is whether long-term systemic steroid is required for a mild
case such as the lesions limited in lacrimal glands. Local steroid administration and total surgical resection of
the lesions may be other therapeutic options for patients with contraindication to systemic steroids. Treatment
guidelines specific to IgG4-related ophthalmic disease should be considered.
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A clinicopathological study of IgG4-related ophthalmic disease.
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Abstract:
[Purpose] The aim of this study is to clarify the clinical and histopathological features of IgG4-related ophthalmic
disease (IgG4-ROD). [Methods] We reviewed the medical records of patients with IgG4-ROD diagnosed at
Tokyo Medical University Hospital between 2002 and 2014. The age and sex of the patients as well as the IgG4
serum levels and the findings of imaging studies, histopathological assessments, flow cytometric studies, and
immunoglobulin heavy chain rearrangement assessments were investigated. IgG4-ROD was diagnosed based
on (1) the presence of a swelling, enlargement, or mass in any ocular adnexal tissue detected by imaging studies
and (2) IgG4 serum levels > 135 mg/dl or (3) >40% of IgG-positive plasma cells being IgG4-positive or >50 cells/
field when a biopsy sample was observed using a high-powered microscope. [Results] Based on the above
criteria, 52 patients were diagnosed with IgG4-ROD, of which 27 (52%) were women. The average age of the
patients was 58.8 years (age range, 27–81 years). Imaging studies showed infiltrative lesions in both (n=41) or
one (n=3) lacrimal gland, eyelid and extraocular muscles on both sides (n=2), extraocular muscles on both sides
(n=2), the caruncles on both sides (n=1), and as a unilateral orbital mass (n=3). The average IgG4 serum levels
were 521 mg/dL (range, 46–1,920 mg/dL). Thirty-seven patients underwent biopsy. Immunohistochemically, 61.5%
of the IgG-positive plasma cells were IgG4-positive, and average 121 IgG4-positive cells were detected in highpowered fields. No evidence of light chain restriction was observed in the flow cytometric study, and a case
of immunoglobulin heavy chain rearrangement was detected. [Conclusions] The findings of the present study
suggest that IgG4-ROD occurs in various regions of the ocular adnexa.
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Two cases of conjunctival squamous cell carcinoma requiring orbital exenteration.
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Abstract:
[Purpose] We here report two cases of conjunctival squamous cell carcinoma with aggressive clinical courses.
[Methods]Case report [Results] Case 1: A 67-year-old male noticed a white mass of the left bulbar conjunctiva
in July 2012. Ten months later, he consulted a nearby hospital due to exophthalmos and pain of the left eye,
and was transferred to Shizuoka Cancer Center. The lesion was covering the whole scleral area and cornea
in the left eye. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a mass lesion(around eyeball), 25 × 20×20 mm in size
and the pressed deformation of the eyeball. His left visual acuity was lost. Incisional biopsy was performed, and
the histopathological diagnosis was squamous cell carcinoma. Accordingly, we performed orbital exenteration
and dermanaplasty, and sentinel lymph node biopsy. There were no positive lymph nodes. The histopathology
findings showed partial carcinoma invasion in the sclera; however, no invasion to the choroid was found. Twenty
months after surgery, no recurrence or metastasis was observed. Case 2: An 82-year-old male noticed a palpebral
conjunctival mass in the left eye in autumn 2014, and consulted a nearby eye clinic. Aggressive features and
bleeding were observed, and he was hence transferred to our hospital. The tumor size was 32 × 23× 35 mm, and
squamous cell carcinoma was diagnosed by biopsy. The patient was blind in the left eye due to pansinusitis surgery
20 years ago. Based on the biopsy findings and aggressive clinical course, we performed orbital exenteration
and dermanaplasty. Six months post-surgery, there was no recurrence or metastasis. [Conclusion] Conjunctival
squamous cell carcinoma tends to be slow-growing. However, based on these two cases, we must recognize the
occurrence of aggressive cases.
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Using the American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) classification for Ocular
Surface Squamous Neoplasia in a referral center in Brazil.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze the incidence of ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN), its treatment of choice and the
risk of ocular recurrence based on the AJCC classification in a referral Ocular Cancer Center in São Paulo, Brazil.
Methods: We performed a prospective, non-randomized, interventional cases-series study of 39 patients with
OSSN, from January 2013 to March 2015. Demographic data, staging of the disease using the AJCC classification,
treatment modalities and rates of recurrence were evaluated. Results: Twenty-two (56,4%) patients were male
and 36 (92,3%) were white. The mean age was 59,05 yo (range 5-81 yo). Patients with OSSN were classified as:
TisN0M0: 22 (56,4%) , T1N0M0: 4 (10,2%), T2N0M0: 2 (5,1%), T3N0M0: 9 (23,1%) and T4N0M0:1 (2,6%). The treatment
modalities were: topical Mitomycin C 0,02% (MMC): 21 (53,8%), topical Interferon 1 million UI/ml (IFNα2b): 2 (5,1%),
topical MMC plus IFNα2b: 5 (12,8%) , topical 5– Fluouracil 1% (5-FU): 1 (2,6%), topical 5 FU plus IFNα2b:1 (2,6%),
topical chemotherapy plus surgery with cryotherapy: 6 (15,4%), surgery with cryotherapy alone: 3 (7,7%) and
exenteration: 1 (2,6% ) . For the analysis of recurrence, 24 patients (64,1%) with a mean of 10,2 months of follow
up (range 6-18 mo) were included. The patients were treated with topical MMC: 12 (50%), topical MMC plus
IFNα2b: 4 (16,7%) , topical chemotherapy plus surgery with cryotherapy: 5 (20,8%) or surgery with cryotherapy
alone : 3 (12,5%). Tumor recurrence was observed in 6 patients (25%). The OSSN classification for these tumors
was: TisN0M0 (3), T2N0M0 (1) and T3N0M0 (2). Tree patients had recurrent tumors, 1 CIN and 2 SCC. Statistical
analysis (Fisher’s test) revealed no correlation between recurrence and the type of tumor, AJCC classification
or treatment. Conclusion: According to the AJCC classification, non-invasive tumors (TisN0M0) were the most
frequent in our service. Topical chemotherapy with MMC 0,02% was the treatment of choice for most of the
patients. Recurrence rate was higher than described in the literature, but there was no correlation between the
type of tumor, AJCC classification or treatment modality.
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Surgical managment of different orbital cavernous hemangiomas.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report 3 cases of orbital cavernous haemangioma Materials and methods: We present a series of 3
patients with different location of orbital cavernous hemangiomas. In 3 cases 3 different surgical approach was
performed: lateral, coronal and infraorbital. Results: In all cases tumour was totally removed. Infraorbital surgery
was performed by ophthalmic surgeon only. Lateral osteotomy in cooperation with maxillo-facial surgeon and
coronal approach in cooperation with neuro-surgeon. Conclusion: Orbital lesion management benefits from a
multidisciplinary and individualized approach. The lateral approach is useful in most of the cases.
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Orbital Metastases from Breast Carcinoma.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To study the clinical presentation, histopathology, management, ocular and systemic outcomes in
patients with orbital metastases from breast carcinoma. Methods: This was a retrospective, non-comparative,
interventional case series. Twelve consecutive female patients with orbital mass with previously diagnosed breast
carcinoma were studied. Clinical features at presentation, time since primary diagnosis and other metastatic
sites were analysed. Treatment of primary site as well as metastatic site by chemotherapy and /or stereotactic
radiotherapy and their outcomes were documented. Immunohistochemical staining for pan-cytokeratin (panCK), Cytokeratin 7 (CK7), Cytokeratin 20 (CK20), gross cystic disease fibrillary protein 15 (GCDFP15), estrogen
receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR) and Her2neu was performed in all cases. Results: The mean age was
47 (range 32-70) years. The mean duration of symptoms was 8 (range 4-12) weeks. The mean time period since
primary diagnosis was 20 months (range 9-27) months. Diplopia was the most common presenting complaint
observed in 5 (42%) cases, followed by ptosis and periorbital swelling in 3 (25%) cases each. On examination,
restriction of ocular movement was found in all cases (100%), enophthalmos was present in 7 (58%), a palpable
mass in orbit was found in 4 (33%), and proptosis was present in 3 (25%) cases. Orbital soft tissue and extraocular
muscles (EOM) were involved in 10 (83%) cases while EOM involvement alone was seen in 2 (17%) on computerized
tomography scan. Concurrent systemic metastasis was found in 5 (42%) cases on PET-CT scan. Bone, lung, liver
and ovarian metastasis were documented. The most common morphologic pattern was infiltrating lobular
carcinoma in 7 (58%) cases. All tumours were positive for pan-CK and CK7 and negative for CK20. GCDFP15 was
positive in 7 (58%), 9 (75%) tumours were positive for ER & PR. Her2neu was positive in 4(33%). All patients had been
treated with systemic chemotherapy previously for the primary tumour while radiotherapy was administered to 5
(42%). All patients received stereotactic radiotherapy while 8 (67%) cases were given adjuvant chemotherapy.
Mean follow up period was 22 (range, 1-36) months. Ten (83%) cases had local and systemic tumor control at
the last follow up visit;1 (8%) case is still undergoing treatment; death due to disease was encountered in 1 (8%)
case. Conclusion: Treatment for orbital metastases is inevitably palliative, given that haematogenous spread of
cancer to the orbit is a sign of systemic disease and involvement of other sites. A combination of chemotherapy
and stereotactic radiotherapy.
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Abstract:
Purpose The purpose of this study is to present four cases with orbital mucocele masquerading as an orbital
tumor. Methods In this case series we report the clinical characteristics of four interesting cases with mucocele
masquerading an orbital tumor. Results Case 1: 55 years old male with adenocarcinoma of the stomach presented
with marked proptosis and orbital inflammatory findings. Orbital biopsy showed he had mucocele and orbital
inflammation but no malignancy. Case 2: 65 years old female developed diplopia and inferior proptosis. MRI
showed soft tissue mass. Surgical exploration revealed a mucocele as a masquerading tumor. Case 3: 25 years
old male presented mild inferior proptosis, bony erosion of the frontal sinus and a mass involing the orbit. Surgical
excision revealed a localized mucocele. Case 4: 66 years old male presented with weight loss and proptosis.
MRI showed orbital mass lesion. Surgical exploration revealed a mucocele. Conclusions Orbital mucocel may
masquerade an orbital tumor. Surgical intervention is successful in localized lesions but sinus drainage and antiinflammatory treatment may be necessary in diffuse lesions.
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Abstract:
Purpose: We report 5 rare primary orbital tumours which are otherwise known to be common at other organ sites
systemically. We re-emphasise the importance of having a high index of clinical suspicion and the significance of
immunohistochemistry in accurately diagnosing the primary tumor and customize treatment. Methods: Five male
patients with age ranging from 15-60 years (mean 29 years) presenting with a common presenting symptom of
proptosis of varying duration and diagnosed to have relatively rare orbital tumors were retrospectively reviewed.
Computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging was performed in all patients followed by an incision
biopsy to confirm the diagnosis. These patients were also further evaluated for systemic disease. Results: Clinical
and radiological examination showed an orbital mass in all patients. Light microscopy, immunohistochemistry
and a negative systemic lesion confirmed the diagnosis of rare primary orbital tumours which included
liposarcoma, leiomyosarcoma, solitary osseous plasmacytoma, Ewing’s sarcoma and granulocytic sarcoma
(chloroma). Liposarcoma, the most common soft tissue sarcoma in adults, most commonly arising in the thigh or
the retroperitoneum, and rarely involves the orbit. Leiomyosarcoma is a tumour of the smooth muscles and most
commonly arises in the uterus and retroperitoneum. Primary leiomyosarcoma of the orbit is extremely uncommon.
Plasmacytoma is a discrete, solitary mass of neoplastic monoclonal plasma cells in either bone or soft tissue.
Solitary osseous plasmacytoma of the orbit is the most uncommon type of plasmacytoma of the bone. Orbital
Ewing’s sarcomas are generally metastases from distant sites, hence the diagnosis of primary orbital Ewing’s
sarcoma can be challenging. Granulocytic sarcoma is a rare tumour composed of deposits of myeloid blast cells
and/or immature myeloid cells at an extramedullary site and is usually associated with acute myeloid leukaemia.
Conclusion: Orbit is an uncommon primary site for tumours that are otherwise known to be common elsewhere.
Expanding the usual differential diagnosis and keeping a high index of clinical suspicion, appropriate biopsy and
use of immunohistochemistry can help make an accurate diagnosis.
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Orbital solitary fibrous tumor- a painless mass after dacryocistorhinostomy.
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Abstract:
Purpose and Methods The solitary fibrous tumor is a rare spindle cell tumor described in pleura, mediastinum and
other extraserosal sites. In the orbit it is even rare, but can be found anywhere. The authors report a clinical case of
a 35-year-old male, who was submitted to external dacryocistorhinostomy (DCR) in April 2014 in the left lacrimal
sac because complains of epiphora. The surgery was done without incidents and no tumors or an unexpected
tissue was visualized. The DCR was successful. In September 2014 the patient came back to clinics because he
had a painless orbital mass in inferomedial quadrant of the orbit, near de lacrimal sac fossa, without epiphora.
Results and conclusions: A CT was taken, MRI and an ultrasound. Was found a round mass, very vascularized and
highly contrast enhanced. An anterior orbitotomy via transconjunctival approach was done and a round, well
encapsulated, elastic, red lesion was removed. Hystologicaly the lesion was highly vascularized with 4gr, 2,5cm
x 1,6cm x 1,4cm. There had areas with high cellularity with of spindle-shaped or ovoid cells collagenous and
discrete pleomorphism. Other was less dense with collagenous or myxoid stroma. The immunohistochemistry was
CD 34+, Bcl2+, CD117-, S100-, SMA-. In our patient the tumor wasn’t seen during de DCR. So we think that grow
of tumor and the weakening of the tissues in the medial cantus after the DCR allowed the tumor move to the
anterior area of the orbit. The histological pattern and the immunohistochemistry are consistent with a solitary
fibrous tumor of the orbit. It is a slow growing indolent nonaggressive tumor. The treatment consists in complete
surgical removal, which was performed. So far, follow up is 5 months without recurrences.
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An eyelid lesion in an 11 year old boy.
Author(s):
Sara Lally (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Eyelid
Abstract:
Purpose: To report an interesting case of an eleven-year-old boy who developed a rapidly enlarging mass on the
left upper eyelid. Methods: Case report. Results: The patient presented to the Oncology Service complaining of a
growth on the left upper lid. Orbital imaging noted a lesion above the left orbit. Complete surgical excision was
performed. Pathology revealed basaloid cells, shadow cells and calcification. The diagnosis of pilomatrixoma
was made. Conclusion: Pilomatrixoma is a rare eyelid hair follicle tumor that typically occurs in children. Most
commonly, it is found in the upper eyelid and eyebrow. Since the lesion is confined to the subcutaneous tissue,
complete excision is preferred.

Notes:
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Orbital reconstruction following exenteration in two cases of
intraocular melanoma with extraocular extension.
Author(s):
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Orbit
Abstract:
Introduction: Intraocular melanoma with extraocular extension is rare. The aim is to report the treatment results
of socket reconstruction after subtotal orbital exenteration in two such cases. Methods: The case records of
two patients with extremely wide orbital invasion of intraocular melanoma where analysed. In 67 and 72 years
old female patients eyelid preserving subtotal orbital exenteration combined with socket reconstruction using
autologeous dermis-fat graft was performed. Results: Postoperatively a good cosmetic and functional result was
achieved. The 72 years old patient died 3,5 years and the second, 67 years old patient 9 years after surgical
treatment because of uveal melanomas metastatic diseases. Conclusion: A subtotal orbital exenteration
combined with autologous dermis-fat graft provides good cosmetic outcomes and better quality of life in
selected cases of extraocular extension of intraocular melanoma.

Notes:
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Bilateral Epibulbar Masses: Atypical Presentation of a Rare Disease.
Author(s):
Mary Beth Aronow (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Mary E. Aronow, MD (1), Chi-Chao Chan, MD (2), Debra A. Goldstein, MD (3) (1)Wilmer Eye Institute, Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, USA (2)National Eye Institute, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA (3)Department of Ophthalmology, Northwestern Memorial Feinberg School of Medicine, Chicago,
Illinois, USA Purpose: To describe the clinical features and histopathologic findings in a difficult to diagnose case
of IgG4-related disease. Methods: The patient history, clinical examination findings, ancillary imaging studies,
laboratory evaluation, and histopathology are reviewed. Results: A 38-year old Caucasian male presented with
bilateral epibulbar masses and decreased vision. Multiple prior biopsies of the epibulbar masses over the past
15 years had been non-diagnostic. On examination, the best corrected visual acuity was 20/40 in the right eye
and 20/20 in the left eye. Intraocular pressures were 13 mm Hg in the right eye and 12 mm Hg in the left eye
by applanation tonometry. On external examination, there were bilateral, large, coalescent epibulbar masses
circumferentially with overlying prominent vasculature. In the right eye, there was diffuse thickening of the iris
with extensive neovascularization, formation of posterior synechiae, and hypopyon. Dilated fundus examination
revealed bilateral choroidal folds. B-scan ultrasonography corroborated deformation of the normal curvature
of the globe wall secondary to the epibulbar masses. A differential diagnosis included: Rosai-Dorfman disease,
Erdheim-Chester disease, juvenile xanthogranuloma, IgG4-related disease, and granulomatosis with polyangitis.
An extensive laboratory work-up for infectious, inflammatory, and neoplastic entities was unremarkable. CT scan
of the neck, chest, abdomen, and pelvis revealed subglottic masses, sinus involvement, peri-aortic infiltration, and
peri-renal infiltration. To obtain a definitive diagnosis, repeat biopsies from the eye (hypopyon, iris, and epibulbar
masses) were obtained. Fine-needle aspiration biopsy of the hypopyon revealed coalescent neutrophils and
no evidence of malignancy. Incisional biopsy of the iris and epibulbar masses demonstrated fibrosis arranged in
storiform pattern. Within these regions, there was an abundance of IgG4 positive plasma cells. The overall findings
were compatible with IgG4-related disease with both ocular and systemic involvement. The patient initiated
immunotherapy with single agent rituximab. Conclusions: IgG4-related disease is an increasingly recognized
disease entity with both ocular and systemic involvement. The wide variety of clinical presentations and specific
testing necessary for definitive diagnosis contribute to the challenge of characterizing and diagnosing this
important condition.

Notes:
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Stereotactic Radiosurgery for Periorbital Cutaneous
Carcinoma with Perineural Spread into the Orbit.
Author(s):
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Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purpose: Periorbital cutaneous carcinomas can involve the orbit through direct extension or by perineural spread.
The latter scenario often requires extensive surgery and adjuvant therapy for cure or palliation, which patients
of advanced age or with severe comorbidities may not tolerate. We present an alternative therapy which was
convenient, well-tolerated and effective. Methods: An 84 year-old man with WHO performance status 3 and
several comorbidities was evaluated for a cT3N0M0 neurotropic cutaneous squamous cell carcinoma of the right
frontal scalp. This tumor caused severe pain requiring opioid analgesics. He was deemed medically inoperable
and declined a 7 week course of conventionally fractionated radiotherapy. Therefore, a 5 fraction regimen of
stereotactic image-guided radiosurgery was recommended targeting the gross and subclinical disease at the
frontal scalp, orbit and skull base. Results: He completed radiosurgery without difficulty, incurring grade 1 radiation
dermatitis and grade 2 fatigue. His pain completely resolved between 2 and 4 weeks after therapy. By PET/CT,
the tumor demonstrated a complete metabolic response 4 weeks after therapy. Conclusion: Stereotactic imageguided radiosurgery may be an effective, and convenient therapeutic modality for patients with cutaneous
carcinomas of the periorbital skin involving the orbit. Careful attention to radiation dose to organs at risk is critical
to avoid high grade adverse events. Further study is needed to confirm the safety and efficacy of this approach.

Notes:
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Navigation system assisted surgical treatment on a patient
with extensive orbital neurofibromatosis type 1.
Author(s):
Renbing Jia (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purposes: Sphenoid wing dysplasia and anterior skull base defect is a common feature of neurofibromatosis type
1 (NF1). Here we reports the navigation system assisted surgical treatent on a patient with NF1 suffering from
encephalocele and sever proptosis. Methods: A 43 year old female presented with a 30 years history of proptosis
of right eye. CT and MRI scan showed right sphenoid dysplasia with herniation of a giant arachnoid cyst. The
measurement and pre-operative design was done with the computer-assisted technique. The titanium mesh
was manipulated into an appropriate shape based on the planned rapid prototype model. Both the osteotomy
and lifting of the right zygomatic complex were performed under the guidance of navigation system. Results:
The patient’s orbit was reconstructed successfully without serious complications like vision loss or cerebrospinal
leakage. Before surgery, the right globe was 15mm forward and 22m downward compared with the left globe.
The pre-operative right orbital volume was 6.13ml. One month after surgery, the right globe went up by 10mm and
back by 2mm. The post-operative orbital volume was 23.02ml. The reconstructed contour of the orbit matched
well with what was planed. Conclusion: The orbital reconstruction of the patients with NF1 is challenging. With the
help of computer-assisted technique and navigation system, the surgical results became more predictable and
improved.

Notes:
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Primary Simple Limbal Epithelial Transplantation at the time
of excision of Giant Ocular Surface Squamous Neoplasia.
Author(s):
Swathi Kaliki (Presenter)
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Category of Presentation:
Conjunctiva
Abstract:
Purpose: To report the efficacy of primary Simple Limbal Epithelial Transplantation (SLET) at the time of excision of
giant ocular surface squamous neoplasia (OSSN) Methods: Conjunctival excision biopsy, SLET Results: A 55-yearold female patient presented with giant OSSN involving >50% of bulbar conjunctival surface and >6 clock hours of
limbus, with significant corneal component. The patient had no response to topical mitomycin-C and Interferon
alfa-2b. Excision biopsy of the lesion would result in significant loss of limbal stem cells and thus resulting in corneal
opacity with compromised visual acuity. To prevent these complications, primary SLET at the time of tumor excision
was planned. The patient underwent wide excision biopsy, alcohol keratoepitheliectomy, cryotherapy, amniotic
membrane graft, and primary SLET. At 3-months follow-up, the patient was doing well, with no tumor recurrence,
no sequelae of severe limbal stem cell deficiency, and thus no corneal opacity. Conclusion: Primary SLET during
excision of giant OSSN can prevent sequelae of limbal stem cell deficiency, and thus maintaining clear cornea
despite significant loss of limbal stem cells.

Notes:
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Merkel’s tumor of the eyelid.
Author(s):
Tania Borges (Presenter)
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Abstract:
Purpose and methods: Merkel’s tumor is a rare highly malignant neuroendocrine tumor of the skin sometimes
associated with infection of polyomavirus, sun exposure and immunosuppression, and can coexist with other
tumors. The tumors of the periocular region are often treated surgically. In large or disseminated tumors, adjuvant
treatments such as chemotherapy or radiotherapy should be considered. The authors present a clinical case of
a seemingly healthy woman with a pink nodule of 7 x 8mm in the left upper eyelid with 3 months of evolution.
The patient made excisional biopsy with 3 mm clear margins. Results: The histological examination revealed a
small cell tumor. The cells are arranged in nests or towel with scant cytoplasm and frequent mitosis and absence
of lymphatic or vascular invasion. The immunohistochemistry revealed CK20+, S100-, HMB45-, AE1/AE3+, P63-,
chromogranin+, synaptophysin+, CD56 + and Ki67 60%. These findings are consistent with the diagnosis of Merkel
cell carcinoma. We chose to extend the free margin to 5mm and search for the sentinel lymph node. In the
second surgery the eyelid showed no neoplastic tissues. The sentinel lymph node was positive but the histological
evaluation was negative. It wasn`t performed radiotherapy neither in the eyelid nor in the regional lymph nodes.
The patient had no other tumors or recurrences in 8 months of follow-up. Conclusions: The Merkel`s tumor is a
highly malignant tumor that may occur in the periocular region. Early diagnosis allows for more conservative
treatments. However close monitoring is mandatory in all of these tumors at high risk of metastasis.

Notes:
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Defining the Surgical Apex in the Orbit.
Author(s):
Daniel Briscoe (Presenter)
Olga Zorinam
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Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purpose The orbital surgical apex is the area wherein the volume of the pyramidal shaped orbit decreases
so significantly that any mass in this location can cause crowding of the optic nerve. The surgical apex area
has never been specifically defined although it is understood in concept by orbital surgeons. Our goal was to
define its location by determining the area where the volume decrease ratio changes significantly. Methods We
performed a retrospective analysis of CT’s measuring the right orbital retrobulbar volume in 100 normal patients.
Retrobulbar volume was measured between optic nerve attachment to the globe and the location of optic nerve
exit from the orbit. The measured length between these two points was divided into five equal segments, from the
anterior to posterior orbit; V1, V2, V3, V4 and V5. All 5 segments were compared and the most significant area
of volume depletion established. Results The mean numeric value of measured orbital volumes was compared.
A ratio difference of V1/V2 was less than 2, V2/V3 was 2.32 (±0.27), V3/4 was 3.26 (±0.39), and V4/V5 was 5.72
(±1.67). The most remarkable difference in ratio was between V4 and V5 (mean 5.72 ±1.67 with p<.0001). Our
data demonstrated that the V3 segment (the posterior 3/5 of the orbital volume) was the location where the
decrease in orbital volume impacted, and measured ratios were statistically significant. Conclusions We defined
the surgical apex as the posterior 3/5 of the retrobulbar orbital space. This is the area where significant decrease
in orbital volume impacts, and is the “high risk location” of optic nerve compression. This definition should help
alert radiologists and ophthalmologists to recognize more accurately those patients needing urgent treatment
or surgery.
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Air sufflated high definition dacryoendoscopy has
potential to detect small sized tumor in the lacrimal pathway.
Author(s):
Tsugihisa Sasaki (Presenter)
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Kazuhisa Sugiyama
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
PURPOSE: To detect lacrimal pathway tumors at an early stage, we devised a high definition dacryoendoscope
(HDD) with air sufflation. We report the safety and performance of the HDD. DESIGN: Retrospective, nonrandomized
clinical trial. METHODS: A total of 38 patients (14 men, 24 women; age, 24-90 years), who suffered a lacrimal
disorder, were examined by HDD. Two types of HDD (HDD0.9 and HDD1.2) were used. Both have light fibers, 15,000
picture elements per image fiber and an advanced objective lens. The HDD0.9 (outer diameter: 0.9 mm) has no
irrigation channel, while the HDD1.2 (outer diameter: 1.2 mm) has an irrigation channel. In vitro images of HDD1.2
were captured under irrigated and non-irrigated conditions in water and in a red ink solution to simulate blood
contained in the lacrimal sac. RESULTS: There was a great difference in image quality between air sufflated and
saline-irrigated images, especially in the case of bleeding from the lacrimal sac. There was no damage caused
by HDD in external appearance or in image quality. It was possible to insert the HDD1.2 into the canaliculus in
36 of 38 patients. The image quality in red ink water with irrigation was poorer than in distilled water or in air.
CONCLUSIONS: Air sufflated HDD is safe and the image quality is sufficient to detect tumors (φ<1 mm) in the
lacrimal pathway.
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Granular Cell Tumor of The Orbit: A Clinicopathologic Case Series.
Author(s):
Sander Dubovy (Presenter)
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Andrew E. Rosenberg
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purpose: To report the clinicopathologic findings of 6 cases presenting with Granular Cell Tumors (GCT) arising
within the orbit. Methods: In a non-comparative, consecutive case series, the databases from the Florida Lions
Ocular Pathology Laboratory at Bascom Palmer Eye Institute, University of Miami Hospital and Jackson Memorial
Hospital were searched for surgical specimens diagnosed with Granular Cell Tumor within the orbit from the
time period 1998 of 2014. The specimens and charts were reviewed and the clinicopathologic features were
evaluated. Results: Six cases were identified that occurred in 3 males and 3 females, ranging in age from 30-59
years (avg. 42 ± 11 years). The clinical presentation was as follows: Visual acuity ranged from 20/20 to 20/50,
proptosis 6 (100%), diplopia 3 (50%), ocular motility limitation 3 (50%), pain 2 (33%), swelling 1 (16%) and ptosis
1 (16%). Three tumors arose in the left and three occurred within the right orbit; 2 involved the superior rectus
muscle, 2 involved the medial rectus muscle, 1 involved the inferior rectus muscle and 1 involved the lateral
canthus. The tumors ranged in size from 13 to 30 mm in greatest dimension (avg. 26 ± 6 mm). All tumors underwent
gross total resection. Histologically, the tumors infiltrated the ocular muscles or tendons, grew in sheets, and were
delineated into aggregates by bands of fibrous tissue. The neoplastic cells were bland, round to polyhedral and
contained abundant granular eosinophilic cytoplasm and small centrally located nuclei. Criteria warranting a
diagnosis of atypical or malignant GCT were not present. All tumors were positive for S100 protein and, in those
tested, were positive for CD68 and NSE, as well, and PAS highlighted the cytoplasmic granules. The resection
margins were microscopically positive in all cases. Available postoperative follow-up ranged from 1-55 months;
none of the tumors have recurred. Conclusion: Albeit very uncommon, GCTs occur within the orbit. Because of
their rarity and morphologic features they may be confused with a variety of different neoplasms. GCTs should be
considered in the differential of orbital tumors and, when feasible, the treatment of choice is complete resection.
Although our follow-up is limited, the tumors have not recurred even though the margins were at least focally
involved by tumor.

Notes:
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Orbital exenteration using eyelid and supraorbital nerve sparing technique.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report a single surgeon’s 6-year experience with eyelid-sparing orbital exenteration, emphasizing a
novel technique to spare the supra-orbital nerve. Methods: The case notes were reviewed on all patients who
an underwent eyelid-sparing orbital exenteration procedure performed by the presenting author. The underlying
diagnosis, surgical complications, cosmetic outcome, local tumour control and patient survival were analysed.
Results 19 patients underwent lid-sparing orbital exenteration surgery, the supra-orbital nerve could be spared in
18 cases. There were 15 tumours of conjunctival origin that included 12 conjunctival melanomas and 3 squamous
cell carcinomas of the conjunctiva. There was one sebaceous gland carcinoma. There were 2 intraocular
tumours, both uveal melanomas each with a large nodule of extraocular extension. One orbital melanoma was
removed from a patient with ocular melanocytosis who had undergone an enucleation for uveal melanoma
one month earlier. No intraoperative complications were encountered. There were no CSF leaks. All tumours
were completely excised but close surgical margins necessitated adjuvant external beam radiotherapy in 14 of
19 (74%) patients. 100% local tumour control was achieved. Forehead sensation, due to surgical sparing of the
supraorbital nerve, was intact in all 18 patients. No wound related complications have been reported. Importantly,
there was no fistula formation. Metastases were detected in 4 patients with conjunctival melanoma (33%), two
of whom died. Sentinel node biopsy was positive in patients with conjunctival melanoma, who subsequently
developed distal metastatic disease. Conclusion Eyelid sparing orbital exenteration is appropriate for orbital
involvement of unresectable tumours of the conjunctiva, orbital tumours and extraocular extension of intraocular
tumours. Adjuvant postoperative external beam radiotherapy improves local tumour control without comprising
wound integrity. Sparing of the supraorbital nerve is a refined surgical technique that allows the patient to keep
forehead sensation and can be considered to enhance surgical outcomes.
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Adenoid Cystic Carcinoma of the Lacrimal Gland: Management and Outcome.
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Category of Presentation:
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Abstract:
Purpose: To analyze management and outcome of adenoid cystic carcinoma (ACC) of the lacrimal gland.
Methods: This retrospective case series included 40 consecutive cases of ACC, primarily managed by three
different treatment protocols – surgery + radiotherapy (Group 1), surgery + radiotherapy + adjuvant chemotherapy
(Group 2), and neoadjuvant chemotherapy + surgery + radiotherapy + adjuvant chemotherapy (Group 3), with
a minimum 3 years follow-up after completion of treatment. Local tumor control and systemic metastasis were
the outcome measures. Results: Forty cases of ACC comprised 4% of all orbital tumors. Age ranged from 1172y (mean 36y with 26 male and 14 female patients. Twelve (30%) patients belonged to Group 1, 8 (20%) to
Group 2, and 20 (50%) to Group 3. Surgery included tumor excision in 36 (90%) and orbital exenteration in 4
(10%). Chemotherapy comprised of cisplatin + 5FU for 6 cycles in 28 (70%) patients. Stereotactic radiotherapy
with a dose of 5000-6000cGy included the orbit, superior orbital fissure, cavernous sinus and temporal fossa.
Follow-up after completion of treatment ranged from 36-180 months (median 60 months). In all, local tumor
recurrence occurred in 10 (25%) patients (median 24m) – 5 (43%) in Group 1, 2 in Group 2 (25%) and 2 in Group 3
(10%). These were managed by excision in 2, excision + stereotactic radiotherapy in 3, excision with after-loaded
brachytherapy in 3 and orbital exenteration in 2. None of the patients manifested local tumor recurrence at the
final follow-up. Overall, eye salvage was possible in 34 (85%) of patients, with visual acuity >20/40 in 28 (70%).
Six patients underwent orbital exenteration – 4 (33%) in Group A, 1 (13%) in Group B, and 1 (5%) in Group C.
Systemic metastasis occurred in 9 (23%) patients (median 30m) – 8 (67%) in Group 1, 1 (13%) in Group 2 and none
in Group 3. Metastasis occurred 6 to brain and 3 to lung. Three patients with brain metastasis were managed
by neurosurgical excision and stereotactic radiotherapy, of whom two were tumor-free at the final follow-up.
Seven (11%) overall, 6 (50%) in Group A and 1 (13%) in Group B died with systemic metastasis. Conclusion: ACC
of the lacrimal gland is relatively rare. Multimodal treatment protocol including neoadjuvant chemotherapy,
followed by surgery, extended-field stereotactic radiotherapy and adjuvant chemotherapy seems effective in
eye conservation, local tumor control and minimizing the risk of systemic metastasis.
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Orbital Rhabdomyosarcoma – Clinical Profile and
Outcome Following Multimodal Management.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To study the clinical presentation, histopathological features, and outcome following multimodal
management in primary ocular rhabdomyosarcoma. Methods: This was a retrospective, non-comparative,
interventional case series including 35 consecutive patients presenting with orbital rhabdomyosarcoma.
Demographic data, clinical features, histopathology, and modalities of management were analyzed. The outcome
measures were local tumour recurrence and systemic metastasis. Results: The mean age at presentation was 8.8
years (range, 4 months to 40 years). Fourteen (40%) patients were older than 10 years of age, and 1 (3%) was
older than 20 years. The onset of symptoms was acute in 14 (40%) patients, sub-acute in 9 (22.8%) and chronic in 7
(20%). Proptosis was the most common symptom found in 31 (88%) patients. followed by pain in 6 (17%), diminution
of vision in 5 (14%), ptosis in 2 (6%) and diplopia in 1 (3%). Referral diagnosis was rhabdomyosarcoma in 8 (23%)
cases, primitive neuroectodermal tumour in 2 (6%) and granulocytic sarcoma in 2 (6%) cases. Orbital cellulitis,
fungal granuloma, lymphoma were the other differential diagnosis. Visual acuity at presentation was 20/20-20/40
in 14 (40%), 20/40-20/200 in 8 (22%), 20/200 in 3 (8%) and no light perception in 1 (3%). Management in all the
patients included incisional biopsy, debulking or excisional biopsy, confirmation of histopathological diagnosis,
followed by 3 cycles of chemotherapy using Vincristine+Actinomycin-D+ Cyclophosphamide, alternating with
Ifosfamide+Etoposide, stereotactic radiotherapy, and further 3 cycles of chemotherapy. Embryonal type was
most common on histopathology, observed in 20 (57%), followed by Alveolar, in 12 (34%), Anaplastic in 2 (6%),
and Botryoid in one (3%). Local tumour recurrence was observed in 5 (14%) cases at a median of 6 months
following completion of treatment. Of these, three underwent tumour excision and chemotherapy while two
were managed by orbital exenteration and chemotherapy. No patient had recurrent tumour at the final followup. Eye salvage was possible in 33 (94%), and vision salvage in 30 (86%). Death due to systemic metastasis was
observed in 1 (3%) patient. Mean follow-up was 38.9 months (range 12 to 90 months) following completion of
treatment. Conclusion: Primary orbital rhabdomyosarcoma commonly presents as proptosis in the first or second
decade of life. Embryonal variant was most common in our series. Multimodal treatment including initial surgery,
followed by multi-drug chemotherapy and stereotactic radiotherapy provides excellent chance of local tumour
control (86% primary control, 100% secondary control) and life salvage (94%).
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A case of intravascular large B cell lymphoma initially presented as uveitis.
Author(s):
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Abstract:
Introduction: The intravascular large B cell lymphoma (IVL) is a subtype of the diffuse large B cell lymphoma
(DLBCL). Although clinical diagnosis was difficult once, the diagnostic rate improved by the technique of
“random skin biopsy” from healthy-appearing skin of patient. There has been a little report of the intraocular IVL
in the field of ophthalmic literature. Case report: A 66-year-old woman was treated in the ophthalmological clinic
as a uveitis of right eye. Eight months later, general malaise and pancytopenia were caused, and the patient
was sent to the division of hematology in Okayama Medical Center. The serum LDH value (287 IU/L) and the
soluble IL2 receptor value (8630U/ml) were increasing. And the hemophagocytic syndrome (hemophagocytic
lympho-histiocytosis) was observed by the bone-marrow biopsy. IVL was suspected and random skin biopsy was
performed. The large-sized lymphoid cell was full of the vessel lumen of subcutaneous adipose tissue. It was
diagnosed as IVL stage 4 and the R-CHOP treatment was started. Ophthalmology consultation was carried out
after the three courses of R-CHOP. Large-sized cells infiltrated in the anterior chamber and the vitreous cavity of
the right eye. The ocular fundus was hazy and the right visual acuity was 0.5(n.c.). Vitreous biopsy of the right eye
was performed. Large-sized lymphoid cells were observed by cytological examination of vitreous specimen. IL10/IL-6 of the vitreous fluid was elevated to 49.0. Since the brain lesion occurred, high-dose methotrexate (MTX)
together with R-CHOP was started. Thereby, the brain lesion was reduced. However, the vitreous opacity did
not respond to systemic chemotherapy, neo-vascular glaucoma developed, and light sense of right eye was
lost. Thereafter the intravitreal injection of MTX was added five times, a vitreous opacity disappeared and the
neo-vascular vessels decreased. For the prevention of recurrence, the radiation treatment was performed in a
whole brain and right eye. There was no recurrence in seven months after the treatment. Conclusion: Not only
central nervous system-DLBCL but also IVL can present the symptom of uveitis. The intravitreal injection of MTX
was effective for regression of intraocular IVL.
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Intravitreal Bevacizumab in the treatment of neovascular
glaucoma associated with metastatic breast cancer.
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Abstract:
Purpose: To describe the use of intravitreal bevacizumab for uncontrolled neovascular glaucoma associated with
a metastatic breast cancer lesion in the anterior uvea. Methods: A 47 year-old woman with metastatic breast
cancer (liver, lungs, brain) presented to The New York Eye Cancer Center with left ocular pain, photosensitivity,
vision loss and multiple iris nodules. Her best-corrected visual acuity was 20/32 in the left eye and intraocular pressure
was uncontrolled on local anti-hypertensive medications (39 mm/Hg). Gonioscopy revealed neovascularization
and hyphema of the iris and angle,. Ultrasound biomicroscopy demonstrated tumor invading the iris stroma along
with 360-degrees of anterior uveal thickening with angle closure. The right eye was not involved. As the patient
recently received whole brain radiotherapy and had extensive metastatic disease, intravitreal bevacizumab
was chosen as a minimally invasive treatment for her ocular disease. She received three intravitral bevacizumab
injections delivered monthly. Results: Treatment resulted in shrinkage of the tumor, nearly complete resolution
of iris neovascularization and hyphema along with normalization of her intraocular pressure (16 mm Hg with
continued use of anti-hypertensive drops). Visual acuity in the left eye dropped to 20/50. Unfortunately, the patient
died of metastatic disease shortly after the third intravitreal injection. Conclusion: Intravitreal bevacizumab was
successfully used as an alternative treatment for uncontrolled neovascular glaucoma due to metastatic disease
of the anterior uvea. In this case, it allowed for preservation of both her vision and her eye. This research was
supported by The Eye Cancer Foundation, Inc. (http://eyecancer.com)
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Abstract:
Purpose: We report a case epithelioid leiomyosarcoma of iris, an extremely rare tumor of neural crest origin,
occurring in a man of 49-year-old. Methods:Total ocular evaluation including BMC, IOP, Fundus examination,
ultrasound, UBM. Tha biopsy was performed and study whit H and E, PAS, IHQ after the diagnosis because is an
pain, blind eye to secondary glaucoma an enucleation was performed Results: The biopsy and the enuclation
study under immunohistochemistry confirmed the diagnosis Cnclusion: We present an rare case of uvel tumor the
diferencial diagnosis is the uveal melanoma and the immunohistochemistry study is trasendental to the diagnosis
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Abstract:
Purpose: To report first case of primary iris MALT lymphoma treated with intralesional Rituximab injection. Methods:
Case report Results: A 68 year old man presented with a 10x9x3.5 mm, well delineated, bi-lobed, vascularized,
tan, peripheral iris nodule between 3 and 6 o’clock. The nodule had ciliary body involvement on ultrasound
biomicroscopy episcleral sentinel vessels and anterior chamber angle involvement, but no visible iris seeding or
aqueous cells on slit lamp examination. Fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) showed a monomorphic population
of small- to medium-sized hyperchromatic, CD20-positive lymphocytes of MALT lymphoma. Few CD3-positive
reactive T-lymphocytes were present. Systemic evaluation showed no other involvement. His tumor was staged
as T2N0M0. to the University of Michigan for evaluation of a right iris lesion that had been noted during routine
examination. Visual acuity was 20/25 in each eye. Slit-lamp examination showed a 10x9x3.5 mm, well delineated,
bi-lobed, vascularized, tan, peripheral iris nodule between 3 and 6 o’clock. (Figure 1A) There were episcleral
sentinel vessels and anterior chamber angle involvement, but no visible iris seeding or aqueous cells. (Figure 1B)
The eye was pseudophakic. Ciliary body involvement was seen on ultrasound biomicroscopy. (Figure 1C) Fineneedle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) showed a monomorphic population of small- to medium-sized hyperchromatic,
CD20-positive lymphocytes of MALT lymphoma. (Figure 1 D-E) Few CD3-positive reactive T-lymphocytes were
present. (Figure 1F) Systemic evaluation showed no other involvement. His tumor was staged as T2N0M0. After
discussion of treatment options of external radiotherapy, brachytherapy, and excision, the patient elected
intralesional Rituximab. Three monthly injections of 0.1 cc rituximab (1 mg/0.1 cc) was injected into the tumor
Beginning with the first injection, the tumor shrank and completely disappeared on slit lamp, gonioscopic, and
ultrasound biomicroscopy examinations by 5 months. (Figure 1 G-I) There was no anterior segment toxicity or
recurrence 14 months after the last injection and no evidence of systemic lymphoma based on examination
or FDG-PET scan. Conclusion: Intralesional rituximab might be a treatment alternative in selected patients with
primary iris lymphoma

Notes:
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Mighty Myd88.
Author(s):
Jose Pulido (Presenter)
Diva Salomao
David Viswanatha
Category of Presentation:
Retina Other
Abstract:
Pupose: To describe a classic case of vitreoretinal lymphoma that had a Myd88 L265P mutation Methods:
Case report of a patient who had all the classic finding of vitreoretinal lymphoma who underwent vitrectomy
and had CD20+ diffuse large B cell lymphoma. She then developed CNS lymphoma and underwent stem cell
transplantation and has done well. Formalin fixed parafin embedded tissue was evaluated by PCR for the 74 bp
mutation product. This PCR has been validated with over 50 samples and has 92% sensitivity and specificity. It has
been validated to 5ng of DNA. Results: There was a 0.5RFU result 74bp PCR product (above 0.1RFU is considered
positive). This was consistent with the presence of a Myd88 L265P mutation in the vitreoretinal lymphoma
Conclusion: This patient has a Myd88 L265P mutation in her vitreoretinal lymphoma. Though not all cases have
this mutation, PCR techniques allows a new and very sensitive method which helps in making the diagnosis of a
very difficult disease. In addition, there are pathway inhibitors that are undergoing phase 1 trials that will allow
new methods of treating vitreoretinal lymphoma

Notes:
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Acute visual loss due to choroidal infiltration in Rosai-Dorfman disease.
Author(s):
Tim Isaacs (Presenter)
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Other
Abstract:
Tim Isaacs FRCOphth, FRANZCO, Ian Constable FRANZCO Lions Eye Institute, Perth, Western Australia, Australia
6009 Purpose: To describe a case of acute visual loss in a patient with histologically proven choroidal RosaiDorfman disease Methods: Interventional case report. Results: A 41-year-old male presented with acute loss of
vision in his right eye. His left eye had been enucleated a year earlier due to a large choroidal tumour and total
retinal detachment. Histological examination of the enucleation specimen confirmed the first recorded case
in the literature of intraocular Rosai-Dorfman disease producing a tumour-forming lesion in the choroid. Visual
acuity in his remaining eye had fallen from 6/6 to 6/19. There was a choroidal mass surrounding the optic disc
with associated serous retinal detachment involving the macula. He was treated with systemic corticosteroids,
and his vision rapidly improved. All choroidal swelling resolved within a month of commencing treatment, and
visual acuity improved to 6/6. Vision has remained normal for a follow-up period of 20 months. Conclusion: We
propose that the acute loss of vision and associated peripapillary choroidal swelling in the right eye was caused
by Rosai-Dorfman histiocytic infiltration of the choroid. We report that the visual symptoms and clinical signs
rapidly resolved following treatment with systemic corticosteroids.

Notes:
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Small choroidal melanoma revealed by a large extrascleral extension.
Author(s):
Stephanie Lemaitre (Presenter)
Nathalie Cassoux
Mathieu Zmuda
Olivier Galatoire
Pierre-Vincent Jacomet
Laurence Desjardins
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Melanoma
Abstract:
Purpose Orbital extraocular extension of choroidal melanoma is usually detected in eyes with medium or large
size tumors and it is very rare with small melanomas. We report the case of a patient whose small choroidal
melanoma was revealed by a large extrascleral extension. Methods A 48-year old Caucasian female with no
past medical history presented with a sudden total visual loss in the right eye. Fundus examination showed
right optic disc edema. The initial diagnosis was optic neuritis and the patient was treated with steroids. She
recovered full visual acuity after treatment but reported a scotoma in the right eye. Results Orbital MRI showed an
extraocular mass close to the optic nerve which was enhanced after Gadolinium injection. On ocular ultrasound
this mass was acoustically hollow and it measured 7.8x3.8mm. An associated small choroidal mass was visible
on the ultrasound image. Due to high suspicion for malignancy the patient was referred to an ocular oncology
department and the lesion turned out to be a small choroidal melanoma with a large extrascleral extension.
Treatment consisted in primary enucleation followed by adjuvant orbital radiotherapy. Tumor analysis showed a
mixed cell type melanoma with a chromosome 3 monosomy. The patient developed liver metastasis 10 months
after local treatment. Conclusion Optic nerve invasion is a common route of extraocular extension in choroidal
melanoma and it can occur with small lesions. The prognosis is generally poor.

Notes:
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A Rapidly Growing Iris Melanocytoma with Pigmentary Glaucoma in a 6 -Year Old Girl.
Author(s):
Vischal Sharma (Presenter)
Paul Finger
Paul Sidoti
Category of Presentation:
Conjunctiva
Abstract:
Purpose : To present a case of a 6 year old asian female with a rapidly growing iris melanocytoma and pigmentary
glaucoma Method : Retrospective case study Result : A pigmented iris tumor with corneal touch, causing
secondary melanocytomalytic glaucoma was observed and treated with topical anti glaucoma medication.
Rapid growth, observed on follow up prompted biopsy revealing iris melanocytoma. Surgical excision of the
primary tumor was performed. Eventually, the pigment dispersion was absorbed and her glaucoma resolved.
Cornea and lens were clear and the anterior chamber was quiet. At 3 years follow up, her best corrected visual
acuity is 20/20 and her intraocular pressure is 14 mm/Hg (without medication). Conclusion : Iris melanocytoma
is a rare childhood tumour. In this case, rapid growth did not indicate malignant transformation. However,
pathological confirmation is warranted when growth is observed. Initial observation for growth and judiciously
timed surgical intervention prevented progression, loss of vision and potentially the loss of the eye. Dr. Sharma has
received a fellowship grant from The Eye Cancer Foundation, Inc., New York City, New York, USA

Notes:
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Bilateral Primary Adenocarcinoma of the Eyelid and Orbit.
Author(s):
Omar Ozgur (Presenter)
Bita Esmaeli
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purpose: Orbital adenocarcinoma is a rare entity and may represent a metastatic disease process. The authors
present a case of an otherwise healthy 65-year-old male with primary adenocarcinoma of the bilateral orbits.
Methods: Retrospective clinical observations. Results: The patient is an otherwise healthy 65-year-old male who
was found to have a lesion of the left eyelid and orbit with pathology revealing adenocarcinoma, 13-years ago.
Systemic workup was negative for a separate primary lesion. He underwent 3 surgical excisions, and each time
developed recurrent disease. He then underwent radiation therapy without a response, and finally underwent
an orbital exenteration at another institution. Twelve-years later he developed swelling of the right lower eyelid,
similar to the contralateral presentations. A biopsy of the right lower eyelid revealed adenocarcinoma. Imaging
revealed extensive involvement of a right lower eyelid and right anterior orbital mass as well as a lesion in the
left exenterated orbital socket. Another biopsy confirmed high-grade adenocarcinoma of both the right and
left orbits. Systemic workup again revealed no evidence of a separate primary lesion. Conclusion: The authors
present a rare case of adenocarcinoma of the orbit metastatic to the contralateral orbit 12 years later and will
discuss treatment challenges in this monocular patient.

Notes:
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Intracameral growth of the conjunctival squamous cell carcinoma.
Author(s):
Iwona Rospond-Kubiak (Presenter)
Kinga Sosnowska
Jaroslaw Kociecki
Andrzej Marszalek
Category of Presentation:
Conjunctiva
Abstract:
Aim: to report a case of anterior chamber ingrowth of the conjunctival SCC. Material and methods: 74-year-old
male patient presented in 2013 with ocular irriattion, pain and visible tumour mass in anterior chamber of his left
eye. He had a history of previous pterygium surgery performed a year ago in another hospital. On examination,
the vision was 0.8 with the affected eye and the IOP was 19 mmHg. There was a white solid mass covering the
nasal part iris, blocking the angle with 2 clock hours and infiltrating the corneal endothelium. In order to remove
the part of the tumour adjacent to the iris, iridectomy was performed. Histopathology report revealed invasive
squamous cell carcinoma originating from the conjunctiva. Then a month later a ruthenium plaque brachytherapy
was performed as and adjunctive treatment precedeed with conjunctival mapping biopsy. Results: 18 months
post treatment the treated eye is painless with the vision of 0.5, there is a sectorial cortical cataract at the site
of the iridectomy with no visible recurrence and the endothelial part of the tumour had regressed. Conclusions:
Ruthenium brachytherapy is effective to manage the intracameral growth with corneal endothelium infiltration
of invasive squamous cell carcinoma.

Notes:
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Complication after combined treatment with topical Mitomycin C (MMC) and Interferon
for Ocular Surface Squamous Neoplasia (OSSN).
Author(s):
Priscilla Ballalai (Presenter)
Ruth Santo
Category of Presentation:
Conjunctiva
Abstract:
The authors present an unusual complication related to the use of combined topical chemotherapy with MMC
0,02% and IFNα2b 1 million UI/ml for the treatment of OSSN in a 50 yo, white male patient.

Notes:
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Cases with optic neuropathy caused by IgG4-related orbital mass lesions.
Author(s):
Masayuki Takahira (Presenter)
Shoko Hamaoka
Kazuhisa Sugiyama
Daisuke Takemoto
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purpose: IgG4-related ophthalmic disease (IgG4-ROD) is a lymphoproliferative disorder and the most important
differential diagnosis is orbital MALT lymphoma which is known to occur in the background of IgG4-ROD. A
representative symptom of IgG4-ROD is bilateral lacrimal glands enlargement well known as Mikulicz disease,
but other orbital tissues also are often involved. In this study, IgG4-ROD cases accompanied by optic neuropathy
were investigated. Methods: Within a consecutive 36 cases (20 male, 16 female) with IgG4-ROD pathologically
diagnosed from November, 2004 through December, 2014 in Kanazawa University hospital, six patients presented
mass lesions around the optic nerve in magnetic resonance images, and four of them showed symptoms of optic
neuropathy. Clinical findings of these four cases were reviewed. Results: The four cases with optic neuropathy
due to IgG4-ROD were three males aged 52, 67 and 71 years and one 87 year-old female at diagnosis. The serum
IgG4 levels before treatment were ranged 717 to 2340 mg/dl (normal level <135 mg/dl), which were all higher
than a median value of 604 mg/dl in the total 36 cases of IgG4-ROD. Lacrimal glands swelling, extraocular muscles
enlargement were accompanied in every four cases, and the trigeminal (infraorbital and supraorbital) nerves
enlargement were present in three of them. All the patients showed visual field defects and/or deteriorated visual
acuities (no light perception in the worst case) compatible for optic neuritis. In the 52 year-old male, intraocular
pressure increased to around 30 mmHg just after treatment with oral prednisolone, suspecting a steroid-induced
glaucoma, which thus confused his diagnosis. The 71 year-old male was initially diagnosed and treated as normal
tension glaucoma. They underwent systemic steroid administrations, and overall, their visual functions responded
to steroid therapies and showed some improvement. Conclusion: Attention needs to be paid to visual loss due
to optic neuritis in IgG4-ROD, especially in cases with high serum IgG4 levels. With regard to prognosis of visual
functions, IgG4-ROD may be worse than orbital MALT lymphoma.

Notes:
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A rare case of Amelanotic Primary Acquired Melanosis.
Author(s):
Udi (Ehud) Reich (Presenter)
Maya Eiger Moscovich
Irit Bahar
Category of Presentation:
Conjunctiva
Abstract:
Purpose: To describe a unique case of Amelanotic Primary Acquired Melanosis Methods: A 22 years old healthy
Caucasian female complained of right eye conjunctival lesion, of 6 months duration. Examination revealed a
limbal conjunctival raised pink gelatinous lesion supplied by congested vessels. The lesion was surgically removed
using non-touch technique followed by cryotherapy. Pathology revealed amelanotic primary acquired melanosis
(PAM) with atypia. Results: On follow-up the lesion recurred after 8 months. A second resection coupled with
corneal epithelial denaturation by alcohol and two cycles of cryotherapy was undertaken. Adjuvant therapy
of topical Mitomycin 0.02% was given in three cycles. Pathology examination showed amelanotic PAM with
atypia on both specimens. To date with close follow up of six months there is no recurrence. This is the first
description of amelanotic PAM without malignant transformation. Conclusion: In amelanotic conjunctival
lesions, the differential diagnosis should include dermoid, squamous neoplasia, amelanotic nevus, amelanotic
melanoma and lymphoproliferative disease. Amelanotic PAM albeit extremely rare should be considered as
well. If a squamous or melanocytic neoplasia is suspected an excisional biopsy should be contemplated using
non-touch technique by a qualified specialist. Otherwise refer urgently to an ocular oncology service.

Notes:
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Novel treatment for uveal melanoma of the orbit.
Author(s):
Jasmine Francis (Presenter)
Christopher Barker
David Abramson
Paul Chapman
Y Pierre Gobin
Category of Presentation:
Uveal Melanoma
Abstract:
Purpose: Treatment of orbital melanoma typically includes radiation and exenteration. This case presents a novel
treatment of uveal melanoma of the orbit. Methods: Case Report Results: A 62-year-old man was enucleated for
a large uveal melanoma. Six months later, he developed biopsy-confirmed uveal melanoma in his orbit. Both the
primary and orbital tumors were determined to have no loss of BAP-1 by immunohistochemistry. The orbital tumor
had somatic mutations in GNAQ (exon 4 p.R183Q) and SF3B1 (exon 14 p.R625H). A novel treatment was used and
the orbital melanoma regressed. The patient has not yet required subsequent radiation nor exenteration and he
remains metastases free at 11 months follow up. Conclusion: This novel treatment can result in regression of uveal
melanoma in the orbit: the treatment was well tolerated with limited toxicity.

Notes:
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Ectopic Orbital Meningioma.
Author(s):
Brian Marr (Presenter)
Irena Belinsky
Ira Dunkel
Jasmine Francis
David Abramson
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
Purpose: To illustrate a case of ectopic orbital meningioma diagnosed in a young girl Methods: Retrospective
single case review Results: WHO grade 1 orbital meningioma arising from the supra nasal orbit without evidence
of CNS, adjacent bone or optic nerve origin. Conclusion: Ectopic orbital meningiomas are exquisitely rare and
can be managed surgically with or without adjunctive radiation

Notes:
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Latent Threat – Malignant Transformation of Orbital naevus of Ota.
Author(s):
David H. Verity (Presenter)
J. Richard
O. Collin
Andrew Dawood
Iain Hutchison
Category of Presentation:
Orbit
Abstract:
N/A

Notes:
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